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ABSTRACT 
 

Brain functioning depends on the interaction among several neural populations that are 

linked through complex connectivity networks, enabling the transmission and integration of 

information. In the past decades, questions regarding the activation of different regions 

during cognitive processes and their reciprocal roles have attracted the interest of researchers 

in the field of systems neuroscience. Thanks to the development of advanced techniques for 

functional brain imaging and the tuning of sophisticated signal-processing methods, the 

interest in brain connectivity estimation has experienced a massive expansion.  

Among different neuroimaging techniques, Electroencephalography (EEG) is receiving 

increasing attention in the current literature due to its capacity to detect rapid temporal 

changes in neural patterns, together with the possibility to reconstruct the cortical sources 

activity, leading to the study of functional brain circuits. However, although interest in brain 

networks is growing, the significance and functioning of several brain connectivity estimators 

remains controversial and insufficiently understood. Furthermore, a number of mathematical 

methods are employed in the literature to estimate connectivity from data, ranging from the 

simple statistical dependencies to sophisticated model-based methods that derive causal 

interactions, thus complicating the connectivity outcomes interpretations. Indeed, depending 

on the adopted methodologies and the context of application, important differences in the 

significance of these measures should be considered. 

The first part of this PhD work addresses the methodological limitation described above 

exploring the reliability of the main data-driven connectivity estimation techniques and their 

accuracy in different conditions, as well as the neurophysiological significance of the 

connectivity estimates and the neural phenomena they can grasp.  

To this aim, Neural Mass Models (NMMs), which simulate the EEG activity of a cortical 

region, represent a unique tool to reproduce networks of interconnected regions of interest 

(ROIs) and to test the performances of different functional connectivity (FC) metrics in 

controlled conditions. In this thesis, NMMs have first been employed to test the behaviour of 

Transfer Entropy and Granger Causality FC estimators in linear and non-linear conditions. 

Importantly, results underline that connectivity estimates reflect the amount of information 

transmitted from one region to another, a quantity that is significantly different from the 

connectivity strength. This phenomenon is driven by non-linearities which can influence the 

effect that one region exerts on a second region, leading, for instance, the activity of the 

second region to saturation and thus to a loss of information transmission. This is a crucial 

aspect that should be carefully taken into account when analysing brain connectivity 

estimates. The importance of non-linearities have also been emphasised in a NMMs study on 

a stroke patient, where task-dependent motor network changes have been characterized by 

varying the working point of the simulated cortical regions, keeping the connection values 

between ROIs fixed. Moreover, NMMs were used to compare the performances of different 

functional connectivity estimators (Pearson correlation coefficient, Delayed correlation 



 
 

 
 

coefficient, Coherence, Lagged Coherence, Phase Synchronization and Transfer Entropy). The 

analysis showed that Granger causality, in both temporal and spectral domains, outperforms 

the other estimators.  

In addition to the methodological aspects described above, a second objective of this thesis 

was to assess brain connectivity changes on EEG experimental data. In this case, based on the 

results obtained with NMMs, Granger Causality was chosen for FC estimation. Starting from 

EEG scalp recordings, cortical sources have been reconstructed in order to extract the time 

series of brain ROIs, according to standardized atlases. Here, the basic assumption is that 

connectivity changes may incorporate important neuromarkers of behaviour and cognition, 

as well as of brain disorders, even at subclinical levels. Hence, EEG-based connectivity analysis 

has been carried out with two purposes: a) to detect task-dependent functional connectivity 

network changes, b) to identify resting-state network alterations between classes of 

individuals. The task-dependent connectivity changes have been investigated in an internal-

external attentional task and in a Pavlovian fear conditioning-reversal experiment. Resting-

state network alterations have been analysed in a non-clinical population with different 

autistic traits. In the latter case centrality measures of Graph theory have been employed to 

identify the main cortical regions and mechanisms involved in the characterization of the 

network.  

In conclusion, connectivity-based neuromarkers, compared to the canonical EEG analysis, 

can provide deeper insight into the functioning of brain mechanisms in healthy and 

pathological conditions, and may drive future innovative diagnostic methods as well and 

therapeutic interventions. However, methodological studies to achieve a complete 

understanding of connectivity estimates, their accuracy and the kind of information they are 

able to grasp still require further investigation. Indeed, although Granger Causality was found 

to be the most reliable estimator, a number of questions remain open, especially concerning 

nonlinear phenomena. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Brain Connectivity 

 

One of the fundamental and long-standing debates in neuroscience concerns function 

localization in the brain. Two opposite paradigms relate to the problem: a localizationist view, 

which emphasizes the specificity and modularity of brain organization, against a holist view, 

which stresses the global principles of brain functioning1. This controversy between 

localizationism and holism mirrors two contrasting properties that coexist in the brains: the 

functional segregation of different brain areas and their integration in perception and 

behaviour. The understanding of these two aspects of brain organization is central to any 

theoretical description of brain function. 

Since the beginning of modern neuroscience, the brain has generally been viewed as an 

anatomically differentiated organ whose many parts and regions are associated with the 

expression of specific mental faculties, behavioural traits, or cognitive operations. Functional 

specialization has become one of the enduring theoretical foundations of cognitive 

neuroscience. The idea that individual brain regions are functionally specialized and make 

specific contributions to mind and cognition is supported by a wealth of evidence from both 

anatomical and physiological studies as well as from non-invasive neuroimaging2. These 

functionally specialized regions are capable to manage diverse responses and represent focal 

points of convergence of more specialized neural information. Further evidence for functional 

segregation is provided by the analysis of the specific deficits produced by localized cortical 

lesions. Specialization alone, however, cannot fully account for most aspects of brain function. 

In the beginning of the 20th century, a paradigm shift occurred that changed the trend of 

research towards a more holistic view. In contrast to local specialization, brain activity is 

understood as globally integrated at many levels, ranging from the neuron to intercortical 

interactions to overall behavioural output.  

Indeed, neurons do not work in isolation; rather, they form dynamical assemblies that tend 

to work in synchrony, a concept popularized by Hebb (1949)3. A multitude of neuronal 

assemblies are usually simultaneously active in the brain, occupying different cortical areas4. 

Neuronal assemblies that are functionally interconnected constitute a functional brain 

workspace. The brain has to integrate distributed sets of neuronal assemblies spread over 

multiple cortical domains to achieve coherent representation of events and to perform 

coordinated actions. Indeed, mounting evidence suggests that integrative processes and 

dynamic interactions across multiple distributed regions and systems underpin different 

cognitive processes such as visual recognition, language, cognitive control, emotion, and social 

cognition5.  
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Hence, the cognitive functions delineated above require the brain to integrate a wide range 

of incoming stimuli from the environment and seamlessly ‘bind’ this complex stream of 

information into meaningful internal representations that are then used to plan for the next 

action.  

Integration depends on neural communication among specialized brain regions, unfolding 

within a network of interregional projections, which gives rise to large scale patterns of 

synchronization and information flow between neural elements. Contemporary models 

suggest that brain functioning requires a trade-off between functional specialization and 

global communication6. The cortical infrastructure supporting a brain function may then 

involve many specialised areas whose union is mediated by the functional integration among 

them. Therefore, functional specialisation and integration are not exclusive, but rather 

complementary. Indeed, functional specialisation is only meaningful in the context of 

functional integration and vice versa. For instance, consciousness is thought to require brain-

wide information broadcasting by a “global workspace”, whereby segregated component 

processes are integrated and made available for undertaking higher cognitive functions, 

producing a unitary experience7. This balance between segregation and integration is manifest 

through dynamically changing patterns of correlated activity, constrained by the brains’ 

structural backbone.  

The most direct way to discover the brain mechanisms that underlie segregation and 

integration would be to use neuroimaging methods to map whole-brain structure and 

function. The critical issue is not simply to localize cognitive functions to some site in the brain 

but also to find out the patterns of dynamic interaction between different brain systems 

underlying cognitive processes; indeed, to unravel these processes it is essential to 

understand the dynamics of the workspaces that constitute the material core of any cognitive 

process.  

A considerable amount of experimental evidence gathered in the last two decades supports 

the notion that electroencephalographic (EEG) signals can provide relevant insights into 

dynamic brain processes responsible for specific cognitive functions. Indeed, through EEG it is 

possible to grasp neuronal oscillations which have two main roles: (1) coding specific 

information, (2) assuring the communication between neuronal populations such that specific 

dynamic network may be created.  

Electroencephalography and other neuroimaging techniques have firmly established 

functional specialization as a principle of brain organisation. Although functional integration 

has proved more challenging to assess, significant progress has recently been made in this 

field concerning the development of sophisticated technologies and algorithms. 

 In particular, a new approach has been developed in recent years to evaluate the 

anatomical and functional organization of the human brain. This approach aims to identify 

and classify brain connectivity networks with a number of neurobiologically meaningful and 

easily computable measures.  

Indeed, to date it is usually postulated that localism and holism have been replaced by 

“connectionism,” with many studies nowadays trying to assess interactions between 
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specialized brain regions and not the function of these regions by themselves. The 

neuroscientific community started to approach the brain as an interconnected system where 

firing patterns of neurons integrate through networks of neural populations in a coordinated 

manner enabling communications between brain regions necessary for physiologic functions8. 

By addressing how connectivity mediates both segregation and integration, brain network 

approaches not only reconcile these seemingly opposing perspectives, but also suggest that 

their coexistence is fundamental for brain function. Nowadays, the study of brain regions 

interaction in cognitive processes is playing a crucial role, not only to understand mechanisms 

at the basis of normal brain functions, but also to identify alterations in pathological states.  

Communication between brain regions can be assessed through connectivity measures 

depending on the level of analysis. Brain connectivity (or connectomes) is defined at three 

interrelated but distinct levels: (i) structural (or anatomical) connectivity, representing the 

presence and density of axonal connections, (ii) functional connectivity, defined as statistical 

dependencies among neural assemblies, and (iii) effective connectivity, enhances the 

information from functional connectivity and refers to an explicit model of causal inference, 

usually expressed in terms of differential equations9.  

These three dimensions of connectivity are strongly interdependent. Structural 

connectivity is the main determinant of functional connectivity, which in turn primes effective 

connectivity; moreover, through plasticity effects, functional and effective connectivity exert 

influences on the development of structural connections. Integration within a distributed 

system is usually better understood in terms of functional or effective connectivity since these 

two measures allow to infer the influence that one neuronal system exerts over another10. 

Indeed, for a complete understanding of how information is integrated in the brain, it is crucial 

to consider the causality of brain interactions.  

Recently, numerous studies have embraced network science as a theoretical framework 

for brain connectivity. In this case, graph theory is employed to describe neural systems in 

terms of nodes (brain regions) and edges (connections) to explain how network topology 

shapes and modulates brain function. Complex network analysis enables the reliable 

quantification of brain networks with a small number of neurobiologically meaningful and 

easily computable measures11,12. These measures can describe both local and global features 

of brain network topology, allowing the extraction of the main brain regulation mechanisms, 

such as bottom-up or top-down.  

In addition to brain imaging techniques, one way to study the synchronization between 

different brain areas, and thus information transmission, is through dynamical mathematical 

models inspired by brain functioning. Specifically, much attention has been devoted to Neural 

Mass Models (NMMs), which describe the average activity of macro-columns, or even cortical 

areas, using just a few state variables13. By connecting several NMMs together, it is possible 

to simulate a network of interconnected brain regions and to investigate how information is 

transmitted. Moreover, neurocomputational models represent a unique tool to test different 

connectivity estimation techniques against a series of ground-truth conditions.  
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1.2 Critical discussion 

Since their introduction in the early nineties, neuroimaging techniques have primarily 

focused on the spatial localization of brain function. Although this model has provided 

tremendous insights into the workings of the brain, it was soon shown to be insufficient to 

explain higher-level functions that require coordinated action of many brain areas. To this aim, 

an alternate model of brain function based on distributed information processing has been 

formulated. As described above, this model does not exclude the spatial localization mode, 

rather it hypothesizes that spatially localized activated regions do encode simple properties, 

and that the interactions between these regions contribute to the encoding of more complex 

properties, giving rise to a repertoire of experiences. Importantly, this model highlights that 

interactions between brain regions are critical ingredient to understand brain function.  

Since the early 1960s14, part of neuroscientific research has focused on brain interactions, 

with a considerable increase in recent years. Throughout this time, the development of 

methods to efficiently and accurately quantify brain connectivity has been, and still remains, 

a challenging issue. Indeed, the problem of assessing connectivity from data is a difficult one, 

since this concept  has ambiguous definitions and results depend crucially on how connectivity 

is defined and on the mathematical instruments employed15. 

The first who tried to shed light on the concept of brain connectivity was Friston in 1994, 

who introduced the useful analytical categories of anatomical, functional, and effective 

connectivity into brain functional imaging literature10. 

Anatomical connections may be determined by a variety of tract-tracing methods that can 

provide a description of structural geometry. Indeed, structural connectivity (the 

connectome) reflects the physical relationships between neural elements; that is, their syn-

aptic connections or inter-regional projections (the ‘wiring diagram’). These methods typically 

do not include EEG, so we will not discuss anatomical connectivity further, except for a few 

brief observations. Anatomical information may be an obviously useful starting point for 

subsequent physiological investigation. It may be represented by graphs that are either 

directed (if derived from a reliable invasive anatomical methods) or undirected (if derived 

from e.g., diffusion spectrum imaging). However, anatomy cannot tell us how regions are 

coupled dynamically, except perhaps on very slow (e.g., neurodevelopmental) time scales. 

However, while everyone agrees on the definition of structural connectivity, a still open 

debate concerns the definitions of functional and effective connectivity. 

According to the aforementioned definition of Friston, functional connectivity (FC) is based 

on the estimation of “temporal correlations between remote neurophysiological events” 10. It 

describes the set of pairwise statistical dependencies between observational data (time 

courses) recorded from individual different neural elements. Consequently, the resulting 

connectivity matrices are undirected (and therefore symmetric), unless time-lagged 

correlations are considered. Still, according to the traditional point of view, effective (or 

causal) connectivity is based on an estimate of the "influence that one neural system exerts 

on another"10, and involves an explicit neurophysiological model describing the underlying 
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process. Mathematically, the resulting connectivity matrices are directed and asymmetric and 

support causal information flow inference. 

However, the previous definitions of functional and effective connectivity suffer from a 

variety of problems and are often misunderstood. The main issue arises from the failure to 

distinguish between theoretical properties of interest and the methods used to infer those 

properties. The modern point of view proposed recently by Reid et al. underlines that, 

although methods for FC estimation are based on the computation of some forms of statistical 

or information association between signals, the target is always to understand the causal 

interactions among the different neural populations16. This clearly runs counter to the typical 

definition of FC as the non-causal “statistical association” between measured brain signals. 

The point raised by Reid et al. is supported by the recent definition of new FC methods that 

estimate valid causal inferences from observational data. Indeed, among all different methods 

to estimate FC, some of them are based on the concept of causality, as originally introduced 

by Wiener (1956)17 and subsequently by Granger (1969)18. The ultimate objective of such 

approaches is the construction of a network in order to understand how brain regions causally 

interact to produce cognition, and how network’s alterations may affect behavioral outcomes 

(for instance, in pathological states), although this network is derived from statistical 

dependencies between observational data. 

In the following, we will especially refer to functional connectivity estimators within the 

wider point of view proposed by Reid et al. Now that this has been clarified, the main aspect 

that distinguish functional from effective connectivity is summarised below.  

Functional connectivity measures are statistical dependences among measured time series 

that have recently been supplemented with causal information. These are data-driven 

estimates of connectivity that do not rely on physiological models, but rather on empirical 

models. In contrast, effective connectivity approaches are based on well-defined biophysical 

models of neuronal dynamics and should be understood as the simplest possible circuit 

diagram that would replicate the observed responses19,20. The main method to assess 

effective connectivity in neuroscience is dynamic causal modeling (DCM)21 which assumes that 

the signals are produced by a state space model. These models were introduced in 2003 for 

fMRI, and only later they were extended to EEG and MEG. The key to Dynamic Causal 

Modeling (DCM) technique is that the response of a dynamic system can be modeled by a 

network of discrete but interacting neuronal sources described in terms of neural-mass or 

conductance-based models.  

This distinction between functional and effective connectivity clarifies why methods like 

Granger Causality and DCM are not competitive but rather complementary: they make 

different assumptions, and they permit different interpretations. However, DCM concerns the 

comparison of the performances of distinct mechanistic models in accounting for observed 

data. In this case one should choose the best model and predefine or experiment with a large 

number of parameters. The uncertainty in predefining these parameters and the large number 

of their possible combinations is the main drawback of these techniques. Moreover, it is 

possible that no single model exists but rather multiple models may be equally appropriate 
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for a given data set. In contrast, directional (or causal) functional connectivity methods have 

the advantage of being exploratory approaches that do not assume any specific underlying 

spatial or temporal relationship. Such methods can be used in assessing connectivity when no 

a-priori anatomical or physiological knowledge is available.  

For the reasons outlined, this thesis focuses on understanding of the main functional 

connectivity estimators as intended by Reid et al. However, as highlighted in a recent study, a 

large number of metrics for estimating functional connectivity exist, which are based on 

different underlying mathematical measures of dependency and lead to different outcomes22. 

For this reason, simulated data using neurocomputational models, such as Neural Mass 

Models (NMMs), play a crucial role in evaluating competing functional connectivity methods 

against a “ground truth.” Indeed, the analysis of generated data from a known network 

architecture enables parameters optimization, dependencies assessment as well as sensitivity 

analysis. The output of functional connectivity estimators are connectivity matrices 

characterized by the strength of brain region interactions.  

More synthetic characterizations of the whole network as well as of specific nodes can be 

provided through graph-theory. Characterising the brain from an integrative point of view and 

studying its characteristics as a complex system can be of great impact in the field of cognitive 

and systems neuroscience. Recently, connectivity studies have been conducted to investigate 

human behavioural and cognitive performance, as well as the role of different large-scale 

brain networks in various conditions23–26. Comparing the brain topological alterations during 

a cognitive task and resting-state helps identify areas that affect human behavioural 

performance. For instance, DeSalvo et al. used a graph-based approach to explore variations 

in functional brain organization during semantic decision making compared with rest in 

healthy participants27. Moreover, Davison et al.  demonstrated that changes in brain network 

properties of individuals correspond to task performance28. Furthermore, Cole et al. found 

that fronto-parietal network’s functional connectivity pattern shifts across a variety of tasks, 

and that these patterns could be used to identify the specific task29. 

In addition to capturing various cognitive aspects in healthy subjects, task-dependent and 

resting-state brain connectivity analysis may be a unique tool for discriminating brain diseases. 

Indeed, brain disconnection results in functional impairment, associated with atypical 

integration of distributed brain areas. Studies in the field of complex brain networks have 

demonstrated that analysing the network properties and metrics derived from brain topology 

can help neurologists distinguish patient groups from control subjects in a variety of mental 

disorders, such as epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease (AD), multiple sclerosis (MS), autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD), and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 30–35. However, other 

mental disorders were also found in recent graph-based literature, including schizophrenia, 

Parkinson’s disease, insomnia36–39. 
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1.3 Scientific proposal 

Despite the relevance of connectivity estimators in the field of computational 

neuroscience, their functioning and performances are still insufficiently understood. 

The first objective of this thesis was to fill this gap by testing the performances, as well as 

parameters dependencies, of the main functional connectivity metrics in different working 

conditions. To this aim, Neural Mass Models were employed to simulate 

electroencephalographic data and to recreate a ‘ground truth’ network scenario of 

interconnected brain regions.  

Particular emphasis was paid on: a) the performance comparison of different FC estimator, 

b) the neurophysiological meaning of the connectivity values provided by FC estimators, and 

c) the difference between true connectivity strength and information transmission.  

Given the significance of causality in information integration among brain regions, 

directional FC algorithms, such as Granger causality18  and Transfer Entropy40, has been the 

focus of this analysis. Light has been shed on the limitations and advantages of these 

estimators by investigating their reliability under linear and non-linear working conditions. In 

addition, NMMs were employed to study how brain rhythms and information are transmitted 

in a physiologically plausible network of cortical regions, as well as to simulate the task-

dependent changes of the cortical motor network in a stroke patient. 

Once untangled all the aspects, functional connectivity metrics were computed on different 

EEG signal recordings. Hence, accepted the computational limitations identified via NMMs, 

and based on the above analysis outcomes, Granger Causality was chosen to estimate directed 

functional connectivity on experimental data. Indeed, the second objective of this study was 

to investigate brain connectivity changes during attentional and fear conditioning/reversal 

tasks, and to understand how autistic traits may be linked to resting-state connectivity 

alterations. For this purpose, EEG signals were reconstructed at the source level using various 

software and open-source toolboxes, and the functional connectivity has been computed and 

compared between conditions.  Finally, in some cases, graph theory and complex network 

analysis have also been employed to extract and quantify the main topological features of 

brain networks. 

 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

The core of the thesis is organised as follows. An overview of the main methods and 

mechanisms on which this work is firmly grounded is provided in Chapter 2. Within this 

section, a general description of the main neuroimaging techniques is given, dwelling on 

electroencephalography and cortical source reconstruction. Subsequently, neural oscillations 

detectable with EEG are described highlighting their role in brain interactions. Furthermore, 

the main classes of functional connectivity estimators are presented, as well as the main graph 
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theory metrics for the quantification of network topology. Finally, an overview on Neural Mass 

Models, together with their benefits in understanding connectivity metrics, is outlined. 

Chapter 3 collects three studies carried out employing NMMs to simulate brain regions 

interactions in controlled conditions. In the first study, the performance of Transfer Entropy 

in detecting true connectivity strength is tested for different working conditions (i.e. linear or 

non-linear) and parameters (i.e. network size, pure delay, signal length). The second study 

compares the reliability of eight different functional connectivity estimators using ROC curves. 

Furthermore, it aims to investigate how brain rhythms are transmitted in a physiologically 

plausible network. For this purpose, Granger Causality is employed to estimate directional 

connectivity of the network under both linear and nonlinear conditions. In the third study, a 

network of NMMs has been fitted to experimental EEG data in order to assess the task-

dependent changes in functional connectivity between the motor/premotor areas of a stroke 

patient. 

Chapter 4 presents three studies where Granger Causality is applied on experimental EEG 

data to assess directional functional connectivity. In this section, advanced EEG processing 

techniques are employed for cortical sources reconstruction, to extract the time series of 

functionally significant cortical Regions of Interest (ROIs) and compute brain connectivity. The 

first two studies investigate task-dependent spectral connectivity changes respectively during: 

1) internal-external attention competition tasks; 2) Pavlovian fear conditioning and reversal 

experiment. Whereas, the third study investigates the resting-state connectivity alterations in 

individuals with high autistic traits. In the latter study, some directional measures of graph 

theory are also used to extract the main features of the networks. 

Finally, the conclusions of this thesis are summarized and critically commented in chapter 
5. 
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2 Fundamentals 
 

This chapter contains the fundamentals on which functional brain connectivity is grounded. 

First, the main neuroimaging techniques are presented, with particular emphasis on 

electroencephalography and cortical source reconstruction techniques. Furthermore, neural 

oscillatory mechanisms are described, underlying their fundamental role in ensuring 

communication between brain regions and integration of information. Moreover, methods 

for measuring brain connectivity are discussed, and in particular those for estimating 

directional functional connectivity. Then, principles of graph theory for the analysis of the 

brain as a complex network are presented, including the extraction of its main features. 

Finally, neural mass models are presented as a promising tool for the study of brain rhythms 

transmission in a network, as well as to assess the performances of FC estimators. 

 

2.1 Neuroimaging methods 

 

The answers to many questions we raise on brain organisation depend on the quality of 

data we are able to extract on the location, dynamics, oscillations, amplitude and types of 

brain activity, and thus depend on the sophistication of the neuroimaging technology 

employed41. These techniques have become an essential tool for the neuroscientist seeking 

to understand the brain on a spatial and temporal scale. Recent years have seen rapid growth 

in the field of neuroimaging technology and methodology and, subsequently, in 

understanding the structural and functional brain organization, as well as thriving clinical 

applications. Correspondingly, the general level of sophistication with which neuroimaging 

tools are used has transformed neuroscience research, becoming the predominant technique 

employed in behavioural and cognitive neuroscience. 

Neuroimaging has established functional segregation as the foundation of brain 

organisation, as well as the integration between different brain areas in terms of functional 

and effective connectivity. Functional neuroimaging techniques, including positron emission 

tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), electroencephalography 

(EEG), magnetoencephalography (MEG), and other modalities, provide powerful tools to 

study human brain and serve as methodological foundations for system neuroscience. 

In PET, a radioisotope tracer can be injected into the subject while performing a task. The 

brain areas participating in functional activation demand a higher level of oxygen and glucose 

energy. The regional cerebral blood flow increase and the metabolism are proportional to the 

neuronal activation. Over the years, fMRI has grown largely since it does not require the 

administration of tracers and provides a higher spatial resolution than PET. Furthermore, the 

advantages of such technology concern non-invasiveness, relative ease of implementation, 

high spatial resolution, and importantly, signal fidelity. Functional MRI measures brain activity 

by recording concomitant changes in cerebral perfusion (neurovascular coupling). This 
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technique uses blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signals to highlight areas of active 

neuronal activity. The fMRI signal is robust and for the most part, highly reproducible and 

consistent. However, if fMRI can very effectively identify what brain areas - at a specific spatial 

scale – are active in association with specific tasks or in resting state, it is not so reliable in 

addressing mechanisms related to cognitive processes. Indeed, fMRI provides a high spatial 

resolution (1–10 mm), but has only limited temporal resolution (1 s), primarily due to the 

limitations of the hemodynamic response. However, cognitive processes are dynamic. 

Therefore, techniques such as PET and fMRI are not the most adequate to reliably grasp this 

fundamental feature of brain functioning.  

Besides PET and fMRI, there are other neuroimaging methods such as 

electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) that allow temporal 

aspects to be reliably investigated. Moreover, since the computation of functional 

connectivity depends on the correspondence of neural signals over time, techniques such as 

EEG and MEG, which have excellent temporal resolution, are optimal for investigating brain 

interactions. However, the main limitation of these techniques concerns the spatial resolution 

which is in the order of several millimetres or even centimetres, but it can increase with the 

help of multielectrode (high-density) recordings and source imaging techniques. Furthermore, 

EEG and MEG poorly measure activity arising below superficial neural structures, whereas 

fMRI records activity within the entire brain volume.  

Nevertheless, EEG and MEG remain the most appropriate tools for the study of brain 

network interactions. These techniques offer direct, real time, monitoring of spontaneous and 

evoked brain activity, but also allow for spatiotemporal localization of underlying neuronal 

generators. EEG and MEG show the following common characteristics:  1) they have a 

millisecond temporal resolution; 2) potential differences and magnetic fields are linear 

functions of source strengths and nonlinear functions of source locations; 3) they reflect the 

same elementary neuronal phenomena, since they are both caused by currents from 

synchronously activated neural populations, and thus both can be used for the localization of 

neuronal generators; 4) can be analysed in both temporal and spectral domains. 

The EEG field is a scalar and a relative measurement; it is sensitive to both tangential and 

radial components of dipolar sources. Theoretically, a radially oriented dipolar source does 

not give rise to a magnetic field outside a spherical volume conductor; consequently, the MEG 

is not sensitive to radial components of dipolar sources but to the tangential components 4,42.  

The main advantage of MEG is its good spatial resolution in separating cortical sources due 

to less spatial smearing than in the EEG. Indeed, MEG provides better spatial resolution of 

source localization (2-3 mm) than EEG (7-10 mm). However, literature confirmed that electric 

and magnetic measurements provide comparable information. For instance, it was 

demonstrated that, using the novel concept of the half sensitivity volume, EEG and MEG 

record the electric activity in a very similar way43. More recently, applied pattern recognition 

techniques were used to decode hand movement directions from simultaneous EEG/MEG 

measurements, concluding that the inference of movement direction works equally well for 

both techniques44. Besides the technical aspects, it may be beneficial to consider also the cost 
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effect of the recording modality. The MEG instrumentation costs about 20 times more than 

the EEG instrumentation with the same number of channels. Considering both technical and 

economic aspects, and keeping in mind the purpose of the work, which focuses on the study 

of brain connectivity, EEG was the neuroimaging technique employed for this thesis and is 

detailed below. 

2.1.1 Electroencephalography 

The first known neuroelectrical recording on animals dates back to 1875 and was 

performed by Richard Caton. The advent of recording neural activity on humans took another 

half century to occur. Hans Berger, a German psychiatrist, pioneered the EEG in humans in 

1924. He recorded neurophysiological signals that fluctuated rhythmically when eyes were 

closed, but which became far less rhythmic and of generally smaller amplitude when eyes 

were open. After more than 85 years of development and use in clinical practice, the 

electroencephalogram (EEG) remains the most-common non-invasive tool for the 

investigation of the electrophysiological activity of the brain.  

The electric potentials registered by EEG is generated by the activity of neurons, which are 

the electrically excitable cellular units of the brain and nervous system. However, conventional 

scalp or cortical surface EEG recordings are unable to detect the activation of a single neuron. 

Instead, EEG is primarily generated by extracellular current flow of cortical pyramidal neurons 

in the cerebral cortex that are oriented perpendicularly to the brain’s surface. Hence, the 

neural activity detectable by EEG is the summation of the excitatory and inhibitory 

postsynaptic potentials of relatively large groups of neurons thanks to their parallel 

organization. The strength of the current flow is directly proportional to the number of 

activated neurons and produces a signal which is detectable at the scalp level. 

EEG instrumentation consists of a set of scalp electrodes coupled to high-impedance 

amplifiers and a digital data acquisition system. Typically, the resistive contact between the 

electrode and skin is improved using electrolytic gels or abrasive pastes. Another, more recent 

approach has been so-called ‘dry’ electrodes that capitalize on innovations in material 

sciences as well as electronics to minimize the setup time. 

EEG has been traditionally employed considering the standard 10–20 system to define 

electrodes’ position, which includes only 21 measurement electrodes. However, it has been 

widely acknowledged that the spatial resolution of the 10–20 system is not sufficient for 

modern brain research41,45,46. To improve the spatial resolution of EEG a higher number of 

electrodes must be used. Today, the market responds to this need providing commercially 

available systems with up to 256 electrodes. 

An intrinsic issue of EEG is that to reach the scalp, neuronal signals generated in the cortex 

cross several layers of tissues with different electrical properties and a complex geometry. 

This implies that what is recorded at the scalp is an attenuated and distorted image of the 

cortical sources. In other words, this means that EEG is not sensitive to deep cortical 

activation. Inverse methods and approaches such as LORETA47 claim to detect deep sources. 
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However, there is still the possibility that a lot of information from deep structures, above all 

belonging to the higher frequency domains (lower amplitudes) could be lost. Even if these 

methods allow a reliable source reconstruction, their theoretical limitations must be kept in 

mind.  

Another limit of EEG recordings concerns the aspect that registered brain activity is 

overwhelmed by other signals generated by the body (i.e., eye movements, cardiac activity, 

and scalp muscle contraction) or in the environment. Moreover, temporary detachments of 

the recording electrodes can further erode the signal and interfere with the relevant 

physiological EEG activity. Fortunately, artifacts possess many distinguishing characteristics 

which are visually identifiable by well-trained experts. Through independent component 

analysis (ICA), based on blind sources separation, it is possible to visualize and localize 

independent components of EEG signals and thus to reject the artefacts and reconstruct a 

cleaned version of EEG signals. Data can be analyzed with a number of different Matlab 

(MathWorks, Natick, MA) toolboxes, such as EEGLAB (Swartz Center for Computational 

Neurosciences, http://www.sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab). ICA in EEGLAB can be performed using the 

Infomax ICA algorithm48. 

The advent of digital technology has led to greater sophistication and multiple software 

applications to extend the applicability of EEG beyond the confines of the laboratory. Indeed, 

systematic improvements have been made in the portability of EEG systems, allowing 

recordings in real-world environments. In this case, EEG headset is connected wirelessly to a 

signal receiver allowing both movement and change in posture and orientation.  

There are, of course, limitations to what this approach can tell us about cognition. These 

include the relatively poor spatial resolution of EEG, the fact that the dendritic field potentials 

of the cortical pyramidal neurons recorded on the scalp constitutes only part of the brain’s 

relevant dynamics, and various more specialized technical problems such as volume 

conduction. Despite such limitations, EEG currently represents a widely employed 

neuroimaging technique to investigate complex brain mechanisms in non-clinical population, 

but also to monitor and diagnose brain disorders, such as epilepsy, autism and schizophrenia.  

2.1.2 Cortical Sources Reconstruction 

Since the discovery of electroencephalography (EEG), when it was hoped that EEG would 

offer “a window into the brain,” researchers and clinicians have attempted to localize the 

neuronal activity that generates the scalp potentials measured noninvasively through EEG. As 

described above, the primary source of the EEG potentials is the current flow induced by 

pyramidal cells in the cerebral cortex which exhibit synchronous activity. The cortical sources 

are generally modelled through the mathematical abstraction of an equivalent current dipole 

(ECD), representing the postsynaptic currents flowing through the apical dendritic trees of 

cortical pyramidal cells at a given moment49. 

Since the head is a conducting medium, volume conduction allows the propagation of these 

current flows to the scalp surface, where they give rise to electric potential differences 
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between electrodes placed at different positions on the scalp50. Thus, the electrical potential 

generated by each current dipole propagates through the conducting volume of the brain 

(grey matter, cerebrospinal fluid, meninges, skull and skin) to reach the scalp where the EEG 

signal can be recorded. Therefore, EEG signal is a mixture of many different contributions from 

a very large number of neural sources located in different regions of the cerebral cortex.  

In order to interpret EEG data in neuroanatomical terms, the reconstruction of the sources 

from the recorded data is required (Fig. 2.1). Source modelling involves the estimation of the 

location in the brain of neural electrical sources, starting from the EEG signals recorded on the 

scalp. This requires the solution of an ‘ill-posed’ inverse problem, for which infinitely many 

solutions exist, which means that different combinations of cortical sources can result in the 

same potential distribution on the scalp. The common approach to tackle this problem is to 

make assumptions about the intracerebral sources. The solution to the inverse problem may 

also vary depending on head geometry, tissue conductivities, and electrode placement. 

Indeed, a priori constraints, preferentially incorporating anatomical, physiological, and 

biophysical knowledge, needs to be defined. 

Early explorations in the 1950s using electric field theory to infer the location and 

orientation of the current dipole in the brain starting from scalp potential distribution, 

triggered considerable efforts to quantitatively deduce these sources. Fostered by the 

increasing availability of magnetic resonance imaging, which allows detailed realistic anatomy 

to be incorporated, the precision of sources localization approaches drastically increased. For 

source reconstruction researchers typically rely on one of the publicly available toolboxes such 

as LORETA-KEY©®, Brainstorm51, Fieldtrip 52, EEGLAB53 and MNE54, which provide ready-made 

anatomical templates, methods for electrical forward calculations, and implementations of 

inverse solutions.   

Today, source localization has reached a level of consistency and precision that allows these 

methods to be included in the family of brain imaging techniques. This technique allows not 

only precise source localization at given time instances, but the high time resolution of EEG 

also permits looking at information flow within large-scale brain networks and gaining new 

insights in the way the areas of such networks communicate with each other. This chapter 

gives an overview of EEG source imaging methods. 
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Figure 2.1 - Process flow to forward problem solution: three main configurations are required—(a) the head and 
source models (i.e., the location of the solution points in the brain), (b) the electrode alignment on the head 
model, and (c) the leadfield matrix using the channel locations in relation to the anatomical information of the 
head model. As such, the solution’s accuracy highly depends on the efficient generation and composition of the 
points above55.  

 

2.1.2.1 Forward modelling: 

 

In order to estimate the cortical sources of scalp potentials, we must first be able to solve 

the associated forward problem, that is, we need a forward model that maps a source of 

known location, strength, and orientation to an array of EEG sensors. Since EEG’s frequencies 

of interest are relatively low (typically <100 Hz), this model is governed by the quasi-static 

versions of Maxwell’s equations56. Moreover, the permeability of biological tissue is 

approximately that of free space, thus, the main factors determining the forward model are 

the electrical conductivity and geometry of the head. 

In the discussion below, the following notation has been used: lowercase letters for scalar 

quantities, lowercase letters with arrow for vector and uppercase letters for matrices. The 

total current density within the brain volume 𝑗 (whose unit is in 𝐴/𝑚2) is given by the sum of 

two distinct components, represented by the primary current density or impressed current 𝑗𝑝 

and the volume current density 𝑗𝑣: 

 

 𝑗 = 𝑗𝑝 + 𝑗𝑣 (2.1) 

 

The primary current  𝑗𝑝 flows within the cortical macro-column and is assumed to be the 

physical correlate of neuronal activity. It can be modelled by means of an equivalent current 

dipole (ECD) represented by a point source: 

 

 𝑗𝑝(𝑟) = �⃗�𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑞) (2.2) 

 

In Eq. (2.2), �⃗� = ∫ 𝑗𝑝(𝑟) 𝑑𝑟 is the current dipole moment and is measured in 𝐴𝑚, 𝛿(. ) is 

the Dirac function and is measured in 1/𝑚3, 𝑟 is a generic spatial position with respect to a 
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generic reference and 𝑟𝑞 identifies the position of the current dipole. The current dipole 

moment �⃗� represents the model of the postsynaptic potential in a cortical macro-column. 

The volume current (or return current) results from the effect of the electric field in the 

volume on extracellular charge carriers, and is represented by Ohm's law: 

 

 𝑗𝑣 = 𝜎(𝑟)𝑒(𝑟) =  −𝜎(𝑟)∇𝑣(𝑟)      (2.3) 

 

In Eq. (2.3), 𝜎 indicates the electrical conductivity of the medium surrounding the macro-

column, and 𝑒 represents the electric field generated by the current dipole; the latter can be 

expressed as the negative gradient of the electric potential 𝑣. Thus, by substituting equations 

(2.2) and (2.3) into (2.1) we obtain: 

 

 𝑗 = �⃗�𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑞) − 𝜎(𝑟)∇𝑣(𝑟)      (2.4) 

 

Note that even though the currents of interest are the primary currents (i.e. the current 

dipoles �⃗�), as they represent cortical activations, volume currents must also be considered 

when solving the direct problem since they contribute to EEG scalp potentials. The application 

of divergence to all terms in equation (2.4) leads to the following expression: 

 

 ∇ ∙ (𝑗) = ∇ ∙ (�⃗�𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑞)) − ∇ ∙ (𝜎(𝑟)∇𝑣(𝑟))      (2.5) 

 

Considering the quasi-stationarity condition ∇ ∙ (𝑗) = 0 , this leads to the Poisson equation: 

 

 ∇ ∙ (�⃗�𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑞)) = ∇ ∙ (𝜎(𝑟)∇𝑣(𝑟))      (2.6) 

 

Equation (2.6) is a partial derivative equation that provides a complete description of the 

direct problem49. Electrical potentials can be calculated from the previous equation from a 

given primary current density (𝑗𝑝(𝑟) or dipole current �⃗�) and a conducting volume which, in 

the applications of our interest, is represented by the head. The problem is completed by 

imposing the appropriate boundary conditions and fixing the potential at the reference point. 

Crucial aspects for the forward model solution concern the assumed shape and 

conductivity of the head. Signals generated by synchronized postsynaptic potentials do not 

propagate homogeneously in the brain. The electrical characteristics of many biological 

tissues are inhomogeneous, anisotropic, dispersive, and nonlinear57. Different tissues such as 

the scalp, skull, cerebrospinal fluid, and grey and white matter have different conductivity 

characteristics and therefore attenuate the current to a different extent.  

The electrical conductivity of the head, 𝜎(𝑟), is typically estimated by segmenting an 

anatomical MR image into its different biological tissues and head structures (e.g., scalp, skull, 

cerebrospinal fluid, grey and white matter). Among all tissues, a good estimate of the 

conductivity and shape of the skull58 is of great relevance due to the large difference in 

conductivity between skull and soft tissue, which impacts EEG potentials. Ideally, an individual 
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geometric model should be created from a structural MRI of the participant's head and 

digitized electrode positions. However, the acquisition of individual MRI is not always possible 

and generally comes at a high cost. Therefore, it is common practice in EEG source analysis to 

use template anatomies such as the Colin27 head59 (a detailed MR image made of 27 scans of 

a single individual head) or the ICBM152 head60 (a non-linear average of the MR images of 152 

individual heads). Then, a conductivity value is associated to each tissue, typically considering 

standard values measured in vitro using excised tissue61. Alternatively, impedance 

tomography (EIT) can be employed to estimate conductivity values in vivo, by injecting a small 

current (in the order of 1-10 𝜇𝐴) through one electrode and measure the potential differences 

in all the others. Most of the forward models consider isotropic tissue conductivity. However, 

the anisotropic conductivity information can also be incorporated into the forward model 

employing the Finite Element Methods (FEM). 

A full mathematical solution of the EEG forward problem is achieved assuming as a 

boundary condition that the electric potential 𝑣 is fixed at some reference point and that no 

currents leave the head volume. Spherical head models can be employed when a simple and 

approximated solution is sufficient. In this case, the head model consists of three concentric 

spheres corresponding to the brain, the skull and the scalp. Each sphere is characterised by a 

homogeneous and isotropic conductivity value and the brain-skull, skull-scalp and scalp-air 

are the interface surfaces. Thus, Eq. (2.6) can be solved analytically. However, spherical head 

models lead to good representations of reality only in the superior regions of the brain, where 

the head has a more spherical shape. To obtain more accurate solutions, it is necessary to 

adopt more complex and realistic head models and to solve the forward problem by using 

numerical methods such as Boundary Element Methods (BEM), Finite Element Methods 

(FEM), or Finite Difference Methods (FDM). 

BEM is the most popular method introduced to solve the forward problem and can be used 

to compute a numerical solution for Eq. (2.6) under the assumption that σ(𝑟) is piecewise 

homogeneous. In this case, boundaries can be discretized considering the interface surfaces 

of the different conductivity tissues, so that the solution of the problem is achieved by solving 

a set of linear equations. The surfaces are discretized employing a mesh of triangles so that 

the complexity of the system depends on the total number of nodes in all meshes. 

The FEM, on the other hand, models tissue conductivity inhomogeneity and even 

conductivity anisotropic distributions within the white matter. It discretizes Eq. (2.6) over the 

entire head volume. By defining a different conductivity for each element, the model allows 

the incorporation of an anisotropic conductivity tensor instead of scalar values for σ(𝑟) . The 

FEM employs tetrahedrons to connect the nodes of an irregular grid, or cubes in the case of a 

regular grid, while the potential 𝑣(𝑟) is interpolated over the nodes. The discretization for 

FEM method also leads to a system of linear equations. In principle, a FEM model 

incorporating spatially variable anisotropic conductivity values provides the most accurate 

forward model. 

However, it is important to note that the accuracy of these methods depends on both the 

knowledge of real tissue conductivities and on the numerical details required, such as the 
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resolution of the mesh in which the solution is calculated. Currently no method exists that is 

capable of producing high-resolution images from which to extract conductivity values. 

Furthermore, due to the computational costs, the grids of the BEM and FEM have relatively 

low resolution. For these reasons, the spherical model could represent a valid alternative 

solution to reduce the potential numerical instability associated with BEM and FEM methods. 

The forward model is typically computed using automated software such as OpenMEEG62. 

Having introduced the head model and the source model (ECD), a useful notation for the 

treatment of the inverse problem can be expressed. Denoting 𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡) the scalp potential at 

time 𝑡 at the electrode at position 𝑟, due to the moment dipole �⃗� located at 𝑟𝑞; we can write: 

 

 𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡) = �⃗�(𝑟, 𝑟𝑞) �⃗�(𝑡) (2.7) 

 

In Eq. (2.7) �⃗�(𝑡) is a vector of dimension 3 × 1 containing the three components of the 

dipole along the three space dimensions, i.e.  �⃗�(𝑡) = (𝑞𝑥, 𝑞𝑦, 𝑞𝑧) or even �⃗� =  ‖�⃗�‖ ∙ 𝑒𝑞 where 

‖�⃗�‖ represents the intensity or amplitude of the dipole and 𝑒𝑞 =
�⃗⃗�

‖�⃗⃗�‖
 is the dipole’s orientation 

vector. Instead, �⃗�(𝑟, 𝑟𝑞)  is a vector of size 1 × 3  and represents the solution of the forward 

problem for a dipole with unit amplitude and orientation 𝑒𝑞, and expresses how each 

component of dipole has an effect on the potential 𝑚 measured by the electrode at position 

𝑟. In Eq.(2.7), it was taken into account that the scalp electric potential is linear with respect 

to the dipole moment �⃗�, while it is non-linear with respect to the position 𝑟𝑞 of the dipole63. 

 

2.1.2.2 Inverse Model: 

 

The fundamental problem of determining intracranial sources that generate EEG scalp 

potentials represent the challenge of solving the inverse problem. From the forward model 

and the potential measurements on the scalp at time 𝑡, the inverse problem consists in finding 

the current distribution 𝑗𝑝(𝑟, 𝑡) that generates the data measured on the scalp at time 𝑡. 

Assuming that the current density distribution 𝑗𝑝(𝑟, 𝑡) arises from an 𝑛𝑠 number of current 

dipoles �⃗�1, �⃗�2, … �⃗�𝑛𝑠 at positions 𝑟𝑞1, 𝑟𝑞2, … 𝑟𝑞𝑛𝑠, we can write: 

 

 
𝑗𝑝(𝑟, 𝑡) = ∑ �⃗�𝑗(𝑡)𝛿(𝑟 − 𝑟𝑞𝑗)

𝑛𝑠

𝑗=1

                    (2.8) 

 

Due to the superposition of effects, the potential 𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡) of the electrode at the generic 

position 𝑟 and at time 𝑡 is given by: 

 

 
𝑚(𝑟, 𝑡) = ∑ �⃗�(𝑟, 𝑟𝑞𝑗) �⃗�𝑗(𝑡)

𝑛𝑠

𝑗=1

                    (2.9) 
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Eq. (2.9) relates to a single electrode recording the potential at the scalp in a single position 

𝑟. Considering a number of electrodes equal to 𝑛𝑒 at positions 𝑟1, 𝑟2, … 𝑟𝑛𝑠 and the electrodes’ 

potential measured in position 𝑟𝑖 and at time 𝑡, the formulation of Eq. (2.9) becomes: 

 

 �⃗⃗⃗�(𝑡) = 𝐺({𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑞𝑗})�⃗�(𝑡)                   (2.10) 

 

In Eq. (2.10) the matrix 𝐺({𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑞𝑗}) has dimension 𝑛𝑒 ×  3𝑛𝑠, indeed, �⃗�(𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑞𝑗)  is a vector 

of dimension 1 × 3, while �⃗�𝑗(𝑡) is a vector of dimension 3 × 1 that contains the dipole 

components along the three directions 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧. Such a matrix 𝐺({𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑞𝑗}) is called leadfield 

matrix, or gain matrix, whose generic column represents the electrical potential at the scalp 

(at the sensors) generated by a unit current dipole at a given position and oriented in one of 

three orthogonal directions. The leadfield matrix is generally assumed to be time invariant 

(i.e. time-independent). The vector �⃗�(𝑡) has dimension 3𝑛𝑠 × 1 and �⃗⃗⃗� has dimension 𝑛𝑒 × 1. 

It is important to notice that the potentials at the electrodes are sampled at 𝑡 time points 

𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑡 and that they are assumed to be linked to the sources at the same time points. 

Thus, a time invariant model is considered and the system described in Eq. (2.10) becomes: 

 

 𝑀 = 𝐺𝑄                    (2.11) 

 

The matrix to the left of the equal contains the data measured at different time points and 

has dimension 𝑛𝑒 × 𝑡, while the matrix of dipole moments at different time points has 

dimension 3𝑛𝑠 × 𝑡. 

In the previous formulation, it was assumed that both the orientation and amplitude of the 

dipoles were unknown. However, since apical dendrites producing the measured potentials 

are oriented perpendicular to the cortical surface, the orientation of the dipoles is often fixed 

orthogonal to the cortex surface64. In this condition only amplitude (or intensity) of the dipoles 

varies over time; as a consequence, a generic moment of dipole �⃗�𝑗(𝑡) can be written as: 

 

 �⃗�𝑗(𝑡) = 𝑠𝑗(𝑡) �⃗⃗�𝑗                   (2.12) 

 

In Eq. (2.12) 𝑠𝑗(𝑡) = ‖�⃗�𝑗(𝑡)‖ represents the dipole intensity and �⃗⃗�𝑗 =
�⃗⃗�𝑗(𝑡)

‖�⃗⃗�𝑗(𝑡)‖
 is the 

orientation vector of the dipole of dimension 3 × 1. It is possible to incorporate the dipoles’ 

orientation versors within the G-matrix, obtaining 𝐴({𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑞𝑗, �⃗⃗�𝑗}) with dimensions 𝑛𝑒 × 𝑛𝑠, 

where the generical element �⃗�(𝑟𝑖, 𝑟𝑞𝑗)�⃗⃗�𝑗 of the 𝐴 matrix is a scalar. Below, the following 

abbreviated notation is used: 

 

 𝑀 = 𝐴𝑆                   (2.13) 
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where M is the matrix of EEG data measurements at different time points and has 

dimension 𝑛𝑒 × 𝑡, 𝐴 is the matrix of 𝑛𝑠 dipoles and 𝑛𝑒 electrodes and has dimension 𝑛𝑒 × 𝑛𝑠, 

and 𝑆 is the matrix of source amplitudes at different time points and has dimension 𝑛𝑠 × 𝑡.  

Typically, a noise or perturbation matrix, denoted by 𝑁, is added to the system of 

dimension 𝑛𝑒 × 𝑡, so that the data matrix can be written in the following form: 

 

 𝑀 = 𝐴𝑆 + 𝑁                   (2.14) 

 

At this point, starting from Eq. (2.14) the inverse problem consists, in the most general case, 

to estimate the number 𝑛𝑠, the position 𝑟𝑞𝑗, and the time evolution of each current dipole, 

given the electrode positions, the matrix 𝐴 calculated in the forward problem and the 

recordings 𝑀 measured on the scalp.  

The EEG inverse problem is ill-posed. This means that for all admissible output potentials, 

the solution is non-unique (since the number of sources >> number of electrodes) and 

unstable (it is highly sensitive to small changes in the noisy data)64. A solution to this problem 

can only be found if a priori assumptions about the sources are considered. Neurophysiologic, 

biophysical and anatomic knowledge, as well as the assumptions about distributions of 

neuronal activity are all contributors to such a priori constraints. Many different constraints 

have been introduced over the years and new constraints and assumptions are continuously 

formulated in literature based on new available knowledge of signal generation. Various 

mathematical inverse models have been formulated depending above all on the number of 

dipoles considered and whether dipole position, magnitude and orientations are kept fixed or 

assumed to be known. 

There are two main approaches to the inverse solution: parametric approach (or Dipolar 

Solution) and non-parametric approach (or Distributed Inverse Solution).   

 

 Parametric methods: are known as Dipolar solution approaches and assume that electric 

potentials on the scalp arise from a limited number of ECDs of unknown location and 

orientation. When dipoles orientation is unknown, Eq. (2.11) needs to be considered and, for 

each dipole and each time point, it is necessary to estimate the three dipole components. In 

this classical approach, the hypothesis is that only one or few areas in the brain are active and 

generates the scalp potential.  This results in an overdetermined problem with more data than 

unknowns.  

These methods can differ in minimization algorithms and efficiency to escape local minima, 

measures of goodness of fit as well as the use of physiological and/or mathematical 

constraints often required in the solution estimation process41. They need a priori 

assumptions on the number and location of the brain source, giving a unique solution 

provided by the identification of the global minimum exists. Moreover, such approaches 

require a model order search in addition to a source parameter optimization65. In this case, 

the inverse problem is non-linear (as the matrix 𝐴 is a non-linear function of the positions 𝑟𝑞𝑗). 

Dipolar models range in complexity depending on the number of dipoles that can be reliably 
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considered, which is limited by the number of scalp electrodes and by the nonlinear 

complexity of the search algorithms with multiple sources. The main parametric methods are: 

least-squares source estimation, beamforming approaches and the multiple-signal 

classification algorithm (MUSIC) 66. 

 

Non-parametric methods: are known as Distributed Source Imaging techniques and 

assume a very large number of dipole sources with fixed location and possibly also with fixed 

orientation, distributed over the entire brain volume or on the cortical surface. Indeed, no 

constraint is imposed on the number of sources. Instead, a large number (usually more than 

5000) of equivalent dipoles are distributed in over the whole source space and the strength 

of each of these dipoles is estimated. Using anatomical information from the individual or a 

template MRI, the source space is usually constrained to the grey matter. As it is assumed that 

sources are the current flow induced by pyramidal cells in the cerebral cortex, which are 

normally oriented to the cortical surface, fixed orientation dipoles are generally set to be 

normally aligned67. Hence, the reverse problem consists in considering Eq. (2.13) and 

estimating the dipole amplitude alone. Moreover, since the dipole source location is known, 

the problem is a linear one. However, the problem is strongly underdetermined due to the 

fact that the number of 𝑛𝑒 electrodes is much smaller than the number of dipoles 𝑛𝑠, so 

regularisation methods are required to compensate for depth bias. 

This class of methods produce solutions that show activity over large portions of the brain 

surface. This is due to the low resolution that results from mapping 𝑐(≈ 102) electrodes onto 

𝑝(≈ 104) dipoles on the cortical surface. Several imaging methods are developed for the 

solution of EEG inverse problem keeping in mind low localization error, low computational 

complexity and validation of the achieved results. For instance, methods that impose 𝑙2 −

𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 constraints on the source distribution are particularly popular, as they lead to solutions 

that are linear in the sensor data and therefore efficient to compute. Among these methods, 

the most popular are minimum norm method (MN)68, low resolution brain electromagnetic 

tomography (LORETA)69, standardized LORETA (sLORETA)70and exact LORETA (eLORETA)71. 

The choice of the inverse solution strongly determines how the user interprets the data. 

Parametric methods can lead to precise and accurate results in the case of focal activation, 

e.g. in somatosensory stimulations or in analyses of epileptic brain activity. However, 

converging evidence suggest that brain process can be considered as an integrated network 

of distributed neural activity. Indeed, an extended activations of neuronal tissue in some 

conditions cannot be disregarded. In application to cognitive experiments, where the number 

of active regions in the brain cannot be predicted and large areas of the brain may be involved 

in the response, dipole models can perform poorly, while distributed models might be more 

suitable. 

Nowadays, parametric approaches have been largely replaced by non-parametric methods. 

Indeed, also in this work, distributed source imaging techniques has been employed to solve 

the inverse solution. 
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In the following, the non-parametric estimation approach to the inverse problem is 

illustrated with the Bayesian method. This method is based on the Bayes' theorem and 

consists of finding an estimate of the matrix 𝑆 that maximises the a posteriori probability of 𝑆 

given the measures 𝑀. Denoting by 𝑝(𝑆|𝑀) the a posteriori probability of 𝑆 given the 

measurements 𝑀, by 𝑝(𝑀|𝑆)  the likelihood function, i.e. the probability of observing the data 

𝑀 given the sources 𝑆, and by 𝑝(𝑆)  the a priori probability of the sources 𝑆 (which reflects 

the a priori knowledge of the statistical properties of 𝑆), Bayes' theorem states that: 

 

 
𝑝(𝑆|𝑀) =

𝑝(𝑀|𝑆) 𝑝(𝑆)

𝑝(𝑀)
                   (2.15) 

 

Knowing posterior distribution, many statistical properties of 𝑆 could be computed using 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods. In practice, the majority of inverse methods simply look 

for the 𝑆 that maximises the posterior density.  Bayesian interference estimates 𝑆 sources as: 

 

 �̂� = 𝑎𝑟𝑔 max
𝑆

{𝑝(𝑆|𝑀)} =  𝑎𝑟𝑔 max
𝑆

{𝑝(𝑀|𝑆) 𝑝(𝑆)}     (2.16) 

 

In Eq. (2.16), the term 𝑝(𝑀) was neglected as it does not depend on 𝑆, so in the 

maximisation with respect to 𝑆 it is considered as a constant.  

The measurement noise model is described by 𝑝(𝑀|𝑆), while all prior information about 𝑆 

is encoded in 𝑝(𝑆). Assuming that there are no uncertainties in the direct model and that the 

only errors are due to noise superimposed on the data, 𝑝(𝑀|𝑆) can be expressed by 

𝑝(𝑀 − 𝐴𝑆) = 𝑝(𝑁).  

When no forward model uncertainty is considered, the noise measurement is a white 

Gaussian process, and the current density is assumed Gaussian with covariance  𝐶𝑠, the 

maximum a posteriori estimate is the minimizer of the following function: 

 

 ‖𝑀 − 𝐴𝑆𝑇‖2
2 + 𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝐶𝑠

−1𝑆𝑇)                (2.17) 

 

The Tikhonov regularized version of the inverse problem72 considers 𝐶𝑠 = 𝜆−1𝐼, with 

solution: 

 

 �̂� = (𝐴𝑇𝐴 + 𝜆𝐼)−1𝐴𝑇𝑀                (2.18) 

 

Where 𝜆−1 =
𝛾2

𝜎2 is the signal-to-noise ratio, since 𝛾2is the variance of the sources while 

𝜎2is the variance of the noise. Different choices yield to other commonly used linear methods, 

such as column weighted minimum norm, which is designed to reduce the preference for 

superficial cortical sources. In this case, 𝐶𝑠 = 𝜆−1𝑊 with 𝑊𝑖𝑖 = ‖𝑎𝑖‖
2, where 𝑎𝑖 is the i-th 

column of 𝐴. In low-resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA), which employes 
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Laplacian weighting to regularize the solution, 𝐶𝑠 is defined by 𝐶𝑠
−1 = 𝜆𝐾𝐾𝑇 where 𝐾 is the 

inversion matrix and: 

 

 
𝐾𝑖𝑗 = {

1
−1/𝑛

0

𝑖 = 𝑗
     𝑗 𝜖 𝒩(𝑖)

𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒

                 (2.19) 

 

with 𝒩(𝑖) the set of nearest neighbours of the source location 𝑖 on the discrete grid and 𝑛 

the cardinal number of 𝒩(𝑖).  

However, minimization of Laplacian of the sources leads to a smooth (low resolution) 

distribution of the 3D activity. This constraint has been justified by the physiologically 

plausible assumption that activity in neighbouring voxels is correlated.  

LORETA provides smooth and better localization for deep sources with less localization 

errors. However, it leads to low spatial resolution and blurred localized images of a point 

source with dispersion in the image, which is undesirable in some cases. Thus, improvements 

of this algorithm have been proposed by this and other authors, leading to more sophisticated 

algorithms, such as sLORETA70 or eLORETA71. 

 

sLORETA and eLORETA: in 2002 a new tomographic method for electric neuronal activity 

was introduced, where localization inference is based on images of standardized current 

density. The standardized LORETA also known as sLORETA is based upon the assumption of 

standardization of the current density. This implies that not only the variance of the noise in 

the EEG measurements is taken into account, but also the biological variance in the actual 

signal. This biological variance is considered as independent, as uniformly distributed across 

the brain, resulting in a linear imaging localization technique having exact, zero-localization 

error73.  

There have been many attempts to minimize the localization error by choosing the weight 

matrix in a more adequate way, in order to give more relevance to the deeper sources with 

reduced localization error. For instance, exact-LORETA, or eLORETA, achieves depth weighting 

with reduced localization error from 12 to 7 mm. eLORETA is an inverse solution which 

provides exact localization with zero error in the presence of measurement and structured 

biological noise. This method suffers from the disadvantage of low resolution like other 

members of LORETA family. Due to low resolution, undesired blurring is caused in resultant 

localization images when the space is subjected to regularization for EEG inverse problem. 

 

2.1.2.3 Cortex parcellation: 

 
Once the cortical sources have been reconstructed using the aforementioned algorithms, 

cortex can be parcellated based on its functio-anatomical organization. Such parcellation 

reflects the subdivision of the cortex (or other grey matter structures) into functionally and 

structurally distinct areas. 
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 The idea that the functional similarity structure in the brain is properly represented by 

structural criteria is rooted in the following two notions: 1) there is a certain parallelism 

between structural properties and functional specialization in the brain; 2) mapping structure 

and function onto the cortical surface follows the smoothness principle, since topologically 

closer parts of the cortex tend to be more similar to each other, leading to areas of relatively 

homogeneous structural and functional properties74.  

Brodmann's map (1909) represents one of the first attempts of cortex parcellation, and 

reflects the specific variation in size and packing density of cell bodies in the layers of the 

cortical surface. A more recent and widely used atlas is, for instance, the Desikan-Killiany73, 

which starting from 40 MRI scans identifies 34 cortical ROIs in each hemisphere (see Fig. 2.2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2.2 – Desikan-Killiany atlas: the left panel illustrates the lateral view of the left hemisphere while the right 

panel shows the medial view of the left  hemisphere75 

 

 

2.2 Neural oscillations and cognitive processes 

 

The human brain is a complex adaptive system in which a vast array of behaviours arises 

from coordinated neural activity across diverse spatial and temporal scales. Cognition is the 

most complex function of the brain as requires high selectivity, integration and flexibility76.  

Indeed, an overarching goal of systems neuroscience is to understand the relationship 

between cognitive functions and underlying neural activity. 

Analysis of brain activity at a mesoscopic scale reveals the presence of synchronous 

oscillations, which cover a large spectrum of frequencies and can be detected using different 

neuroimaging techniques such as EEG or MEG. These oscillations are not merely an 

epiphenomenon, but play a crucial functional role in many cortical processes77. Indeed, neural 

oscillations are generated by the rhythmic neural activity that appears throughout different 

structures of the nervous system such as cerebral cortex, hippocampus, subcortical nuclei and 

sense organs78,79. The rhythmic and synchronized activity of large numbers of neurons (neural 

populations) can give rise to macroscopic oscillatory electric fields, which can be observed in 
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the EEG. The brain spontaneously generates neural oscillations with a large variability in 

frequency, amplitude, duration, and recurrence.  

A substantial number of studies in literature links the large-scale oscillatory activity of the 

brain with the dynamics of the fundamental cognitive processes such as memory, attention, 

and consciousness80.  

The first human EEG oscillation ever described was a Berger alpha rhythm, followed by 

significant clinical and basic research. From scalp electric potential recordings, researches 

identified various other oscillatory patterns, particularly obvious during sleep and rest. Over 

the course of time, almost every cognitive process has been associated with an event-related 

EEG oscillation81.  

It is generally assumed that EEG signals can be decomposed into distinct brain rhythms 

(delta: 1–4 Hz, theta: 4–8 Hz, alpha: 8–12 Hz, beta: 12–30 Hz, gamma: 30–70 Hz). However, 

the frequency spectrum of the EEG signal can also be much broader, ranging from the 

infraslow, 0.1 Hz, to the very fast, reaching values of several hundreds of Hz. In general, EEG 

oscillations at low frequencies, such as 𝛿, tend to engage large spatial domains and may 

represent the cooperative activity of spread neuronal networks in the brain, whereas high-

frequency oscillations may predominantly reflect the activity of local neuronal populations — 

a phenomenon that gives rise to the observed 1/f amplitude characteristics in EEG frequency 

spectra82. Oscillations at intermediary frequencies, such as in the 𝜃 and 𝛼 ranges, are optimal 

to gate the transfer of information across neural populations, such as those of the 

hippocampal formation and associated cortical areas in the case of 𝜃83 and of thalamocortical 

systems in the case of 𝛼84. Oscillations at the higher frequencies, in the 𝛽 and 𝛾 range, are 

especially adequate to engage relatively discrete populations in achieving transfer of packets 

of specific information  among neuronal assemblies85. Thus, specific oscillations have different 

kinds of functional connotations.  However, there are many more different cognitive 

processes than the five well-established frequency bands (𝛿, 𝜃, 𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾). The contribution 

of neural oscillations to cognitive processes strictly depends not only on the brain region in 

which they occur but also on their amplitude, frequency and phase. Some examples of the 

main brain rhythms and the involved cognitive processes are described below. 

 

Delta oscillations (1-4 Hz): The most prominent cognitive correlate of event-related delta 

activity is detecting a target stimulus in a series of distractors. When a stimulus requiring 

attentional resources is processed, the Event Related Potential (ERP) reveals a so-called P300 

component which is mainly characterised by delta and theta oscillations86. Sources of delta 

oscillations have been observed in frontal and cingulate cortex, and in line with their low 

frequency these oscillations span a rather wide region of neural networks — possibly in an 

inhibitory manner87. This assumption is in line with a role in cognitive processes such as 

attention, since attending to one stimulus or location can be achieved by inhibiting other 

stimuli or locations. These slow brain oscillations also represent the characteristic EEG 

signature during non-REM sleep. 
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Theta oscillations (4-8 Hz): Human EEG theta oscillations are most commonly associated 

with memory processes88. It has been assumed that the cortical theta oscillations reflect the 

communication with hippocampus — a region that is known to serve memory functions and 

to exhibit oscillations in the theta range89. A prominent increase in EEG theta has been 

consistently reported especially in the fronto-medial region in various cognitive tasks90, and 

the increase is more pronounced in the most demanding tasks. For instance, the increase of 

the frontal midline of the theta is most observable in tasks requiring internally sustained 

attention, such as working memory tasks91 and mental arithmetic tasks92. These tasks share 

the need to update, organise and keep online multiple information, for their manipulation and 

retrieval. Moreover, a source localization EEG study revealed that increased theta activity in 

the anterior midcingulate cortex is evoked by fear-conditioned stimuli compared to non-fear-

conditioned stimuli 93 

 

 Alpha oscillations (8-12 Hz): Many recent studies have overturned the traditional 
interpretation of alpha activity as reflecting a state of cortical inactivity, focusing more on its 
central role in attentional processes. Indeed, it exerts a functional inhibition of task-irrelevant 
processes and brain areas that may interfere with a successful task performance90,94. The 
decrease/increase in alpha power has been associated to cortical excitation/inhibition 
respectively, based on the adaptive alpha response to task demands. Since oscillations are 
ideally suited to serve as pacemakers, a recent hypothesis suggests how the two functions of 
inhibition and timing of the alpha rhythm are crucial for cognitive processes that require both 
suppression and selection95. EEG alpha oscillations are mainly modulated during sensory 
stimulation96. For instance, alpha power decreases especially in bilateral occipital areas to 
enhance visual processing97. In our recent papers98,99, which investigated alpha power 
modulations in virtual reality (VR) environment, we found that performing an internally 
oriented attentional task while immersed in a (highly stimulating) VR setting increased alpha 
power to the same level as in rest condition, whereas stimulation alone induced a strong 
decrease. These results suggest that alpha rhythm is crucial to isolate a subject from the 
environment, and move attention from external to internal cues. Furthermore, we also found 
that both alpha power and connectivity are modulated by the subjects' feeling of higher/lower 
comfort in the virtual environment. 

 

Beta oscillations (12-30 Hz): Modulation of human EEG beta oscillations has mainly been 

observed when subjects perform motor tasks100. These oscillations are associated with top-

down controlled processing,  carry information about task rules, reflect attention to upcoming 

motor tasks, and may also reflect premotor mechanisms guiding motor actions101.  

Furthermore, beta oscillations are also modulated during cognitive tasks requiring 

sensorimotor interaction102. A recent hypothesis integrating aspects of motor and cognitive 

processes suggested that beta activity reflects whether the current sensorimotor state is 

expected to remain stable or to change in due course103.  

 

Gamma oscillations (30- up to 140 Hz): While many of the low-frequency oscillations have 

been associated with functional inhibition, faster gamma-band oscillations are believed to 

reflect cortical activation104. Depending on the exact cortical region, gamma oscillations are 
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closely related to attentive processing of information105, active maintenance of memory 

content. A prominent gamma rhythm provides a signature of engaged networks. In sensory 

cortex, gamma power increases with sensory drive106, and with a broad range of cognitive 

phenomena, including attention107. At a given recording site, gamma is stronger for some 

stimuli than others, generally displaying selectivity and a preference similar to that of nearby 

neuronal spiking activity108. Interestingly, irregular gamma activity has been observed in 

neurological disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, and 

epilepsy31 . 

 

However, most often oscillations at different frequencies work in a cooperative, integrated 

way, so that more than one brain rhythm can temporally coexist in the same or different 

structures of the brain and influence each other. Indeed, through long range connections the 

oscillation in one region may be transmitted to other regions, facilitating information 

integration in the brain.  

Detailed biophysical studies revealed that neurons are endowed with complex dynamics, 

including their intrinsic abilities to resonate and oscillate at different frequencies, suggesting 

that the precise timing of their activation within a brain network may be a crucial factor in 

information transmission. Other studies demonstrated that perception, memory and 

consciousness, which are grounded on information integration, result from synchronized 

neural patterns distributed among the brain. Indeed, coherent EEG oscillations in two distant 

brain regions may reflect the functional cooperation of these two regions.  

The synchronous activity of oscillation networks is now viewed as the ‘middle ground’ of 

information integration, linking neural activity to behaviour and cognition. 

 

2.3 Brain Connectivity Estimation 

Nowadays, a key challenge in neuroscience and neuroimaging is to move beyond 

identification of regional activations toward the characterization of functional circuits 

underpinning perception, cognition, behaviour and consciousness. 

If we understand the brain as a functional distributed network of interacting neural 

populations, the connectivity of a particular cortical area with the others is crucial to its 

functionality109. This consideration leads to the idea that the functional organisation of the 

brain is reflected in its connections. Recently, there has been a growing interest in studying 

how brain areas connect in both normal and pathological conditions110. 

Two characteristics of brain connectivity play a major role: synchronization and causal 

influence. First, communication of neurons within an assembly is achieved through the 

synchronous activity of the participating neurons. General network synchronization may lead 

to simultaneous and coherent activity in many brain regions. Indeed, EEG synchronization in 

the alpha-, beta-, theta-, and-gamma bands has been associated with memory, sensory 

integration, attention, and consciousness, respectively111. Second, information flow leads to a 

causal relationship between activities in different regions. For example, it is well documented 
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that visual evoked potentials measured through electroencephalography (EEG) source 

localization seem to have a larger latency in the downstream areas as compared to the 

upstream ones112. This suggests a causal relationship between activities in these brain areas.  

There are two approaches to functional coupling: functional and effective connectivity. 

Functional connectivity is defined as the statistical dependence among measured time series, 

and until recently was usually assessed in terms of correlations or mutual information. These 

measures have recently been supplemented with causal metrics such as Granger causality and 

Transfer Entropy which provide information about the causality of the interaction. In contrast, 

effective connectivity quantifies the causal influence of one neuronal system over another and 

relies upon a model of neuronal coupling10,113, such as dynamic causal modeling (DCM) and 

structural equation modelling. This framework requires strong a priori knowledge about the 

input to the system and the connectivity network. To overcome this limitation, the more 

suitable network is often chosen among various possible alternatives using Bayesian selection 

methods. 

However, as previously discussed in Chapter 1, the understanding of directional functional 

connectivity estimators and their limitations has been the focus of this PhD thesis. Below, a 

general overview of the main FC measures and their mathematical formulation is presented. 

 

2.3.1 Functional Connectivity  

As described in Section 2.2, neuronal oscillations reflect synchronized rhythmic activity 

patterns of local neuronal ensembles and establish the dynamic coordination in the brain. 

Indeed, the synchronisation of neural oscillations between brain regions facilitates the 

information flow in the cortical network. The brain can dynamically coordinate the flow of 

information by changing the strength, pattern, or the frequency with which different brain 

areas are engaged in oscillatory synchrony.  

In the field of neuroimaging, functional connectivity (FC) describes the statistical 

relationship between the signals of anatomically separated brain regions, reflecting the level 

of functional communication between them. Examining the brain as a network of functionally 

interacting brain regions provides a cue to examine how functional connectivity relates to 

human behaviour, and how the resulting network organization may be altered in 

neurodegenerative diseases11. 

Literature provides a huge number of metrics to quantify FC22, and each one has its 

advantages and drawbacks. In order to classify these variety of metrics, a first subdivision can 

be made by considering the causality feature of some estimators, which are able to 

discriminate the direction (or causality) of the interaction (Fig. 2.3). It should be noted that 

this differentiation exists only due to the definition of functional connectivity proposed by 

Reid et al. in Chapter 1. 

Non-directed FC metrics capture some form of interdependence between signals, without 

reference to the direction of the interaction. In contrast, directed measures assess a statistical 
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causation from the data, based on the principle that causes precede and help predict their 

effects. Indeed, if a signal can be predicted by the past information from a second signal better 

than the past information from its own signal, then the second signal can be considered causal 

to the first signal. In neuroscience, a rich and growing literature has evolved in the use of 

directed functional connectivity estimators to quantify neuronal interactions 110,114. The 

hypothesis of the study is that perceptual, motor and cognitive functions reflect the 

synchronization of neural assemblies in local or distant regions of the brain and their 

consequent causal (directional) interaction. Therefore, the causality of these interactions is a 

central aspect that allows us to grasp a broader spectrum of features of brain networks. 

Indeed, this thesis mainly focuses on directional FC estimators.  

 
Figure 2.3 – Taxonomy of the most popular Functional Connectivity estimators. A first subdivision is based on 
whether the metric quantifies the direction of the interaction. Then, within both directional and non-directional types 
of estimates, a distinction can be made between model-free (based on information theory) and model-based (i.e. 
assumption of linear interaction) approaches. Further, another important differentiation can be made between metrics 
that are computed from the time (light blue) or frequency (dark blue) domain of the signals. 

 

Furthermore, within both directed and non-directed types of estimators, a distinction can 

be made between model-based and model-free approaches. Model-based approaches make 

the strong assumption of linear relationships between time series of two neural populations, 

while model-free make no assumptions about the type of interaction and are generally based 

on Information Theory115. However, the main advantage of model-based methods is that they 

are easily convertible to the frequency domain, which entails the advantage of allowing the 

study of functional connectivity for a given brain rhythm. 
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In the following, the main model-based and model-free functional connectivity measures 

are presented. 

 

Model-based: 

The simplest measures of non-directed model-based interactions are correlation and 

coherence. The Pearson correlation coefficient measures the linear relationship between two 

random variables. In the general linear modeling framework, the squared correlation 

coefficient 𝑅2 represents the fraction of the variance of one of the signals that can be 

explained by the other, and vice versa.  

Coherence is a frequency-domain measure that allows the spatial correlations between 

signals to be measured in different frequency bands. It provides an information about the 

stability of relationship between two signals, with respect to power asymmetry and phase. 

Correlation and coherence are only few examples of the metrics that have been used in the 

electrophysiological literature to estimate non-directed model-based functional connectivity. 

For instance, other non-directed model-based measures used in this thesis are Lagged 

Coherence and Phase Synchronization, both formulated in the frequency-domain.  

However, as discussed above, our interest primarily focuses on causal measures of 

connectivity.  A first example of directed model-based methods, is the delayed version of 

correlation. Yet, when we shift two time series with respect to one another, and evaluate the 

correlation as a function of time lag, we can infer directed interactions. Hence, both the time 

lag that maximize the correlation and the magnitude of correlation can be informative about 

information flow between brain areas. However, in the case of bidirectional interactions, 

which is the dominant scenario in cortico-cortical connections, some issues may arise. Indeed, 

outcomes typically lack a clear peak, and have significant values at both positive and negative 

lags, indicating complex, bi-directional interactions that occur at multiple delays. To address 

this limitation, more sophisticated estimators, such as Partial Directed Coherence and Granger 

Causality, have been formulated.  

The Partial Directed Coherence 116 is a linear spectral quantifier which reveals the directed 

functional relationship between any given pair of signals in a multivariate data set. Whereas, 

the idea beyond Granger Causality can be traced to Norbert Wiener17, but the method was 

finalised by the econometrician Clive Granger18 in terms of linear autoregressive (AR) 

modeling of stochastic time series. AR models are simple mathematical models in which the 

value of a variable at a particular time is described as a linear weighted sum of its own past, 

considering a number of time-steps, plus a random noise. Each variable represents a 

stochastic process, or the time series of a neural population (e.g. signal of a specific brain 

region). Hence, fitting an AR model means to find the optimal weights in order to minimize 

the estimation errors. The AR coefficients (weights) are derived such that the corresponding 

linear combination of the past values of the signal provides for the best possible (in the least 

squares sense) linear prediction of the current value. In practice, the AR approach reduces to 

a method for estimating these coefficients and using those to compute the interaction 

measures.  
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According to Wiener’s maxim, a variable X causes a second variable Y, if the past of X 

contains information that helps predict the future of Y, over and above the information 

already in the past of Y itself. In the case of Granger Causality, a bivariate (X-Y) and univariate 

(Y) AR model is estimated, as well as the related prediction errors. If the prediction error of 

the bivariate representation is lower than the one in the univariate condition, we can say that 

X causes Y. An important generalization of Granger Causality in the frequency domain was 

provided by Geweke in 1982117, that enabled the coupling assessment between different EEG 

frequency bands that have a well-known biomedical significance.  

When using Granger Causality, one needs to bear in mind that it is based on the comparison 

between model errors and thus its use only makes sense when considering random (or 

stochastic variables). Another intrinsic assumption is that the data are (weakly) stationary, 

which means that the means and variances of the variables are stable over time. 

Given these assumptions, Granger causality has different advantages. First, it is easy to 

compute since there are several standard algorithms for optimal estimation of AR. Second, 

because these models are very general, no a priori assumptions on the underlying physical 

mechanisms are needed. Third, as all model-based (or linear) measures, AR models can be 

easily transformed into the frequency domain, allowing spectral estimations of Granger 

causality. Indeed, this metric offers a simple yet powerful means for characterizing 

information flow both in time and frequency domains, making minimal assumptions about the 

underlying generative mechanisms. 

However, Granger Causality also suffers from some limitations. Indeed, AR methods 

requires estimation of model order - i.e., the number of past observations (time-steps) - to be 

included in the models. This aspect is crucial since the use of different orders may result in 

different conclusions. Recently, regularization-based algorithms have been implemented that 

estimate the optimal model order from experimental data118. 

Furthermore, Granger's classical formulation involves a bivariate approach, where 

connectivity is estimated separately for each pair of brain regions in the network. However, 

brain activity measured on different sites is highly correlated. Indeed, there exists a multitude 

of relations between different brain regions. In such a situation it is difficult to judge if two 

given regions interact with each other, or if they are driven by a third region. As Granger 

Causality developed, the formulation was generalized from bivariate to multivariate 

approach119,120. Indeed, through the multivariate approach one can either fit a full model 

where all variables (brain regions) are taken into account. The classic bivariate approach 

typically yields more stable results since it involves the fitting of fewer parameters. However, 

the advantage of the multivariate approach is that information from all regions is considered 

when estimating the interaction terms between any pair of sources, thus enabling the 

distinction between direct and indirect interactions.  

Although Granger approach has been widely used for causality estimation from EEG signals, 

it is limited to modeling only the linear (i.e., Gaussian) component of the interactions121. This 

clearly imposes a limitation when applied to nonlinear systems like the brain. For instance, 

significant physiological processes such as epilepsy122 violate the Gaussianity assumption. In 
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these cases, AR models may either misallocate the non-linearities, or ignore them entirely. 

Nevertheless, many nonlinear systems have linear or quasi-linear domains of applicability, and 

within this domain, AR models are able to capture significant properties of the system 

behaviour.  

Importantly, since Granger Causality is not grounded on an underlying model of how the 

signals are generated, it is a phenomenological (data-driven) method that does not consider 

the representation of a neurobiological process. While this may seem at first glance to be a 

limitation, it brings with it the great advantage of assessing directional influences of a region 

on another without any a priori hypothesis.  

 

Model-free: 

Model-free methods are more generalized approaches that do not assume linear 

relationship between time series. These methods are Information-based techniques and 

provide FC measures that are sensitive to both linear and nonlinear statistical dependencies 

between two time series. However, the main disadvantage of this technique applied to EEG 

data is that no spectral formulation exists. Before describing some of the information 

theoretic measures, we first provide a brief background on the key concepts that underlie the 

specific information theoretic measures of interest.  

Information theory (IT) sets a powerful framework for the quantification of information 

and communication115 and provides an ideal basis to precisely formulate causal hypotheses. 

In the context of information theory, the key measure of information of a discrete random 

variable is its Shannon entropy. This entropy quantifies the reduction of uncertainty obtained 

when one actually measures the value of the variable. First attempts to obtain non-directed 

model-free measures of the interdependence between two random variables were made 

through mutual information (MI)123. This measure quantifies the amount of information that 

can be achieved on a random variable, by observing a second variable. MI is based on 

probability distributions and is sensitive to second and all higher order correlations.  However, 

MI does not bring information about causality: it is symmetric and captures the amount of 

information that is shared by two signals.  

To achieve a directed model-free measure, the quantification of information has been 

linked to Wiener’s definition of causal interactions, based on an increase of prediction power. 

Bearing in mind his definition, if we can associate a prediction enhancement to an uncertainty 

reduction, a causality measure may naturally be expressible in terms of information theoretic 

concepts. A rigorous derivation of a Wiener causal measure within the information theoretic 

framework was published by Schreiber under the name of Transfer Entropy (TE)40. This 

estimator is a more generic implementation of the maxim that causes must precede and 

predict their effects, and can detect non-linear forms of interaction, which may remain 

invisible to linear approaches like Granger causality. It has been shown that when the data are 

Gaussian (i.e., normally distributed) Granger causality is an approximation to Transfer 

Entropy124. This means that under gaussian conditions Granger causality values can be 

interpreted in terms of information flow. 
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Transfer Entropy, as Granger Causality, is of great relevance to understand how the brain 

exchange information in the brain, but in some conditions this may be intrinsically different 

from causal strength125. Indeed, information is not a direct measure of coupling strength, and 

should be used with extreme caution to measure a coupling parameter (such as the weight of 

synapses among two neural populations). This aspect is discussed in detail within Chapter 3. 

 

2.3.1.1 Mathematical formulation 

The mathematical formulation of the main functional connectivity estimators is given 

below. Let us assume that the presynaptic and postsynaptic signals are described by two 

discrete stochastic processes (say x[n] and y[n], respectively, where we use the boldface to 

denote a random variable). In the following, we will use x[n] and y[n] (without bold) to 

represent two particular realizations of the stochastic processes, where n is the discrete time 

(n = 0, 1, …, N-1)126. 

 

Pearson correlation coefficient: the expression of this is: 

 

 
𝑟𝑦𝑥 =

∑ (𝑥[𝑖] − �̅�)(𝑦[𝑖] − �̅�)𝑁−1
𝑖=0

√∑ (𝑥[𝑖] − �̅�)2 ∑ (𝑦[𝑖] − �̅�)2𝑁−1
𝑖=0

𝑁−1
𝑖=0

 
(2.20) 

 

where �̅� and �̅� represent the average values of the corresponding quantity. Of course, this 

estimator is nondirected (i.e., ryx = rxy). Moreover, it can be positive or negative to discriminate 

between excitatory or inhibitory connections. 

 

Delayed correlation coefficient: this coefficient differs from the previous one since the 

postsynaptic signal is delayed, assuming that a finite time is necessary to propagate 

information from x to y. Hence, we can write: 

 

𝑑𝑟𝑦𝑥 = max
𝑑

||
∑ (𝑥[𝑖] − �̅�)(𝑦[𝑖 + 𝑑] − �̅�)𝑁−𝑑−1

𝑖=0

√∑ (𝑥[𝑖] − �̅�)2 ∑ (𝑦[𝑖 + 𝑑] − �̅�)2𝑁−𝑑−1
𝑖=0

𝑁−𝑑−1
𝑖=0

|| (2.21) 

 

where d is the delay (expressed as the number of samples); hence, if ∆t is the sampling period, 

the overall temporal delay is d·∆t. It is worth noting that, d is usually chosen as the value that 

maximizes the absolute value in Expression (2.21). Thus, the delayed correlation coefficient 

can assume a positive or negative value and is a directional measure of connectivity. 

 

Coherence: this estimator is computed as the magnitude squared coherence function: 
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𝐶𝑦𝑥(𝑓) =

|𝑃𝑦𝑥(𝑓)|
2

𝑃𝑥𝑥(𝑓)𝑃𝑦𝑦(𝑓)
 (2.22) 

 

where f is frequency, 𝑃𝑦𝑥(𝑓) is the cross-spectral density of the two signals, 𝑃𝑥𝑥(𝑓) is the 

power spectral density of x and 𝑃𝑦𝑦(𝑓) is the power spectral density of y. Coherence, of 

course, is a nondirected estimator (𝐶𝑦𝑥(𝑓) = 𝐶𝑥𝑦(𝑓)) and provides an estimate at each 

frequency of the discrete power spectra. 

 

Lagged coherence: a possible limitation in the use of coherence is that it is affected by zero-

lag (instantaneous) correlations, which can artificially inflate the estimated values. Among the 

measures proposed to mitigate this issue, the lagged coherence was developed by Pascual-

Marqui at al. 127 to detect physiological lagged connections between brain regions and is not 

affected by volume conduction and by low spatial resolution. It is defined as follows 

 

 
𝐿𝐶𝑦𝑥(𝑓) =

(𝐼𝑚{𝑃𝑦𝑥(𝑓)})
2

𝑃𝑥𝑥(𝑓)𝑃𝑦𝑦(𝑓) − (𝑅𝑒{𝑃𝑦𝑥(𝑓)})
2 (2.23) 

 

where 𝐼𝑚{∙} and 𝑅𝑒{∙} denote the imagery and real part of the corresponding complex-valued 

argument and the remaining symbols on the right have the same meaning as in Equation 

(2.22). Lagged coherence is a nondirected connectivity measure (𝐿𝐶𝑦𝑥(𝑓) = 𝐿𝐶𝑥𝑦(𝑓)). 

 

Phase synchronization: to estimate phase synchronization (see 128,129), the analytical signal 

is computed as: 

 

 𝑍𝑥[𝑛] = 𝑥[𝑛] − �̅� + 𝑗𝐻[𝑥[𝑛] − �̅�] = 𝐴𝑥[𝑛]𝑒𝑗𝜑𝑥[𝑛] (2.24) 

 

where H[.] denotes the Hilbert transform and 𝑗 = √−1. Usually, the average value of the 

signal is subtracted before computing the analytical form. Of course, a similar expression holds 

for the y signal too. Then, the phase difference between the two signals at any discrete time 

n is: 

 

 ∆𝜑𝑦𝑥[𝑛] = 𝜑𝑦[𝑛] − 𝜑𝑥[𝑛] (2.25) 

 

Phase synchronization is finally obtained by estimating the quantity: |𝐸{𝑒𝑗∆𝜑𝑦𝑥}|, where 

E{.} represents the statistical mean value. The latter is estimated as follows: 

 

 
𝑃𝑆𝑦𝑥 = |

1

𝑁
∑ 𝑒𝑗∆𝜑𝑦𝑥[𝑖]

𝑁−1

𝑖=0

| (2.26) 
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which provides a scalar nondirected quantity 𝑃𝑆𝑦𝑥 =  𝑃𝑆𝑥𝑦. 

 

Time-Domain Granger Causality: this estimate is based on the autoregressive (AR) 

modeling framework and compares the prediction ability of two AR models of the same 

process y[n]—i.e., a univariate AR model and a bivariate AR model; in the latter, the current 

value of the process y[n] was predicted not only based on its past values (as in the univariate 

case), but also on the past values of the other process x[n]. Specifically, we can write 

 

 
𝒚[𝑛] = ∑ 𝑎

𝑝

𝑘=1

[𝑘]𝒚[𝑛 − 𝑘] + 𝜼𝒚[𝑛] (2.27) 

 

 

 
𝒚[𝑛] = ∑ 𝑏

𝑝

𝑘=1

[𝑘]𝒚[𝑛 − 𝑘] + ∑ 𝑐

𝑝

𝑘=1

[𝑘]𝒙[𝑛 − 𝑘] + 𝜺𝒚[𝑛] (2.28) 

 

for the univariate and bivariate AR model, respectively, where p is the order of the model. 

𝜼𝒚[𝑛] and 𝜺𝒚[𝑛] are white noise processes and represent the model’s residual (or prediction 

error) in each case. The variance of the residual (let us say γ and σ𝑦𝑦, respectively) quantifies 

the quality of the model fit. The Granger causality from x to y in the time domain is defined as 
130,131: 

 
𝐺𝐶𝑦𝑥 = ln

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜼𝒚[𝑛])

𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝜺𝒚[𝑛])
= ln

γ

 σ𝑦𝑦 
 (2.29) 

 

 

where, of course, in practice the variances will be estimated on the particular realizations of 

the residuals. A substantial reduction in the variance of the residual in case of the bivariate 

compared to univariate model means that including the past values of x provides a better 

prediction model for y, and 𝐺𝐶𝑦𝑥 is substantially larger than 0—i.e., x casually influences y in 

the Granger sense. Similarly, Granger causality from y to x, 𝐺𝐶𝑥𝑦, was computed via the same 

procedure, building the AR models for the process x[n]. Granger causality is a directed 

connectivity estimator (𝐺𝐶𝑦𝑥 ≠ 𝐺𝐶𝑥𝑦). 

 

Frequency-domain (spectral) Granger causality: Granger causality can be formalized in the 

spectral domain 131,132 starting from the joint bivariate autoregressive representations of the 

two processes: 

 

 
∑ 𝐴[𝑘]

𝑝

𝑘=0

[
𝒙[𝑛 − 𝑘]

𝒚[𝑛 − 𝑘]
] = [

𝜺𝒙[𝑛]

𝜺𝒚[𝑛]
] (2.30) 
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Equation (2.30) is derived from Equation (2.28) and the analog one expressing the bivariate 

model of 𝒙[𝑛]; 𝐴[𝑘] are 2 × 2 coefficient matrices (identity matrix at time lag 0). After Fourier 

transforming Eq. (2.30), we manipulated it to obtain 

 

 
[
𝑋(𝑓)

𝑌(𝑓)
] = [

𝐻𝑥𝑥(𝑓) 𝐻𝑥𝑦(𝑓)

𝐻𝑦𝑥(𝑓) 𝐻𝑦𝑦(𝑓)
] [

Ε𝑥(𝑓)

Ε𝑦(𝑓)] = 𝐻(𝑓) [
Ε𝑥(𝑓)

Ε𝑦(𝑓)] 

𝐻(𝑓) = 𝐴−1(𝑓) 

(2.31) 

 

This is the transfer function matrix. By right multiplying each side of Equation (2.31) by its 

conjugate transpose (*), the cross-spectral density matrix 𝑆(𝑓) for signals x and y can be 

expressed as 

 

 𝑆(𝑓) =  𝐻(𝑓)Σ𝐻(𝑓)∗ (2.32) 

 

 

where Σ = [
σ𝑥𝑥 σ𝑥𝑦

σ𝑥𝑦 σ𝑦𝑦
] is the covariance matrix of the residuals (white noise processes) in 

Equation (2.30). The spectral Granger causality from x to y is computed as (for further 

mathematical details see 131) 

 

 
𝑠𝐺𝐶𝑦𝑥(𝑓) = ln

𝑃𝑦𝑦(𝑓)

𝑃𝑦𝑦(𝑓) − (σ𝑥𝑥 −
σ𝑥𝑦

σ𝑦𝑦
) |𝐻𝑦𝑥(𝑓)|

2

= ln
𝑃𝑦𝑦(𝑓)

𝑃𝑦𝑦(𝑓) − σ𝑥�̃�|𝐻𝑦𝑥(𝑓)|
2 

(2.33) 

 

The numerator expresses the total power spectrum of y at frequency 𝑓, while the 

denominator is the difference between the total power spectrum and the “causal” power 

exerted by signal x on signal y at the same frequency. Accordingly, the quantity 𝑠𝐺𝐶𝑦𝑥 at a 

given frequency f is zero when the causal power of x onto y at f is zero and increases (>0) as 

the causal power increases. The spectral Granger causality from y to x, 𝑠𝐺𝐶𝑥𝑦(𝑓), was 

obtained from Equation (2.33) by exchanging the subscripts y and x. Of course, this 

connectivity measure is directional (𝑠𝐺𝐶𝑦𝑥 ≠ 𝑠𝐺𝐶𝑥𝑦). 

 

Transfer Entropy: to calculate the transfer entropy from x to y, one first needs to construct 

the embedded vectors. 

 

 𝑋𝑚[𝑛] = [𝑥(𝑛) 𝑥(𝑛 − ∆𝑛) 𝑥(𝑛 − 2∆𝑛) …  𝑥(𝑛 − (𝑚 − 1)∆𝑛)] 

𝑌ℎ[𝑛] = [𝑦(𝑛) 𝑦(𝑛 − ∆𝑛) 𝑦(𝑛 − 2∆𝑛) …  𝑦(𝑛 − (ℎ − 1)∆𝑛)] 
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In previous equations, m and h are the embedding dimensions, defining the number of past 

samples used, and ∆𝑛 represents the embedding delay. These parameters serve to 

approximately reconstruct the state spaces of the pair of time series. Each vector, 𝑋𝑚[𝑛] and 

𝑌ℎ[𝑛], comprises the present and m-1 (or h-1) past samples of the particular realization of the 

random process. 

The concept behind TE is that, in case of a causal influence from x to y, the probability of 

y[n], conditioned by its past 𝒀ℎ[𝑛 − ∆𝑛] only, should be lower than the probability of y[n] 

conditioned by both its past 𝒀ℎ[𝑛 − ∆𝑛] and the past of the other signal 𝑿𝑚[𝑛 − ∆𝑛]. This 

concept can be formalized by computing the corresponding reduction in entropy as the 

Kullback–Leibler divergence between the two probability distributions 133. However, as 

discussed by Wibral et al. 134, the influence of a neural signal on another takes some time (e.g., 

tens of milliseconds) to be effective due to the traveling time of the action potential along the 

axons from the presynaptic to the postsynaptic region—that is, a pure delay (say d) in the 

neural interactions must be taken into account. If we assume that d can be approximated by l 

embedding delays (d = l∆n), 𝑿𝑚[𝑛 − ∆𝑛] can be replaced by the delayed signal 𝑿𝑚[𝑛 − 𝑙∆𝑛] 

in the definition of TE. In practice, l is generally unknown, and it needs to be estimated from 

the available data (see below). Based on this description, we acquired: 

 

 

 𝑇𝐸𝑦𝑥 = ∑ 𝑝(𝑦[𝑛], 𝑌ℎ[𝑛 − ∆𝑛], 𝑋𝑚[𝑛 − 𝑙∆𝑛]) ∗
𝑦[𝑛]

𝑌ℎ[𝑛−∆𝑛]

𝑋𝑚[𝑛−𝑙∆𝑛]

 

(2.34) 
 

∗  𝑙𝑜𝑔2

𝑝(𝑦[𝑛]/𝑌ℎ[𝑛 − ∆𝑛], 𝑋𝑚[𝑛 − 𝑙∆𝑛])

𝑝(𝑦[𝑛]/𝑌ℎ[𝑛 − ∆𝑛])
 

 

Of course, transfer entropy is directional—i.e., 𝑇𝐸𝑦𝑥 ≠ 𝑇𝐸𝑥𝑦. A fundamental problem in 

the evaluation of Equation (2.34) is that various joint and marginal probability distributions 

(with very large dimensionality, up to m + h + 1) must be evaluated starting from the finite 

data samples. Moreover, several parameters (such as the embedding dimensions m and h, the 

embedding delay n and the overall transmission delay, ln) are unknown and require 

estimation from the data. In this study, we used the software package Trentool 135,136 to 

estimate TE from the outputs of the neural mass model. More details on the implementation 

can be found in our work 137. 

 

Some of the metrics adopted to estimate functional connectivity are frequency-dependent 

(coherence, lagged coherence, spectral Granger causality). In these cases, in order to derive a 

single value for each bivariate connection, the mean values of the estimated connectivity 

profile over the entire range of frequencies are usually extracted. 
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Taken together, methods such as Granger Causality (AR models) and Transfer Entropy form 

the basis for causal (directed) functional connectivity estimation from EEG data. Therefore, 

Chapters 3 and 4 mainly focuses on these estimation metrics. 

 

2.4 Graph Theory 

Graph theory, developed by Euler in 1736, is rooted in the physical world and represents a 

mathematical method to formally describe and analyse graphs. A graph is defined as a set of 

nodes (vertices) linked by connections (edges). When describing a real-world system, a graph 

provides a representation of the network’s elements and their interactions11.  

Since the mid-1990s, developments in the physics of complex systems have led to the rise 

of network science as a transdisciplinary effort to characterize network structure and function.  

Following the emergence of promising results in electrical circuits and chemical structures 

in its early applications, graph theory has now become influential in addressing a large number 

of practical problems in other disciplines, such as transportation systems, social networks, big 

data environments, the internet of things, electrical power infrastructures, and biological 

neural networks. In all this cases, a complex real-world system is shaped by a collection of 

pairwise interconnected elements, where complexity arises in the macroscopic behaviour of 

a system of interacting elements.  

Neural systems have long been described as sets of discrete elements linked by 

connections. Indeed, the human brain is a complex system, in which approximately 86 billion 

neurons interact through approximately 150 trillion synapses138.  We have known since the 

nineteenth century that the neuronal elements of the brain constitute a formidably complex 

structural network. Since the twentieth century it has also been widely acknowledged that 

this anatomical substrate supports the dynamic emergence of coherent physiological activity, 

that can span the multiple spatially distinct brain regions that make up a functional network139. 

Nonetheless, the turning point of the complex brain network studies using graph theory goes 

back to the introduction of the “Human Connectome” 140 141. 

Like many complex systems, the brain exhibits a very wide range of dynamic activity and 

connectivity patterns that are thought to be instrumental for enabling the integration and 

processing of information in the course of behaviour and cognition142. Indeed, its information 

processing system needs to be highly flexible and adaptive in order to control body functions, 

interpret information from the outside world and embody the essence of mind. 

 Over the past two decades, the combination of non-invasive neuroimaging techniques 

with graph theory has allowed to map brain networks (i.e., the connectome) at the 

macroscopic level. There is a growing number of studies in which the brain is modelled as a 

complex network based on neural units (usually brain regions) connected by structural 

connectivity (structural pathways) or functional connectivity (time-dependent activities) 6,11.  

According to literature there is an interest in understanding the brain's functional connectivity 

patterns when the subject is at rest, in the absence of specific cognitive demands, as well as 
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its reorganization during task performance, by building graph models of brain networks24,143. 

Recent studies demonstrated that brain network organization undergoes changes during 

development and ageing144, as well as in the case of brain disorders30 , providing novel insights 

into the neurophysiological mechanisms in health and disease. Analytical approaches capable 

of capturing the properties of brain networks can enhance our ability to make inferences from 

functional MRI, EEG and MEG data.  

Graph theory offers a wide range of theoretical tools to quantify specific features of brain 

network architecture (topology) that can provide information complementing the anatomical 

localization of areas responding to given stimuli or tasks (topography)9. Explicit modelling of 

the interactions among areas can furthermore reveal peculiar topological properties that are 

conserved across diverse biological networks, and highly sensitive to disease states. The field 

is evolving rapidly, partly fuelled by computational developments that improved brain imaging 

techniques and enabled the study of connectivity among multiple brain regions. 

 

2.4.1 Complex Brain network construction: 

 

Complex networks are represented as an interconnected sets of nodes and their pairwise 

edges, often summarized in the mathematical form of adjacency matrix (also known as a 

connectivity matrix). The anatomical location of the nodes constituting a given network, 

referred to as topography, is integrated with a representation of the architecture of their 

connections, referred to as topology. The latter aspect can be studied through structural and 

functional connectivity, which defines the relationships between the nodes. 

Graph theory approach allows the characterization of intrinsic topological organisation of 

the network, capturing aspects such as highly connected or centralised nodes, small-

worldness and modular organisation11. The brain topology is important for the overall 

function, performance and behaviour. Its biological relevance derives from the fact that 

certain structural properties of connectivity emerge as optimal trade-offs maximizing 

information-processing capability and speed with respect to the physiological ‘cost’ of 

synaptic and axonal metabolism.  

Through EEG data we can generate a graph characteristic of the brain network, which can 

then be topologically described extracting graph theory measures. The first step to generate 

the graph is to define the network nodes. Depending on the spatial scales of interest, a brain 

network can involve tens to hundreds of nodes, and can be defined in various ways: neurons, 

neuronal populations, electrodes or brain regions. Usually, the nodes are anatomically defined 

as brain regions, which depend on the choice of the atlas and cortex parcellation. 

The second step involves the edges definition. In the case of structural connectivity it refers 

to the anatomical pathways between brain regions, while in the case of functional connectivity 

is typically defined as the statistical dependency between time series, recorded by EEG, MEG 

or functional MRI (fMRI)10, and represents respectively the structural or functional 
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connectivity linking the nodes. Once the connectivity matrix has been estimated (e.g., Granger 

Causality, Transfer Entropy) it has to be converted in the adjacency matrix, indicating the 

edges between each pair of nodes in a graph. Thus, a network with 𝑁 nodes can be 

represented by an 𝑁 × 𝑁 adjacency matrix, in which the non-zero elements reflect the 

presence or strength of an edge between two nodes. 

A graph may be categorized as directed or undirected, depending on whether the edges 

between nodes contain directional information (e.g., causal interaction). For undirected 

graphs the adjacency matrix is symmetric, while for directed graphs it is asymmetric. A graph 

can also be classified as binary or weighted145. Binary links denote the presence or absence of 

connections, while weighted links also contain information about connection strengths. In 

functional networks, weights may represent respective magnitudes of correlational or causal 

interactions. Furthermore, weak and non-significant connections may represent spurious 

connections induced by noisy signals and tend to obscure the topology of strong and 

significant connections. For these reasons they are often discarded, by applying an absolute, 

or a proportional weight threshold value. A common threshold method is for instance to retain 

only those connections that statistically differ between two conditions (𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 < 0.05). 

The threshold is applied to each element of the matrix in order to obtain a sparse adjacency 

matrix. 

Once we have established an adjacency matrix of a brain network, we can assess the 

topological properties of the network using the metrics developed in graph theory (Fig 2.4). 

Then, the extracted brain network metrics can be compared to the equivalent parameters of 

another population/condition or of random networks. Statistical testing of network 

parameters is typically conducted by permutation - or resampling-based methods of non-

parametric inference, given the lack of statistical theory concerning the distribution of most 

network metrics. 

 Each step can affect the final results, including the parcellation scheme (number of nodes 

and edges), the functional connectivity estimator (directional/ non directional), the chosen 

threshold (sparsity, fixed/variable) and the extracted network’s parameters.  
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Figure 2.4 - Schematic representation of brain network construction and graph theoretical analysis using EEG 

data. After source reconstruction and subdivision of the brain into different cortical areas (ROIs) (A), a time 

course is extracted from each ROI (B) so that they can create the connectivity matrix (C). To reduce spurious 

connections and noise effects, the sparse connectivity matrix is extracted (D), and the corresponding functional 

brain network (E) is constructed. Eventually, by quantifying a set of topological measures, graph analysis is 

performed on the brain’s connectivity network (F). 

 

2.4.2 Brain Network Measures 

Graph topology can be quantitatively described by a wide variety of measures. Some of 

them are discussed below.  

 

Measures of Centrality: crucial brain regions (nodes of the graph) often interact with many 

other regions, thus supporting functional integration. In general, a node with high centrality 

is crucial to efficient network communication. One of the most common measures of 

centrality is the degree of a node, which is equal to the sum of links connected to that node. 

The degree has a straightforward neurobiological interpretation: nodes with a high degree are 

interacting, structurally or functionally, with many other nodes in the network.  

Since edges direction may be informative for some networks, degree centrality can be 

easily adjusted to recognize the existence of a directed network, where two different indices 

are distinguished: in degree defined as the sum of connection strengths entering to a node 

and out degree defined as the sum of connection strengths leaving a given node. Their 

mathematical description is given below.  
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In the following, 𝐴 indicates a generic adjacency matrix (i.e., a matrix containing all edges’ 

weights). In particular, the element 𝐴𝑖,𝑗 of the matrix will represent the weight of the edge 

connecting node i to node j.  

 

 

 𝐼𝑛 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑖 = ∑ 𝐴𝑗,𝑖𝑗

  

(2.35) 

 

 

 𝑂𝑢𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑖 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖,𝑗𝑗   (2.36) 

 

Two analogous but more specialized measures of centrality, hubness and authority, can 

provide additional information to characterize directionality. Due to their definition these two 

measures are highly circularly interdependent. The hub’s index of a node is defined as the 

weighted sum of the authority’s indices of all its successors; hence, this measure summarizes 

the capacity of a node to send information to other critical, authoritative nodes. The 

authority’s index of a node is defined as the weighted sum of the hub’s indices of all its 

predecessors and summarizes the capacity of a node to receive essential information from 

hubs. Their mathematical formulation is the following one.  

Hubness (𝑦𝑖) is proportional to the sum of the weights of edges exiting from a node, 

multiplied by the authority of the node the edge points to. 

 

 𝑦𝑖 = 𝛽 ∑ 𝐴𝑖,𝑗𝑥𝑗𝑗   (2.37) 

 

Authority (𝑥𝑖) is proportional to the sum of the weights of edges entering a node, multiplied 

by the hubness of the node the edge originates from. 

 

 𝑥𝑖 = 𝛼 ∑ 𝐴𝑗,𝑖𝑦𝑗𝑗   (2.38) 

 

Many other measures of centrality are based on the idea that central nodes participate in 

many short paths within a network, and consequently act as important controls of information 

flow. For instance, closeness centrality is defined as the inverse of the average shortest path 

length from one node to all other nodes in the network. A related and often more sensitive 

measure is betweenness, defined as the fraction of all shortest paths in the network that pass-

through a given node. Bridging nodes that connect disparate parts of the network often have 

a high betweenness centrality. The notion of betweenness centrality is naturally extended to 

links and could therefore also be used to detect important anatomical or functional 

connections. However, in the case of betweenness, there is no formulation that takes 

directionality into account. 
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Measures of Segregation: functional segregation in the brain is the ability for specialized 

processing to occur within densely interconnected groups of brain regions. Measures of 

segregation primarily quantify the presence of such groups, known as clusters or modules, 

within the network. These measures have straightforward interpretations in anatomical and 

functional networks. The presence of clusters in anatomical networks suggests the potential 

for functional segregation in these networks, while the presence of clusters in functional 

networks suggests an organization of statistical dependencies indicative of segregated neural 

processing. If the nearest neighbours of a node are also directly connected to each other, they 

form a cluster. The clustering coefficient quantifies the number of connections that exist 

between the nearest neighbours of a node as a proportion of the maximum number of 

possible connections. The mean clustering coefficient for the network reflects, on average, 

the prevalence of clustered connectivity around individual nodes. Random networks have low 

average clustering whereas complex networks are characterized by high clustering. 

 The mean clustering coefficient is normalized individually for each node and may therefore 

be disproportionately influenced by nodes with a low degree. A classical variant of the 

clustering coefficient, known as the transitivity, is normalized collectively and consequently 

does not suffer from this problem. Both the clustering coefficient and the transitivity have 

been generalized for weighted and directed networks146. 

 

Measures of Integration: functional integration in the brain is the ability to rapidly process 

specialized information arising from distributed brain regions. Measures of integration 

formulate this concept by estimating the ease of communication between brain regions and 

are commonly based on the concept of a path, defined as a sequence of distinct nodes and 

edges. This measure has been generalized for weighted and directed networks. In anatomical 

networks a path represents potential routes of information flow between pairs of brain 

regions. Lengths of paths consequently reflect the potential for functional integration 

between brain regions, with shorter paths denoting stronger potential for integration. In the 

case of functional connectivity data, by its definition, already contain such information for all 

connections. In functional networks, paths represent sequences of statistical dependencies 

and may not correspond to information flow through anatomical connections. For this reason, 

network measures based on functional paths are less straightforward to interpret. In general, 

path lengths are inversely related to edges weights, as large weights typically represent strong 

associations, close proximity and shortest path. 

The average shortest path length between all pairs of nodes in the network is known as the 

characteristic path length of the network147 and is the most commonly used measure of 

functional integration.  Random and complex networks have short average path lengths. 

 

Small-worldness: originally described in social networks, the ‘small-world’ property 

combines high levels of local clustering among nodes of a network and short paths that 

globally link all nodes of the network11. This means that all nodes of a large system are linked 

through relatively few intermediate steps, despite the fact that most nodes maintain only a 
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few direct connections — mostly within a clique of neighbours. Hence, small-world networks 

are formally defined as networks that are significantly more clustered (have many short-range 

links) than random networks, yet have approximately the same characteristic path length (few 

long-range links) as random networks147. More generally, small-world networks should be 

simultaneously highly segregated and integrated. These two characteristics are the result of a 

natural process to satisfy the balance between minimizing the resource cost and maximizing 

the flow of information among the network components113. Evidence for small-world 

attributes has been reported in a wide range of studies of genetic, signalling, communications, 

computational and neural networks. These studies indicate that virtually all networks found 

in natural and technological systems have small-world architectures and that the ways in 

which these networks deviate from randomness reflect their specific functionality. 

Liao et al. explained in detail why the human brain network is expected to have a small-

world architecture141. The metabolic and wiring costs in connections among anatomically 

adjacent brain areas are lower than those among distant brain regions113.  

Theoretical examinations have pointed out that the brain regions are more likely to interact 

with their neighbouring areas to reduce the whole metabolic costs, while at the same time 

they need to have a small number of long-distance connections among themselves to 

accelerate data transmission.  

In agreement with theoretical studies, empirical investigations have also proved the 

dispersion of a few long connections among a plethora of short connections in the human 

brain network148. 

Moreover, recent studies demonstrated that the small-world property of brain networks 

experiences topological alterations under different cognitive loads and during 

development143,149, as well as in neurological and mental disorders150. These alterations may 

provide novel insights into the biological mechanisms underlying human cognition, as well as 

health and disease. 

 

Although of particular significance, measures of segregation, integration and small-

worldness do not consider the fundamental problem of directionality in the processing 

pathway and the importance of top-down or bottom-up connectivity in several brain 

processing. Therefore, since the directionality of information flow is the focus of this thesis, 

the main measures employed have been directional centrality measures, such as outdegree, 

indegree, hubness and authority 

 

2.5 Neural Mass Models 

In addition to neuroimaging techniques, another promising method to investigate brain 

rhythms transmission in the cortex, and its arising functional connectivity, is through 

mathematical models simulating brain dynamics. These models can be subdivided in two main 

typologies. In the first case, models involve the description of individual neurons activation 
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(generally spiking neurons) and the explicit inclusion of ionic channels, axons and dendrites 
151. This class of models adopts the approach of Hodgkin and Huxley—namely, careful 

empirical observations to understand and model the response of the system to its inputs. 

Indeed, Hodgkin and Huxley carefully measured the conductance of a single axon in response 

to changes in membrane potential. This approach respects the notion that complex systems 

can exhibit specific rules at different levels of organization and that large-scale activity may 

hence be more than the sum of its parts152. Although these models are able to grasp the 

mechanisms that cause oscillations in a network of neurons at a microscopic scale, they are 

computationally demanding and unsuitable for capturing the behaviour of entire cortical 

regions at a mesoscopic level.  

Since the 1970s much attention has been devoted to Neural Mass Models (NMMs), which 

describe the average activity of macro-columns, or even cortical areas, using just a few state 

variables (differential equations). Indeed, the complexity of neural networks generating EEG 

signals is such that this second approach is usually more viable and suitable to catch the key 

neural mechanisms. These models summarize the behaviour of millions of interacting 

neurons, under the assumption that neurons in the same population share similar inputs and 

have synchronized activity. We decided to focus on NMMs since they represent a good 

compromise between accuracy and simplicity. 

A single NMM describes a local population of interacting neurons, such as pyramidal and 

inhibitory, that are capable of producing various morphologic EEG-like waveforms and 

rhythmic activity for a given set of model parameters.  

Basically, these models use two conversion operations: a wave-to-pulse operator, which is 

generally a sigmoid function, and a linear pulse-to-wave conversion implemented at a synaptic 

level. The first operator converts the average postsynaptic membrane potential from other 

neural populations into an average firing rate. The breadth of the sigmoid function (lower 

threshold and upper saturation) implicitly incorporates the non-linear behaviour typical of 

neural interactions  

The second operator depends on synaptic kinetics and models the average postsynaptic 

response as a linear convolution of incoming spike rate.  

One of the first NMMs is the Wilson-Cowan oscillator (1972), still largely employed to 

investigate synchronization among neural oscillations153. Then, Lopes da Silva et al. (1974) 

implemented a simple model of one excitatory and one inhibitory population in feedback to 

simulate the α rhythm in the thalamus154, and Freeman proposed a similar model to generate 

the neural dynamics in the olfactory cortex (1978)155. Subsequently, in the early nineties, an 

improvement of such models was proposed by Jansen and Rit (1995)156. Their model involves 

a more realistic representation of the single cortical column considering three different neural 

populations with different synaptic kinetics: pyramidal neurons, excitatory interneurons, 

inhibitory interneurons. These equations have been frequently employed to build networks 

of interconnected cortical areas to study EEG dynamics in large regions of the brain and 

functional connectivity. Friston et al. developed a theoretical framework known as Dynamic 

Causal Modeling (DCM)21, combing a variant of the Jansen and Rit model to characterize the 
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dynamics in cortical regions, together with a Bayesian approach for parameter estimation 

from data. Another variation of the Jansen and Rit model was implemented by Sotero et al. 

(2007), that investigated how effective connectivity among brain regions may affect the 

distribution of brain rhythms on the overall brain157. 

Recent studies have emphasised that the kinetics of inhibitory populations have a key 

influence on signals generation. In this regard, an important advancement concerning the use 

of NMMs was provided by a study of Wendling et al. (2002) on the hippocampal dynamics 

during epilepsy158. Specifically, the proposed model includes the addition of a fourth 

population to the model, representing 𝐺𝐴𝐵𝐴𝐴 interneurons with fast synaptic kinetics.  The 

strength of the Wendling model is that it is able to simulate the dynamics of high-frequency 

(𝛾) EEG signals recorded through intracerebral electrodes in the hippocampus during the 

transition from interictal to fast ictal activity.   

However, as highlighted by Ursino et al., 2007 this model has some limitations159.  

Considering a single mass model, and white noise as input, it is able to produces a single 

narrow band rhythm or, more rarely, a wide band spectrum. Conversely, real EEG spectra 

measured during motor or cognitive tasks show the concomitant presence of multiple 

rhythms in the same cortical region and this phenomenon plays a key role in brain dynamics 

and processes.  

Some authors have attempted to overcome this limitation by trying to simulate multimodal 

spectra assuming that there are several subpopulations in the same brain region (single mass 

model), each with a different synaptic kinetics. However, this requires the integration of a 

specific population of neurons into the model for each brain rhythm, becoming 

computationally demanding. A more parsimonious approach was proposed by Cona et al., 

2009 which hypothesized that due to the internal dynamics, each cortical region can produce 

just one intrinsic rhythm, but it can receive additional rhythms contributions from other 

regions via long-range excitatory connections160. However, even this model showed some 

limitations: 1) it was still necessary to modify synaptic kinetics between regions, 2) it remained 

difficult to simulate more than two rhythms in the same cortical region.  

The real turning point for these NMMs arrived with the work of Ursino et al. in 2010 where 

they proposed the addition of a new feedback loop, through which fast inhibitory 

interneurons can produce a γ rhythm without the need to modify synaptic kinetics13. 

This short summary underlines the rising importance that neural mass models are 

acquiring for the study of brain dynamics and the incredible advances that have been made 

over the years. 

The NMM described above concerns a local population of interacting neurons, such as 

pyramidal and inhibitory cells. Despite the dimension achieved, there still exist several orders 

of magnitude to reach the large-scale systems that support brain function. This can be 

obtained by coupling an ensemble of NMMs into brain circuits. According to present 

neurophysiological knowledge, a network of interconnected NMMs can be realized assuming 

that long-range synapses emerge from pyramidal neurons of the source cortical region. 

Dynamics within each neuronal population node (that is, each NMM) consequently reflects 
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the local population activity plus the influences from other regions (other nodes), received 

through long-range synapses from other populations. Furthermore, each population may also 

receive inputs from the external environment and superimposed Gaussian white noise. 

This thesis focuses on NMMs since they allow a mechanistic description of brain rhythms 

whilst maintaining a limited number of state variables.  
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3 Simulated Brain Networks through NMMs 
 

The variety of functional connectivity estimators found in the literature is grounded on 

different underlying mathematical formulations and address diverse aspects of connectivity 

features. Since there is no ground truth for EEG signals, the problem of choosing the most 

suitable connectivity method for a particular type of data, as well as the evaluation of its 

reliability, is a difficult one.  

Neural Mass Models represent a unique tool to evaluate the reliability of different 

connectivity results in ground truth conditions. Three studies are presented in this section, 

whose aim is to shed light on the strengths and limitations of the main functional connectivity 

estimators using data simulated by NMMs. Indeed, these models have been employed to: a) 

test the performance of FC estimators in linear and nonlinear conditions; b) compare the 

reliability of different FC estimators; c) study how brain rhythms are transmitted in the brain; 

d) simulate the task-dependent connectivity network of a stroke patient. 

Since the same NMM was used for the three studies, its description and mathematical 

formulation is detailed below. First, equations of a single region of interest (ROI) are described. 

Then, a model of several interconnected ROIs is built from these equations. 

 

Model of a single Region of Interest 

The model of a single Region of Interest (ROI) consists of the feedback arrangement 

among four neural populations: pyramidal neurons (subscript p), excitatory interneurons 

(subscript e), inhibitory interneurons with slow and fast synaptic kinetics (GABAA,slow and 

GABAA,fast, subscripts s and f, respectively). Each population receives an average postsynaptic 

membrane potential (say v) from other neural populations, and converts this membrane 

potential into an average density of spikes fired by the neurons (say z). This conversion is 

simulated with a static sigmoidal relationship, which reproduces the non-linearity in neuron 

behavior (the presence of a zone where neurons are silent (below threshold) and an upper 

saturation, where neurons fire at their maximal activity). 

To model dynamics in a whole ROI, the four populations are connected via excitatory and 

inhibitory synapses, according to the schema in Fig. 3.1. Each synaptic kinetics is described 

with a second order system, but with different parameter values. We assumed three types of 

synapses: glutamatergic excitatory synapses with impulse response he(t), assuming that 

synapses from pyramidal neurons and from excitatory interneurons have similar dynamics; 

GABAergic inhibitory synapses with slow dynamics (impulse response hs(t)); GABAergic 

inhibitory synapses with faster dynamics (impulse response hf(t)). They are characterized by a 

gain (Ge, Gs, and Gf, respectively) and a time constant (the reciprocal of these time constants 

denoted as ωe, ωs, and ωf,, respectively). The average numbers of synaptic contacts among 

neural populations are represented by eight parameters, Cij, where the first subscript 
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represents the target (post-synaptic) population and the second refers to the pre-synaptic 

population.  

In a previous work 161 a sensitivity analysis was performed on the role of connections 

linking different ROIs, and was found that the most influential connections are “from 

pyramidal to pyramidal” and “from pyramidal to fast inhibitory”. Accordingly, in this thesis we 

assume that inputs to each ROI (say u) target only pyramidal and fast-inhibitory populations 

(see Fig. 3.1). The equations of a single ROI are written below: 

 

Pyramidal neurons 

  
𝑑𝑦𝑝(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑥𝑝(𝑡)        (3.1) 

 

𝑑𝑥𝑝(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺𝑒𝜔𝑒𝑧𝑝(𝑡)  − 2𝜔𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑡) − 𝜔𝑒

2𝑦𝑝(𝑡) 

 

(3.2) 

 

𝑧𝑝(𝑡) =
2𝑒0

1 + 𝑒−𝑟𝑣𝑝
− 𝑒0 (3.3) 

    

  𝑣𝑝(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑝𝑒𝑦𝑒(𝑡) − 𝐶𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑠(𝑡)  − 𝐶𝑝𝑓𝑦𝑓(𝑡)       (3.4) 

          

Excitatory interneurons 

  
𝑑𝑦𝑒(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑥𝑒(𝑡)               (3.5) 

 

  
𝑑𝑥𝑒(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺𝑒𝜔𝑒 (𝑧𝑒(𝑡) +

𝑢𝑝(𝑡)

𝐶𝑝𝑒
)  − 2𝜔𝑒𝑥𝑒(𝑡) − 𝜔𝑒

2𝑦𝑒(𝑡)

  
(3.6) 

      

      

  𝑧𝑒(𝑡) =
2𝑒0

1+𝑒−𝑟𝑣𝑒
− 𝑒0  (3.7) 

 

  

  𝑣𝑒(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑒𝑝𝑦𝑝(𝑡)  (3.8) 

          

           

Slow inhibitory interneurons 

 

  
𝑑𝑦𝑠(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑥𝑠(𝑡)  (3.9) 

 

  
𝑑𝑥𝑠(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺𝑠𝜔𝑠𝑧𝑠(𝑡)  − 2𝜔𝑠𝑥𝑠(𝑡) − 𝜔𝑠

2𝑦𝑠(𝑡)

  
(3.10) 
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  𝑧𝑠(𝑡) =
2𝑒0

1+𝑒−𝑟𝑣𝑠
− 𝑒0  (3.11) 

      

     

  𝑣𝑠(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑠𝑝𝑦𝑝(𝑡)  (3.12) 

         

Fast inhibitory interneurons 

 

  
𝑑𝑦𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑥𝑓(𝑡)  (3.13) 

 

 

  
𝑑𝑥𝑓(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺𝑓𝜔𝑓𝑧𝑓(𝑡)  − 2𝜔𝑓𝑥𝑓(𝑡) − 𝜔𝑓

2𝑦𝑓(𝑡)

  
(3.14) 

     

  
𝑑𝑦𝑙(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑥𝑙(𝑡)  (3.15) 

        

   

  
𝑑𝑥𝑙(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐺𝑒𝜔𝑒𝑢𝑓(𝑡)  − 2𝜔𝑒𝑥𝑙(𝑡) − 𝜔𝑒

2𝑦𝑙(𝑡)

  
(3.16) 

  

  𝑧𝑓(𝑡) =
2𝑒0

1+𝑒
−𝑟𝑣𝑓

− 𝑒0 (3.17) 

     

          

  𝑣𝑓(𝑡) = 𝐶𝑓𝑝𝑦𝑝(𝑡) − 𝐶𝑓𝑠𝑦𝑠(𝑡)  − 𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑦𝑓(𝑡) + 𝑦𝑙(𝑡) (3.18) 

             

The inputs to the model, up(t) and uf(t) (Eqs. 3.6 and 3.16) represent all exogenous 

contributions coming from external sources (either from the environment or from other brain 

regions) filtered through the low-pass dynamics of the excitatory synapses (Eqs. 3.5 - 3.6 and 

Eqs. 3.15 - 3.16, respectively). In fact, a common assumption in neurophysiology is that long-

range connections in the brain are always mediated via excitatory glutamatergic synapses. In 

particular, up(t) is the input to pyramidal cells and uf(t) the input to GABAA,fast interneurons. 

These terms will be described below.  
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Figure 3.1 – Block diagram of the neural mass model (upper panel) used to simulate activity in a single region of 

interest (ROI). Continuous lines denote excitatory synapses (from pyramidal neurons, blue lines, or from 

excitatory interneurons, green lines), magenta dotted lines denote slow inhibitory synapses, and red dash-dotted 

lines denote fast inhibitory synapses. The bottom panels show two exempla of connections among ROIs: 

excitatory (pyramidal-pyramidal) in the left and bi-synaptic inhibitory (pyramidal-fast inhibitory-pyramidal) in the 

right. 

 

Model of several interconnected ROIs and connectivity parameters 

In order to study connectivity between regions, let us consider two ROIs (each described 

via Eqs. 3.1- 3.18), which are interconnected through long-range excitatory connections. The 

presynaptic and postsynaptic regions will be denoted with the superscript k and h, 

respectively. The generalization to more than two regions is trivial. Throughout the 

manuscript, we will use the first superscript to denote the target ROI (post-synaptic) and the 

second superscript to denote the donor ROI (pre-synaptic).  

To simulate connectivity, we assumed that the average spike density of pyramidal 

neurons of the presynaptic area (𝑧𝑝
𝑘) affects the target region via a weight factor, 𝑊𝑗

ℎ𝑘 (where 
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j = p or f, depending on whether the synapse targets to pyramidal neurons or fast inhibitory 

interneurons) and a time delay, T. This is achieved by modifying the input quantities 𝑢𝑝
ℎ and/or 

𝑢𝑓
ℎof the target region.  

Hence, we can write 

 

  𝑢𝑗
ℎ(𝑡) = 𝑛𝑗

ℎ(𝑡) + 𝑊𝑗
ℎ𝑘𝑧𝑝

𝑘(𝑡 − 𝑇)          𝑗 = 𝑝, 𝑓 (3.19) 

      

where nj(t) represents a Gaussian white noise (in the present work, if not explicitly 

modified, we used: mean value mj = 0 and variance σj
2 = 9/dt, where dt is the integration step) 

which accounts for all other external inputs not included in the model. 

It is worth noting that the synapses 𝑊𝑝
ℎ𝑘 have an excitatory role on the target region h, 

since they directly excite pyramidal neurons. Conversely, synapses 𝑊𝑓
ℎ𝑘 , although 

glutamatergic in type, have an inhibitory role, via a bi-synaptic connection. In particular, both 

connections go from the source ROI k to the target ROI h, but in the inhibitory case this is 

composed of two synapses (from pyramidal neurons in the source ROI k to inhibitory 

interneurons in the target ROI h and then from inhibitory interneurons in target ROI h to 

pyramidal neurons still in ROI h). Hence, the second synapse is internal to ROI h and has not 

been modified throughout this work. Hence, in the following the general terms “excitatory 

connection” and “inhibitory bi-synaptic connection” will be used to describe these two 

different connections, although both glutamatergic in type. In particular, we wish to stress 

that the Dale principle is always satisfied in our model, since individual neural populations 

within each ROI are either excitatory or inhibitory, and this distinction is established a priori 

in the model.  
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3.1 Evaluation of Transfer Entropy Performance with NMMs 

 

The study reported in this chapter refers to the published journal paper entitled “Transfer 

Entropy as a measure of Brain Connectivity: A Critical Analysis with the Help of Neural Mass 

Models”, Mauro Ursino*, Giulia Ricci, Elisa Magosso, Frontiers in computational 

neuroscience, (2020).  

 

In this section, NMMs have been used to study the performance of Transfer Entropy in 

estimating the true connective strength imposed by the model. The reliability of the estimator 

was tested under the following conditions: 1) increasing network size, 2) linear and non-linear 

conditions, 3) increasing pure delay between ROIs, 4) increasing signal length. 

The main result that emerged from this study concerns the significance of the changes in 

connectivity detected by the estimator, which do not always reflect a true change in the 

connection strength, but rather a change in the transmission of information due to nonlinear 

effects. 

 

Objective - Assessing brain connectivity from electrophysiological signals is of great 

relevance in neuroscience, but results are still debated and depend crucially on how 

connectivity is defined and on mathematical instruments utilized. Aim of this work is to assess 

the capacity of bivariate Transfer Entropy (TE) to evaluate connectivity, using data generated 

from simple neural mass models of connected Regions of Interest (ROIs). Approach - Signals 

simulating mean field potentials were generated assuming two, three or four ROIs, connected 

via excitatory or by-synaptic inhibitory links. We investigated whether the presence of a 

statistically significant connection can be detected and if connection strength can be 

quantified. Main Results - Results suggest that TE can reliably estimate the strength of 

connectivity if neural populations work in their linear regions, and if the epoch lengths are 

longer than 10 s. In case of multivariate networks, some spurious connections can emerge (i.e., 

a statistically significant TE even in the absence of a true connection); however, quite a good 

correlation between TE and synaptic strength is still preserved. Moreover, TE appears more 

robust for distal regions (longer delays) compared with proximal regions (smaller delays): an 

approximate a priori knowledge on this delay can improve the procedure. Finally, nonlinear 

phenomena affect the assessment of connectivity, since they may significantly reduce TE 

estimation: information transmission between two ROIs may be weak, due to non-linear 

phenomena, even if a strong causal connection is present. Significance - Changes in functional 

connectivity during different tasks or brain conditions, might not always reflect a true change 

in the connecting network, but rather a change in information transmission. A limitation of the 

work is the use of bivariate TE. In perspective, the use of multivariate TE can improve 

estimation and reduce some of the problems encountered in the present study. 
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3.1.1 Introduction 

Cognitive phenomena originate from the interaction among several mutually 

interconnected, specialized brain regions, which exchange information via long range 

synapses. Consequently, the problem of assessing brain connectivity during different cognitive 

tasks is playing a crucial role in neuroscience nowadays, not only to understand mechanisms 

at the basis of normal cognitive functions, but also to identify alterations in pathological 

states. Connectivity is often estimated from fMRI neuroimaging techniques162–164. However, 

thanks to their higher temporal dynamics, electrophysiological data, obtained from electro- 

or magneto-encephalography, joined with methods for cortical source localization 165–168 are 

receiving increasing attention.  

The problem of assessing connectivity from data, however, is a difficult one, since the 

concept of connectivity has ambiguous definitions (see 163) and results depend crucially on 

how connectivity is defined and on the mathematical instruments utilized. 

Although there are different ways to define connectivity, in the following we will refer 

to functional connectivity (FC) defined as “the statistical dependence or mutual information 

between two neuronal systems” 169. A distinct definition of connectivity, stronger than FC (see 
170 and 169), is effective connectivity: it refers to the influence that one neural system exerts on 

another and is based on an explicit model of causal inference, usually expressed in terms of 

differential equations. The most popular method to evaluate effective connectivity is 

dynamical causal modelling (DCM). DCM assumes that the signals are produced by a state 

space model (see Tab. 1 in 170 for a list of possible equations used in recent papers). However, 

this framework requires strong a priori knowledge about the input to the system and the 

connectivity network. To overcome this limitation, the more suitable network is often chosen 

among various possible alternatives using Bayesian selection methods 171.  

However, despite these dichotomous definitions, the fundamental interest in all FC 

research is still “understanding the casual relationship among neural entities”, as stressed by 

Reid 172 recently. Although the kind of causal inference that can be inferred with FC methods 

is limited and only indirect, several FC measures can provide some useful information in regard 

to causality (recent assessment papers are 172–174). Indeed, among the different ways to 

calculate FC, some of them are based on the concept of causality (although without using 

state-space models), as originally introduced by Wiener 175 and subsequently by Granger 176. 

According to their definition, we can say that a temporal series X has a causal influence on a 

second temporal series Y if the prediction on the future of Y is improved by knowledge on the 

past of X. Interestingly, the technical links between Granger causality and DCM have also been 

recently incorporated in the state space framework 177 with reference to functional magnetic 

data in resting states. Results of these authors indicate a qualitative consistency between 

Granger causality and DCM, and show that both can be used to estimate directed functional 

and effective connectivity from fMRI measurements in a reliable way.  

One of the most promising methods to infer FC from data is Transfer entropy (TE). TE 

implements the causal principle expressed above within the framework of information theory, 
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by using conditional probabilities 133,135 for more details): if a signal X has a causal influence 

on a signal Y, then the probability of Y conditioned on its past is different from the probability 

of Y conditioned on both its past and the past of X. The same idea can be expressed observing 

that entropy on the present measurement of Y is reduced if knowledge of the past of X is 

added to knowledge of the past of Y. A great advantage of TE compared with the other 

methods is that it does not require any prior assumption on data generation (i.e., it is model-

free).  

For this reason, TE is largely used in neuroscience today to assess connectivity from 

EEG/MEG data sets in conditions lacking any prior assumption. Also some variants of TE (such 

as Phase Transfer Entropy 178) have been proposed recently. 

Nevertheless, the use of TE to assess connectivity may also exhibit some drawbacks, 

besides definite advantages. First, as recognized in several papers 135,179,180, estimation of TE 

from data can be affected by various elements of the estimation procedure; among the others: 

the embedding dimension and the delay in the reconstruction of the state space, the quantity 

of data samples available, the method adopted to estimate high-dimensional conditional 

probabilities.   

Second, it is unclear how much TE is affected by spurious information, such as that 

arising from shared inputs or from a cascade among several populations, or due to a 

redundancy in the population processing 181. To reduce the previous aspects, multivariate TE 

methods have also been proposed recently 182. 

Third, and maybe more important, TE is not a direct measure of coupling strength, and 

should be used with extreme caution to measure a coupling parameter (such as the weight of 

synapses among two neural populations). Actually, TE measures how much information is 

transferred from X to Y: this concept is of the greatest value to understand how the brain 

performs its computation by exchanging information between different regions (see also 183) 

but in some conditions may be intrinsically different from causal strength. 

Once established that TE is a valid tool to investigate the computational aspects of the 

brain, i.e.  the transfer of information between different areas, in the present study we wish 

to critically analyse how good it may be at estimating a biophysical coupling property too, i.e. 

the connection strength between Regions of Interest (ROIs). To this end, a powerful way is to 

challenge TE with the use of simulated data. These should mimic real neuroelectric signals 

(especially for what concerns their frequency content), and should be generated via 

biologically inspired models with assigned coupling terms among neural units.  

Indeed, many such studies have been published in the last decade, to compare FC 

estimated values with a “true” connectivity topology incorporated in simulation models, 

providing quite a large set of validation information. In the following, we will first encompass 

a synthetic analysis of the recent literature, to point out the present major gaps and elements 

which, in our opinion, deserve further analysis (especially, with reference to TE). Then, the aim 

of this work is better delineated, as it emerges from the absences in the present literature.  
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3.1.2 Literature Critical Review 

3.1.2.1 Summary of previous studies  

Several studies have been performed in recent years, to compare the results obtained with 

the FC estimation methods, with the “true” connectivity values incorporated in simulation 

models (used as a sort of “ground truth”). However, most of these studies were aimed at 

exploring whether FC can discover the presence of connectivity links (ON/OFF), using receiver 

operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Just in a few of them, the relationship between the FC 

index and the connectivity strength was explored, although generally in rather a qualitative 

way.  

Two main classes of studies will be considered in the following, depending on the 

simulation model adopted: those which use spiking neurons, mainly aimed at analysing 

connectivity in neural cultures, and those using neurons with continuous outputs, more 

oriented to the analysis of connectivity among larger regions of interest. As to the studies with 

spiking neurons, in the following we will limit our analysis just to those which use TE. A wider 

approach is used for the selection of studies simulating larger cortical ROIs.  

Studies with spiking neurons -  Ito et al. 184 applied the TE with multiple time delays to a 

network model containing 1000 Izhikevich’s neurons.  They observed that their measures 

generally increase with synaptic weights, but there is substantial variability in the obtained 

results. Moreover, in their work the synaptic weights were bimodally distributed around just 

two values (0 and a positive one).  

Garofalo et al. 185 compared the estimation obtained with various methods (Transfer 

Entropy, Joint Entropy, Cross Correlation and Mutual Information) first in a neuronal network 

model made up of 60 synaptically connected Izhikevic neurons, and then in cultures of 

neurons. In the model they also included inhibitory connections. The comparison was 

performed with ROC curves. Their results suggest that TE is the best method, both with the 

excitatory and excitatory+inhibitory models, but it recognizes also some strong indirect 

connections not classified as true positive. Moreover, it exhibits problems in identifying 

inhibitory connections. 

Orlandi et al. 186 also used realistic computational models that mimicked the 

characteristic bursting dynamics of neural cultures, and extended previous works by 

attempting the inference of both excitatory and inhibitory connectivity via TE. The quality of 

the reconstruction was quantified through a ROC analysis. They showed that the most difficult 

aspect is not the identification of a link, but rather its correct labelling (excitatory or 

inhibitory). Hence, they suggested a two-step analysis (for instance before and after the use 

of pharmacological blocking inhibitory connections).  

Timme and Lapish 187 analysed the strength of information theory methods using both 

small networks of neurons and larger 1000 neuron models of Izhikevich type (800 excitatory, 

200 inhibitory). They concluded that TE can be used to measure information flow between 

neurons. More important, they suggested the use of partial information decomposition to 

move beyond pair of variables to group of variables, and found that this method can be used 
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to break down encoding by two variables into redundant, unique and synergistic parts. The 

last aspect will be commented in the Discussion session of the present paper.  

All previous studies suggest that TE can be a powerful instrument to infer the existence 

of connections among neurons. However, the application of these studies is limited to cultures 

of about a thousand of units. Of course, the neuroelectric dynamics of an entire ROI, resulting 

from millions of neurons, is largely different. To study this aspect, higher levels models, with 

just a few states variables per ROI, are generally used, particularly neural mass models 

(NMMs).   

Studies using Neural Mass Models - A pioneering study which evaluated functional 

connectivity using neural mass models was performed by David et al. 188. The authors used 

cross-correlation, mutual information, and synchronization indices (hence, they did not 

evaluate TE). For simplicity, they used a symmetric configuration and did not consider the 

problem of inhibitory connections among ROIs. The results suggest that each measure is 

sensitive to changes in neuronal coupling, with a monotonic dependence between the 

functional connectivity measures and the coupling parameter, and that the statistical power 

of each measure is an increasing monotonic function of the signal length.  

Studies quite similar to the present one, although with a simpler aim, and without TE as 

a target, have been performed by others 128,189 (indeed, they used either regression methods 

or synchronization indices). Various models were employed to generate signals:  among the 

others, two NMMs (but with only two populations each) connected with an excitatory 

coupling parameter. The authors explored the relationship between the coupling parameter 

and the estimated FC and observed that the regression methods exhibit good sensitivity to 

the coupling parameter. However, in that study the characterization of the direction of 

coupling was not dealt with, inhibitory connections were not incorporated, and the authors 

did not test TE accuracy. 

A systematic study on the performance of various methods for FC estimation was 

performed by Wang et al. 16. They compared the performance of 42 methods (including, 

among the others, the pairwise directed TE and the partial TE), using five different models to 

generate signals (including a three population NMM). Moreover, they used a connectivity 

structure with 5 nodes. Although this is the most complete study presently available, it limits 

the analysis to the performance of the connectivity estimate on an ON/OFF basis, using ROC 

curves (i.e., they did not evaluate whether the estimated FC values are sensitive to the 

strength of the coupling parameters). Their results suggest that, for the NMM simulations, 

Granger causality and TE are able to recover the underlying model structure, with TE much 

less time consuming. However, TE failed when simulations were performed with highly 

nonlinear (Rossler or Hénon) equations.  

The previous summary highlights several important points. First, various methods do 

exist to infer FC from signals, each with its own virtues and limitations (but see also 172). 

However, in many studies TE emerges as one of the most effective methods, which joins 

benefits of good sensitivity and efficient computation time. However, despite the excellent 
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works performed until now, several problems are still insufficiently clarified, which justify 

further studies. These questions are stressed below.  

First, no study analysed carefully the relationship between the TE metrics and the 

connectivity strength using NMMs to simulate neuroelectrical activity of entire ROIs. Actually, 

neither David et al. 188 nor Wendling et al. 128 used TE in their analysis, whereas Wang et al. 174 

(who tested TE) did not evaluate the sensitivity vs. the connection strength.  

Second, despite some authors analysed the presence of excitation + inhibition in models 

of spiking neurons 185,186 , we are not aware of any study in which inhibition between ROIs is 

properly taken into account in the analysis of FC. Indeed, although long-range connections 

between ROIs are mediated by synapses from pyramidal neurons (hence, they are all 

excitatory in type) one region can inhibit another region by targeting into the population of 

inhibitory interneurons. In particular, it is known that lateral connections in the cortex target 

all population types, in different layers of a cortical column 190,191. Although the role of various 

connections types in the propagation of brain rhythms has been carefully studied with NMMs 
161,191–195 we are not aware of any NMM study which investigates the role of long-range 

inhibition on FC estimation.  

Finally, and more important, several studies underline the difficulty of FC methods (and 

in particular, TE) to deal with strongly non-linear problems. For instance, Wang et al.174 

observed that TE fails to find a proper connectivity topology when signals are generated with 

Rössler equations or Hénon systems, i.e., with strongly non-linear models. By comparing TE 

computed at various time lags to values computed with surrogate linearized data, Nichols et 

al. 196 observed that TE is quite sensitive to the presence of non-linearity in a system. Indeed, 

although NMMs have been frequently used in the domain of FC assessment, to our knowledge 

all previous papers used these models in “quite linear conditions”, i.e. without inducing strong 

alterations in the working point and/or moving dynamically from linear vs. saturation activity 

regions. We speculate that the same model (with assigned connectivity strength) can produce 

largely different values of FC estimation depending on the working conditions, on noise 

variance and on the amplitude of the input changes. 

 

3.1.2.2 Objectives and work organization 

Taking in mind the previous limitations of former works, the present study was 

conceived with the following major aims: i) to analyse the relationship between the TE metrics 

and the strength of the connectivity parameters using NMMs, in order to assess whether 

changes in TE from one trial to another can be used to infer an underlying change in 

connectivity between ROIs; ii) to study the role of synapses targeting to excitatory vs. 

inhibitory populations in affecting FC; iii) to reveal how non-linearities can dramatically affect 

the inference of connection strength, leading to different conclusions on connectivity among 

regions depending on the particular working condition. This point is of value to highlight that 

TE is actually a powerful metric to assess information transfer and computation in the brain, 
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but in some cases may be different from coupling strength. We think that neither of these 

points has been thoroughly assessed in previous papers.  

To reach these objectives, we evaluated FC with bivariate TE using data generated from 

simple NMMs of connected populations. In particular, the values of TE between two ROIs 

estimated from simulated data were compared with the strength of the coupling terms used 

in the model, at different values of this strength. We investigated different network topologies 

(with two, three or four ROIs) and the role of time delay, signal length, and changes in external 

input (mean value and noise variance). The latter aspect is of pivotal value to assess the role 

of non-linearities. 

TE was estimated using Trentool, a software package implemented as a Matlab toolbox 

under an open source licence 136. Simulated data were generated using the model of neural 

masses described in Ursino et al. and Cona et al.161,194 which represents a good compromise 

between biological reliability and simplicity, and is able to simulate realistic spectra of 

neuroelectric activity in the cortex (including alpha, beta and gamma bands). In particular, in 

this work the internal parameters of this model were assigned to simulate spectra with a 

strong component in the beta band and some component in the gamma band, as often 

measured in motor, premotor and supplementary motor cortices 161,194.  

The paper is structured as follows. First, the main theoretical aspects of transfer entropy 

are described. Subsequently, equations of the neural model are given, with parameter 

numerical values.  

In section results, TE estimates obtained with Trentool on simulated data were used not 

only to test the performance of this metric in detecting the presence or absence of a 

connection (ON/OFF evaluation by means of statistical tests against surrogate signals), but also 

to compare the TE values of the detected connections with the strength of the coupling terms 

in the model. Results are then critically discussed to emphasize in which conditions TE can 

provide reliable indications on connectivity, and in which conditions information transfer is 

different from connection strength.  Limitations of this work (such as the use of a bivariate 

estimator) are also debated and lines for further work delineated.  

 

3.1.3 Transfer Entropy: Theoretical and Practical Aspects  

In the following, we first summarize the main theoretical aspects of transfer entropy, as 

a model-free method to estimate connectivity. Then, some practical issues of the estimation 

procedure adopted by Trentool are discussed. 

 

3.1.3.1 General theory 

Throughout this section, we will use a lower case letter to denote a single (scalar) 

variable, and an upper case letter to denote a vector. Moreover, we will use the boldface to 
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represent a random variable (or a random vector) and no-bold to represent the realization of 

these variables during the experiment.  

Let us consider a discrete random variable x, with realization 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆𝑥 and probability 

distribution p(x) over its outcomes. The amount of information gained by observation of the 

event x is   

 
ℎ(𝑥) = 𝑙𝑜𝑔2

1

𝑝(𝑥)
= − 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝 (𝑥) (3.20) 

 

For instance, if a discrete event has probability p(x) = 1/8 = 2-3, its realization provides 

three bits of information.  

Shannon entropy of the random variable x is computed as the average value of the 

information over all possible realizations of x, i.e. 

 

 
𝑆(𝒙) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑥) 𝑙𝑜𝑔2

1

𝑝(𝑥)
𝑥∈𝑆𝑥

= − ∑ 𝑝(𝑥) 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝 (𝑥)

𝑥∈𝑆𝑥

 (3.21) 

The same definition of Shannon entropy, of course, can be applied in case of conditional 

probability. Let us assume that we observe the outcome of a discrete random variable y (with 

probability distribution p(y), and 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆𝑦) after we have already observed a realization x of the 

other random variable x. The amount of information gained by the observation y becomes 

 

 ℎ(𝑦/𝑥) = − 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝 (𝑦/𝑥) (3.22) 

 

and, by computing the average value over all possible realization of x and y, we have 

 

 𝑆(𝒚/𝒙) = − ∑ 𝑝(𝑥) ∑ 𝑝(𝑦/𝑥)

𝑦∈𝑆𝑦

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝 (𝑦/𝑥)

𝑥∈𝑆𝑥

= − ∑ 𝑝(𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑥∈𝑆𝑥
𝑦∈𝑆𝑦

𝑙𝑜𝑔2 𝑝 (𝑦/𝑥) 
(3.23) 

 

Mutual information of x and y is evaluated by computing the difference between the 

entropy of y, and the conditional entropy of y/x. Of course, the entropy of y must be greater 

(or at least equal) than the entropy of y/x, since observation of a realization x can reduce the 

amount of information provided by the observation y. The difference between the two 

entropies is considered as a sort of information that x and y share. Accordingly, we can define 

mutual information as follows 

 

 𝐼(𝒚, 𝒙) = 𝑆(𝒚) − 𝑆(𝒚/𝒙) (3.24) 

 

 

Using the Bayes theorem, one can demonstrate that 
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 𝐼(𝒚, 𝒙) = 𝐼(𝒙, 𝒚) = 𝑆(𝒙) − 𝑆(𝒙/𝒚) (3.25) 

 

i.e., mutual information does not contain any directional evidence.  

The same concept of mutual information can be restated assuming that both x and y are 

conditioned by the value of a third random variable, z. We obtain the conditioned mutual 

information 

 𝐼(𝒚, 𝒙/𝒛) = 𝑆(𝒚/𝒛) − 𝑆(𝒚/𝒙, 𝒛) (3.26) 

 

Let us now apply the same concepts to two time series generated by two stochastic 

processes. From each process we can define a time-dependent random state vector (𝑿𝑚(𝑡) 

and 𝒀𝑛(𝑡),  respectively), whose particular observation can be written as follows (see Takens 

1980)) 

 

 𝑋𝑚(𝑡) = [𝑥(𝑡)  𝑥(𝑡 − Δ𝑡)  𝑥(𝑡 − 2Δ𝑡) ... 𝑥(𝑡 − (𝑚 − 1)Δ𝑡) ] 

𝑌𝑛(𝑡) = [𝑦(𝑡)  𝑦(𝑡 − Δ𝑡)  𝑦(𝑡 − 2Δ𝑡) ... 𝑦(𝑡 − (𝑛 − 1)Δ𝑡) ] 
(3.27) 

 

where m and n are the embedding dimensions, describing how many past samples are used 

(these are the dimensions of the so-called delay embedding space) and Dt is the embedding 

delay. According to the previous equations, 𝑋𝑚(𝑡) and 𝑌𝑛(𝑡) contain the present and m-1 (or 

n-1) past samples of the random process.  

Let us now consider the random variable y(t) representing a present sample of the 

stochastic process, conditioned by its n past samples; the conditional probability is p 

(𝑦(𝑡)/𝑌𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡))  and Shannon entropy is S (𝑦(𝑡)/𝑌𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)). The idea is that, in case of 

causality from X to Y, the probability of y(t) conditioned by both 𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡) and 𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡) 

should be different from the probability of y(t) conditioned by its past only. This effect can be 

quantified as a difference in Shannon entropy, i.e., by evaluating the additional information 

that the past of X provides on the present of Y. This leads to the following definition of Transfer 

Entropy 

 𝑇𝐸(𝑋 → 𝑌) = 𝐼(𝒚(𝑡), 𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)/𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡))

= 𝑆(𝒚(𝑡)/𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡))

− 𝑆(𝒚(𝑡)/𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡), 𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)) 

        (3.28) 

 

TE is asymmetric and naturally incorporates direction of information transfer from X to Y.  

The previous equation considers the influence that the past of Y and X can have on the 

present sample of Y. However, as rigorously demonstrated by Wibral et al. (2013) this 

equation cannot be used to express any causal relationship. In particular, in neural problems, 

the influence of a signal on another is often characterized by a pure delay (say d) which 

represents the time necessary for action potentials to travel along axons from the pre-synaptic 

region to the post-synaptic one.  Assuming that the time delay can be approximated by l 

sampling periods (i.e. d = lDt), we can use the delayed signal 𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑑) = 𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑙 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡) in 
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the definition of TE instead of 𝑿𝑚(𝑡).  In most cases, l is not known, and represents a 

parameter that should be estimated from data (see below).  

Thus we can write 

 
𝑇𝐸(𝑋 → 𝑌, 𝑙) = 𝐼 (𝒚(𝑡),

𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑙 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡)

𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)
) 

(3.29) 

 =  𝑆(𝒚(𝑡)/𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)) − 𝑆(𝒚(𝑡)/𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑙 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡), 𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)) 

 

 

Wibral et al. (2013) 134 rigorously demonstrated that the predictive information transfer 

from X to Y over a time delay d is properly captured by this equation (aligning with Wiener’s 

principle). 

The previous equation can be rewritten as the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the 

two probability distributions 133 

 

 𝑇𝐸(𝑋 → 𝑌, 𝑙) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑦(𝑡), 𝑌𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡), 𝑋𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑙 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡)) ∗
𝑦(𝑡+𝛥𝑡)

𝑌𝑛(𝑡)

𝑋𝑚(𝑡−𝑙⋅𝛥𝑡)

 

     (3.30) 

 
∗  𝑙𝑜𝑔2

𝑝(𝑦(𝑡)/𝑌𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡), 𝑋𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑙 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡))

𝑝(𝑦(𝑡)/𝑌𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡))
 

 

or also as a representation of four Shannon entropies: 

 

𝑇𝐸(𝑋 → 𝑌, 𝑙) = 𝑆(𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑙 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡), 𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡))

− 𝑆(𝒚(𝑡), 𝑿𝑚(𝑡 − 𝑙 ⋅ 𝛥𝑡), 𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡))

+ 𝑆(𝒚(𝑡), 𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)) − 𝑆(𝒀𝑛(𝑡 − 𝛥𝑡)) 

(3.31) 

 

where S(X,Y) is used to denote the Shannon entropy of the joined probability of X and Y.  

 

3.1.3.2 Practical aspects on TE estimation 

As it is clear from the last equation, the estimation of TE from finite data samples 

requires the evaluation of various joint and marginal probability distributions. This may be a 

difficult task, since the probability densities implicated in this equation can have a very large 

dimensionality (up to n + m + 1). Moreover, several parameters are not known a priori and 

must be estimated; in particular, the estimate of TE can be seriously affected by the choice of 

the embedding dimensions (n and m), of the sampling period (Dt) and of the delay (d = lDt). 

Furthermore, TE estimation can have a residual bias. To eliminate this bias, it is important to 

compare the TE estimated from empirical data, with that obtained from surrogate data sets. 

Surrogate data sets should incorporate no information transfer from X to Y, but maintain the 

same statistical properties as the original data. Comparison between the TE obtained from the 
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original data and those obtained from surrogate data also allows computation of a p value to 

test the statistical significance of the obtained TE value.  

The estimates of TE from the outputs of our neural mass model (see section 3), and their 

statistical significance were performed using the software package Trentool 135,136. The same 

package also provides an estimation of the time delay, l, and of the embedding dimensions, 

m and n, as the values which maximize TE. In this tool, joint and marginal probability 

distributions are computed using a k-th nearest neighbour estimator. Furthermore, the 

method contains two additional parameters: the mass for the nearest-neighbour search and 

a correction to exclude autocorrelation effects from the density estimation. Specifically, the 

estimate of the bivariate TE for each model configuration was performed as follows. The same 

model configuration (corresponding to a specific pattern of connectivity among a few ROIs) 

was run 10 times creating 10 trials of signals; each trial contained the temporal patterns of 

the local field potentials (over a given time interval, see below) in the involved ROIs, and 

affected by a random noise. The ten trials were given as input to Trentool that computed the 

TE values of the fed signals and of the surrogate data and provided the p value (permutation 

test) to assess whether the TE of the simulated signals was significantly different from that of 

surrogate data. Furthermore, in all simulations with more than two ROIs, the results were 

subjected to a partial correction of spurious information flow that may be introduced by the 

bivariate analysis of a highly multivariate system. Namely, this correction works on cascade 

effects and simple common drive effects. To this end, we used the Trentool Graph Correction 

function described in the manual (see http://www.trentool.de/ for more details). 

In section Results, we will always report the difference between TE estimated on 

simulated signals, and that obtained from surrogate data. Whenever no statistical significance 

was achieved (p > 0.05) the difference was set at zero (i.e. no connection detected). Otherwise 

(connection detected), the true difference is used as an estimate of connectivity strength.  

All details on the version of Trentool used and a table with all parameters adopted in 

the Trentool functions can be found in the Supplementary Material Part 1. 

 

3.1.4 Model Description 

Equations of a single region of interest (ROI) as well as the model of several 

interconnected ROIs is described at the beginning of Chapter 3 and represented in Fig. 3.1. 

In line with the notation used for the inter-region synapses, in the following we will denote 

with 𝑇𝐸ℎ𝑘 the transfer entropy from ROI k to ROI h, that is 𝑇𝐸ℎ𝑘 = 𝑇𝐸(𝑅𝑂𝐼 𝑘 → 𝑅𝑂𝐼 ℎ). 

 

3.1.4.1 Assignment of model parameters 

Parameters within each ROI were given to simulate a power spectral density with a 

significant activity in the beta range (about 20 Hz) and some activity in the gamma range 

(above 30 Hz), as shown in Fig. 3.2. This power density is typical of supplementary and pre-
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motor cortical areas (see also 161,192,194. Power spectral density was computed by applying the 

Welch method on the post-synaptic membrane potential of pyramidal neurons (i.e, on 

quantity vp in Eq. 3.4, which is representative of local mean field potentials). Fig. 3.2 was 

obtained assuming that the two ROIs are linked with excitatory connections. Of course, power 

density can change if other kinds of synaptic connections among ROIs are implemented, still 

keeping these two main rhythms as they depend on the internal parameters of each ROI.  

A list of parameters for the average numbers of intra-region synaptic contacts Cij, and 

for the reciprocal of synaptic time constants, wi, is reported in Table 3.1.  

These internal parameters have been maintained constant and equal for all ROIs 

throughout the following simulations.  

 

 

 

 

 
Table 3.1: Parameters setting used in the Neural Mass Model to simulate dynamics in a single ROI. 

 
Internal Parameters 

 

 
Connectivity constants: 

 

 

𝐶𝑒𝑝 40 
𝐶𝑝𝑒 40 

𝐶𝑠𝑝 40 

𝐶𝑝𝑠 50 

𝐶𝑓𝑠 20 

𝐶𝑓𝑝 40 

𝐶𝑝𝑓 60 

𝐶𝑓𝑓 20 

 
Reciprocal of synaptic time constants: 

 

 

𝜔𝑒 75 𝑠−1 
𝜔𝑠 30 𝑠−1 
𝜔𝑓  300 𝑠−1 

 
Synaptic gains: 

 

 

𝐺𝑒 5.17 𝑚𝑉 
𝐺𝑠 4.45 𝑚𝑉 
𝐺𝑓 57.1 𝑚𝑉 

 
Saturation value of the sigmoid: 

 

 

𝑒0 2.5 𝐻𝑧 
 

Slope of the sigmoid: 
 

 

𝑟 0.56 𝑚𝑉−1 
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As stated previously, for each model configuration ten simulations were repeated and the 

model output signals (post-synaptic membrane potentials vp of each ROI) of these ten trials 

fed as input to software Trentool, for TE estimation and comparison with surrogate data. The 

length of simulated signals was 60 seconds in general, but the effect of signal length on TE 

estimation was also assessed (see section Results). Finally, it is important to remark that for 

each model configuration, the simulations were performed using always the same ten seeds 

to realize white noise; hence TE differences among model configurations can be ascribed only 

to differences in synapses (or differences in the input mean value or variance), not to 

individual random noise realizations.   

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the virtues and limitations of TE, in all cases 

the results of TE estimates were compared with those obtained with a linear delayed 

correlation coefficient (DCC). For the sake of brevity, all results of the DCC are reported in the 

Supplementary Material part 2.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.2 – Power spectral density simulated with the model assuming two regions interconnected via excitatory 

synapses ( 4012 =PW  and 6021 =PW ) and no inhibitory connections ( 012 =FW  and 021 =FW ). Parameters 

within the neural mass models are reported in Table 1, and maintained for all simulations in this work. The input 

to the two regions was a random white noise with zero mean values and variance 9/dt (where dt is the integration 

step, hence the power density of random noise is 9).  In these conditions, the two regions exhibit a clear 

oscillation in the beta range (about 20 Hz) with a contribution in the gamma range too (about 35 Hz). This pattern 

is similar to the one observed in premotor and supplementary motor areas (see 161,192,193). It is worth noting that 

the second region exhibits greater power, since it receives higher excitation. 
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3.1.5 Results 

3.1.5.1 Two interconnected ROIs 

A first set of simulations was performed by using two ROIs, linked by means of reciprocal 

inhibitory and/or excitatory connections.  

Fig. 3.3 depicts the TE estimated when the two ROIs are linked via two excitatory 

connections, realized by means of pyramidal-pyramidal synapses 𝑊𝑃
12 and  𝑊𝑃

21, in the 

absence of any reciprocal inhibitory link. Some aspects of the results are noticeable: i) when 

the synapse is zero, the relative TE is negligible (i.e., not significantly different from that of 

surrogate data); ii) TE increases quite linearly with the strength of the synapse; iii) TE from 

region 2 to 1 increases moderately when the reciprocal synapse (i.e 𝑊𝑃
21 from ROI1 to ROI2) 

increases. This effect is made evident by the greater slope in the linear relationships of Fig. 

3.3c. By comparing the results of the TE with those obtained with the DCC (see Fig. 3.3S in 

Supplementary Material part 2) one can observe that synapse strength estimation with TE is 

more reliable and less affected by the changes in the other synapse; DCC can discriminate 

between the two synapse strengths (i.e., it is a bidirectional estimator) but estimation of one 

synapse tends to increase more markedly with the increase in the other.   
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Figure 3.3 – Dependence of Transfer Entropy on feedback, realized assuming two regions interconnected with 

reciprocal excitatory synapses (Fig. 3.3 a). In particular the synapse from region 2 to region 1 ( 12

PW ) was 

progressively varied between 0 and 80, at different values of the synapse from region 1 to region 2 ( 21

PW ). 

Inhibitory synapses were set at zero. Fig. 3.3 b reports the individual values (TE12 and TE21 ± Standard Error of the 

Mean (SEM)), obtained with all combinations of synapses. Results concerning the transfer entropy TE12 from 

region 2 to region 1 are further summarized in Fig. 3.3 c. As it is clear, TE increases quite linearly with the value 

of the excitatory synapse in the direction under study, and it is also moderately affected by the value of the 

excitatory synapse in the other direction.    

 

 

Fig. 3.4 depicts the TE estimated when the two ROIs are linked via reciprocal bi-sinaptic 

inhibitory connections.  Results substantially confirm that TE increases quite linearly with the 

synapse strength. However, some differences are evident compared with the excitatory case. 
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First, the effect of an inhibitory connection on TE is much more efficacious than the effect of 

an excitatory link. In fact, an increase in the synapse 𝑊𝐹
12 from 0 to 25 - 30 causes an increase 

in TE from 0 to approximately 0.06 in our simulated data. To produce the same effect, an 

excitatory synapse (say 𝑊𝑃
12) should be increased from zero to approximately 60. Hence, in 

our particular model realization, inhibitory connections are about twofold more efficacious in 

information transmission compared with the excitatory connections. Second, we observed a 

peak in the estimation of TE when one synapse (either 𝑊𝐹
12 or 𝑊𝐹

21 ) is set at zero and the 

other has a value as high as 30. Assuming that this peak represents a failure in the algorithm 

accuracy, we repeated the estimations of TE using a greater number of trials (30 instead of 

10). We observed that, with 30 trials the peak in Fig. 3.4c disappears (i.e., we have a TE value 

as low as 0.0723 for 𝑊𝐹
12= 30 and 𝑊𝐹

21=0, while the other values remain very similar to those 

computed with 10 trials).  

In some other cases (when 𝑊𝐹
21= 30 or 40 and 𝑊𝐹

12greater than 25) Trentool fails to find 

a correct solution; the problem here is related with the reconstruction of states from scalar 

time series using time-delay embedding. In particular, TRENTOOL tries to optimize both the 

embedding dimension and the embedding delay according to Ragwitz’ criterion (see Trentool 

manual); this procedure provides an error in these particular cases. 

Comparison with DCC (Fig. 3.4S in Supplementary Material part 2) shows that 

correlation can be used to detect the sign of the synapse (i.e., DCC provides negative value in 

case of inhibitory connections, whereas TE is always positive) and is more regular (i.e., it does 

not exhibit sudden peaks). However, in this case too, as in Fig. 3.3S, the synapse strength 

estimation by DCC increases markedly with an increase in the reciprocal synapse.  
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Figure 3.4 – Dependence of Transfer Entropy on feedback realized assuming two regions interconnected with 

reciprocal inhibitory synapses (Fig. 3.4a). In particular the synapse from region 2 to region 1 ( 12

FW ) was 

progressively varied between 0 and 40, at different values of the synapse from region 1 to region 2 ( 21

FW ). If 

both inhibitory synapses are too high, the algorithm fails to compute acceptable values of TE. Excitatory synapses 

were set at zero. Fig. 3.4b reports the individual values (TE12 and TE21 ± SEM), obtained with all combinations of 

synapses. The results concerning the transfer entropy TE12 from region 2 to region 1 are further summarized in 

Fig. 3.4c. As it is clear, TE increases with the value of the inhibitory synapse in the direction under study; but the 

value of the inhibitory synapse in the other direction affects the estimation significantly. It is worth noting that 

the effect of inhibitory synapses on TE is stronger than the effect of excitatory synapses (let us compare results 

of Figs. 3.4b, 3.4c with those in Figs. 3.3b, 3.3c).  
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3.1.5.2 Three connected ROIs 

Various simulations were performed by assuming three interconnected ROIs (named 1, 

2 and 3 in the following) with reciprocal connections (either inhibitory or excitatory). This is a 

multivariate condition; for instance, the estimated TE12 from ROI2 to ROI1 may be affected 

also by the connections between ROI1 and ROI3 and between ROI2 and ROI3. Hence, we 

expect that results will be much less linear than in the previous case. 

A first simulation was performed assuming that ROI1 and ROI2 receive a common input 

from a third region (ROI3). The schema is depicted in Fig. 3.5a. The strength of this common 

input was then progressively raised (Figs. 3.5b and 3.5c). Results suggest that estimation of TE 

is only moderately affected by the presence of a shared input. An increase of this input causes 

just a moderate reduction in TE, which endangers linearity especially at low values of the 

synapse  𝑊𝑃
12. A similar independence on the shared input can be observed looking at the 

DCC, too (Fig. 3.5S in Supplementary Material part 2). However, it is worth noting that, in these 

simulations, we used the same delays (16.5 ms) for all connections: this could induce a 

resonance. More complex conditions, using different delays, can be tested in future studies. 

Further three-ROIs simulations were performed using the more complex schema 

depicted in Fig. 3.6b, where ROI2 and ROI3 are in competition via reciprocal inhibitory 

synapses, and exchange excitation with ROI1. Thirty-eight different combinations of 

excitations and inhibitions were tried. Since results are quite numerous, we do not describe 

all cases in detail, but just a global summary is reported in the plots of Fig. 3.6a. In these plots 

we show the value of TE estimated in a single pathway, as a function of the synapse strength 

used in that path, while the others synapses are varied (for instance, in the upper left panel in 

Fig. 3.6a,  𝑊𝑃
21 is varied from 0 to 60, while the other synapses are varied, for a total of 38 

different simulations). As it is clear from this figure, despite the multivariate condition, quite 

a linear relationship is maintained between the estimated value of TE and the synapse value 

in that pathway; however, the correlation between the two quantities decreases significantly 

compared with the univariate case.  

In seven cases out of thirty-eight in Fig. 3.6, at least one synapse was set at zero. 

However, due to the presence of a multivariate condition, a residual TE is computed by the 

algorithm despite the absence of a direct causal link. The situation is summarized in the seven 

snapshots of Fig. 3.6c, where the “spurious” TE value (i.e., the value associated with the null 

synaptic connection) is reported, together with the network generating such a false estimate. 

It is worth noting that the spurious TE is always the consequence of a bi-synaptic link 

(highlighted in red), and its value quite regularly reflects the strength of this link. However, 

the spurious TE is always quite small (< 0.025). Only in the last snapshot, where two synapses 

are simultaneously set at zero, spurious TE values increase to approximately 0.04 or more. 

However, they are still much smaller than TE values associated with “true” synapses.  

By comparing the results in Fig. 3.6 with those obtained with the DCC (Fig. 3.6S in 

Supplementary material part 2) one can observe a similar behaviour in the estimation of most 

synapses. The main difference is that TE provides a much better estimation of the inhibitory 
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synapse WF
32 than DCC. DCC, however, is able to discriminate between excitatory connections 

and inhibitory bi-synaptic connections, providing negative values in the last case. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 – Influence of a common external source on TE estimation. Simulations were performed assuming 

three regions (see Fig. 3.5a) interconnected via an excitatory synapse from region 2 to region 1 ( 12

PW ), which 

was progressively varied between 0 and 80, and a constant excitatory synapse in the other direction set at the 

value 4021 =PW . The two regions 1 and 2 also receive a shared input coming from the third region, via equal 

excitatory synapses 2313

PP WW = . Fig. 3.5b reports the individual values of TE (TE12 and TE21 ± SEM), obtained at 

different strength of the input from region 3. The results concerning the transfer entropy TE12 from region 2 to 

region 1 are further summarized in Fig. 3.5c. TE increases linearly with the value of the excitatory synapse and is 

quite independent of the presence of an external shared input.  
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Figure 3.6 – Effect of different combinations of synapses on TE in a model of three interconnected regions. 

Simulations were performed by using the schema depicted in Fig. 3.6b, where regions 2 and 3 are in competition 

via inhibitory synapses (  32

FW and  23

FW ), and are linked via excitatory synapses to region 1 (synapses  12

PW , 

 21

PW ,   13

PW , and  31

PW ). All other synapses are set at zero. Thirty-eight simulations were performed with 

various combinations of the six synapses described above. The panels in Fig. 6a show the TE in a given direction, 

as a function of the synapse in the same direction, while the other synapses were varied (SEM are not reported 

here for simplicity, but are of the same order as in the other figures). Quite a high positive correlation is evident; 

however, the effect of the other synapses has a strong role in modulating the value of TE.  The snapshots in Fig. 

3.6c summarize all simulations performed with at least one synapse set at zero. A spurious TE can be ascribed to 

the presence of a bi-synaptic link (red or green lines). Only in the last snapshots (right bottom), all values of TE 

are reported, to compare the spurious values of TE with those of real synaptic links.  
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3.1.5.3 Four connected ROIs 

A further set of simulations was performed using four interconnected ROIs. In order to 

mimic a physiological schema, we assumed that two ROIs represent regions located in the left 

hemisphere (ROIs 1 and 3) and the other two represent regions in the right hemisphere (ROIs 

2 and 4). Moreover, we assumed that excitation in one cortex can lead to inhibition of the 

symmetrical area in the other cortex and vice versa, according to the Theory of Inhibition (see 
198) whereas feedback excitations can be present between the previous layer and the 

subsequent layer. A similar schema may occur, for instance, considering the connections 

between the two Supplementary Motor and the two Primary Motor areas 199,200. Six different 

networks, which differ as to the number and strength of connections were simulated (Fig. 

3.7a). A comparison between the estimated TE values and the model synaptic strengths is 

reported in Fig. 3.7b (in all cases, to allow a direct comparison, the values are normalized to 

the maximum for each configuration). As it is clear from this figure, just in a few cases TE can 

produce some spurious connections (one WP
32 in the configuration n. 2, two WP

23 and WP
32 in 

the configuration n. 5 and one WP
23 in the configuration n. 6, if we consider a threshold as low 

as 0.1 to discriminate between the presence or the absence of a synapse). In most cases, TE 

overestimates the synapse WP
32. Synapses WP

14 and WP
41 are underestimated in the 

configurations 3 and (especially WP
41) in the configuration 5. In general, however, the overall 

behaviour is satisfactory, with a high correlation between the normalized synaptic strengths 

of the models and the normalized TE values (Fig. 3.7c). It is worth-noting that estimation of 

the inhibitory by-synaptic connections is more reliable than the estimation of the excitatory 

connections.  

A comparison with Fig. 3.7S in the Supplementary Material part 2 shows that TE is much 

more reliable compared with the DCC in the evaluation of 4 interconnected ROIs. Briefly, the 

number of spurious connections is higher, the difference between the normalized DCC values 

vs.  the normalized model synaptic values is higher, and the correlation between the DCC 

values and the true synaptic weights much poorer when using DCC than TE. 
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Figure 3.7 – Estimation of the connectivity strength obtained during six different simulations, each performed 

with four interconnected ROIs. Each row refers to a different network configuration (see reported in Fig. 3.7a) in 

which the ROIs 1 and 3 belong to one hemisphere, and the ROIs 2 and 4 to another hemisphere. Each ROI 

exchanges inhibitory connections with the adjacent ROI at the same layer in the other hemisphere (1 vs. 2 and 3 

vs. 4), and feedback excitatory connections with ROIs of the other layer (1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4).  Bars in the two 

columns of Fig. 3.7b compare the estimated TE values (± SEM) with the true connectivity values in each circuit, 

normalized to the maximum (the graph bar in the first column considers the eight excitatory synapses, the graph 

bar in the second column the four inhibitory synapses). Finally, Fig. 3.7c reports the correlation between all the 

estimated TE values and the true connectivity values, normalized to the maximum, for the excitatory and the 

inhibitory synapses.   
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3.1.5.4 Effect of the input mean value and SD 

The neural mass model used in this work is intrinsically non-linear (due to the presence 

of sigmoidal relationships which mimic the dependence of spike density on post-synaptic 

membrane potential in individual neural populations). Conversely, most methods used to 

assess connectivity from data (like PDC or most implementations of DCM) assume a linear 

model in the estimation process. TE does not assume any model behind signals, but simply 

computes information transfer from the source to the target. 

However, it is to be stressed that, due to non-linear effects, information transfer may 

not reflect true anatomical connectivity. Hence, it is of the greatest value to assess how TE 

estimation may change in conditions when all synapses are fixed (i.e., a constant anatomical 

connectivity is used) but the working point or the global activity in the neural populations is 

modified. Results of this analysis are reported in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 as detailed below. For the 

sake of simplicity, we show results obtained using two-ROIs model, with the two ROIs 

connected via reciprocal excitatory synapses (schemes in Fig. 3.8a and Fig. 3.9a).  

 
Figure 3.8 – Effect of the mean value and standard deviation of the input noise on the estimation of Transfer 

Entropy. The simulations were performed using two interconnected regions (Fig. 3.8a), with synapses 

30 2112 == PP WW , 0 2112 == FF WW  and by varying the mean value m1 (left panels in Fig. 3.8b) and standard 

deviation σ1 of noise (middle panels in Fig. 3.8b) of the input to ROI1. Standard deviation (σ) of the noise was 

computed as σ = dt  where dt is the integration step and  is the noise power density. Finally, the right panels 

in Fig. 3.8b show the case when noise standard deviation was increased in both populations altogether (both 

parameters σ1.and σ2). In Fig. 3.8b, the first row shows TE ± SEM, while the second row shows entropy (± SEM) 

of the two signals, vs. the input values. Finally, the third row in Fig. 3.8b plots the TE vs. the entropy of the source 
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signal. It is worth noting the presence of quite a linear dependence of TE on the source entropy, with the only 

significant exception of TE21 in the middle panel.  

 

 

Figure 3.9 – Effect of the region working point on the estimation of Transfer Entropy. The simulations were 

performed using two interconnected regions (Fig. 3.9a), with synapses 40 12 =PW , 04 21 =PW ,  0 12 =FW , and 

0 21 =FW  (i.e., just a reciprocal excitation). In this case we assumed that input to pyramidal neurons in region 1 

have a zero-mean value, whereas mean value m2 of the input to pyramidal neurons of region 2 is progressively 

increased from ‒200 (strong inhibition) to +200 (strong excitation). In Fig. 3.9b, the left plot shows TE ± SEM, 

while the right top plot shows entropy (± SEM) of the two signals, vs. the input values. Finally, the bottom left 

plot shows the TE vs. the entropy of the source signal. As it is clear, transfer entropy reaches a maximum value 

when the first region exits from the inhibition zone to the central zone. Furthermore, TE declines when regions 

enter into the upper saturation, due to excessive excitation. It is worth noting the presence of quite a linear 

dependence of TE on the source entropy, although with a hysteresis. 

 

In order to test non-linear phenomena, first we modified either the mean value or the 

standard deviation of the noise entering to pyramidal neurons in one ROI. Indeed, a change in 

the mean value shifts the working point along the sigmoidal relationship. An increase in SD 

causes large oscillations in neuronal activity, which may be partly cut-off by the saturation 

levels of the sigmoid. We also tested the effect of changing the standard deviation of the noise 

to both ROIs. We remark that all previous simulations were performed with zero mean values 

and variance σ2 = 9/dt, where dt is the integration step. 

Since these changes may induce a change in the entropy of the source, we also 

computed the entropy of the two signals and we evaluated the relationship between TE and 

the entropy of the source signal.  
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The left panels in Fig. 3.8b show the effect of an increase in the mean value of the input 

to ROI1 (parameter m1 in Fig. 3.8a). Increasing this value causes a significant decline in the 

estimated value of the TE from 1 to 2. The reason is that activity of pyramidal neurons in ROI1 

approaches the upper saturation, hence its entropy is dramatically reduced, and the quantity 

of information transmitted from 1 to 2 is reduced too. It is worth noting that also TE from 2 to 

1 decreases. The reason is that also ROI2 exits from the central linear region, as a consequence 

of the strong excitation coming from ROI1, thus causing a moderate reduction in its entropy. 

The middle panels in Fig. 3.8b show that an increase in the standard deviation of noise 

entering into ROI1 (parameter σ1 in Fig. 3.8a, whereas noise to ROI2 is maintained at the basal 

level) causes a dramatic increase of TE from 1 to 2, despite a reduction in the entropy of signal 

1. At the same time, TE from 2 to 1 is reduced. This result indicates that the values of TE do 

not only reflect the connectivity strength, but also the reciprocal level of noise in the two ROIs.  

Finally, in the right panel of Fig. 3.8b we tested the case when both standard deviations 

(to ROI1 and to ROI2, i.e. parameters σ1 and σ2 in Fig. 3.8a) are progressively increased 

altogether. In this condition, both TEs show a similar decrease, but the changes are quite 

moderate compared with the previous cases, and reflect the moderate decrease in both 

source entropies.  

Looking at the bottom row in Fig. 3.8b, we can observe the presence of quite a linear 

relationship between TE and the entropy of the source. There is only one remarkable 

exception; the increase in noise of signal 1 in the middle panel reduces its entropy (due to a 

saturation) but causes an increase in information transmission from 1 to 2, which is reflected 

in a negative relationship between TE and the source entropy. 

Similar results can be obtained using the DCC, as shown in Fig. 3.8S of the Supplementary 

Material part 2.  

The effect of the input mean value is further illustrated in Fig. 3.9b where we modified 

the input mean value entering to ROI2(parameter m2 in Fig. 3.9a). Here we assume that ROI2 

starts from a condition of strong external inhibition (obtained with a negative input mean 

value). In this initial state, TE is almost zero despite the presence of a strong reciprocal 

connectivity. Then, the input to ROI2 is progressively increased (i.e., the pyramidal population 

is progressively excited).  As a consequence of this excitation, ROI1 is excited too. In this 

situation, TE initially increases as a consequence of progressive reciprocal excitation in the 

network, which corresponds to an increase in the entropy of both signals. When excitation 

becomes excessive, however, TE starts to decrease (as in the example of Fig. 3.8) since both 

regions enter into the upper saturation zone, and the source entropies decrease again. The 

relationship between TE and the entropy of the source (bottom left panel in Fig. 3.9b) is quite 

linear, although it exhibits a kind of hysteresis.  

In this case too, the patterns obtained with the DCC are similar (Fig. 3.9S in the 

Supplementary Material part 2).  
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3.1.5.5 Estimation of the pure delay 

In our model we included a pure delay in the connectivity among the different ROIs. This 

simulates the time necessary for spikes to travel along axons and reach a target region starting 

from a source region. During the previous simulations we used a pure delay as high as 16.5 

𝑚𝑠 in all synapses. The software package Trentool provides an estimation of this delay, 

assuming the value which maximizes TE.   

In order to assess the role of pure delay, we repeated some simulations with two 

interconnected ROIs by varying the delay. We examined whether: i) the value is correctly 

estimated by the algorithm (at least approximately); ii) the estimated value of TE is affected 

by this delay.  

Results, summarized in Fig. 3.10 (with 𝑊𝑃
12 varying and 𝑊𝑃

21 fixed), show that the 

estimated value of TE is reduced, and the linearity in the relationship “TE vs. synapse strength” 

worsens if a small value is used for the delay (10 𝑚𝑠). Conversely, larger values (16.5 𝑚𝑠 or 23 

𝑚𝑠) provide robust results, with a moderate increase in TE with larger delays. The values of 

delay estimated by the algorithm are 8 𝑚𝑠, when we used a delay as low as 10 𝑚𝑠, 15 𝑚𝑠 

when we use a delay as large as 16.5 𝑚𝑠, and 25 𝑚𝑠 when we use a delay as large as 23 𝑚𝑠. 

In the left panel of Fig. 3.10b we can observe an anomalous peak in TE when WP
12 = 40 

In this case too, as in the case of Fig. 3.4c, this peak could be eliminated using 30 trials in the 

computation of TE (TE = 0.0199). 

It is worth noting that 10 𝑚𝑠 are about 1/5 of the resonant period of the present model 

(see the spectra in Fig. 3.1), whereas 16.5 𝑚𝑠 is about 1/3 of this period and 23 𝑚𝑠 close to 

½.  This may have an impact in the synchronization of the two circuits.  

Results obtained with the DCC (Fig. 3.10S in Supplementary Material part 2) are similar. 

DCC appears more robust than TE when using a small delay, but even in this case the sensitivity 

of the estimator (i.e., the slope of the relationship between the metrics and the synapse 

strength 𝑊𝑃
12) increases with the delay. Moreover, as usual, DCC fatigues to assess a constant 

synapse (𝑊𝑃
21 fixed) when the other synapse is varying, at all values of the delay.  
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Figure 3.10 – Effect of the delay between the two regions on the estimation of Transfer Entropy. The simulations 

were performed using two interconnected regions (Fig. 3.10a), with  synapses, 04 21 =PW  ,  0 12 =FW , and 

0 21 =FW , and by changing the value of synapse 12

PW  (hence we have a reciprocal excitation). The simulations 

were repeated with different delays. It is worth noting that the delay value was estimated by the algorithm 

together with TE.  Fig. 3.10b reports the individual values (TE12 and TE21 ± SEM), obtained with all combinations 

of synapses. The results concerning the transfer entropy TE12 from region 2 to region 1 are further summarized 

in Fig. 3.10c. The estimation of TE increases (both as to its strength and linearity) at high values of time delay, 

and worsens when time delay is reduced.   

 

3.1.5.6 Effect of the signal length 

An important aspect in the estimation of TE is the signal length. In neural problems non-

stationarity often precludes the use of long signals; the use of short signals, in turn, may 
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jeopardize the estimation accuracy. In all previous simulations we used long stationary signals 

(60 s of simulations with fixed parameters and a stationary random noise, evaluated after 

settling the initial transient phenomena). We repeated simulations using a useful signal length 

(after elimination of the initial transient period) as low as 30s, 10s, 4s, 3s and 2s. It is worth 

noting that, even when using the shorter temporal window, at least 40 cycles of network 

oscillations are contained within the examined portion of the signal. Results are summarized 

in Fig. 3.11. We can observe that, in the range 3s – 60 s, a reduction in signal length causes a 

reduction in the estimated value of TE, but the linearity in the relationship “TE vs. synapse 

strength” is approximately preserved even with the use of shorter signals (although linearity 

becomes more evident for signal length ≥ 10 s). Hence, caution must be taken when 

comparing TE values obtained from signals with different length. Conversely, when the signal 

is as short as 2s, TE becomes quite insensitive to the synapse strength, although a value of TE 

significantly different from that of surrogate data is still detectable.  

Conversely, DCC (Figure 3.11S in Supplementary Material part 2) is almost no affected 

by the signal length. Once again, however, DCC fails to assess that a synapse is constant when 

the other is varying, whereas TE can recognize a constant synapse even when using short 

signals.  
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Figure 3.11 – Effect of the duration of the signal on the estimation of Transfer Entropy. The simulations were 

performed using two interconnected regions (Fig. 3.11a), with synapses, 04 21 =PW ,  0 12 =FW , and 0 21 =FW

, and by changing the value of synapse 12

PW  (hence we have a reciprocal excitation). The simulations were 

repeated with different durations of the signals. Fig. 3.11b reports the individual values (TE12 and TE21 ± SEM), 

obtained with all combinations of synapses. The results concerning the transfer entropy TE12 from region 2 to 

region 1 are further summarized in Fig. 3.11c. The estimation of TE and its linear relationship with the synaptic 

strength are reduced when the signal length becomes as low as 3-4 s and, at shorter distance, the algorithm 

totally fails to detect a linear relationship between TE and connectivity (let us note that the relationship between 

TE12 and synapse 12

PW  becomes flat when the signal length is as short as 2 s). 
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3.1.6 Discussion 

In the last decade the use of methods to assess connectivity from neuroimaging data 

has received an enormous attention, as a fundamental aspect of cognitive neuroscience 165. 

In fact, adequate understanding of brain functioning can be obtained only by considering the 

brain as a fully integrated system, the parts of which continuously exchange information in a 

dynamical reciprocal way 201,202. However, much debate is still present in the literature on the 

reliability of methods used to assess connectivity, and on the true significance of the indices 

extrapolated from data 172.  

Aim of this work is to assess the reliability of a non-linear measure (Transfer Entropy) 

used to investigate connectivity. Indeed, various recent papers underlined that TE represents 

an efficient method to estimate connectivity, which, compared with other methods, joins 

reliability and smaller computational time 174,184. Nevertheless, the relationship between TE, 

as a measure of information transfer, and the true anatomical connectivity between regions 

is still debated. In order to clarify this problem, we evaluated the significance of the 

connectivity values derived from bivariate TE by using the data generated through realistic 

models of neural populations coupled with assigned connectivity parameters.  In particular, 

we investigated whether: i) the method is able to discriminate between the presence or 

absence of connectivity between populations; ii) the method is sensitive to a progressive 

change in the strength of the connection; iii) the effects of non-linarites on TE estimation, in 

particular the effect of a change in populations working point; iv) the effect of signal length 

and time delay. Moreover, all results have been compared with those obtained with the linear 

delayed correlation coefficient (See Supplementary Material Part 2).  

The importance of performing accurate validation studies for FC methods, based on 

simulation data, has been strongly emphasized in a recent perspective study by Reid et al. 172. 

Both detailed neuron-level simulation models 203,204 or more abstract models, such as neural 

masses 161,194,205–210 can be of value to reach this objective, with alternative advantages and 

limitations. Our choice was to use NMMs which, as pointed out by Reidet al.172, exhibit 

multiple advantages: among the others, computational efficiency, the possibility to generalize 

over multiple conditions, and the ease in the interpretation of results.  

An important aspect to be recognized, however, is that NMMs are adequate to simulate 

(although with several approximations) the neuroelectrical activity in cortical columns, which 

may be significantly different from that measured on the scalp, due to propagation 

phenomena from the cortex to the skull through the interposed soft tissues. Hence, the 

present analysis images that the signals, obtained from scalp EEG/MEEG measurements, are 

first recreated on the cortex, via classic methods for source localization and reconstruction, 

before TE is calculated on them. 

It is worth noting that the present study is focused on the bivariate algorithm for TE 

estimation (in particular, we used the open source toolbox Trentoool 136, which is largely used 

in Neuroscience problems today). The use of bivariate instead of multivariate TE surely 

represents the main limitation of the present study, and some of the errors encountered when 
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simulating three or four populations (such as the presence of spurious connections) can be 

reduced using multivariate algorithms (such as those proposed in Montalto et al. 182). This can 

be attempted in future works. For instance, Harmah et al. 211 in a recent paper, evaluated 

multivariate TE in people with schizophrenia, and found that multivariate TE outperformed 

bivariate TE and Granger causality analysis under various signal-to-noise conditions. However, 

it is to be stressed that this difference between our results and those obtained with 

multivariate TE are probably not so strong as in other works, since Trentool implements some 

tools for post-hoc corrections of multivariate effects, i.e. a partial correction of spurious 

information flow. 

Another limitation of the present approach is that we did not use other indices (like the 

"Coincidence Index" (see 212)) to improve the performance of our estimator. Indeed, the only 

additional measure we used is the DCC (see Supplementary Material Part 2 and the last 

paragraph in the Discussion). Recently, Reid et al.16 suggested the simultaneous use of 

alternative measures, and their integration into a comprehensive framework, to improve 

connectivity estimate. This may be the subject of future work.  

In order to realize physiologically reliable neural signals, with a frequency content 

analogous to that measured in cortical regions, we used the model proposed by the authors 

in recent years 161. This allows multiple rhythms (for instance in the beta and gamma range) 

to be simultaneously produced and transmitted between regions, as a consequence of the 

non-linear feedback between excitatory and inhibitory populations (with glutamatergic, slow-

GABAergic and fast-GABAergic synaptic dynamics). In particular, in this study we chose 

synaptic connections within the ROI (i.e., parameters Cij in Eqs. 3.1 -3.18) to have power 

spectral densities quite similar to those occurring in pre-motor and supplementary cortical 

areas during motor tasks 192,193.  

It is worth noting that, in order to eliminate a possible bias in the estimation of TE, we 

always compared the TE value estimated from the model with that obtained on surrogate data 

(i.e., data with the same statistical properties of our signals but lacking of any connectivity). 

Hence, TE was set at zero whenever no statistical difference was observed between model 

signals and surrogate data; in all other cases, the (positive) difference between the model TE 

and that of surrogate data was assumed as an index of the synaptic strength.  

i) Detection of spurious connections - A first important result of our study is that the TE 

algorithm is able to discriminate between the presence of a significant connectivity, and the 

absence of connectivity rather well, in conditions when two ROIs are interconnected. In 

particular, in all cases when connectivity in the model was set at zero or at an extremely low 

value (WP < 10 or WF < 5) , the algorithm provided no significant difference between model 

signals and surrogate data (Figs. 3.3-3.4 and 3.10-3.11). A similar result also holds when two 

populations receive a common signal from a third population, i.e., they have a common 

external source (Fig. 3.5). Only in one case (Fig. 3.5b left bottom panel) a very mild value of TE 

is obtained when the synapse WP is zero. Conversely, in the more complex situations of Fig. 

3.6 (three interconnected ROIs), some artefacts can be seen in the computation of TE: we can 

observe a significant value of TE even when the corresponding synapse is zero. This is generally 
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quite small, with the exception of the last snapshot in Fig. 3.6c, when two synapses are at 

zero. It is worth noting that these “spurious” connections are always the consequence of a bi-

synaptic link from the source region to the target one.  Some spurious connections can be 

found, of course, also when simulating four interconnected ROIs (Fig. 3.7), but their number 

remains quite limited. It may be interesting in future studies to test whether these “spurious” 

connectivity values can be eliminated or reduced by using multivariate methods for TE 

estimation. In particular, Olejarczyk et al. 213 performed a comparison between the 

multivariate approach and the bivariate one for the analysis of effective connectivity in high 

density resting state EEG, and found that the multivariate approach is less sensitive to false 

indirect connections.  

The previous results substantially agree with those by Wang et al. 174 who, using signals 

obtained from NMMs with different connection strengths, observed that the bivariate TE 

provides high values of the Area under the ROC curves (i.e., a high measure of separability), 

hence the method performs very well in detecting the underlying connectivity structure. By 

the way, no evident difference was reported by Wang et al. 174 when comparing the 

performance of the bivariate TE with that of the partial TE (see Fig. 3.9 in their work).   

ii) Dependence of TE estimation on synaptic strength – An important result of our study 

is that quite a linear relationship can be observed between the estimated value of TE and the 

strength of the connection (either mono-synaptic excitatory or bi-synaptic inhibitory) in the 

same direction, provided the model is working in the linearity region. We are not aware of a 

similar analysis in the literature: indeed, most previous studies limit the investigation to the 

presence or absence of a connection (i.e., on its statistical significance, see also Vicente et al. 
135), or are based on ROC curves (see 174). The linear relationship is quite straightforward in 

the case of excitatory synapses (Fig. 3.3), and less precise in case of inhibitory synapses (Fig. 

3.4), but is still well evident when two populations are used. Furthermore, we also simulated 

conditions characterized by an excitation from ROI2 to ROI1 with a simultaneous inhibition 

from ROI1 to ROI2, and conditions in which ROI2 sends both an excitatory monosynaptic and 

a bi-synaptic inhibitory connection to ROI1. Sensitivity analysis on these cases, not reported 

from briefness, confirms what we observed in the other simulations: TE quite linearly depends 

on synapse strength, and inhibition in our model has a stronger effect than excitation. 

In the more complex three-populations multivariate model (Fig. 3.6) a clear positive 

correlation between TE and synapse strength is still evident, although influenced by the other 

synapse values. A very good correlation is still evident when using four interconnected ROIs 

(Fig. 3.7) and, in this case, TE significantly outperforms the delayed correlation coefficient (see 

below). This result suggest that TE can be used (although with caution) not only to detect the 

presence or absence of a causal connection, but also to investigate whether this connection 

is stronger or weaker than another, or it is changing (reinforcing or weakening) with time. As 

commented below, however, a particular attention must be posed to any change in working 

conditions of a ROI (i.e., non linearity in the model), since it may affect TE dramatically.  

Some authors recently emphasized that synapses among neurons exhibit a log-normal 

distribution 214 and so that a few strong synapses dominate network dynamics over a large 
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amount of weaker synapses. Although this result has been obtained in networks of hundreds 

of neurons (whereas our study is concerned with connections among a few ROIs) it may still 

be of interest in the problem of connectivity estimate, revealing that the main point is the 

capacity to estimate large synapses correctly (with minor emphasis on the smaller ones). 

Results in Fig. 3.7 show that this aspect is well managed by TE.  

A further important result (although well-expected) is that TE cannot discriminate 

between an excitatory or a bi-synaptic inhibitory connection among two populations (we 

remind here that an inhibitory connection denotes a by-synaptic connection, from pre-

synaptic pyramidal neurons to post-synaptic fast-GABAergic interneurons, and then to 

pyramidal neurons in the target population).  This is quite obvious, since TE is always positive, 

and so it detects a sort of “absolute value” for the synaptic strength. In our model, inhibitory 

synapses are twofold more powerful in affecting signal transmission (hence TE) than 

excitatory connections. This result, however, depends on the parameters we used to simulate 

the internal number of synapses within populations. A different choice of internal parameters 

may modify this result. A similar conclusion (i.e., the incapacity to discriminate between 

excitatory and inhibitory connections via TE) has been reported in previous studies by 

considering synapses linking spiking neurons 185,186; we are not aware of a similar 

generalization considering the interactions among ROIs via NMMs simulations. However, as 

shown in Supplementary Material Part 2, the delayed correlation coefficient is able to 

discriminate between excitatory and inhibitory connections very well. Hence, the 

simultaneous use of both metrics may allow this limitation to be easily overcome.  

Finally, we wish to stress that the present study is devoted to the analysis of interactions 

among brain regions, and the mathematical model used to generate data simulates neural 

population dynamics; hence the results are not immediately applicable to the interactions 

among individual neurons. 

iii) Effect of non-linearities – A very important result of the present study is that TE 

strongly depends on the working point of the populations, and on the SD of the input noise. 

The first aspect is a consequence of the sigmoidal characteristics in the model, which describe 

the non-linear relationship linking post-synaptic membrane potential to spike density. In 

particular, whenever a population of pyramidal neurons enters into a saturation region, its 

capacity to transmit information towards other ROIs drastically decreases, despite the 

presence of a strong synapse. This is basically a consequence of a reduction in the entropy of 

the source signal (see Figs. 3.8 and 3.9, but see also Wollstadt et al.215 as an example of a 

reduction in source entropy induced by isofluorane anaesthesia) although a significant 

exception can be found in one case in Fig. 3.8. This aspect is crucial in the interpretation of TE, 

and has been clearly recognized by Wibral et al 181. These authors, when commenting on the 

relationship between TE and causality, underline the distinction between information transfer 

and causal interactions. In particular, they suggest that TE is not a measure of causal strength 

and that not all causal interactions serve the purpose to transmit information (see 181, pages 

8-11). Hence, when using TE in the field of neuroscience, one must always take in mind that 

TE measures the amount of information that is transmitted from one region to another (or, in 
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case of multivariate models, a certain amount of information transmitted through a bi-

synaptic link). A high value of TE likely denotes the presence of a causal relationship, since 

information cannot be transmitted without coupling (care, however, should be taken in 

multivariate models to a shared information which may provide a spurious TE 187). Conversely, 

a small value of TE does not necessarily indicate the absence of a causal link. Let us consider, 

for instance, the case in which activity in a pre-synaptic region shifts its working point reaching 

its upper saturation level (i.e., maximal activity of pyramidal neurons) and sends a strong 

synapse to a target population. Thanks to this coupling term, the second population can also 

enter into saturation (see for instance, Fig. 3.8b leftmost panel and Fig. 3.9b). At this point, TE 

is drastically reduced, and the appearance is that of poor information transmission. However, 

the first ROI may play an extremely important causal role on the second population even in 

this condition of poor information exchange. Let us consider, for instance, the case when a 

target region participates to a winner takes all dynamics against other regions: the causal link 

may be fundamental for it to win the competition, but is not detected (or just poorly detected) 

with the use of TE.  

Moreover, TE is dramatically affected by the power level of input noise. In particular, it 

is not the level of noise per se which affects TE, but rather the relative contributions among 

the two populations. If noise to both populations rises together, TE does not increase, but 

rather exhibits a moderate reduction (Fig. 3.8b rightmost panel). We attribute this decrease, 

evident only at very elevated power, to the presence of saturation in the sigmoid, which cut-

offs the entropy of the source signals. Conversely, if one population receives much stronger 

noise than the other (Fig. 3.8b middle panel), the amount of Entropy that it can transfer 

dramatically rises, while TE of the other is reduced, despite the presence of a similar reciprocal 

connectivity strength. Indeed, the first population can transmit much new information to the 

second, in the form of random fluctuations, while the information transmitted from the 

second to the first becomes quite negligible. In this particular case, we observed a surprising 

negative correlation between entropy in the first population (which decreases due to 

saturation) and TE it transfers to the second, that rather increases (see the bottom central 

panel in Fig. 3.8b). This is an important point to be recognized in the interpretation of 

physiological results.  

In conclusion, we can say that TE is quite linearly related with coupling strength as long 

as the populations work in the linear region and input noise is stable; this is no longer true if 

saturation is reached, or if other strong non-linear effects become influential (let us think, for 

instance, to synchronization in non-linear oscillators). Moreover, the estimated connectivity 

is strongly affected by the amount of activation that a population receives from randomised 

external sources. We think that this aspect has not been sufficiently investigated in previous 

studies using NMMs, where populations are used in linear working conditions and with 

stationary noise levels, and the non-linear effects on connectivity estimates are negligible. To 

confirm the possible disruptive effect of non-linearities on connectivity estimates, we remind 

the result by Wang et al. 174: these authors observed that Granger causality and TE fail to 
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discover the correct network topology when data are produced with strongly non-linear 

equations. 

However, we wish to stress that in many neurocognitive problems estimation of TE may 

be of the greatest value even when its value is uncorrelated with the true causal connectivity: 

in fact, transfer of information may be more useful than measures of synaptic strength if the 

goal is to understand how the brain performs its computation and how one region transmits 

data to the other (see also Lizier and Prokopenko 183 as a  nice illustration why transfer entropy 

may be more interesting when trying to understand a computation, compared to measures of 

physical causality). Indeed, the two measures are complementary, and knowledge of both may 

provide the best approach to the problem. 

iv) The temporal duration and time delay – Another important indication of the present 

study concerns the duration of the signals necessary to achieve quite a robust estimation of 

TE. This is an important point, since inconsistency in the length of the selected epochs can be 

found in the literature, which endangers a meaningful comparison between results. In 

particular, previous studies have shown that connectivity estimates are affected by the epoch 

length and that the severity of this bias varies for different connectivity metrics 188,213,216–220. 

Our results suggest that TE increases with signal duration, especially above 10 s (hence, 

caution should be taken when comparing experiments with different length). Conversely, the 

estimations with DCC are just scarcely affected by the signal length (Supplementary Material 

Part 2). However, for signal lengths ≥ 10s a clear linear relationship between TE and synaptic 

strength is evident, and an approximately linear relationship can still be detected for signal 

lengths of 3-4s (Fig. 3.11 b). If lower durations are used (in particular, we used 2 seconds in 

Fig. 3.11) TE fails to detect a clear relationship between TE and synapse strength (while DCC 

still offers good results): TE appears pretty high even at very low values of synaptic strength, 

and does not increase if the coupling term is increased. This effect of signal duration on 

connectivity estimation agrees with a few other results in the literature. Olejarczyk et al. 213, 

who used multivariate TE for the analysis of connectivity in high density resting state EEG, 

used temporal windows as long as 20 s. Moreover, they observed that the smaller window 

which still ensures the quality of results is 10 s, and that the results do not change substantially 

if the epoch length is increased between 10 and 40 s; these results are quite comparable to 

our observations in Fig. 3.11b. Fraschini et al. 220 used two different measures of connectivity, 

i.e., the phase lag index (PLI) and the amplitude envelope correlation (AEC). Their results show 

that epoch length has an important impact on connectivity estimates:  both mean PLI and AEC 

decrease with an increase in epoch length, with a tendency to stabilize at a length of 12 s for 

PLI and 6 s for AEC. The sensitivity of TE to the length of time series may represent a critical 

issue, especially in dynamic connectivity studies. Thus, when choosing TE as a functional 

connectivity estimator researchers should carefully consider the nature and the dynamics of 

the neural processes under analysis. 

A final aspect concerns the time delay between signals. This is important in 

neuroscience, since spike transmission along axons in long-range connections can take several 

milliseconds to move from pre-synaptic to post-synaptic regions. Results in Fig. 3.10 are quite 
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unexpected, pointing out that TE estimation increases (and becomes more linear) with the 

time delay. This increase is evident also when using DCC. This result seems at odd with the 

results by Wang et al. 174 who refer that TE was quite robust against variations of signal delay. 

However, the results of Wang et al. consider only the capacity to detect a given network 

topology, without investigating the relationship between TE and connectivity strength.  

It is worth noting that, in our work, time delay is unknown to the algorithm, and is 

estimated within a given range assigned “a priori”. In particular, differences in Fig. 3.10 cannot 

be significantly ascribed to an error in the evaluation of the time delay, since the values 

obtained by the algorithm (8 ms, 15 ms and 25 ms) are not too distant from the real ones (10 

ms, 16.5 and 23 ms, respectively). If confirmed by other studies, this result may indicate that 

connectivity between proximal regions (assuming a smaller connection delay between them) 

can be somewhat underestimated compared with connectivity among more distal regions. 

However, it is important to stress that, in many cases, an approximate value of the delay 

can be inferred from neurophysiologica/anatomical considerations, and this value should be 

used directly in the procedure. Indeed, we used a small range of values to drive Trentool 

algorithm. In the DCC estimates presented in Supplementary Material Part 2, we always 

delayed the target signal by the number of samples closer to the true delay. 

 

v) Comparison between TE and DCC – All the estimates of functional connectivity 

obtained with TE have been replicated using the linear Delayed Correlation Coefficient, as 

shown in Supplementary Material Part 2. A few conclusions can be drawn from this 

comparison. a) TE provides a more reliable estimation of the connection strength. This is 

already evident when considering two ROIs connected in feedback, as in Figs. 3.3, 3.4, 3.10 

and 3.11. In these cases, TE can recognize that one synapse remains constant while the other 

is varying, whereas the synapse strength estimated with DCC is significantly affected by a 

change in the other synapse. b) TE works better than DCC in a multivariate network. This is 

especially evident comparing the values estimated using 4 interconnected ROIs (Fig. 3.7), both 

for what concerns the correlation between the values estimated by the metrics and the model 

synapses strengths, and the number of spurious connections estimated by the metrics. c) DCC 

is able to discriminate between excitatory and inhibitory connections, whereas TE provides 

only the absolute value of the connection. d) DCC is less affected by noise, i.e., it exhibits a 

smaller standard deviation on repeated trials and less evident fluctuations. However, these 

differences are not so strong as to overcome differences noticed at point a.  e) The 

computational time is smaller for DCC than TE. f) Both TE and DCC exhibit a similar behaviour 

in response to non-linear changes, as examined in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. In other terms, both 

evaluate a computational property, rather than a true causal connection.  

As suggested by Reid et al.172 each metrics exhibits alternative virtues and limitations. 

The use of TE, integrated with a preliminary analysis with DCC, may represent a good approach 

to the study of network functional connectivity. DCC may provide a first rapid screening, able 

to discriminate between excitatory and inhibitory links, subsequently reinforced by a more 

accurate and reliable analysis with TE.  
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3.1.7 Conclusions 

In conclusion, using the open-source toolbox Trentool, and neural mass models to 

generate biologically realistic signals, the present study provides indications on whether brain 

connectivity can be assessed from bivariate TE. In particular, we not only investigated whether 

the presence of a statistically significant connection can be detected (as in binary 0/1 network) 

but also if connection strength can be quantified. Results suggest that TE can be a promising 

method to estimate the strength of connectivity if neural populations work in the linear 

regions, and if the epoch lengths are longer than 10 s. In case of multivariate networks, some 

spurious connections can emerge (i.e., a statistically significant TE can be detected even in the 

absence of a true direct connection): however, quite a good correlation between TE and 

synaptic strength is still preserved in these cases, even when using four interconnected ROIs. 

A puzzling unexpected problem is the role of time delay: estimated TE appears higher for distal 

regions compared with proximal regions.  

Finally, as well expected, nonlinear phenomena may play a dramatic role in the 

assessment of connectivity, since they may significantly reduce the estimation of TE. In fact, 

TE is an index of information transfer and not directly an index of connectivity strength. In 

particular, due to non-linear relationships between the connected regions, a strong causal 

strength may be present between two nodes in a network, even if the detected TE is very 

small.   We claim that similar problems can be found not only with TE but also if other metrics 

of connectivity (in particular those based on autoregressive models) are used, as shown when 

using the Delayed Correlation Coefficient. This is perhaps the most important aspect of the 

present work, which deserves accurate ad hoc investigation. We suggest that changes in 

connectivity, often reported in the literature during different tasks, or in different brain 

conditions, might not always reflect a true change in the connecting network, but rather a 

change in information transmission due to a different working region of the involved 

populations. However, in conditions when linearity is a good approximation of the system, 

changes in TE can actually reflect true changes in connectivity. Hence, researchers need to 

carefully consider non-linearity to apply bivariate TE. Moreover, they should check bivariate 

vs. multivariate TE to improve their estimation.  
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3.1.8 Supplementary Material 1 

 
Table 3.1S Parameters for the configuration structure cfgTEP of the functions TEprepare and 
InteractionDelayReconstruction_calculate (TRENTOOL Version 3.3) 

 

Field Name Data Type Value Description 

TEcalctype string ‘VM_ds’ Estimator guaranteeing optimal self-prediction 

predictime_u Integer (ms) 15 
Assumed information transfer delay u between 
source and target time series 

predicttimemax_u Integer (ms) 18 Maximum u to be scanned 

predicttimemin_u Integer (ms) 12 Minimum u to be scanned 

predicttimestepsize integer 1 Time steps between u’s to be scanned 

ensemblemethod string ’no’ 
Use of the ensemble-method for (time-resolved) TE 
estimation 

kth_neighbors integer 4 
Number of neighbours for fixed mass search 
(controls balance of bias/statistical errors) 

TheilerT string ’ACT’ 
Number of temporal neighbours excluded to avoid 
serial correlations (Theiler correction) 

maxlag 
Integer 

(samples) 
1000 

The range of lags for computing the ACT: from - 
MAXLAG to MAXLAG 

trialselect string ‘no’ 
Sets a minimum number of trials that have to survive 
trial selection 

actthrvalue integer 30 Max threshold for the ACT for trial selection 

optimizemethod string ‘ragwitz’ Define method for parameter optimization: ’ragwitz’ 

verbosity string ’info_minor’ 
Defines the verbosity of console output of 
TRENTOOL 

ragdim integer 4:8 
For Ragwitz: range of embedding dimensions to scan 
vector from 1 to n 

ragtaurange double [0.8 1.8] 
For Ragwitz: 1x2-vector of min and max embedding 
delays 

ragtausteps integer 10 
For Ragwitz: number of equidistant steps in 
ragtaurange with a minimum of 5 

flagNei string ‘Mass’ 
For Ragwitz: ’Range’ or ’Mass’ type of neighbor 
search 

sizeNei integer 4 
For Ragwitz: Radius or mass for the neighbor search 
according to flagNei 

repPred integer 100 
For Ragwitz: repPred represents the number of 
sample points for which the prediction is performed 
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Table 3.2S Parameters for the configuration structure cfgTESS of the functions TEsurrogatestats and 
InteractionDelayReconstruction_calculate (TRENTOOL Version 3.3) 

 
 
 

 
 

3.1.9 Supplementary Material 2 

In this Supplementary material, we provide the results obtained with the same analysis 

presented in the Manuscript, but using the delayed correlation coefficient (DCC) instead of 

Transfer Entropy. In particular, we computed the pairwise linear correlation coefficient 

between the source signal and the delayed target signal. The delay was chosen equal to two 

sampling periods (20 ms) for all tests. Only in Fig. 3.10, we used a delay as low as 1 sampling 

period (10 ms) for the left panel, and 3 sampling periods (30 ms) for the right panel.  

All figures have the same meaning as the figures shown in the text. The only difference is 

that, for clarity, we show the results ± SD (instead of ± SEM) since SEM is very small when 

Field Name Data Type Value Description 

optdimusage string 'indivdim' 
’indivdim’ to use the individual optimal dimension for each 
channel 

dim integer 
Output 

TEprepare 
Value(s) for embedding dimension. This is automatically 
taken from the field TEprepare in the data 

tau integer 
Output 

TEprepare 
Embedding delay in units of act (x*act). This is automatically 
taken from the field TEprepare in the data 

alpha double 0.05 Significance level for statisatical permutation test 

tail integer 1 1 tail test of significance (for the permutation tests) 

surrogatetype 
 

string 'trialshuffling' Strategy for surrogate data creation 

extracond string 
'Faes_Method

' 
Perform conditioning in tansfer entropy formula on 
additional variables. Values: ’Faes_Method’ 

shifttest string 'no' 
’yes’ string Perform shift test to identify instantaneous 
mixing between the signal pairs. 

MIcalc integer 1 
Determines whether mutual information is calculated 
additionally to TE (1) or not (0) 

shifttesttype string ’TE>TEshift’ 
The shift test can be calculated for the direction TE value of 
original data > TE values of shifted data (value = ’TE>TEshift’) 

shifttype string ’predicttime’ Shifting the length of the ’predicttime’ 

numpermutatio
n 

integer 190100/500a Nr of permutations in permutation test 

permstatstype string 
’indepsamples

T 
Type of the test statistic used: ‘indepsamplesT’ for 
distribution of the t-values 

correctm string ’FDR’ 
Correction method used for correction of the multiple 
comparison problem over all analyzed channel combinations 
- False discovery rate ’FDR’ 
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computed on DCC estimates, and so it would be scarcely visible in the figures. We just remind 

that, in our tests, we have SEM = SD / √10. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3S – Dependence of the delayed correlation coefficient (DCC) on feedback, realized assuming two 

regions interconnected with reciprocal excitatory synapses (upper panels). See text for more details. 
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Figure 3.4S – Dependence of the delayed correlation coefficient (DCC) on feedback realized assuming two regions 
interconnected with reciprocal inhibitory synapses. See text for more details. 
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Figure 3.5S – Influence of a common external source on DCC estimation. Simulations were performed assuming 
three regions interconnected via an excitatory synapse from region 2 to region 1, which was progressively varied 
between 0 and 80, and a constant excitatory synapse in the other direction set at a constant value. See text for 

more details. 
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Figure 3.6S – Effect of different combinations of synapses on DCC in a model of three interconnected regions, 

where regions 2 and 3 are in competition via inhibitory synapses and are linked via excitatory synapses to region 

1. All other synapses are set at zero. See text for more details. 
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Figure 3.7S – Estimation of the connectivity strength with DCC obtained during six different simulations, each 
performed with four interconnected ROIs. Each row refers to a different network configuration. See text for 
details. 
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 Figure 3.8S 

 

Figure 3.8S – Effect of the mean value and standard deviation of the input noise on the estimation of DCC. The 

simulations were performed using two regions connected with excitatory synapses and by varying the mean 

value m1 (left panels) and standard deviation σ1 of noise (middle panels) of the input to ROI1. Finally, the right 

panels show the case when noise standard deviation was increased in both populations altogether (both 

parameters σ1.and σ2). The first row shows DCC ± SD, while the second row shows entropy (± SD) of the two 

signals, vs. the input values. Finally, the third-row plots DCC vs. the entropy of the source signal. See text for 

more details. 

Figure 3.9S 

 
Figure 3.9S – Effect of the region working point on the estimation of DCC. The simulations were performed using 
two regions connected with excitatory synapses and by varying the input mean value to region 2. The meaning 
of the plots is the same as in Fig. 8S. See also the text for more details. 
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Figure 3.10S – Effect of the delay between the two regions on the estimation of DCC. The simulations were 
performed using two regions connected with excitatory synapses. The simulations were repeated with different 

delays. See the text for more details. 
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Figure 3.11S – Effect of the duration of the signal on the estimation of DCC. The simulations were performed 
using two regions connected with excitatory synapses. The simulations were repeated with different durations 
of the signals. See the text for more details. 
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3.2 Brain Rhythms Transmission and Functional connectivity 
estimation with NMMs 

 

The study reported in this chapter refers to the published journal paper entitled “The 
Relationship between Oscillations in Brain Regions and Functional Connectivity: A Critical 
Analysis with the Aid of Neural Mass Models”, Giulia Ricci, Elisa Magosso, Mauro Ursino*, 
Brain Sciences (2021).  

 
In this section, NMMs were used to simulate different brain rhythms (theta, alpha, beta 

and gamma frequency bands) and to assess through FC estimators how these are transmitted 
in a physiologically plausible network. We also tested the reliability of eight different FC 
estimators: Pearson correlation coefficient, Delayed correlation coefficient, Coherence, 
Lagged Coherence, Phase Synchronization, Time-Domain Granger Causality, Frequency-
domain (spectral) Granger Causality and Transfer Entropy. Since Granger Causality 
outperformed the other estimators, it was analysed in greater detail. Specifically, the 
relationship between Granger Causality and true connectivity strength was assessed in both 
linear and nonlinear conditions. The results highlight that changes in functional connectivity 
do not always reflect a physical change but rather a change in information transmission. 

 

Background: Propagation of brain rhythms among cortical regions is a relevant aspect of 

cognitive neuroscience, often investigated using functional connectivity (FC) estimation 

techniques. Aim of this work is to assess the relationship between rhythm propagation, FC and 

brain functioning using data generated from neural mass models of connected Regions of 

Interest (ROIs). Method: We simulated networks of four interconnected ROIs, each with a 

different intrinsic rhythm (in theta, alpha, beta and gamma ranges). Connectivity was 

estimated using eight estimators and the relationship between structural connectivity and FC 

was assessed as a function of the connectivity strength and of the inputs to the ROIs. Results: 

show that Granger estimation provides the best accuracy, with a good capacity to evaluate 

the connectivity strength. However, the estimated values strongly depend on the input to the 

ROIs, hence on non-linear phenomena. When a population works in the linear region, its 

capacity to transmit a rhythm increases drastically. Conversely, when it saturates, oscillatory 

activity becomes strongly affected by rhythms incoming from other regions. Discussion: 

Changes in functional connectivity do not always reflect a physical change in the synapses. A 

unique connectivity network can propagate rhythms in very different ways, depending on the 

specific working conditions.  

 

3.2.1 Introduction 

Brain functioning depends on the interaction among different regions, which exchange 

information via a complex connectivity network and work together in a coordinated manner 

to realize cognitive tasks. Accordingly, the study of brain connectivity has been receiving 
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increasing attention in cognitive neuroscience, as documented by the large amount of 

research in the field (see, among the others, 169,172,174,221). Indeed, there is large consensus that 

connectivity is a primary mean for understanding brain function at different levels of 

organization. In fact, connectivity analysis has been assessed noninvasively in several recent 

studies, both starting from data obtained with magnetic resonance 199,222,223 or via 

neuroelectric imaging techniques (MEG or EEG)224–226; this analysis is of great value to 

encompass the relationships among the different areas involved, to unmask their specific role, 

and, ultimately, to understand how these interactions produce cognition in a coordinated 

fashion. In humans, invasive connectivity studies can also be performed with 

electrocorticography (ECoG) (i.e., placing electrodes at the brain surface 227), for instance, in 

the presurgical evaluation of epilepsy or during deep-brain stimulation therapy. The 

significance of brain connectivity estimates, however, is still the subject of large debate in the 

literature. A traditional distinction (which, however, has been questioned recently; see 172) 

discerns between functional connectivity (FC) and effective connectivity estimates. According 

to a traditional point of view, the first assesses “the statistical dependence or mutual 

information between two neuronal systems” 169, whereas the second represents the causal 

influence that one neural system exerts on another, based on an explicit model describing the 

underlying process. Both, however, are different from the structural connectivity, defined as 

the presence of a physical connection among the regions.  

The previous definitions suffer from a variety of problems and are often misunderstood. In 

the following, we will especially refer to methods for the estimation of functional connectivity, 

but within the wider point of view proposed by Reid et al. 172 recently. These authors clearly 

underlined that, although methods for FC estimation are based on the computation of some 

forms of statistical or information association between signals, the target is always to 

understand the causal interactions among the different neural populations. Hence, the 

ultimate objective is to construct a causal network in order to comprehend how populations 

interact causally to produce cognition, and how alterations in these connections affect 

behavior (for instance, in pathological states). In other terms, the objective is to gain a 

mechanistic insight into brain functioning via a distributed process of structurally connected 

neural groups, although these networks are derived from associations among signals. 

As underlined by Reid et al. 172, within this larger framework an essential role is now played 

by methods to validate FC estimation techniques against a series of ground-truth conditions. 

A typical way to implement validation is through the use of neurocomputational models 

inspired by brain functioning. Typically, simulated signals can be used to test whether methods 

for FC estimation are able to identify the structural connectivity imposed on the model, and, 

via a sensitivity analysis, to detect changes induced by parameter manipulation in the 

theoretical network. 

Indeed, several such studies have been published in the last two decades, providing 

important confirmations but also widening the debate. Within these studies, it is possible to 

identify two main categories of employed models: those which simulate individual spiking 

neurons and ionic channels, mainly oriented to the study of connectivity in neuron cultures, 
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and more abstract models, which employ neurons with continuous outputs and are more 

concerned with the study of connectivity among entire brain regions. 

In the following, we will focus the attention on a particular kind of abstract model—Neural 

Mass Models (NMMs) (for a summary on some connectivity studies with spiking neurons, see 

Ursino et al., 2020 137, and also 185). Rather than modeling all individual neurons within a brain 

circuit, NMMs simulate averaged activity generated by a population of similar neurons.  

We decided to focus on NMMs since they represent a good compromise between accuracy 

and simplicity. They allow oscillatory phenomena to be described in a clear mechanistic way 

(emphasizing, for instance, the role of the different subpopulations involved) whilst still 

maintaining a limited number of state variables. It is easier to understand the behavior of such 

models compared with detailed models with spiking neurons, and it is easier to perform a 

sensitivity analysis across a wide range of conditions (as carried out in the present work). 

Parameters have a more general meaning, and so it is easier to generalize the validation 

results over different conditions. Of course, these models also have some limits. They cannot 

be used to incorporate results taken from individual neurons (for instance, to simulate the 

effect of ionic channels or drugs as measured directly on individual neurons) and their 

dynamics may exhibit some differences compared with the exact dynamics resulting from 

large populations of spiking neurons. 

David et al. 188 tested the capacity of some FC estimators (cross-correlation, mutual 

information, and synchronization indices) to detect changes in neural coupling in a symmetric 

configuration of two NMMs: each measure was found to be sensitive to variations in neuronal 

coupling, with a monotonic dependence between the functional connectivity measures and 

the coupling parameter. Ansari-Asl et al. 189 and Wendling et al. 128 employed various NMMs 

(but with only two populations each) connected with an excitatory coupling parameter and 

explored the relationship between the coupling parameter and various FC estimates. They 

suggested that there are no ideal methods and that it is strongly advised to compare the 

outcomes from different connectivity estimates. Wang et al. 174 performed a systematic 

analysis on the performance of 42 different FC estimators against five different generations 

models (including convolution NMMs) with a five-node connectivity structure. Their results 

suggest that, when using signals generated with NMMs, Granger causality and Transfer 

Entropy (TE) show the ability to retrieve the underlying model structure quite well. However, 

difficulty can be encountered when the generative models include stronger nonlinearities 

(such as Rossler and Henon equations). However, in the study by Wang et al., only the 

classification accuracy was tested, using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves, 

without an analysis on the relationship between the connectivity strength and the FC metrics. 

All previous studies provide important indications on the virtues and limitations of several 

FC estimators, but also exhibit several important limitations. First, they did not test networks 

whilst including inhibitory couplings. Nevertheless, inhibition plays an important role in brain 

functioning, both to avoid excessive uncontrolled excitation spreading in the brain, and to 

implement competition mechanisms among different brain regions. Second, the previous 

studies did not test the effect of nonlinear behavior carefully. We claim that the estimate of a 
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connectivity network via FC methods is strongly affected by the specific functioning of the 

different neural units involved—above all by their working point in the nonlinear neuron 

characteristics. Third, brain rhythms (in the α, β, γ and θ frequency ranges) are known to play 

a fundamental and specific role in many cognitive tasks (such as working memory, episodic 

memory, internal and external attention, perceptual grouping 228–231). In particular, the idea 

that different brain regions are characterized by different intrinsic rhythms, and that these 

rhythms are transmitted from one region to another to produce a sophisticate “system of 

rhythms”, subserving various cognitive functions, has received important support in recent 

papers 232–237 and plays a fundamental role in neuroscience (see the final section of this work 

for a discussion on this aspect). Unfortunately, the problem of how these rhythms can 

propagate within a structural connectivity network and modulate their power has not been 

investigated in previous FC studies, despite its enormous relevance for the present cognitive 

neuroscience research.  

In a recent work 137, we investigated the capacity of an important FC estimator (the 

bivariate transfer entropy 135,181) to detect changes in connectivity using signals generated by 

NMMs of interconnected ROIs (with two to four coupled regions). The connectivity network 

included excitatory and inhibitory links, and simulations were performed both in linear 

conditions and altering the working point of the individual regions. We found that TE can 

consistently estimate the strength of connectivity if neural populations work in their linear 

regions, and if the signal lengths are longer than 10 s. However, nonlinear phenomena strongly 

alter the TE estimation results; indeed, TE describes the amount of information transferred 

from one region to another, which is different from a true causal relationship. In that work, 

however, all regions were characterized by populations with identical internal parameters, 

producing a similar rhythm typically in the β  band (which is fundamental to study activity in 

supplementary motor-premotor-primary motor cortical areas 238). Hence, the previous study 

did not address the problem of how different rhythms (in different frequency bands) can be 

transmitted within a causal network and whether this rhythm propagation can be detected 

via common FC estimation metrics.  

The aim of the present paper is to significantly improve the previous research by analyzing 

the capacity of different and frequently used FC metrics to evaluate rhythm propagation and 

causal connectivity in a network of four interconnected ROIs, assuming that each ROI is 

characterized by a specific rhythm (in the bands θ, α, β or γ, respectively). Specifically, we 

tested eight different bivariate FC metrics, either nondirected (correlation, phase synchrony, 

coherence, lagged coherence) or directed (delayed correlation, temporal Granger causality, 

frequency Granger causality, transfer entropy). Moreover, while five of the previous metrics 

provide just a single value, three of them (coherence, lagged coherence and frequency 

Granger causality) provide a frequency-dependent estimation, allowing a discrimination 

among different frequency bands. 

The paper is structured as follows. First, the NMM is qualitatively described, assigning 

parameters to each ROI to simulate the four different rhythms. Then, the eight methods used 

to assess FC are briefly described. The performances of these metrics are compared using 100 
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networks of connectivity among the four ROIs, generated randomly and including excitatory 

and inhibitory connections. Finally, a more complete analysis is performed using signals 

generated through a physiologically inspired connectivity network, simulating the interaction 

among rhythms in the occipital, parietal and frontal regions. In the main text, this analysis is 

performed using the Granger estimators, and concerns both changes in connectivity strength 

and alterations in the network working point. Results of additional simulations (performed 

with all estimators and on a different network) are presented in the Supplementary Material, 

together with NMM mathematical equations.  

 

3.2.2 Method 

Please note that the NMMs used is the one described at the beginning of section 3 

represented in Figure 3.1. 

As illustrated in Fig. 3.1, each ROI, in addition to receiving long-range synapses from other 

ROIs, may receive inputs from the external environment (Ip and If, entering into the pyramidal 

population and fast inhibitory population, respectively) and superimposed Gaussian white 

noise. Here, we assumed that only the external input Ip to the pyramidal population is non-

null in the four simulated ROIs, while If is kept at 0 in each ROI. 

However, it is worth noting that in our model the random noise is not applied directly to 

the LFP of pyramidal neurons (i.e., the quantity vp in Equation 3.4), but it acts on pyramidal 

neurons through the typical low-pass dynamics of the glutamatergic synapses (this is 

described in Equations (3.5) and (3.6) of the Equations 3.1 - 3.18 of section 3). Hence, the 

effective noise on vp exhibits a low-pass shape that resembles the true 1/f noise of LFPs (see 

Fig. 3.12S in the Supplementary Material 2). Of course, it may be of value, in future work, to 

directly use realistic noise extracted from real LFP recordings, which may contain other 

frequencies coming from different inputs. This may significantly contribute to making the 

model spectra more reliable. 

All model equations can be found in the Equations 3.1 - 3.18 of section 3. 

In the present work, to assess the performance of the eight different FC estimators, we first 

generated 100 random networks connecting the four ROIs, with the same external input (Ip 

=400) to each ROI. We assumed that each network can have a number of long-range synapses 

ranging between 3 and 9 (randomly chosen, the others are set a zero) with connection 

strengths as great as 10, 20, 30, and 40 (randomly chosen). Each connection can be either 

excitatory or inhibitory, with 50% probability of each. 

Subsequently, we tested the FC estimators on the two connectivity networks depicted in 

Fig. 3.12 by varying both the connection strength and the inputs to the ROIs (the latter changes 

have been performed to test nonlinear effects). Only results on the first network (in Fig. 3.12A) 

are illustrated in the main text. All other results are summarized in the Supplementary 

Material 2. 
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Most of the results shown in the present work consider networks with a similar number of 

excitatory and inhibitory (bisynaptic) connections. Indeed, several authors stress that the 

excitatory and inhibitory ensembles are well balanced in the human cortex and that a 

breakdown of this balance may contribute to several pathological states, such as epilepsy 239. 

However, we also tested other networks similar to those used in this study, but with all 

pyramidal–pyramidal synapses; the main results did not change meaningfully. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.12 Connectivity networks among the four ROIs used in the present work (dashed red lines and 

continuous black lines denote inhibitory and excitatory connections, respectively). The network in Fig. 3.12A 

simulates a possible physiological connectivity from occipital (or thalamic) regions to motor regions and 

temporal/frontal regions. This network, by varying the strength of a single connection or the input value to a 

single ROI, was used to obtain the results shown in Figures 3.16–3.23 using the functional connectivity (FC) 

metrics based on Granger causality (but see also Fig. 3.15S in Supplementary Material part 2 for the other FC 

metrics). The simple loop network in Fig. 3.12B allows a straightforward analysis of rhythm propagation in a chain 

of interconnected ROIs; the corresponding results are reported in Supplementary Material part 2 (Figures 3.16S-

3.17S). 

 

For each generated network, and for each combination of inputs to the network, ten 

different simulations were performed using random noise superimposed on the inputs 

(normal distribution with zero mean value and SD = √5 𝑑𝑡⁄ , where dt is the simulation step). 

Any group of ten simulations was repeated starting from the same seed to be sure that 

differences can be ascribed only to the network connections and to the input values, rather 

than to the particular noise. In the following, the result of each FC estimate is the average of 

the values obtained in the ten trials. 

The set of differential equations (see Supplementary Material part 1) was numerically 

integrated with the Euler method, with an integration step as low as 10−4 s. The duration of 

each simulation was 11 s, but the first second was excluded from the subsequent 

computations to avoid the confounding effects of the initial transient phenomena. As 
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discussed in Ursino et al. 137, a 10 s length for the signals ensures a good reliability of the 

estimates. 

The FC estimates were performed using the simulated membrane potentials of pyramidal 

neurons (quantity vp, see Equations 3.1 - 3.18 of Chapter 3), as a good approximation of EEG 

or of mean field potentials for each ROI. To reduce the computational cost, simulated signals 

were resampled at 100 Hz after low pass-filtering with an antialiasing zero-phase filter (cut-

off frequency 50 Hz). 

3.2.2.1 Functional Connectivity Estimates 

We used eight different bivariate methods to estimate FC: Pearson correlation coefficient, 

Delayed correlation coefficient, Coherence, Lagged Coherence, Phase Synchronization, Time-

Domain Granger Causality, Frequency-domain (spectral) Granger Causality and Transfer 

Entropy. The mathematical formulation of these estimators is given in Chapter 2 and Section 

2.3.1.1. 

It is worth noting that in the case of Delayed correlation coefficient, d was chosen as the 

value that maximizes the absolute value in Eq. (2.21). However, the correlation coefficient can 

assume a positive or negative value. Hence, we used the absolute value to choose the value 

of d for a given connection, and to compute true and false positives in ROC curves. Conversely, 

we maintained the sign (positive or negative) in other figures to investigate whether this 

metrics can detect the presence of excitatory or inhibitory connections. 

Moreover, all power densities of Coherence formulation (see Eq. 2.22) were computed 

using the Welch periodogram method 240, with a 0.5 s window (50 samples) and 10 s zero 

padding (1000 samples) to ensure a spectral resolution as sharp as 0.1 Hz. 

 

3.2.3 Results 

3.2.3.1 Power Density Spectra of the Different Regions 

First, we assigned parameters to each ROI so that any region can produce an intrinsic 

rhythm in a different frequency band when excited in the central region of its sigmoidal 

relationship. Each ROI has been named considering its intrinsic rhythm. The considered bands 

are θ: 4–8 Hz (ROIθ), α: 8–13 Hz (ROIα), β: 13–26 Hz (ROIβ) and γ: 26–40 Hz (ROIγ). To this 

aim, we manually modified the parameters representing the synaptic contacts among the 

populations (Cij) and the reciprocal of time constants (j). All parameter values can be found 

in Equations 3.1 - 3.18 of section 3. 

The power spectral densities (PSDs) of all ROIs and the temporal patterns of membrane 

potentials and spike density for pyramidal neurons, simulated with the connectivity as in Fig. 

3.12a, are illustrated in Fig. 3.13 (see also Fig. 3.13S in Supplementary Material 2, where 

spectrograms are shown). 

The temporal patterns show that the rhythms in the model exhibit a complex waveform—

i.e., they are not sinusoidal (as the patterns obtained, for instance, with the use of Wilson 
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Cowan oscillators) and are characterized by intermittent fluctuations. As pointed out by Cole 

and Voytek 241 and by Jones 242, the use of complex intermittent waveforms is essential to 

reach a full comprehension of the role and meaning of brain rhythms 

 
Figure 3.13. Power spectral densities of potential for the pyramidal population in the four different ROIs (panel 

a) simulated with the connectivity as in Fig. 3.12A and all inputs as great as 400. Power spectral densities (PSDs) 

have been obtained by computing the Welch periodogram on membrane potentials of pyramidal neurons. 

Parameters for each ROI and noise levels are shown in Table 3.3S of Supplementary Material part 1. Panels b and 

c represent the temporal pattern of membrane potential of pyramidal neurons and their spike densities, 

respectively, during the last second of the simulation. 
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3.2.3.2 Analysis of the Different Metrics with Random Network Connectivity 

In order to compare the performance of the different estimators, we generated 100 

different random networks connecting the four ROIs (with a number of connections ranging 

between 3 and 9, synaptic weights of 10, 20, 30 or 40, equal probability of excitatory or 

inhibitory connections, and external input Ip = 400 for each ROI; see Methods section). The 

performances were assessed by matching the connectivity network obtained via the estimator 

with the true connectivity network and quantifying this matching via ROC curves and 

precision–recall curves. This was performed on a binary basis (yes/no connection) by 

comparing the value estimated by each metrics with a threshold (range 0–0.5) and evaluating 

the percentage of true positives vs. the percentage of false positives at each threshold. The 

results are summarized in Fig. 3.14. Finally, Table 3.2 reports the areas under the curves 

(AUCs) computed starting from the ROCs. 

Results show that the Granger estimators (both in the temporal and frequency domains) 

provide a more reliable description of the connectivity network, with values of the AUCs as 

high as 0.88. TE and coherence also provide fair results (AUC = 0.77 − 0.78), whereas the 

performance of the other estimators is lower. 

 
Figure 3.14 - ROC curves (panel a) and precision–recall curves (panel b) obtained with the different FC estimators 

using the data obtained from 100 randomly generated connectivity networks among the four ROIs. The area 

under the ROC curve for each estimator is reported in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2 The different FC estimators. 

FC Estimator AUC 

Correlation 0.6987 
Delayed Correlation 0.7580 

Phase Synchronization 0.7100 
Lagged Coherence 0.7465 

Coherence 0.7673 
Transfer Entropy 0.7753 

Temporal Granger 0.8787 
Spectral Granger 0.8759 
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The precision–recall curves prove that our results are valid independently of a possible 

unbalance in the data set and further confirm that Granger and TE provide better results than 

the other estimators in the context of the present work. In particular, the precision (i.e., the 

capacity to reveal a connection only when it really exists) may be quite high with Granger and 

TE estimators using a high threshold; the delayed correlation exhibits a good precision too. 

Furthermore, even if the threshold is reduced, the Granger estimates maintain a good 

precision (higher than 80%), still maintaining a recall as high as 80% (i.e., by limiting the 

number of false negatives). 

The previous analysis, however, is quite limited, since it just compares the topology of the 

true and estimated connectivity networks in terms of existence/nonexistence of a given 

connection. A more complete analysis requires the assessment of the connectivity weight and, 

even more importantly, the role of input changes and nonlinearity. This analysis will be shown 

in the next subsections, which use the Granger estimators, first on the random net and then 

on the network in Fig. 3.12A. Results obtained with different estimators and on the net in Fig. 

3.12B are shown in Supplementary Material part 2. 

3.2.3.3  Analysis of the Connectivity Strength 

In order to evaluate the capacity of the Granger estimator to detect changes in connectivity 

strength, we re-examined the results obtained with the 100 random networks generated 

above, plotting the connection values estimated with the temporal Granger estimator (mean 

± SD) vs. the true value (Fig. 3.15). All estimated values show a monotonic dependence on the 

true value, demonstrating that the estimator is able to catch the alterations in the connectivity 

strength even in a multivariate condition—i.e., when many connections vary together. On 

average, the estimator is able to distinguish the absence of a connection (0 value) from a 

moderate (10–20) or a higher (30–40) connection. However, the SD is quite high, especially at 

the highest values of the connection strength, indicating that a single estimated value is 

subject to large variability. 

Moreover, from Fig. 3.15 one can observe that the connection β → γ can produce higher 

values of FC than the other connections. Our impression is that the γ oscillations can be easily 

modulated by an incoming β rhythm, and this makes the connection β → γ particularly 

effective in influencing the dynamics of the target population. 
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Figure 3.15. Relationship between the connectivity estimated with the temporal Granger causality and the true 

connectivity, obtained using the data from 100 randomly generated connectivity networks. It is worth noting 

that, in these nets, connections were randomly generated between 0 and 40 (step 10). Points are mean values 

at each connection strength, and bars denote standard deviations. The estimator is able to grasp the monotonic 

increase in connectivity. It is worth noting the large SDs occur especially when the connectivity is high and when 

a connection emerges from the ROIβ. See discussion. 

 

The previous results show that, in a multivariate condition, just a tendency can be detected, 

but with a large SD. In the following, we will examine a different condition, i.e., the effect of a 

single change in connectivity strength, with all other connections maintained at a constant 

value. This can be of value to understand whether the Granger causality can detect a 

progressive alteration in one neural pathway (either due to learning or pathological 

conditions). This analysis was performed starting from the network depicted in panel A of Fig. 

3.12. Here, ROIα can represent either an occipital region (which is dominated by an intrinsic α 

rhythm) or the thalamus, which has been hypothesized to generate an α rhythm and transmit 

it to other populations 209,243. The ROIβ can represent motor–premotor areas, where this 

rhythm becomes evident during motor activation or motor programming tasks 238. Finally, the 

ROIγ and ROIθ can represent more fronto-temporal regions (for instance, those involved in 

working memory), where γ-θ coupling is known to play a pivotal role, or also γ-θ coupling may 

represent a connectivity between frontal regions and the hippocampus 230,244. However, this 

network has been built just as a simple example inspired by present knowledge on brain 

rhythms. Results obtained with another net (depicted in Fig. 3.12B) are shown in 

Supplementary Material part 2 (Figures 3.16S and 3.17S). 
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In the following, for briefness, connections among two ROIs are indicated by omitting the 

word ROI and leaving only the Greek symbols denoting the specific ROIs (e.g, θ→γ means 

connection from ROIθ to ROIγ—i.e., ROIθ→ROIγ). 

Fig. 3.16 shows the effect of a progressive change in a single connection strength on the 

temporal Granger estimates. To this end, each connection strength was individually increased 

from 0 to 50 (step 10), while all other connections were maintained at the basal value shown 

in Fig. 3.12A; 10 simulations were performed and averaged for each configuration of the 

network. Several aspects are of interest. 

First, in any case the Granger estimator is able to detect the change in a single connectivity 

quite well, with a monotonic and almost linear relationship between the estimated values and 

the connectivity strength. Only the θ→γ and α→β connections show a certain tendency to 

saturate at the upper values, while the α→θ connection shows a parabolic trend. 

Second, in most cases the other estimates are unaffected by the change in one connection 

and remain quite constant at different values of the sensitivity parameter. We observed just 

a few exceptions, especially concerning the ROIγ: increases in a connection involving the γ 

population are associated with the “apparent” decrease in another connection targeting the 

same ROI (the increase in β→γ is associated with the “apparent” decrease in θ→γ; the 

increase in θ→γ with the “apparent” decrease in β→γ; the increase in α→γ with the apparent 

decrease in β→γ). These changes always concern a bisynaptic connections (such as β→γ→θ 

or α→β→γ). Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that a change in the connection α→β 

produces some effects also on the connections α→γ and θ→γ, which exhibit a moderate 

apparent increase. This is likely a consequence of the indirect effect of α on γ via β. 

Third, the relationship between the “true” connectivity value and the estimated one 

exhibits quite a similar slope for all connections, with the exception of the connection γ→θ, 

which exhibit a higher slope than the others (see the different y-axis in this panel). 

Moreover, it is worth noting that the slope of the relationship “estimated connectivity vs. 

true connectivity” is about half that illustrated in Fig. 3.15. This may be the consequence of 

the smaller input (=200) to the ROIα used in the network of Fig. 3.12a (the network utilized 

for the analysis in Fig. 3.16 and following figures) compared to the value used for this input 

(=400) in the analyses of Figures 3.14 and 3.15 (but see also Fig. 3.14S in Supplementary 

Material part 2, where we compare the results obtained in the random net with two different 

inputs to ROIα, and further show how a change in the input affects connectivity). 

The latter consideration moves our attention to the role of the inputs reaching the ROIs—

i.e., a change in the population working point. This is assessed in the next subsection. 
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Figure 3.16. Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the temporal Granger estimator, with 

reference to the network in Fig. 3.12A, when one connection is progressively varied in the x-axis (from 0 to 50, 

with step of 10), and the other connections are maintained at the basal value as in Fig. 3.12A. It is worth noting 

that the estimator is able to detect the progressive increase in a single synaptic strength, while the other 

estimates remain almost constant. As an exception, we observed that the increase in a synapse entering into 

ROIγ is often associated with a decrease in another synapse entering the same ROI. It is also worth noting the 

higher sensitivity of the estimator to the connection γ→θ. 

 

3.2.3.4 Effect of the Inputs on the Estimated Connective Strength 

In order to investigate the role of a change in the inputs, which in turn modifies the working 

point of a population along the sigmoidal relationship, we changed the excitation to pyramidal 

neurons in one ROI, while all other inputs were maintained at the value illustrated in Fig. 

3.12A. Figures 3.17, 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 display the effect of a change in the input to ROIβ, 

ROIγ, ROIθ and ROIα, on the estimates obtained with the temporal Granger causality. The 

upper panels show the values of each estimate as a function of the input, while the bottom 

panels show the corresponding patterns of connectivity, obtained using a threshold as high as 

0.015 (taken as optimal from the ROC curve in Fig. 3.14). 

As is clear in Figures 3.17–3.20, a change in the input has a significant effect on the 

estimated connections which enter into or exit from the given ROI. In particular: 
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(i) Changing the input to ROIβ (Fig. 3.17) causes a dramatic change in the estimated 

connection β→γ, which exhibits a high value when the input to ROIβ is in the range 300–400, 

and falls to very low values when the input is 0–100 or 600–800. We ascribe this behavior to 

the fact that pyramidal neurons in the region ROIβ enters into the bottom or upper saturation 

zone of the sigmoidal relationship, hence providing a small output signal. Conversely, the 

entering connections γ→β and α→β exhibit the opposite behavior: they decrease in the 

central zone (input 300–400) and increase dramatically in the saturation regions. At the same 

time, the connections involving region ROIγ also change, as illustrated In the right panel of Fig. 

3.17. 

(ii) Increasing the input to ROIγ (Fig. 3.18) causes a progressive increase in the estimated 

output connection γ→θ and a dramatic fall in the entering connections β→γ and θ→γ. 

(iii) Increasing the input to ROIθ (Fig. 3.19) causes a significant change in the estimated 

output connection θ→γ. This connection is higher at intermediate levels of the input (300–

500) and falls down when the region ROIθ enters into the bottom or upper saturation zones 

(input 0–100 or 600–800). The opposite pattern is evident as to the entering connection γ→θ, 

which increases when ROIθ is in the saturation zones and decreases in the central region. 

Additionally, the entering connection α→θ decreases in the central region but remains low 

also in the upper saturation region. This global behavior resembles that already described in 

Fig. 3.17 when changing the input to ROIβ. 

(iv) Increasing the input to ROIα (Fig. 3.20) causes an evident increase in all the estimated 

output connections (α→β, α→γ and α→θ). This is paralleled by a progressive increase in most 

other connections, including the “spurious” connections β→θ and θ→β, which were set at 

zero in the original network. Using very high values for the inputs, the network overconnected. 

The bottom panels in Figures 3.17–3.20 show examples of connectivity networks, obtained 

using 0.015 as a threshold. As it is evident, some “true” connections can be lost or other 

“spurious” connections can emerge as a consequence of the input changes. In particular, in 

most figures the estimated connections not included in the network (that is, β→θ, θ→β, β→α, 

γ→α, θ→α) exhibit very low values below the discrimination threshold; however, when 

increasing the inputs, some of these connections can rise, causing false positive estimations. 

Finally, Fig. 3.15S in Supplementary Material part 2 summarizes the effect of a change in 

the input to ROIβ (the same as in Fig. 3.17) but evaluated with all estimators in order to better 

understand the differences between the different metrics. The main considerations 

developed above are confirmed, although with some differences among the different 

estimates. 
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Figure 3.17. Upper panels: Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the temporal Granger causality, 

with reference to the network in Fig. 3.12A, when the input to pyramidal neurons in ROIβ was progressively 

varied from 0 to 800, as in the x-axis, and all other inputs and connections were maintained at the basal value, 

as in Fig. 3.12A. It is worth noting the strong effect that the input change has on the connections which involve 

the ROIβ (in particular the output connection β→γ and the input connection γ→β). Additionally, the connection 

between ROIγ and ROIθ is affected. Bottom panels: connectivity graphs obtained from the estimates using a 

threshold as low as 0.015 (the threshold is depicted as a horizontal black line in the upper panels). 
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Figure 3.18. Upper panels: Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the temporal Granger causality, 

with reference to the network in Fig. 3.12A, when the input to pyramidal neurons in ROIγ was progressively 

varied from 200 to 1000, as in the x-axis, and all other inputs and connections were maintained at the basal 

value, as in Fig. 3.12A. It is worth noting the strong effect that the input change has on several connections which 

involve the ROIγ. Bottom panels: connectivity graphs obtained from the estimates using a threshold as low as 

0.015 (the threshold is depicted as a horizontal black line in the upper panels). 
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Figure 3.19. Upper panels: Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the temporal Granger causality, 

with reference to the network in Fig. 3.12A, when the input to pyramidal neurons in ROIθ was progressively 

varied from 0 to 800, as in the x-axis, and all other inputs and connections were maintained at the basal value, 

as in Fig. 3.12A. It is worth noting the strong effect that the input change has on the connections which involve 

the ROIθ. Bottom panels: connectivity graphs obtained from the estimates using a threshold as low as 0.015 (the 

threshold is depicted as a horizontal black line in the upper panels). 
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Figure 3.20. Upper panels: Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the temporal Granger causality 

with reference to the network in Fig. 3.12A, when the input to pyramidal neurons in ROIα was progressively 

varied from 0 to 800, as in the x-axis, and all other inputs and connections were maintained at the basal value, 

as in Fig. 3.12A. It is worth noting that all estimated connections from ROIα to the other regions increase 

significantly. Many other connections increase too with the appearance of spurious terms. Bottom panels: 

connectivity graphs obtained from the estimates using a threshold as low as 0.015 (the threshold is depicted as 

a horizontal black line in the upper panels). The emergence of spurious connections is evident from these graphs. 
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3.2.3.5 Analysis in the Frequency Domain 

In order to better understand connectivity in the different frequency bands, Figures 3.21–

3.23 illustrate a few examples taken from Figures 3.17–3.20, using the Granger estimation in 

the frequency domain. In these figures, each panel represents the connectivity between a 

couple of regions. 

Fig. 3.21 refers to the connectivity network and input values as in Fig. 3.12A. It is evident 

(Fig. 3.21 panel A) that the region ROIβ transmits a strong information in the β band to region 

ROIγ, while the information from ROIγ to ROIβ, located at approximately 35 Hz, is less relevant. 

A strong coupling is also evident between ROIθ and ROIγ in the respective bands (Fig. 3.21 

panel C), whereas the coupling between ROIθ and ROIβ is negligible (panel B; also see the 

different y-axes in the figures). Finally, panels D, E and F illustrate clearly how the α rhythm is 

transmitted from ROIα to the other regions, without receiving any relevant rhythm back. We 

observed the stronger transmission γ→θ, as already underlined above. Basically, Granger in 

the frequency domain produces similar results as Granger in the temporal domain but adds 

very useful information on rhythms transmission in different bands. 

Figure 3.21. Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the spectral Granger causality with reference 

to the network in Fig. 3.12A and plotted as a function of frequency (note the use of different y-axes to emphasize 

the different cases). The estimator reproduced the network connectivity quite well: the exchange of rhythms 
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between ROIβ and ROIγ (panel a) and between ROIγ and ROIθ (panel c) is evident; the coupling between ROIθ 

and ROIβ is negligible (panel b); and the α rhythm is clearly transmitted from ROIα to the other regions (panels 

d,e,f). 

 

Fig. 3.22 illustrates what is occurring when the input to ROIβ is reduced from 400 to 100 

(see also Fig. 3.17). In this condition, ROIβ does not transmit its β rhythm to ROIγ, while the 

transmission γ→β increases (panel A). Due to a smaller activation of the ROIγ, the rhythm 

transmitted from ROIγ to ROIθ is also reduced compared with the previous case, while θ→γ 

increases (panel C). Coupling between ROIθ and ROIβ is still negligible (panel B), but we 

observed an increased transmission of the α rhythm from ROIα to ROIβ (panel D) and also a 

small increase in the transmission from ROIα to ROIγ (panel E). Finally, the transmission from 

ROIα to ROIθ (panel F) is similar as in the previous figure. These results summarize well how 

an alteration in the input modifies the capacity of a region to transmit its rhythm to others 

and to receive rhythms from others. 

Figure 3.22. Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the spectral Granger causality, with reference 

to the network in Fig. 3.12A but with the input to ROIβ reduced from 400 down to 100. The values are plotted as 

a function of frequency (note the use of different y-axes to emphasize the different cases). From the comparison 

of these panels with those in Fig. 3.21 emerges that: the absence of α rhythm transmitted from ROIβ to ROIγ is 

evident (panel a); the coupling between ROIθ and ROIβ is negligible (panel b); the transmission γ→θ is 

significantly reduced, while that θ→γ is increased (panel c); the α rhythm transmission from ROIα to ROIβ (panel 
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D) and from ROIα to ROIγ is increased (panel E); while the α rhythm transmission from ROIα to ROIθ (panel F) is 

similar. 

 

Fig. 3.23 shows the effect of an increase in the input to ROIα from 200 to 400. The dramatic 

increase in the α rhythm propagated from ROIα to the other three ROIs is evident (panels D, 

E and F). In particular, this rhythm becomes almost sinusoidal, as evident by the sharp peak in 

the spectra. As a consequence, α rhythm becomes relevant everywhere in the net and is also 

transmitted between other regions. In particular, ROIβ and ROIγ now exhibit a significant 

transmission in the α band, while ROIγ almost completely loses its capacity to transit the γ 

oscillation to ROIβ (panel A). The ROIγ is also able to transmit an α rhythm to ROIθ, but the 

capacity to transmit its intrinsic γ rhythm is drastically reduced compared with Fig. 3.21 (panel 

C). Finally, and more importantly, a spurious connectivity appears in panel B, where the 

regions ROIβ and ROIθ, not physically connected according to the schema in Fig. 3.12A, 

apparently exchange information in both α and β bands. This agrees with the spurious 

connectivity illustrated in Fig. 3.20. Further exempla concerning the schema in Fig. 3.12B are 

illustrated in Supplementary Material part 2 (see Figures 3.16S and 3.17S).  

Figure 3.23. Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the spectral Granger causality, with reference 

to the network in Fig. 3.12A but with the input to ROIα increased from 200 to 400. The values are plotted as a 

function of frequency (note the use of different y-axes to emphasize the different cases). From the comparison 

of these panels with those in Fig. 3.21 emerges that: the α rhythm transmitted from ROIα to the other regions 

becomes almost sinusoidal (high and sharp spectra, panels d,e,f); the rhythm exchange between ROIβ and ROIγ 
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(panel a) and between ROIθ and ROIγ (panel c) is significantly altered, with the presence of components in the α 

range; finally, spurious connections appear between ROIβ and ROIθ (panel b), both in the β and α ranges. 

Comparing this figure with the corresponding bottom panel in Fig. 3.20, the spectral Granger causality provides 

similar information as the temporal Granger causality, but with emphasis on the frequency bands. 

 

3.2.4 Discussion 

Rhythmic oscillations in brain activity are known to play a relevant role in many cognitive 

tasks, including memory, attention, binding and segmentation of perceptual experience, 

motor actuation 228–231. Furthermore, several results suggest that different human cortical 

regions are characterized by a dominant oscillation, the so-called natural frequency, as 

demonstrated by single-pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation (s-TMS) 235,237 or by 

electrocorticogram 245. In particular, α oscillations (8–12 Hz) dominate over the parieto-

occipital cortex, and are also significantly related with attentional modulation 246–248; low β 

oscillations (13–20 Hz) are evident over the left superior parietal lobule (BA 7) 235 and the 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 237, while faster frequencies (21–50 Hz) occur over the left 

premotor cortex and anterior areas 235. Gamma oscillations are also frequently observed in 

the prefrontal cortex and in the hippocampus, which are associated with the θ rhythm; in 

particular, γ − θ coupling is related with working memory tasks and spatial memory tasks 
230,244. Moreover, several studies reveal that the local rhythm, evoked by TMS, spreads toward 

further connected regions 194,235. All these data suggest that propagation of rhythms among 

brain regions is a fundamental instrument to realize complex cognitive functions, leading 

some authors to postulate the existence of a “system of rhythms” subserving cognition 249. 

This “system of rhythms”, of course, needs a network of connections, which permits the 

transmission of oscillations from one region to another, the possible 

synchronization/desynchronization among neural activities, and the coordinate exchange of 

reciprocal information. Indeed, the study of brain connectivity is playing a major role in 

cognitive neuroscience today. A common method to evaluate these connections, from the 

perspective of brain rhythms, is to apply methods for estimation of functional connectivity to 

neuroelectrical signals (such as EEG or MEG measurements which encompass a sufficient 

temporal dynamics). Although the typical analysis of FC in humans occurs through noninvasive 

methods, there is also the possibility to perform invasive connectivity studies via ECoG—for 

instance, during a presurgical evaluation of epilepsy (see 227, for a review). In this case, the 

objective is to quantify the involvement of the different regions in the triggering of the seizure. 

Actually, our analysis can also be used to analyze relationships between mean field potentials 

derived from invasive measurements. 

Hence, in order to challenge methods for FC estimation, we need a biologically inspired 

model able to simulate these rhythms to analyze their reciprocal transmission and the effect 

of nonlinearity, which play dominant roles in brain dynamics. 

Unfortunately, most models used in past years for FC analysis are non-oscillating and often 

make use of linear equations. Models which make us of spiking neurons are too complex to 
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simulate dynamics of entire brain regions and are suitable for the analysis of neuron cultures 

in vitro 185. A few previous studies which investigated FC with neural mass models made use 

of equations with just two populations (excitatory and inhibitory) or just two interconnected 

regions. Hence, we think the present model represents an important advancement in the 

current literature. 

The aim of this work was to evaluate the relationship between rhythms transmission 

among ROIs, network connectivity, and methods for FC estimation, laying emphasis on the 

possibility to detect the strength of the reciprocal connections and, above all, the effect of 

nonlinear alterations in neural activity. To this end, we used data simulated with a neural mass 

model of interconnected populations as a ground-truth. As pointed out by Reid et al. 172, the 

use of abstract model simulations may offer several advantages compared with more 

sophisticated models—among others, better intuition of the results, reduced computational 

costs and the capacity to generalize over several physiological conditions. 

The signal characteristics exemplified in the frequency and temporal domains (Fig. 3.13 and 

Fig. 3.13S in Supplementary Material part 2) indicate that the present model, although 

extremely simplified, can grasp some important aspects of real neurobiological signals. 

Indeed, although the present simulations have been performed with constant inputs, constant 

characteristics of the noise and constant parameters (i.e., in a certain sense, with a stationary 

model), the spike density of pyramidal neurons and mean field potentials (i.e., quantity zp and 

vp in the Equations (3.3) and (3.4) of the Equations 3.1 - 3.18 of section 3) exhibit rapid short-

living fluctuations. As underlined in 241,242, not only frequency but also nonsinusoidal 

waveform shapes may play a relevant role in neurophysiological processes and behavior. 

However, in real signals, this intermittency in rhythmic activity is probably even more 

accentuated than in our model, due to the typical nonstationarity of all biological systems (i.e., 

the inputs and parameters are never constant as in our simulations). 

The validity of the model can be further assessed and its limits pointed out by looking at 

the spectral patterns of the different interconnected ROIs. 

(a) The spectrum in ROIα exhibits a clear peak at about 10 Hz, with smaller contributions in 

the β band. There are several neurophysiological regions that can exhibit a similar pattern. 

This rhythm may originate from the thalamus 250. Moreover, the spectrum in this α region is 

similar to mu rhythms, observed in the sensorimotor cortex (see 251 where a clear peak at 

about 10 Hz is associated with a smaller component in the β range). Similar spectra can also 

be seen in occipital regions in a relaxed state (e.g., see 252,253). 

(b) The spectrum in the ROIγ exhibits a very large peak, which is difficult to observe in real 

EEG signals in the scalp, or also in signals reconstructed on the cortex starting from scalp EEG 

data (for instance, using algorithms for source reconstruction). There are several possible 

explanations. First, the γ rhythm can be attenuated by low-pass filtering properties of the 

tissue; hence, its presence in the scalp is strongly reduced. However, an evident γ peak can be 

observed in local field potentials during invasive measurements when a population is 

stimulated (for example, see 254,255). We think that these rhythms are typical of specific brain 

regions (for instance, limbic regions such as the hippocampus, or sensory regions when excited 
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by external stimuli and involved in the binding information, or frontal regions involved in 

working memory). Hence, it is important that a portion of the model produces a clear γ to be 

transmitted to other regions. It is probable that, in a real brain network composed of multiple 

regions, the effect of this rhythm may be less evident than in our four-region model. However, 

its role is extremely important, and we need a ROI contributing to it. 

(c) The spectrum in the ROIβ is similar to that observable in motor or premotor regions 

during a motor task 238,256. 

(d) The spectrum in the region ROIθ exhibits approximately a 1/f trend with smaller peaks 

at high frequencies compared with lower frequencies. This is probably the region more 

representative of the behavior of many cerebral regions, usually observed with non-invasive 

EEG. 

Of course, even more realistic signals can be built starting from the present model—for 

instance, using a greater number of ROIs, a different combination of weights, or even real LFP 

signals as inputs to the regions. Moreover, in future works parameters may be fitted to real 

EEG signals to further improve model simulation of real cases. 

With such a biologically inspired model, we then tested several FC estimation techniques 

in the presence of rhythm transmission. 

A preliminary comparison among the different estimation methods showed that, at least 

for the particular problem under study (i.e., rhythm transmission), the Granger connectivity 

performs better than the other techniques. Hence, most of the analysis in this work was 

performed with this estimation method (in the temporal and frequency domains), while some 

results obtained with the other methods are shown in the Supplementary Material part 2. 

However, it is important to remark that most estimators require the setting of some 

parameters. We did not perform an exhaustive search of the best parameter combinations for 

each estimator, since this is well beyond the aim of the present work, and this aspect may be 

investigated in future studies. 

The poor performance obtained with some estimators, such as the phase synchronization 

index and the delayed correlation (see Fig. 3.14 and Figures 3.15S and 3.16S in Supplementary 

Material 2) deserves a comment; this in part contradicts the more encouraging results 

obtained by us and others in previous works 257. In particular, in a recent paper we showed 

that the delayed correlation is able to grasp the sign of a connection (either excitatory or 

bisynaptic inhibitory) quite carefully when two ROIs transmit the same rhythm with a feedback 

connection (see Supplementary Material of Section 3.1137). Conversely, as shown in 

Supplementary Material part 2, in the present study we observed that the sign of the delayed 

correlation is not always related with the nature (excitatory or inhibitory) of the synapses. 

Similarly, the phase synchronization metrics provide quite poor results in our simulations. We 

claim that these differences depend on the coupling among oscillations with different 

frequencies (in the θ, α, β, γ ranges, as actually occurs in the brain), whereas previous studies 

were especially focused on synchronization of a unique rhythm from one region to another. A 

different index, involving phase–amplitude coupling 258 may be more appropriate to study 

connectivity among different rhythms, and may be tested in future work. 
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However, the main objective of this work was not to compare the performance of different 

estimators, but rather to critically challenge the concept of FC. Our aim was to assess whether 

FC can detect not only network topology, but also possible changes in connectivity strength 

and, above all, how these estimates are affected by nonlinearity in neural dynamics. 

We can summarize some interesting indications for MEG/EEG analyses. Fig. 3.15 simulates 

cases of simultaneous changes in multiple pathways connecting the investigated ROIs, as may 

occur in several pathological and physiological conditions (for instance, after a stroke, or after 

training/conditioning paradigms such as multisensory stimulation training or fear 

conditioning). Our findings indicate that when several pathways change simultaneously, only 

large variations in a given connection can be detected (for instance, from a high to small value 

or vice versa; see Fig. 3.15) due to the high SD of the estimates, whereas care must be taken 

to interpret small connectivity changes, which can be the result of spurious effects. However, 

a greater reliability of the estimates can be obtained when the results are mediated over large 

populations of different subjects; in this case, as shown in Fig. 3.15, the average value across 

many trials can reflect the connectivity in that population quite well. Another interesting point 

emerges from Fig. 3.16, where only one connection is changed at a time. The results suggest 

that the FC estimate is quite accurate when only one pathway is changing, while the others 

maintain a constant level. This may occur in specific stimulation approaches, able to selectively 

affect only a given neural pathway; in particular, new approaches are emerging (such as 

cortical–cortical paired associative stimulation via TMS, 259) that can induce plastic changes of 

a spatial specific and also functionally specific neural pathway. FC estimates can be reliably 

applied to these approaches when combined with EEG acquisition (and source reconstruction) 

to derive quantification of the strength changes induced in the specific neural pathway and 

quantify the relationship between strengthening of the given pathway and behavior. 

A further consideration is the case when a connection has a higher value (as high as 30–40) 

in our random network. In this case, the estimates exhibit a very high variability (mostly 

evident in the transmission of the β rhythm, see Fig. 3.15, but also in other rhythms). Our 

interpretation is that, in this condition, the working point of the target population may be 

drastically altered by the strong incoming connectivity. In other terms, the target population 

might be silenced, in the case of strong inhibition, or largely excited, in the case of strong 

excitation, which may trigger nonlinear phenomena, resulting in a completely different 

capacity to receive or transmit rhythms. This might explain the enormous variability of the 

estimated connections. Of course, other multivariate aspects (such as the presence of a 

common source, mixed inputs, or the presence of multiple pathways) can also affect the 

estimation in the random net. A future paper can evaluate this phenomenon using 

multivariate algorithms too, such as the multivariate transfer entropy 182 or the partial 

directed coherence 116. 

The previous consideration moves our analysis towards the most important aspect of this 

study—i.e., the role of nonlinearity (specifically, the population working point) in connectivity 

estimation. 
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Although in this study a thorough analysis on the effect of input changes and nonlinearity 

has been performed using the Granger methods (both in the temporal and frequency 

domains, Figures 3.17–3.23, and Fig. 3.14S in Supplementary Material part 2), similar results 

have been obtained with all estimators, with only moderate differences (see Supplementary 

Material Figures 3.15S and 3.16S). All metrics agree in that they show that a change in the 

input to a region causes well evident and repeatable alterations in the “apparent” 

connectivity—i.e., the estimated functional connectivity. This can be ascribed to a dramatic 

alteration in the capacity to propagate or receive a rhythm, which occurs despite structural 

connectivity is unchanged. To investigate this phenomenon, we used quite a simple network 

inspired by biology, where the α rhythm (occipital/thalamic) inhibits the other regions, and 

the γ rhythm (fronto-temporal) strongly interacts with the β (motor) and θ (hippocampal) 

populations. However, similar results can be obtained using different nets too. We tested 

different excitation/inhibition nets (unpublished simulations) confirming this result (an 

example, concerning a simple chain of interconnected rhythms is shown in Supplementary 

Material part 2, Figures 3.16S and 3.17S). We also tested a network identical to that shown in 

Fig. 3.12A, but with excitatory connections only, obtaining similar results. 

Despite the presence of clear differences between one region and another, some major 

common points can be drawn: first, the capacity to generate and transmit a rhythm increases 

when the population of pyramidal neurons is working in the central linear region of the 

sigmoidal relationship, but this capacity decreases significantly when the population enters 

into the (upper or lower) saturation regions; second, in the latter condition a ROI becomes 

much more affected by the incoming rhythms (i.e., the rhythms arriving from other ROIs which 

send their synapses into). These aspects are especially evident with reference to the β rhythm 

due to the smaller amplitude of this oscillation, which makes it strongly dependent on the 

working point in the sigmoidal relationship but visible to all rhythms and all estimators. 

Particularly, results obtained on the α rhythm, by varying the input strength, deserve 

attention (Fig. 3.20). They suggest that the capacity to propagate α from one region to another 

dramatically changes if the ROIα is excited, and this is reflected in a stronger presence of the 

α in the other connected regions. We think that this result agrees with the literature and may 

shed light on some aspects of the brain α. Indeed, many data in the literature show that the 

α rhythm can exhibit dramatic changes from one mental state to another (this is especially 

evident in the occipital cortex, but frontal regions can also exhibit significant changes—for 

instance, during working memory tests). α is the only rhythm that can either increase or 

decrease compared with basal conditions 248. Furthermore, it is a marker of stress, fatigue, 

and can change dramatically with closed or open eyes. Finally, there is large consensus that α 

is linked to attention and top-down influences, and an increase in α denotes suppressed 

activity in regions unessential for the specific task (for references on these aspects, see 260–262 

as reviews, but also 263,264). Hence, the fact that α power can strongly change as a function of 

a top-down mechanism (maybe depending on the thalamus or higher frontal regions) agrees 

with present knowledge on the role of this rhythm; in this regard, the model may represent a 
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promising instrument for the mechanistic interpretation of this rhythm propagation in various 

states. 

Briefly, although the methods for FC estimation (and, in particular, those based on Granger 

causality) can be extremely useful to understand how a rhythm is received or transmitted from 

one ROI to another (see, for instance, the frequency plots in Figures 3.21–3.23), the values do 

not always reflect the true structural connectivity within the network, being strongly 

influenced by the particular working conditions in which the net is actually operating. In 

particular, the presence of a strong rhythm transmitted from a presynaptic region to a 

postsynaptic region can be due not only to a strong connectivity but can reflect the particular 

conditions of the receiving ROI, especially when the latter is scarcely excited by other external 

inputs and becomes more prone to the incoming influences. Similarly, the presence of a poor 

rhythmic transmission does not necessarily reflect the absence of a causal link but may signify 

that the source region is scarcely active at that moment, or that the source region reached an 

upper saturation, which significantly depresses its rhythmic variability. In other words, 

estimators reflect how much information is actually transmitted in a particular frequency 

domain, and in a particular operational mode, but this does not always correspond to 

structural connectivity. 

This argument has two main implications for connectivity experimental studies. First, 

caution must be taken when interpreting the comparison between connectivity networks 

obtained during different tasks (for instance, in resting conditions and during task execution), 

since a task may alter the working conditions of some regions. Conversely, most studies 

making use of FC estimation techniques directly compare the networks obtained during 

different tasks and try to interpret these differences merely in terms of a change in the 

underlying connectivity. Indeed, a frequent conclusion in the literature is that a task 

dramatically alters the structure of the connectome. In our opinion, this conclusion may be 

questionable if the connectivity network is believed as a real physical structure—i.e., if we are 

looking for physical synapses linking the regions. Moreover, it is worth noting that this 

misinterpretation (i.e., assuming any change in the transmitted information as a true change 

in physical connectivity) is frequently made by using methods for effective connectivity 

estimation (i.e., methods that consider an underlying model). This is particularly true when 

these methods make use of a linear model to infer causal parameters from data 199,222,223, since 

these models neglect nonlinearity. 

Of course, we do not exclude the possibility that some physical connections can change 

quite rapidly, as a function of the particular task (for instance, reflecting receptor binding by 

neurotransmitters), but we suspect that at least part of task-dependent connectivity changes 

reflects nonlinear phenomena, as illustrated in the present study, rather than a structural 

connectivity alteration. 
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3.2.5 Conclusions 

In conclusion, our study critically examines the concept of functional connectivity, using a 

biologically inspired model as ground-truth, which generates non sinusoidal oscillations in 

different frequency bands. An important aspect of the study is the emphasis on rhythm 

propagation and on its dependence on nonlinear phenomena typical of neural systems. 

As an innovative emerging concept, we wish to underline that results obtained through FC 

estimators, reflecting information exchange among ROIs, can provide evidence not only on 

the network connectivity, as usually carried out in the literature, but also on how a region may 

be activated or silenced during the given task as a function of other external influences. This 

may lead to a more complete and innovative analysis of brain functioning. Since different tasks 

determine different working conditions in neural populations, a more exhaustive analysis of 

brain functioning should move from a linear to a nonlinear perspective (although the latter is 

mathematically more complex), and from network connectivity metrics to metrics which 

incorporate connections, inputs and working conditions altogether. 

 

3.2.6 Supplementary Material part 1 

 
Table 3.3S - Parameters assumed fixed for the four populations 

 
Table 3.4S – Parameters values used for the four populations 

Parameter value meaning 

𝒆𝟎 2.5 Hz Saturation of the sigmoid 

𝒔𝟎 10 Hz Center of the sigmoid 

                   r 0.56 mV-1 Slope of the sigmoid 

                  T 10 ms Delay 

                Ge 5.17 mV Synaptic gain of excitatory 

                Gs 4.45 mV Synaptic gain of inhibitory slow 

                Gf 57.1 mV Synaptic gain of inhibitory fast 

Parameter 𝑹𝑶𝑰𝜽 𝑹𝑶𝑰𝜶 𝑹𝑶𝑰𝜷 𝑹𝑶𝑰𝜸 Meaning 

Cep 54 54 54 54 
Internal Connectivity 

Constant 

Cpe 54 54 54 54 “ 

Csp 54 54 54 54 “ 

Cps 67.5 450 67.5 67.5 “ 

Cfs 15 10 27 27 “ 

Cfp 27 35 54 108 “ 

Cpf 300 300 540 300 “ 
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3.2.7 Supplementary Material part 2 

 
 

Figure 3.12S – Power density spectrum of the noise, filtered by the dynamics of the glutamatergic synapses and 
multiplied by the constant Cpe (see also Eqs. (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6)). 
 

Cff 10 25 10 10 “ 

𝝎𝒆 75 s-1 66 s-1 68.5 s-1 125 s-1 
Reciprocal of time 

constant of 
excitatory 

𝝎𝒔 30 s-1 42 s-1 30 s-1 30 s-1 
Reciprocal of time 

constant of 
inhibitory slow 

𝝎𝒇 300 s-1 300 s-1 300 s-1 400 s-1 
Reciprocal of time 

constant of 
inhibitory fast 
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Figure 3.13S – Spectrograms of the potential for the pyramidal population in the four different ROIs simulated 
with the connectivity as in Fig. 3.12a. 

 
 

 
Figure 3.14S– Relationship between the connectivity estimated with the Temporal Granger estimator and the 

true connectivity, obtained using the data obtained from 100 randomly generated networks. The continuous 

lines were obtained using all inputs to the ROIs as high as 400 (the same as in the simulations in Fig. 3.14 and 

3.15 in the text). The dashed lines have been obtained by reducing the input to ROIα down to 200, while all other 

inputs are unchanged. Only the connections entering into (upper panels) or exiting from (bottom panels) the 

ROIα are shown, since the others are not significantly affected. It is worth noting that a decrease in the input to 

a ROI reduces the estimated values of the output connectivity, and increases the entering estimated connectivity.  
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Figure 3.15S - Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the eight different FC estimators, with 

reference to the network in Fig. 3.12A, when the input to pyramidal neurons in ROIβ is progressively varied from 

0 to 800, as in the x-axis, and all other inputs and connections are maintained at the basal value as in Fig. 3.12A. 

It is worth noting the strong effect that the input change has on the connections which affect the ROIβ. This 

result, although with some differences, is evident with all estimators.  
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Figure 3.16S - Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the eight different FC estimators, with 

reference to the network in Fig. 3.12B (i.e., a circular connections), when the input to pyramidal neurons in ROIθ 

is progressively varied from 0 to 800, as in the x-axis, and all other inputs and connections are maintained at the 

basal value as in Fig. 3.12B. It is worth noting the strong effect that the input change has on the connections 

which affect the ROIθ. This result, although with some differences, is evident with all estimators. 
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Figure 3.17S - Values of connectivity among the ROIs estimated with the Temporal Granger estimator, with 

reference to the network in Fig. 3.12B, when the input to pyramidal neurons in ROIα (panel A), ROIβ (panel B), 

ROIγ (panelC) and ROIθ (panel D) is progressively varied as in the x-axis, and all other inputs and connections are 

maintained at the basal value as in Fig. 3.12B. It is worth noting the strong influence that the input change has 

on the connections which enter into and exit from the affected ROI. 
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3.3 Assessment of Motor Network connectivity of stroke 

patient through NMMs 

 

The study reported in this chapter refers to the published journal paper entitled “A Novel 

Method to Assess Motor Cortex Connectivity and Event Related Desynchronization Based on 

Mass Models”, Mauro Ursino1*, Giulia Ricci1, Laura Astolfi2,3, Floriana Pichiorri3, Manuela 

Petti2,3 § and, Elisa Magosso1 §, Brain Sciences (2021).  

In this study, nonlinearities of NMMs were used to simulate the task-dependent 

connectivity network of a stroke patient during three different conditions: resting condition, 

movement of the affected and movement of the unaffected hand. Model parameters were 

fitted to the subject's source-reconstructed EEG data from primary motor areas (M1s), 

premotor cortices (PMCs) and supplementary motor areas (SMAs).  The innovative aspect of 

this study lies in the ability of the non-linear model to simulate three different conditions by 

varying the input to the cortical regions, using a single set of connectivity parameters. 

 

Background: Knowledge of motor cortex connectivity is of great value in cognitive 

neuroscience, in order to provide a better understanding of motor organization and its 

alterations in pathological conditions. Traditional methods provide connectivity estimates 

which may vary depending on the task. This work aims to propose a new method for motor 

connectivity assessment based on the hypothesis of a task-independent connectivity network, 

assuming nonlinear behavior. Method: The model considers six cortical regions of interest 

(ROIs) involved in hand movement. The dynamics of each region is simulated using a neural 

mass model, which reproduces the oscillatory activity through the interaction among four 

neural populations. Parameters of the model have been assigned to simulate both power 

spectral densities and coherences of a patient with left-hemisphere stroke during: resting 

condition, movement of the affected and movement of the unaffected hand. Results: The 

presented model can simulate the three conditions using a single set of connectivity 

parameters, assuming that only inputs to the ROIs change from one condition to the other. 

Discussion: The proposed procedure represents an innovative method to assess a brain circuit, 

which does not rely on a task-dependent connectivity network, and allows brain rhythms and 

desynchronization to be assessed on a quantitative basis.  

 

3.3.1  Introduction 

 

Any movement is the result of the interaction among several brain regions, which are 

mutually interconnected via excitatory and inhibitory links, and whose interplay governs 

motor preparation and execution. Understanding how these regions work together, and 
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establishing a reliable connectivity network is a matter of intense study in neuroscience today, 

to improve our comprehension of different aspects of motor behavior. Moreover, it is well 

known that this motor network is altered in pathological conditions, particularly after stroke, 

leading to abnormal interactions not only in the lesioned area but also in remote regions  265–

267. 

A wealth of studies in recent years attempted to quantify the motor network in both 

healthy subjects and patients, using model-based approaches: in these studies connectivity is 

estimated starting from an explicit model of causal inference, usually expressed in terms of 

state space differential equations 222,223,268–270. Most previous works use a bilinear state space 

model (see 268) which incorporates an intrinsic (i.e., task-independent) connectivity matrix,  a 

task-dependent connectivity matrix, explaining the changes in neuronal states during the 

respective task, and a matrix for the experimental inputs that drive regional activity. 

Besides works that investigated motor network in health and disease using causal models, 

other inferred connectivity by using data-driven approaches, such as correlation, coherence, 

Granger causality, Direct Transfer Function, Partial Directed Coherence (PDC), Mutual 

Information or Transfer Entropy (TE)” 271–274. In general, model-based and data-driven 

methods can be considered as complementary approaches due to their respective advantages 

and limitations, and the comparison between their results can provide a deeper 

understanding of brain functions16. 

A typical result of the studies mentioned above is that the estimated connectivity network 

changes as a function of the performed task. Generally, during unimanual movements, 

connectivity towards the contralateral primary motor cortex (M1) is increased, whereas 

connectivity towards the ipsilateral motor areas is reduced 268,275. Performing hand 

movements at higher frequency is associated with a linear increase in connectivity strength 
222. Differences are also evident by comparing motor execution vs. motor imagery for the same 

task: in these cases, modifications involve both some connectivity weights in the premotor 

cortices (PMCs) and supplementary motor areas (SMAs), and the inputs to these regions 223,225. 

Although such works significantly extended our knowledge of the motor network 

implicated in movement planning and execution, we call attention to two main limitations 

that deserve a critical analysis.  

First, as specified above, most studies accept the idea that connectivity may dramatically 

change between one task and another. This point is certainly acceptable if one refers to the 

amount of correlation or mutual information between two signals. Depending on the 

particular task, in fact, one area can transmit more or less information to another area, 

conditioned by the level of activities and non-linear phenomena involved. On the other hand, 

structural causal connectivity (defined as the existence of anatomical connections physically 

linking brain regions) cannot exhibit such large variations in a task-dependent fashion, and in 

a brief time scale. In recent studies 276, using a neural mass model to generate reliable signals 

in an interconnected network, we demonstrated that the estimated functional connectivity 

can vary dramatically, even in the presence of the same model network, depending on the 

presence of non-linear phenomena (such as saturation in neural activity). Our idea is that 
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linear models might overestimate the task-dependent component and underestimate the role 

of structural links, which remain stable across tasks.  

Second, it is well-known that motor execution and motor imagery are based on variations 

of the neural synchronization in specific  brain rhythms, especially in the alpha and beta ranges 
238,277. These rhythms show two main characteristic spatiotemporal patterns during motor 

processing: a reduction of power in the beta range (event-related desynchronization, ERD) 

during motor preparation and performance, which can be considered as a correlate of an 

activated cortical area 278,279; an increase in power (event-related synchronization, ERS) during 

motor suppression, characteristic of a deactivated cortical area or inhibited network 280. In 

particular, in patients with stroke, the study of ERD and ERS is important not only to 

characterize their response but also to define potential motor rehabilitation interventions via 

Brain Computer Interface technology 281. 

Clearly, the variations in the neural synchronization - which in turn result in the changes in 

power in the alpha and beta ranges - are caused by the underlying connectivity between 

neurons and regions, and determine the consequent motor execution. However, just a few 

studies focused on the relation between the mechanism underlying this system of rhythms 

and the motor networks. 

Aim of this study is to present a different approach to the problem of model-based 

connectivity which, although at a preliminary stage (i.e., a proof of concept), can have 

profound future implications. The distinctive idea here is to ascribe most of the connectivity 

differences observed between resting state and motor tasks to non-linearity in the neural 

signal processing, which cannot be grasped by traditional linear models. In other terms, we 

wish to test the hypothesis that coherence among neuroelectric signals in different tasks, as 

well as ERD and ERS, can be simulated using a single connectivity network (i.e. a task-

independent network) assuming that the interconnected Regions of Interest (ROIs) exhibit an 

oscillatory pattern and that these oscillations are non-linearly transmitted from one region to 

the other, generating neuronal behaviors supporting different tasks. 

Once this network has been estimated, our aim is to summarize brain rhythm power 

changes during different tasks and their causal relationships into a single theoretical 

framework, to help understanding the possible underlined neural mechanisms.  

To reach these objectives and provide a proof-of-concept of this approach for motor 

connectivity, we simulated a network consisting of six ROIs (M1, PMC and SMA in both 

hemispheres) connected via excitatory and/or inhibitory links. The neuro-electrical activity in 

each ROI is simulated using a Neural Mass Model (NMM) developed by the authors in past 

years 161, able to generate multiple rhythms in the alpha, beta and gamma bands. Parameters 

of the model are assigned to simulate the power spectral densities and coherences among the 

six ROIs, obtained from electroencephalographic (EEG) data in a patient with unilateral stroke, 

both in resting condition, and during movement of the affected and unaffected hand. A stroke 

patient has been chosen to point out whether the method, besides reproducing ERS, ERD and 

coherence, can also reveal differences in connectivity and in activation in the affected vs the 

unaffected hemisphere.  
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Finally, we compared our results with the motor networks captured by estimators based 

on data-driven approaches (temporal correlation, coherence, Partial Directed Coherence and 

Transfer Entropy), with the aim to critically discuss the link between task-related functional 

networks and the network derived from our method based on the NMM, possibly revealing 

similarities between complementary approaches as well as aspects grasped by the present 

method not emerging in the functional networks.  

 

3.3.2 Material and Methods 

3.3.2.1 Experimental data: acquisition, processing and connectivity estimates 

3.3.2.1.1 Experimental protocol and EEG data measurement 

Data subjected to the present analysis were obtained from a previous study 282. In brief, 

data were acquired from a stroke patient (male; 62 years; lenticular haemorragia; 1 month 

since event; left affected hemisphere) enrolled from the rehabilitation hospital ward at 

Fondazione Santa Lucia, IRCCS, in Rome, Italy. Upon enrolment, the patient was evaluated by 

means of the European Stroke Scale (ESS=75) 283 and the upper limb section of the Fugl-Meyer 

Assessment (FMA=40) 284. 

The patient was subjected to a screening session during which electroencephalographic 

(EEG) signals were recorded during the execution of motor tasks. In particular, the patient was 

asked to execute a simple movement (sustained grasping movement) with the affected and 

unaffected hand in separate runs. Each run consists of 30 trials, 15 rest and 15 motor trials in 

randomized order: the task timing was determined by a movement of the cursor on the 

computer screen, while during rest trials, the patient was only asked to watch the cursor 

trajectory. EEG was collected from 61 standard positions (according to the extended 10–20 

International System), band pass–filtered between 0.1 and 70 Hz, digitized at 200 Hz, and 

amplified by a commercial EEG system (BrainAmp, Brainproducts GmbH, Germany).  

The experimental protocol described above (see 282 for more details) was approved by the 

local ethics board of the Fondazione Santa Lucia (Prot.CE/AG4-PROG.244-105) and written 

informed consent was obtained from the patient. 

 

3.3.2.1.2 EEG preprocessing and source reconstruction 

In the present study, EEG data were downsampled at 100Hz (with anti-aliasing filter) and 

bandpass filtered (1–45Hz). Ocular artifacts were removed by Independent Component 

Analysis (ICA) and residual artifacts (muscular, environmental, etc.) were removed using a 

semiautomatic procedure, based on the definition of a voltage threshold (±80µV). The 

preprocessed EEG signals were then segmented, considering the last 4 seconds of each trial 

as the period of interest. This procedure was performed for all the runs: rest, motor task 

performed with the affected hand and motor task performed with the unaffected hand.  
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The estimation of the neuroelectrical activity in the brain source space was obtained by 

solving the linear inverse problem according to the methods described in previous works 285–

287. The procedure is based on the use of an average geometry head model based on Colin 

template (T1-weighted MRI volume, Montreal Neurological Institute)59, composed of around 

8000 equivalent current dipoles disposed normally to the cortical surface, and allows 

estimating over time the signed magnitude of the dipolar moment for each cortical dipole. 

Then, at each time point, the magnitude derived from the centroid of a particular ROI was 

used as waveform of the cortical activity in that ROI.  

In the present study we focused on 6 ROIs selected on the basis of their involvement in the 

tasks under investigation: SMA proper left hemisphere (SMAp L), SMA proper right 

hemisphere (SMAp R), M1 hand left hemisphere (M1h L), M1 hand right hemisphere (M1h R), 

dorsal premotor cortex left hemisphere (PMD L), dorsal premotor cortex right hemisphere 

(PMD R). 

 

3.3.2.1.3 Model-free network analysis 

In order to gain a preliminary insight into the network structure, we first estimated the 

connectivity among the 6 ROIs reconstructed in the patient, using four distinct estimators, i.e., 

the coherence, the temporal correlation, the Partial Directed Coherence and the Transfer 

Entropy. It is worth noting that the first two estimators estimate undirected links (i.e., the 

connectivity from node i to node j is equal to the connectivity from j to i) whereas the last two 

estimators are directional. Each estimator was applied separately to each experimental 

condition (rest, movement of the affected hand, movement of the unaffected hand).  

Both power spectral densities of individual signals, and the coherence between each couple 

of signals were evaluated using the Welch’s averaged periodogram method, using a Hamming 

window as long as 0.5 s, 50% overlapping, and zero-padding to have a line spectrum every 0.1 

Hz.  

Temporal correlation was evaluated by computing the Pearson's linear correlation 

coefficient between any couple of signals for each trial and then averaged across trials of the 

same experimental task.   

The Partial Directed Coherence 116 is a linear spectral quantifier which reveals the existence, 

the direction and the strength of a functional relationship between any given pair of signals in 

a multivariate data set. In the present work, we used generalized Partial Directed Coherence 

(gPDC) 288, that modifies PDC to be scale invariant. The optimal order of the multivariate 

models was estimated by means of Akaike Information Criterion 289.  

Transfer entropy (TE) is a model free implementation of Wiener’s principle of observation 

causality 133. In this work, TE was estimated using Trentool, a software package implemented 

as a Matlab toolbox under an open source licence 136.  In particular, we evaluated the so called 

“high-order” TE, i.e. by considering more than two time bins for the receiving time series and 

for the sending time series (the number of past bins used is called embedding dimension and 

is optimized by the software).   
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It is worth noting that all previous methods estimate a pattern of connectivity for each task, 

providing values that vary depending on the particular task (in this work, basal resting 

condition, movement of the affected hand and movement of the unaffected hand). Moreover, 

coherence and gPDC are spectral estimators, hence they provide one value for each 

frequency; in these two cases, to obtain a single value for each connection, we summarized 

the values in the beta range. The three task-dependent networks obtained with each method 

are shown in the Supplementary Material; in section Results (see section 3.3.3.1), a single 

network is reported for each method, obtained by averaging the three-task dependent 

networks, in order to summarize the main aspects of the motor network captured by the given 

method.  

As detailed below (see section 3.3.2.2.2, Fitting procedure), the coherence values were 

exploited in defining initial guesses for model parameters. The other networks mainly serve 

for comparison with the connectivity network estimated with the proposed method.  

 

3.3.2.2 The Neural Mass Model and model-based connectivity estimation 

Please note that the description and the complete set of equations (Eq. 3.1-3.19) of NMMs 

used is described at the beginning of section 3 and is represented by Figure 3.1 of Chapter 3. 

Our model-based connectivity was evaluated by fitting the outputs of a neural mass model 

of interconnected ROIs to the experimental data. In particular, we minimized a cost function 

of the difference between the normalized power spectra of experimental and simulated data, 

and of the difference between the coherences (see section below). The estimation procedure 

is designed to provide a unique set of connectivity for the three tasks.   

In this work we considered three ROIs in the affected (left L) and unaffected (right R) 

hemispheres, representing the same ROIs reconstructed from EEG, that is M1h L and M1h R, 

SMAp L and SMAp R, PMD L and PMD R. We hypothesized that these ROIs can be connected 

according to the basic scheme shown in Fig. 3.24 (the justification is provided below); the 

values of these connections were then subjected to the fitting procedure and some of them 

can go to zero at the end of the fitting.  
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Figure 3.24 – General structure of the connections used to fit the neural mass model to the experimental data. 

It is evident the presence of feedback connections between the SMAps and the PMDs, and the presence of 

feedforward connections towards the M1hs. Black lines denote excitatory pyramidal-pyramidal connections, 

whereas red lines denote inhibitory bi-synaptic connections (pyramidal-fast inhibitory-pyramidal).  

 

Numerical integration of the differential equations was performed with the Euler 

integration method, with a simulation step as low as 10-4 s. We tested the method’s accuracy 

by performing some simulations with a much smaller step (hence longer computation times), 

without observing significant changes in the results. Each simulation lasted 11 seconds starting 

from a null initial value of the state variables. The first second of the simulation was then 

excluded to eliminate the initial transient response. Afterwards, data were passed through a 

low-pass antialiasing filter, re-sampled at 100 Hz (sampling period 0.01 s) and stored for 

subsequent processing. In particular, the output signals of the model are the post-synaptic 

membrane potentials of the pyramidal population in each ROI (i.e. quantity νp in Eq. (3.4)), 

which is representative of local mean field potential. Finally, computation of power spectrum 

density and coherence was applied to these model signals. The computation time required to 

perform one single simulation (including spectra calculation) on a notebook (i7 last generation 

CPU) was in the range of about 80 seconds. 

 

3.3.2.2.1 Parameter estimation method 

Assumptions on parameters and network topology 

We assumed that the following parameters in the model can be assigned on the basis of a 

fitting procedure between simulated signals and real data: 

1) The 8 coefficients Cij between the populations (Eqs. 3.4, 3.8, 3.12 and 3.18): These can 

reflect the number of internal contacts among populations within a ROI. We assumed that 

they can be different in the left and right hemisphere, even for the same regions, as a 

consequence of hand lateralization and, above all, of the Stroke effect. Hence, we have 8x6 = 

48 parameters. 
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2) The reciprocal of time constants ωe, ωs, and ωf (Eqs. 3.2, 3.6, 3.10, 3.14 and 3.16). 

However, to reduce the number of parameters, we assumed that the same regions in the left 

and right hemisphere have the same time constants. Hence, we have additional 3x3 = 9 

parameters. 

3) The synapses connecting the different ROIs ( hk

jW  in Eq. 3.19), providing the model-based 

connectivity network, and the external inputs (𝑚𝑗
𝑘 in Eq. 3.19). In order to identify a possible 

schema of synaptic connections among the ROIs, we started our analysis looking at data on 

the motor cortex connectivity in the existing literature 266,268,290. Then, we assumed that:  

3a – The same regions in the two hemispheres (i.e. M1h L vs M1h R; SMAp L vs SMAp R and 

PMD L vs. PMD R) are connected via inhibitory synapses according to the so-called Theory of 

Inhibition 291. This theory assumes that inhibition occurs between the same function in the 

two hemispheres to prevent maladaptive cross talk and to allow a given function to become 

dominant 292–295 

3b – The connections between regions in the same hemisphere are excitatory. This 

assumption is strongly supported by previous studies of connectivity in the motor cortex 
268,269. 

3c - A more difficult problem concerns connections between one area in one hemisphere 

and a non-homologous area in the other hemisphere. While several studies suggest inhibition 
268,269 other suggest that these connections are excitatory, especially when directed toward 

the performing hand 222,290. We started from the basic schema depicted in Fig. 3.24, assuming 

that the connections from one SMAp and the contralateral M1h are inhibitory (this choice 

reproduces the pattern reported in 268), whereas the others are excitatory. With just one 

exception, discussed below, this schema also substantially agrees with the signs obtained from 

the temporal correlation analysis (See Section 3.3.3.1 and Supplementary Material). In order 

to test also an alternative hypothesis, the fitting procedure was repeated (alternative fitting 

procedure), assuming that the synapses from one SMAp and the contralateral M1h are 

excitatory rather than inhibitory (maintaining unaltered the rest of the schema). Results of the 

last procedure are reported in Supplementary Material.   

3d - In order to reduce the complexity of the fitting problem, we assumed that M1h L and 

M1h R receive feedforward synapses from the two SMAps and the two PMDs, but do not send 

feedback synapses back. This is certainly a strong simplification. As a partial justification, we 

can observe that the connectivity values estimated with a model-based approach in previous 

works268 exhibit weaker feedback connections from M1 to SMA and from M1 to PMC than the 

corresponding feedforward connections.  However, the fundamental reason to adopt this 

simplification is to drastically reduce the complexity of the fitting procedure. In fact, thanks to 

this assumption, we can first assign parameters to the four regions PMD L, PMD R, SMAp L 

and SMAp R, connected via reciprocal feedback links, and subsequently to assign parameters 

for the two M1h regions and the feedforward synapses targeting them. In other terms, the 

problem is split into two sub-problems, resolved in two separated steps of the fitting 

procedure (Step 1 and Step 2, see below). This simplification can be removed in future works.  
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3e - Finally, we assume that the two SMAps and the two PMDs receive an external input 

(Gaussian noise with a given mean value and assigned variance), impacting on the population 

of pyramidal neurons. These terms represent all other external sources not included in the 

model.  All input mean values are set to zero in resting conditions, but these values can 

increase to a positive value during a task execution (left hand or right hand movement) when 

the regions are further excited, and may contribute to move the working point of the ROIs 

along their sigmoidal characteristic outside the central linear region. These 8 values (4 mean 

values during movement of the affected hand and 4 mean values during movement of the 

unaffected hand) are additional parameters in the fitting procedure. It is worth noticing that 

the mean inputs to SMAps and PMDs are the only model parameters that assume different 

values across the three tasks. 

All previous hypotheses will be critically discussed in the last section.  

In conclusion the total number of estimated parameters for step 1 and step 2 of the fitting 

procedure are: 

Step 1 (PMD L, PMD R, SMAp L, SMAp R):  32 internal constants Cij, 6 time constants ωij, 4 

inhibitory synapses Wf, 8 excitatory synapses Wp, and the 8 input values 𝑚𝑝.  Total: 58 

parameters. 

Step 2 (M1h L and M1h R): 16 internal constants Cij, 3 time constants ωij, 4 inhibitory 

synapses Wf, 6 feedforward excitatory synapses Wp. Total: 29 parameters (in the alternative 

fitting procedure (See Supplementary Material), 2 inhibitory synapses Wf and 8 excitatory 

synapses, Wp, still 29 parameters). 

 

Fitting procedure 

In the following we will use the symbols ( )k

ROI

bspe fjP 2, , ( )k

ROI

aspe fjP 2, , ( )k

ROI

uspe fjP 2,  to denote 

the power spectral densities of the experimental data (subscript spe) for a given ROI. The other 

subscript refers to the basal condition (subscript b), movement of the affected hand (subscript 

a) and movement of the unaffected hand (suscript u), respectively. fk is the k-th frequency of 

the spectrum, computed with the Welch periodogram method. Similarly, we will denote with 

symbols ( ) ,2mod, k

ROI

b fjP , ( ) ,2mod, k

ROI

a fjP , ( ) ,2mod, k

ROI

u fjP  the spectral densities of the 

simulated data with reference to the same ROI and at the same frequencies, where   are the 

model estimated parameters (i.e. these are the power spectral densities of the post-synaptic 

potential νp (Eq. 3.4) of the given ROI in the model). It is worth noting that, in order to allow a 

direct comparison between experimental and simulated spectra, and to account for ERD, all 

spectra have been normalized with respect to the maximum of the spectrum in basal condition 

in the same ROI. By way of example, by denoting with ( )k

ROI

a fjP 2
~

mod,
 the model spectral density 

in a ROI during a movement of the affected hand, without normalization, we have: 

( )
( )

( ) k

ROI

b

k

ROI

a

k

ROI

a
fjP

fjP
fjP






2
~

max

2
~

2
mod,

mod,

mod, = . A similar normalization has been performed for all power 

spectral densities, both simulated and experimental. Of course, after these normalizations, all 

spectra in basal conditions have a maximum as large as 1. ERD is evident during hand 
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movement, both of the affected and unaffected hand, by a normalized spectrum having a 

maximum smaller than 1.  

As said above, the fitting procedure has been divided in various steps: 

1) Step 0 (preliminary step). First, we estimated a preliminary value to the eight internal 

parameters Cij in each ROI, and to the reciprocal time constants, ωj, in order to simulate the 

power spectral density in basal resting condition in the range 10-30 Hz. All power densities 

(experimental and simulated) were previously normalized to their maximum. Fitting was 

achieved by minimizing the following least square cost function  

 

 
𝐹0(𝜃) = ∑ (𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑, 𝑏

𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘 , 𝜃) − 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑒,𝑏
𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘))

𝑘

2

 (3.32) 

 

where the sum is extended to all spectral frequencies in the range 10-30 Hz (frequency step 

Δf = 0.1 Hz), and   is the vector of internal parameters in the given ROI.  

In this preliminary step, each ROI is considered separately from the other, i.e., without any 

connectivity. The only constraint is that we assumed identical ωj for the homologous ROIs. The 

estimated parameters are considered as an initial guess for the subsequent steps. 

2) Step 1. Subsequently, we estimated all parameters of the two SMAps and of the two 

PMDs, including their connectivity weights, according to the diagram in Fig. 3.24. The initial 

guesses of parameters Cij in the four ROIs and of the reciprocal time constants, ωj, were those 

obtained in step 0. The initial guesses for the connectivity weights among these four ROIs are 

described at the end of this section (see below). In this step, we minimized a more complex 

cost function than in Step 0, to reproduce both the changes in power spectral densities 

between the three tasks (basal condition, affected hand movement, and unaffected hand 

movement), and the coherence among the ROIs in basal condition, within the band 10-30 Hz. 

By denoting with  ( )k

ROIROI

bspe fjC 22,1

,  and ( ) ,22,1

mod, k

ROIROI

b fjC  the coherences between the 

signals in ROI1 and ROI2 (with ROI1 ≠ ROI2) computed in basal conditions from the 

experimental data and from model simulations, respectively, we have 

 

 
𝐹1(𝜃) = ∑  ∑ ∑ (𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑, 𝑡𝑟

𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘 , 𝜃) − 𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑒,𝑡𝑟
𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘))

𝑘

2

+

𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑡𝑟=𝑏,𝑎,𝑢

 
 

 
+ ∑ ∑ (𝐶𝑚𝑜𝑑, 𝑏

𝑅𝑂𝐼1 𝑅𝑂𝐼2(𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘, 𝜃) − 𝐶𝑠𝑝𝑒,𝑏
𝑅𝑂𝐼1𝑅𝑂𝐼2(𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘))

𝑘

2

𝑅𝑂𝐼1  𝑅𝑂𝐼2
𝑅𝑂𝐼1≠𝑅𝑂𝐼2

 (3.33) 

 +100 ∑  ∑[𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑃𝑚𝑜𝑑, 𝑡𝑟
𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘 , 𝜃)} − 𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑃𝑠𝑝𝑒,𝑡𝑟

𝑅𝑂𝐼 (𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑘)}]

𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑡𝑟=𝑎,𝑢

  

 

 

The first term in the right hand member represents the square difference of all normalized 

spectra, computed in the four ROIs and in all trials (basal, affected and unaffected); the second 

term is the square differences of model vs experimental coherences, extended to all couples 
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of the four ROIs, computed only in basal conditions; the third term is the differences between 

the maxima of the spectra, computed in all ROIs, both in the affected and unaffected trials 

(indeed, since maxima are equal to 1 in basal conditions, this term is zero in the basal case and 

is not included in the sum). The multiplicative factor, 100, has been introduced so that the last 

term in Eq. (3.33) has approximately the same weight in the cost function as the first two 

terms.  

3) Step 2. In this step, we estimated all parameters of the two M1hs, including the 

feedforward connectivity weights from the SMAps and from the PMDs to the primary motor 

areas (see Fig. 3.24 again). In this case too, initial guesses of parameters Cij in these two ROIs 

and of the reciprocal time constants, ωij, were those obtained in Step 0, while the initial 

guesses for the connectivity weights followed a procedure similar as in Step 1 (see below). The 

inputs to the feedforward synapses were the spike densities of the previous regions, 

computed with the optimal parameters estimated in Step 1. The cost function was similar to 

that used in Step 1 (with the summations on the ROIs extended only to the two M1hs), 

reflecting both the changes in power spectral densities between the three tasks (basal 

condition, affected hand movement, and unaffected hand movement), the coherence among 

the ROIs in basal condition within the band 10-30 Hz, and the maximum of the normalized 

spectra in the affected and unaffected conditions. 

In particular, it is worth noting that in Step 2 the cost function uses only coherence between 

M1h L and M1h R. The coherences between the M1hs and the SMAps and between the M1hs 

and the PMDs were never considered in the fitting procedure (either in basal condition or in 

affected/unaffected hand movement), for the sake of computational simplicity. Hence, all 

these coherences are posterior predictions. Furthermore, also coherences between all other 

ROIs in the two motor tasks (with the affected and unaffected hand) are posterior predictions, 

since only the coherences in basal condition were used in the cost function. 

 An initial guess for the connection weights among the four ROIs (PMD L and R, SMA L 

and R) in Step 1 was given on the basis of the coherence values in the beta band. However, 

since the fitting procedure generally stops at a local minimum, several different initial guesses 

were produced by adding noise to the parameters (± 50% of its value), so as to obtain several 

local minima.  Then we chose the best local minimum, and started the procedure again, by 

adding noise to the parameters so obtained. The procedure was stopped when we arrived at 

a final simulation that reproduces the spectra and coherence quite well. This was a qualitative 

choice, based on a visual inspection of the results. 

A similar procedure was adopted in Step 2, for what concerns the estimation of the 

weights entering into the M1h L and M1h R.   

All computations were performed using the scientific software environment Matlab 

(version R2018b Mathworks ©).  Minimization was achieved using a direct pattern search 

algorithm (Matlab command “patternsearch” in the global optimization toolbox), which finds 

a local solution of the optimization problem without using any information about the gradient 

of the objective function  
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3.3.3 Results 

3.3.3.1 Model-free connectivity estimation 

Fig. 3.25 shows the motor networks obtained with the coherence (upper left), the gPDC 

(upper right), the TE (bottom left) and the correlation coefficient (bottom right), where the 

thickness and style of lines reflects the connectivity strength. Specifically, each connection was 

obtained by averaging the values estimated on the three tasks (the three single networks are 

displayed in the Supplementary Material II), and we show only connections characterized (on 

average) by values higher than a given threshold (see legend for more details). Results show 

how connections within the hemisphere are strong between the SMAps and the homolateral 

PMDs and between the SMAps and the homolateral M1hs (especially in the affected side left), 

but weak between the PMDs and M1hs. Lateral interhemispheric connections are strong 

between SMAP L and SMAP R, and between PMD L and PMD R, but are negligible between 

the two M1hs.  Finally, we can observe the presence of interhemispheric connections between 

the SMAps and the contralateral M1h with all estimators. Moreover, the gPDC also underlines 

the presence of connections directed from the SMAps towards the contralateral PMDs (which 

were not evident with coherence). Compared with the others, TE exhibits a greater number 

of reentrant connections, which were not evident in the previous estimator: in particular, we 

can observe connections from the M1h L back to both SMAps. As explained above, we 

neglected these connections originating from the M1hs when performing the connectivity 

estimation with the NMM. For what concerns the Pearson correlation coefficient, a 

fundamental difference compared with other estimators is that its value can be positive or 

negative, hence, this information can provide a discrimination about the presence of 

excitatory or inhibitory bi-synaptic connections (see also 276). A problem, however, is that two 

signals can have either positive or negative correlation depending on the orientation used 

during source reconstruction. In other terms, all reconstructed signals have an arbitrary sign. 

To overcome this problem, we introduced two assumptions in the computation of the 

correlation coefficients, which allow the choice of the signs, but have no effect on the absolute 

value: i) Two homologous areas in different hemispheres inhibit reciprocally, according to the 

Brain Inhibition Hypothesis (hence, they should have a negative correlation). ii) Regions in the 

same hemisphere are connected via excitatory connections (see 268, hence they should have 

positive correlation). Starting from these assumptions, and by fixing arbitrarily the sign of one 

signal (for instance PMD R), we were able to provide a sign for all signals in all ROIs. In 

particular, we fixed the sign to SMAp R and M1 R to have positive correlation with PMD R, and 

the sign to all regions in the left hemisphere to have negative correlation with the homologous 

regions in the other hemisphere. All other correlation coefficients were not fixed a priori, and 

were obtained a posteriori: this provides a new information on the connection type (excitatory 

or inhibitory) which could not be obtained using TE, coherence or gPDC estimators (Fig. 3.25 

right bottom panel).  
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Figure 3.25 – Functional connectivity networks obtained using model-free connectivity estimation methods. All 

the displayed networks are obtained by averaging the estimates over the three tasks. Coherence (upper left 

panel) is a symmetrical quantity (i.e., it is the same in both directions), therefore all connections are bidirectional: 

only connections with maximum coherence value (averaged over the tasks) above 0.3 within the beta band are 

shown. Thick lines denote a maximum coherence greater than 0.5, medium lines a maximum coherence in the 

range 0.4 – 0.5, and thin lines a maximum coherence in the range 0.3 – 0.4. - gPDC (upper right panel) is a 

directional quantity: only connections with a gPDC value higher than 0.01 (averaged over the three trials) within 

the beta band are shown. Line thickness is proportional to the mean gPDC level (thin lines: gPDC < 0. 1; medium 

lines: 0.1 < gPDC < 0.3; thick lines: gPDC > 0.3).  TE (bottom left panel) is also a directional quantity: only 

connections with TE value (on average) higher than 20% of the maximum TE (maxTE = 0.023) are shown. Line 

thickness is proportional to the mean TE level (thin lines: TE between 20% and 30% of MaxTE; medium lines: TE 

between 30% and 50% of MaxTE; thick lines: TE greater than 50% of maxTE). Pearson's linear correlation (bottom 

right panel) is a symmetrical quantity, therefore all connections are bidirectional: only connections with 

correlation coefficient absolute value above 0.3 are shown. Here, colors specify whether the bidirectional 

connection is excitatory (blue, positive correlation coefficient) or inhibitory (red, negative correlation coefficient). 

It is worth noting that the sign of the correlation never changed from one task to another. Thick lines denote a 

Pearson correlation coefficient greater than 0.5, medium lines a correlation coefficient in the range 0.4 – 0.5, 

and thin lines a correlation coefficient in the range 0.3 – 0.4. 
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3.3.3.2 Parameter estimation with the NMM model. 

It is worth noting that the signs of all connections in the right bottom panel of Fig. 3.25 

agree with the previous hypotheses (see “Assumptions on parameters and network topology” 

in Section 3.3.2.2.2), with the only exception of the connection SMAp L – PMD L which turns 

out weakly negative. However, we decided to maintain the assumption of positive connection 

within a hemisphere, which seems more physiological, hence we used an excitatory synapse 

for this connection during the fitting procedure. Furthermore, the results show that the 

correlations between each SMAp and the contralateral M1h are negative, suggesting the 

presence of an inhibitory link (see also Fig. 3.26 in 268).   

Starting from the general network structure delineated in Fig. 3.24, we estimated all 

parameters in order to reproduce the normalized spectral densities and coherences in the 

beta range (see “Fitting procedure” in Section 3.3.2.2.2). Parameters not subject to fitting can 

be found in Table 3.3. These values are the same as in previous works 161,194 and identical for 

all ROIs.  

 

Table 3.3 - Parameters assumed fixed for all tasks  

Parameter value meaning 

e0 2.5 Hz Saturation of the sigmoid 

r 0.56 mV-1 
Parameter related with 

the central slope of the 
sigmoid 

T 16.6 ms delay 

Ge 5.17 mV Synaptic gain excitatory 

Gs 4.45 mV 
Synaptic gain inhibitory 

slow 

Gf 57.1 mV 
Synaptic gain inhibitory 

fast 

 

 

Results of Step 1 of the fitting procedure (concerning ROIs SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L, PMD 

R) are reported in Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, listing the estimated internal parameters of each 

ROI, and of the estimated inputs, respectively, while the estimated connectivity parameters 

between these ROIs are given in the network diagram of Fig. 3.26, upper panel. It is worth 

noting that a single parameter set (Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.26) is used for the three tasks, i.e., the 

three tasks differ only for the mean input reaching these ROIs (Table 3.5). Interestingly, the 

connectivity network resembles the networks estimated with the data-driven methods. Fig. 

3.27 shows the normalized power spectral densities in the four ROIs (SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD 

L, PMD R). The left picture in each panel represents model simulations, while the right picture 

shows the experimental spectra. The model can simulate the ERD observed in each ROI during 

the two tasks quite well. Second, ERDs are quite different in the two PMDs and in the SMAps.  

A strong desynchronization is evident in both PMDs during the movement of the unaffected 

hand, especially in the right hemisphere (the one not affected by the stroke). Conversely, 

desynchronization is less evident during movement of the affected hand, probably as a 
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consequence of stroke. ERD is less evident in the two SMAps, and is just a little stronger during 

movement of the affected hand.  

 

Table 3.4 - Internal parameters estimated on ROIs: SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L and PMD R.  It is worth 

noting that  are the same for the two SMAps and for the two PMDs. 

  

Parameter SMAp L SMAp R PMD L PMD R Meaning 

e 76.14 s-1 76.14 s-1 62.97 s-1 62.97 s-1 
Reciprocal of a 
time constant 

s 33.95 s-1 33.95 s-1 24.07 s-1 24.07 s-1 “ 

f 336.8 s-1 336.8 s-1 734.9 s-1 734.9 s-1 “ 

Cep    34.90     5.55    47.41    26.26 
Internal 

connectivity 
constant 

Cpe 12.02 5.46 29.04 50.73 “ 

Csp 13.94 53.58 78.70 227.61 “ 

Cps 6.92 53.98 68.80 123.99 “ 

Cfs 10.38 5.25 18.52 4.62 “ 

Cfp 45.02 40.91 80.80 55.06 “ 

Cpf 39.06 28.36 34.24 72.65 “ 

Cff 22.83 5.67 5.44 4.74 “ 

 

Table 3.5 - Mean value of the external excitatory inputs estimated on ROIs: SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L 

and PMD R during the three tasks (values at rest were set to zero). 

 

Parameter 

 
    Rest 

Movement affected 
hand 

Movement unaffected 
hand 

Meaning 

 0 24.66 0 
Input mean 
value to a 

ROI 

 0 190.29 111.87 “ 

 0 277.28 0 “ 

 0 21.09 482.99 “ 

 

Table 3.6 - Internal parameters estimated on ROIs: M1h L, M1h R, during the first fitting procedure, 

i.e. assuming that the connections between each SMAp and the contralateral M1h are inhibitory in 

type. It is worth noting that ω are the same for the two ROIs. 

 

Parameter M1h L M1h R Meaning 

e    60.78 s-1    60.78 s-1 
Reciprocal of a time 

constant 

s    68.24 s-1    68.24 s-1 “ 

f   689.50 s-1   689.50 s-1 “ 

Cep 176 64 
Internal connectivity 

constant 

h

jm

LSMAP

pm   

RSMAP

pm   

LPMD

pm   

RPMD

pm   
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Cpe 63 56 “ 

Csp 172 329 “ 

Cps 114 116 “ 

Cfs 20 20 “ 

Cfp 44 204 “ 

Cpf 68 60 “ 

Cff 36 20 “ 

 

 
Figure 3.26 – Connectivity strengths obtained by fitting the Neural Mass Model to the normalized power spectra 

and coherence of the experimental data (see Section 3.3.2.2.2). Since the fitting procedure has been divided in 

two main steps (Step 1 and Step 2), results of Step 1 (concerning the SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L, PMD R) are 

reported in the upper panel, while results of Step 2 (concerning the connection strengths entering into the M1h 

L and M1h R) are reported in the second panel, although a single network should be considered in the reality. 

Black lines denote excitatory pyramidal-pyramidal connections, whereas red lines denote inhibitory bi-synaptic 

connections (pyramidal - fast inhibitory - pyramidal).  Continuous lines are used to denote the higher synapses, 

dashed lines intermediate synapses, and dotted lines the smaller synapses. All remaining synapses are set at 

zero. The other parameters of the fitting procedure (internal constants within each ROI and inputs to the SMAps 

and PMDs) can be found in Tables 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.  
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Figure 3.27 – Normalized power spectral densities in the SMAp L (upper left panel), SMAp R (upper right panel), 

PMD L (bottom left panel) and PMD R (bottom right panel) obtained in basal condition (green lines) and during 

movement of the affected (red line) and unaffected (blue lines) hands. In each panel, the left part represents 

model simulation results with optimal parameter values, and the right part the spectra computed from the 

experimental data. The model can simulate the power spectral density, and ERD quite well in all conditions.  

 

Fig. 3.28 shows a comparison between the coherences among the previous four ROIs 

predicted by the model, and the experimental ones. As it is clear, the model simulates the 

coherence quite well in the beta range whereas model coherence falls to zero for frequencies 

above 30 Hz (gamma range) where a strong coherence can still be observed in the 

experimental data. This difference will be discussed in the last section.  
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Figure 3.28 – Coherences among the SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L and PMD R obtained in basal conditions (green 

lines) and during movement of the affected (red lines) and unaffected (blue lines) hands. The continuous lines 

represent model simulation results with optimal parameter values, and the dashed lines the values computed 

from the experimental data. The model can simulate coherences in the range 14-25 Hz rather well in all 

conditions, but does not incorporate coherence in the gamma range (> 30 Hz). It is worth noting that only the 

coherences in basal conditions were used in the cost function of the fitting procedure. The others are posterior 

predictions. 

 

Tab. 3.6 and the lower panel of Fig. 3.26 show the estimated internal parameters of M1h L 

and M1hR, and the strength of the feedforward connections entering the two ROIs (Step 2 of 

the fitting procedure), while Fig. 3.29 shows the normalized power spectral densities in the 

M1h L and M1h R. The model simulates the experimental behavior quite well. We can observe 

a significant difference in ERD in the affected hemisphere (M1h L) and in the unaffected one 

(M1h R). M1h L shows a much stronger desynchronization during movement of the affected 

hand; conversely, the unaffected region, M1h R, shows a comparable ERD during both 

movements, although with a moderate prevalence during movement of the unaffected hand. 

This result (discussed below) may suggest that the unaffected region (M1h R) participates 

more actively to both movements, compared with the M1h L.  
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Figure 3.29 - Normalized power spectral densities in the M1h L (left panel) and in the M1h R (right panel), 

obtained in basal condition (green lines) and during movement of the affected (red lines) and unaffected (blue 

lines) hands. In each panel, the left figure represents model simulation results with optimal parameter values, 

and the right figure the spectra computed from the experimental data. The model can simulate the power 

spectral density, and ERD quite well in all conditions.  

 

Finally, the coherences between the M1h L and the other regions are shown in Fig. 3.30, 

while the coherences between the M1h R and the other regions in Fig. 3.31. The model can 

simulate the coherence levels pretty well in the beta range, despite the fact that the 

coherences between PMCs and M1hs and between SMAps and M1hs were not used at all in 

the computation of the cost function in Step 2. 

 

Figure 3.30 - Coherences among the M1h L and all other ROIs obtained in basal conditions (green lines) and 

during movement of the affected (red lines) and unaffected (blue lines) hands. The continuous lines represent 

model simulation results with optimal parameter values, and the dashed lines the values computed from the 

experimental data. It is worth noting that only the coherence M1h L - M1hR in basal conditions was used in the 

cost function of the fitting procedure. All the others are posterior predictions.  
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An interesting aspect of the simulation concerns the values of the inputs to the four regions 

SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L and PMD R obtained through the fitting procedure (Table 3.5). These 

values were set to zero in basal conditions, i.e., all ROIs are working in the central linear region. 

It is worth noting that, during movement of the affected hand, all regions receive a significant 

input: this is particularly high to the SMAp R (i.e., in the unaffected side) and in the PMD L (in 

the affected side). Our interpretation is that both sides participate actively to the task. 

Conversely, during movement of the unaffected hand, only the regions in the unaffected side 

(SMAp R and PMD R) receive a strong activation.  

Finally, as described in the Method section, we repeated the Step 2 of the fitting procedure 

to test an alternative hypothesis, i.e. assuming that the feedforward connections from each 

SMAp to the contralateral M1h are excitatory in type (i.e., pyramidal-pyramidal instead of 

pyramidal-fast inhibitory-pyramidal). The results, reported in the Supplementary Material, 

show that the model can simulate the ERD in the M1h regions and coherence rather well also 

assuming excitatory synapses from the contralateral SMAps. However, fitting is worse than in 

Fig. 3.29. 

 

Figure 3.31 - Coherences among the M1h R and all other ROIs obtained in basal conditions (green lines) and 

during movement of the affected (red lines) and unaffected (blue lines) hands. The continuous lines represent 

model simulation results with optimal parameter values, and the dashed lines the values computed from the 

experimental data. It is worth noting that these coherences were not used in the cost function of the fitting 

procedure, hence are posterior predictions. 

 

3.3.4 Discussion 

In this work we present an innovative method to build a connectivity model of the brain 

motor circuits, using oscillatory networks (i.e., neural mass models). The aim was to 

investigate the problem of rhythms propagation and power spectral density changes (mainly 

ERD) within the framework of model-based connectivity. The main new aspect of this study 

compared with former studies is that differences among tasks are not ascribed to context-

dependent changes in connectivity, but rather to the effect of non-linearity. This represents a 

most parsimonious approach to the problem. 
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The approach is applied to the study of the power spectral densities and coherence in the 

beta band in a single subject after stroke, both in resting conditions and during movement of 

the affected and unaffected hands. Results show that a single set of parameters can mimic all 

these conditions quite well, and that the values of connectivity obtained are in qualitative 

agreement with those obtained in former studies.  The present study is a proof of concept, 

applied to a single patient. Indeed, since the connectivity network after stroke may differ 

significantly among individuals, as a consequence of the locus of the lesion and of time after 

stroke, each method for connectivity estimation must be applied to single cases. We do not 

aspire to present a statistic among several subjects here (i.e. a group analysis), but to show 

how a single fitting procedure actually works. 

Results of our study agree quite well with some results appeared in the literature, in which 

the motor network was assessed in relation to neuroimaging data. First, our main network 

structure (Fig. 3.26) shares its basic aspects with that obtained by Grefkes et al. 268 on normal 

individuals. These authors suggest that the most prominent positive influence on intrinsic M1 

activity is exerted by the ipsilateral SMA, whereas the intrinsic coupling between PMC and 

ipsilateral M1 is less pronounced. Moreover, the majority of transcallosal pathways exerts a 

negative influence on the activity of motor areas in the contralateral hemisphere. Additionally, 

the interhemispheric interaction between the M1 areas has been studied in humans by means 

of TMS too 296. These experiments suggest that both M1 exhibit a mutual inhibitory influence 

on each other 297,298. The presence of transcallosal inhibition agrees with the theory of 

interhemispheric inhibition 299. In this theory, the capacity of one ROI in a hemisphere to 

accomplish a specialized task results from effective suppression of the congruent activity in 

the other hemisphere. This kind of interhemispheric interaction has been observed not only 

in motor tasks (as in the present study) but also in language and non-spatial visual processing 

tasks 300. 

While the motor network in healthy individuals appears quite symmetrical, a significant 

asymmetry can be observed in patients after stroke (both in the acute and chronic stages), 

since neural coupling among areas can be dramatically altered. In particular, a typical finding 

in stroke connectivity studies 265,290,301,302 is a decreased connectivity in the perilesional area, 

i.e., a reduction of positive influences from ipsilesional SMA and PMC onto ipsilesional M1, 

which is observed shortly after the insult and slowly resolves with time. Previous studies 

showed a correlation between inter-hemispheric coupling in the beta and gamma bands and 

corticospinal tract integrity 303 as well as between ipsilesional connectivity after a BCI-assisted 

intervention and the consequent functional recovery in the same bands 282.This finding agrees 

with the network connectivity shown in Fig. 3.26.  Furthermore, in several cases the intrinsic 

connections Cij are higher in the R hemisphere compared with the L one (Tables 3.4, 3.6 and 

3.7).  

Moreover, a number of functional neuroimaging studies have shown that, in stroke 

patients, movements of the affected hand evoke higher and more extended neural activity in 

cortical brain regions 266,270,304–307. In particular, unilateral movements of the affected limb are 

associated with a more bilateral activation pattern in primary motor and premotor areas as 
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compared to neural activity assessed during unilateral hand movements in healthy subjects 
301,304,306,307. The latter results too agree with our model predictions. In fact, our model ascribes 

the observed differences between the affected and unaffected hemispheres to the following 

main mechanisms: i) a reduction in the feedforward connections from the premotor areas 

(both SMA and PSD) to the M1 in the affected side (see Fig. 3.26), in agreement with previous 

data; ii) a reduction of cross-lateral inhibition from the affected to the unaffected side (see 

Fig. 3.26), especially evident in the cross-talk between the two SMAs and the two PMDs. The 

latter mechanism implies a disinhibition of the unaffected side during movement of the 

paretic limb; iii) a significant asymmetry in the inputs reaching the PMDs and the SMAs during 

the two hand movements. In particular, just the unaffected hemisphere is strongly stimulated 

by external excitatory inputs during movement of the unaffected hand (see the third column 

of Table 3.5), resulting in greater activation in that hemisphere only. Conversely, both sides 

receive significant stimulation during movement of the affected hand (Table 3.5 second 

column).  This wider input excitation during movement of the affected hand, together with 

less inhibition from the affected to the unaffected side, results in a significant activation in 

both hemispheres and in a more bilateral excitation pattern, as suggested by the previous 

literature. Hence, the areas in the contralesional hemisphere seem to be behaviourally 

important in the reorganized motor network, to facilitate movements of the affected hand.   

The presence of external inputs only to the SMAs and PMCs also agrees with previous 

studies. Indeed, these areas can receive connections from the visual areas as well as from the 

parietofrontal system 266. Finally, the strong input predicted in our study to the PMD R (i.e., in 

the unaffected side) during movement of the affected hand also agrees with some TMS 

studies 308,309 showing that interfering with activity of contralesional dorsolateral premotor 

cortex is associated with a decline in motor performance in stroke patients, but not in controls. 

Furthermore, some considerations emerge if we compare the connectivity network 

obtained with the present model, with the networks obtained using model-free estimation 

techniques (Fig. 3.25). We can observe that the method we here propose can grasp the main 

changes reported in the literature between the affected and unaffected hemisphere, both for 

what concerns a reduction in the connectivity in the affected side, and the reduced 

transcallosal inhibition from the affected to the unaffected side; these changes clearly 

emerged in the proposed method but are not equally captured by the other estimators.   

There is only an important aspect in Fig. 3.26 which seems at odd with present knowledge 

and deserves a discussion, i.e., the strong inhibitory connection coming from the affected SMA 

to the unaffected M1. In particular, Rehme et al. 290 observed that the negative coupling from 

ipsilesional SMA and ipsilesional PMC on contralesional M1 is significantly reduced in Stroke 

patients. These differences in connectivity may be the consequence of some limitations in the 

model or in the fitting procedure (see below). However, we think more probable other 

reasons. A fundamental cause of differences between our model and previous studies is that 

our model provides a single set of connectivity values, which simulate all tasks together, 

whereas previous methods based on neuroimaging data make use of a variable connectivity 

matrix. Finally, discrepancies can also depend on differences in behavior among a rhythmic 
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model, which simulates oscillatory patterns (particularly in the beta band) and models fitted 

on static neuroimaging data. 

The latter consideration moves our analysis to the comparison with the results of more 

modern techniques, which make use of causal models to simulate EEG/MEG data, with 

emphasis on power spectral density, brain oscillations and non-linear coupling.  

Two main approaches can be found. In the first 310 the model describes phenomenologically 

the evolution of spectral densities in multivariate time-series including coupling parameters 

both within and between frequencies, thus taking also non-linear coupling effects into 

account. This class of models differs significantly from the present since spectra are not 

simulated with a biologically inspired model and a matrix of parameters is introduced to 

encode the task dependent influence 311. Using this approach, Chen et al. 312 studied the 

human motor system during hand grip, and reached the conclusion that the task-dependent 

motor network is asymmetric during right hand movements and exhibits strong evidence for 

nonlinear coupling. 

More similar to the present approach, is the recent proposal to use biologically inspired 

neural mass models within the framework of effective connectivity estimation313, in order to 

simulate EEG/MEG data 313–316. A fundamental difference is that in these models the intrinsic 

and extrinsic connectivity parameters are affected by the inputs (i.e., are context dependent, 

in particular see 313) while the approach we propose here is based on context-independent 

connectivity and on the effect of non-linearity. Moreover, it is worth-noting that the previous 

models were not directly applied to the motor network and hand movements, hence we 

cannot compare their results with ours.  

Our study, besides reproducing ERD quite well during different tasks and in different ROIs, 

provides also some indications on the possible underlying neurobiological mechanisms. 

Although ERD is a well-known phenomenon, whose first description can be dated back to the 

mid-seventies 317, its modeling interpretation is still controversial. It is generally thought that 

event-related desynchronization in the beta range represents increased sensorimotor cortex 

excitability 318,319. A core aspect of our model is the use of a sigmoidal relationship to 

determine the population firing rate in terms of the excitatory potential. Looking at our 

simulations, we can provide the following neurobiological hypothesis for ERD. When 

populations work in the central regions of the sigmoidal relationship, they exhibit a good 

capacity to modify the spiking frequency of individual neurons in response to small changes 

in the input potentials. This corresponds to a high ability of neurons to synchronize their 

relative activity, resulting in large collective oscillations. Conversely, when populations work 

in the upper saturation region (which, as to real spiking neurons, corresponds to the presence 

of a refractory period) the spiking frequency of individual neurons can only be moderately 

affected by changes in the input potential. We claim that, in this situation, neurons lose the 

capacity to synchronize themselves (since synchronization requires the possibility to adapt 

their reciprocal phase hence to modify their spiking period) thus resulting in a high average 

activity but with minor oscillatory waves. It is worth noticing, indeed, that in our simulations, 
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beta band ERD in ROIs is in general associated to a decrease in beta-band coherence (see Figs. 

3.27-3.31) compared to resting state.  

However, as underlined by Byrne et al. 320 we are aware that in this class of NMM models 

the sigmoidal formulation does not derive from a comparison with a microscopic neuron 

dynamic, i.e., with a biophysical description of spiking neurons, hence our interpretation is 

just speculative and requires further study. 

Recently, Byrne et al. 320,321 proposed the use of a different kind of neural mass models, 

which directly incorporates a description of the population synchrony. With this model, the 

authors simulated the changes on power spectral density of the motor cortex during 

movement. In particular, they observed that an increase in the excitatory drive causes a 

decrease in the oscillatory amplitude, i.e., a desynchronization. This result was supported with 

data obtained with a high dimensional spiking network.  

It is worth noting that, although our model and that proposed by Byrne et al. 321 are quite 

different, they both predict a decrease in oscillation amplitude in response to large drive. 

Further studies are necessary to compare these two classes of models, and with the behavior 

of spiking network models. 

A further interpretation of ERD, which resembles the present one, was proposed by 

Grabska-Barwińska et al. 322 using NMM consisting of two excitatory-inhibitory populations in 

feedback. ERD was mimicked through variations of the external excitation, together with a 

change in the connection strength between excitatory and inhibitory populations attributed 

to short-time plasticity. Again, it is worth noting that we do not consider the latter mechanism. 

More similar to our approach, Mangia et al. 198 simulated ERD with a model consisting of two 

neural mass models connected together, to reproduce the transmission of information from 

one cortex to the other. As in our study, cortical activation or deactivation can move the 

working point in the upper saturation region, causing ERD, or in the linear region, causing ERS. 

Finally, we wish to emphasize some limitations of the present study and point out lines for 

future research.   

A first important limitation consists in the difficulty to find a minimum of the cost function, 

and so in the computational complexity of the fitting procedure. As it is well known, results of 

a non-linear cost function minimization significantly depend on the initial guess (i.e., on the 

initial value assigned to the parameters). Unfortunately, the use of global estimation 

techniques (to reach an absolute minimum instead of a local minimum) would be 

computationally too cumbersome.  

Second, the present model can simulate the power spectral densities and coherences quite 

well in the beta range, but does not simulate coherences in the gamma band (above 25-30 

Hz). There are two possible explanations for this aspect. One possibility is that a significant 

gamma rhythm is received from other areas not included in the model 194,228. In alternative, it 

is possible that a more complex neural mass model, or a different combination of parameters, 

would allow a better simulation of both gamma and beta coherences together. However, the 

model used in this paper was built to simulate both beta and gamma rhythms together (see 
161), and makes use of fast inhibitory interneurons often neglected in other NMMs studies. 
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Hence, we do not think that gamma band limitation can be ascribed to limitation of the NMM 

used.  

Here, we focused on a single patient to show a proof-of-principle of the method we 

propose. The analysis of many cases, or the longitudinal study of the same subject vs. time, 

could exploit this new approach to address specific neuroscientific questions, and may be 

performed in further study, using a better automatization of the fitting procedure.  

In conclusion, the present study shows that many different aspects of brain rhythms in the 

motor network (including power spectra changes, ERD, coherences in the beta range) can be 

simulated quite well in different tasks, using a single set of parameters for inter-region and 

intra-region connectivity, without the need to assume a task-dependent change in 

connectivity weights. Moreover, our study provides a neurobiological interpretation of ERD 

and ERS, in term of the working point on the sigmoidal relationship.  

Our results suggest that, in the patient here analyzed, the contralesional PMD and SMA 

(PMD R and SMA R) are important in motor reorganization during movement of the affected 

hand; they receive strong external input and a smaller inhibition from the affected side, and 

send stronger excitation to the other hemisphere. During movement of the affected hand, 

ERD occurs both in M1hL and (although to a less extent) in M1hR. This may suggest that M1hR 

contributes to perform the movement with the affected hand or that the affected hemisphere 

exerts a reduced inhibition on the healthy one. The observed changes between tasks are due 

to differences in the external inputs and to non-linear phenomena, but not to task-dependent 

changes in connectivity. This may represent an important novel aspect to be considered in 

future studies of brain connectivity.  
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3.3.5 Supplementary Material 

 
Figure 3.18S - Connectivity networks obtained with the four different data-driven methods (Coherence, Partial 

Directed Coherence (PDC), Transfer Entropy (TE) and Temporal Correlation), in the three different tasks (baseline, 
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movement of the affected hand and movement of the unaffected hand). In the temporal correlation networks, 

colours specify whether the bidirectional connection is excitatory (blue, positive correlation coefficient) or 

inhibitory (red, negative correlation coefficient).    

 

As described in the Method section, we repeated the Step 2 of the fitting procedure to test an 

alternative hypothesis, i.e. assuming that the feedforward connections from each SMAp to 

the contralateral M1h are excitatory in type (i.e., pyramidal-pyramidal instead of pyramidal-

fast inhibitory-pyramidal). The new connectivity strength resulting from the fitting are 

reported in Fig. 3.19S, while the parameter values can be found in Table 3.5S. The normalized 

power spectral densities of the M1h L and M1h R are shown in Fig. 3.20S (we do not show 

coherences for the sake of brevity, but the results are rather similar to those shown in Figs. 

3.30 and 3.31 of the main text). As evident in Fig. 3.20S, the model can simulate the ERD in 

the M1h regions rather well even assuming excitatory synapses from the contra-lateral 

SMAps. However, the fitting is worse if compared with that in Fig. 3.29 of the main text: in 

particular, during the movement of the affected hand, the model was not able to simulate an 

ERD in M1hR as strong as that observed experimentally (the maximum of the normalized 

spectrum in the model is about 0.75 compared to 0.6 in the experimental data). Furthermore, 

we can observe that the simulated spectra during the movement of the affected hand are 

shifted to lower frequencies (around 15 Hz) if compared to the experimental results (around 

20 Hz). This is due to an excessive increase of the activity, close to the upper saturation of the 

sigmoidal relationship, which causes a decrease in the oscillation frequency. 

 

 
Figure 3.19S - Connectivity strengths obtained by fitting the Neural Mass Model to the normalized power spectra 

and coherences for M1h L and M1h R, assuming the presence of an excitatory connection between each SMAp 

and the contralateral M1h (see Method section and Supplementary Material). Since the fitting procedure has 

been divided in two Steps, results of Step 1 (concerning the SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L, PMD R) are the same as 

those reported in Figure 3.26 of the main text. Thus, the alternative fitting shown here concerns only Step 2 of 

the fitting procedure. Black lines denote excitatory pyramidal-pyramidal connections, whereas red lines denote 

inhibitory bi-synaptic connections (pyramidal-fast inhibitory-pyramidal). Continuous lines are used to denote the 

higher synapses, dashed lines intermediate synapses, and dotted lines the smaller synapses. All remaining 
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synapses are set at zero. The other parameters of the fitting procedure (internal constants within each ROI) can 

be found in Table 3.5S. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.20S - Normalized power spectral densities in the M1h L (left panel) and in the M1h R (right panel), 

obtained in basal condition (green lines) and during movement of the affected (red lines) and unaffected (blue 

lines) hands. In each panel, the left part represents model simulation results with optimal parameter values, and 

the right part the spectra computed from the experimental data. This figure differs from Figure 3.29 in the main 

text since we used the parameter values shown in Figure 3.19S above, i.e., assuming excitatory connections from 

each SMAp to the contralateral M1h. 

 

 

Table 3.5S. internal parameters estimated on ROIs M1h L, M1h R, during the alternative fitting 

procedure, i.e. assuming that the connections between each SMAp and the contralateral M1h are 

excitatory in type. It is worth noting that ω are the same for the two ROIs with the same value as in 

Table 3.6 of the main text. 

 

Parameter M1h L M1h R Meaning 

ωe 60.78 s-1 60.78 s-1 Reciprocal of a 
time constant 

ωs 68.24 s-1 68.24 s-1 “ 

ωf 689.50 s-1 689.50 s-1 “ 

Cep 118.08 35.53 
Internal 

connectivity 
constant 

Cpe 85.22 120.36 “ 

Csp 5.96 63.54 “ 

Cps 40.07 44.97 “ 

Cfs 28.07 10.87 “ 

Cfp 41.13 36.65 “ 

Cpf 97.41 142.47 “ 
Cff 2.00 9.82 “ 

 

 

Table 3.6S. Standard deviation of the error between model and experimental data in the range 10-30 

Hz, concerning the normalized power spectral density in the six ROIs, in basal conditions and during 
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movement of the affected and unaffected hand. These values refer to Figure 3.27 and 3.29. Note that 

only the M1hR exhibits a significant error in basal condition, to due a shift in the peak frequency of the 

spectra. 

 Basal Affected Unaffected 

SMAp L 0.1224 0.0767 0.0739 

SMAp R 0.0919 0.1127 0.0861 

PMD L 0.0806 0.0743 0.0226 

PMD R 0.0609 0.1276 0.1317 

M1h L 0.2362 0.1979 0.0625 

M1h R 0.5381 0.1011 0.1999 

 

Table 3.7S. Standard deviation of the error between model and experimental data, concerning the 

coherences among the first four ROIs (SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD L, PMD R), in basal conditions and during 

movement of the affected and unaffected hand. These values refer to Fig. 3.28.   

 

 Basal Affected Unaffected 

SMAp L - SMAp R 0.1260 0.0971 0.0735 

PMD L - PMD R 0.1517 0.1333 0.1601 

SMAp L - PMD L 0.1040 0.0710 0.0938 

SMAp L - PMD R 0.1345 0.0937 0.0894 

SMAp R - PMD L 0.0859 0.0752 0.0592 

SMAp R - PMD R 0.1003 0.0991 0.1218 

 

Table 3.8S. Standard deviation of the error between model and experimental data, concerning the 
coherences among the last two ROIs (M1h L, M1h R) and the other four ROIs (SMAp L, SMAp R, PMD 
L, PMD R), in basal conditions and during movement of the affected and unaffected hand. These values 
refer to Figs. 3.30 and 3.31.  

  

 Basal Affected Unaffected 

M1h L - M1h R 0.1301 0.1011 0.0907 

M1h L - SMAp L 0.1652 0.1451 0.1072 

M1h L - SMAp R 0.1056 0.1166 0.0905 

M1h L - PMD L 0.1199 0.0964 0.0801 

M1h L - PMD R 0.1391 0.0947 0.1229 

M1h R - SMAp L 0.0924 0.0981 0.0754 

M1h R - SMAp R 0.1683 0.1536 0.1314 

M1h R - PMD L 0.0946 0.0748 0.0409 

M1h R- PMD R 0.0854 0.0575 0.0550 
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4 Brian connectivity assessment through 
advanced EEG signal processing  

 

The studies presented in Chapter 3 raised awareness on the limitations of functional 

connectivity estimators. Two main findings were found that should be kept in mind when 

applying these metrics to EEG data. First, in nonlinear conditions changes in functional 

connectivity do not always reflect a true change in connectivity strength but rather a change 

information transmission between ROIs. Second, in linear conditions Granger Causality in both 

temporal and spectral domains outperformed the other estimators under analysis, with the 

sole exception for Transfer Entropy, which showed a similar result in terms of reliability. 

However, considering the computational burden, Granger Causality proved to be the most 

cost-effective estimator and was therefore chosen to be applied on electroencephalographic 

data.  

This section shows some applications of Granger Causality as an estimator of directional 

functional connectivity on experimental EEG data. First, advanced techniques of EEG data 

processing have been employed to reconstruct cortical sources. Then, cortical sources have 

been grouped into functionally significant brain regions, according to standardised atlas. At 

this level, Granger Causality has been computed on three different datasets: a) an internal-

external attentional task, b) a Pavlovian fear conditioning experiment including fear 

acquisition and reversal, c) resting-state of a subclinical population with different autistic 

traits. 

Specifically, in task-dependent studies (a and b), the role of brain rhythms in cognitive 

processes has been emphasized by computing Spectral Granger Causality, focusing on theta 

and alpha frequency bands, which proved to be the most significant rhythms for the tasks 

under analysis.  

Whereas, in the resting-state study (c), Temporal Granger Causality has been employed to 

estimate FC connectivity. Moreover, some of the main centrality measures of Graph Theory 

have been computed to extract salient features of the brain network under analysis. 
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4.1 Alpha and Theta power and spectral connectivity in 

attentional mechanisms 

The study reported in this chapter refers to the published journal paper entitled “Alpha and 

theta mechanisms operating in internal-external attention competition”, Elisa Magosso*, 

Giulia Ricci, Mauro Ursino, Journal of Integrative Neuroscience (2021).  

In this study, we investigated the modulation of power (at scalp and cortical levels) and 

connectivity under three different attentional conditions: internal attention, external 

attention and the attentional competition between the two. The connectivity analysis was 

performed using Spectral Granger Causality and a subnetwork of selected ROIs has been 

analysed. The results highlighted the crucial role of theta and alpha brain rhythms in the 

regulation of attentional mechanisms. Moreover, Supplementary Material section of this 

study contains a description of the method employed for the estimation of the optimal order 

(time lag) of the autoregressive model (BVAR). 

 

Background: Attention is the ability to prioritize a set of information at expense of others 

and can be internally- or externally-oriented. Alpha and theta oscillations have been 

extensively implicated in attention. However, it is unclear how these oscillations operate when 

sensory distractors are presented continuously during task-relevant internal processes, in 

close-to-real-life conditions. Here, EEG signals from healthy participants were obtained at rest 

and in three attentional conditions, characterized by the execution of a mental math task 

(internal attention), presentation of pictures on a monitor (external attention), and task 

execution under the distracting action of picture presentation (internal-external competition). 

Method: Alpha and theta power were investigated at scalp level and at some cortical regions 

of interest (ROIs); moreover, functional directed connectivity was estimated via spectral 

Granger Causality. Results: Results show that frontal midline theta was distinctive of mental 

task execution and was more prominent during competition compared to internal attention 

alone, possibly reflecting higher executive control; anterior cingulate cortex appeared as 

mainly involved and causally connected to distant (temporal/occipital) regions. Alpha power 

in visual ROIs strongly decreased in external attention alone, while it assumed values close to 

rest during competition, reflecting reduced visual engagement against distractors; 

connectivity results suggested that bidirectional alpha influences between frontal and visual 

regions could contribute to reduce visual interference in internal attention. Discussion: This 

study can help to understand how our brain copes with internal-external attention 

competition, a condition intrinsic in the human sensory-cognitive interplay, and to elucidate 

the relationships between brain oscillations and attentional functions/dysfunctions in daily 

tasks. 
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4.1.1 Introduction 

In our daily life, the ability to process relevant information and reduce the interfering effect 

of distracting information is essential to successfully complete any task at hand. This ability is 

accomplished via attentive processes; indeed, attention acts by prioritizing the processing of 

a subset of information at the expense of others 323,324.   

Attention can be categorized into external and internal attention. Externally-oriented 

attention is directed towards stimuli in the environment. External attention can be voluntarily 

driven by task demands in a top-down fashion, e.g. when we focus on a specific spatial location 

or feature of the sensory stimuli, being this location/feature goal-relevant. External attention 

can also be involuntarily captured by an object or event, in a bottom-up fashion, even if there 

is not any goal of attending them. Internally-oriented attention is directed away from external 

stimulation and towards internal representations and thoughts. Examples of internally 

directed cognition includes episodic memory retrieval, working memory, planning, mental 

imagery, mental calculation 323.  

The neural mechanisms underlying attention abilities have been the subject of extensive 

research in the last decades. In particular, electrophysiological research has provided massive 

support for a functional role of two brain oscillatory rhythms in attentional processes: theta 

(roughly between 4-8 Hz) and alpha (roughly between 8-13 Hz) rhythms. Indeed, strong 

associations have been observed between changes in the attentional state and modulations 

of the power of these oscillations in specific regions as well as modulations of inter-regional 

synchronization (measuring functional connectivity) within these frequency bands (for a 

review see 325).  

Regarding theta activity, prominent EEG theta increase has been consistently reported 

especially over the frontal-midline region (around Fz) in several cognitive tasks 325, with the 

increase being more pronounced in more demanding conditions. In particular, increase in 

frontal-midline theta is mostly observable in tasks requiring sustained internally-directed 

attention, such as working memory tasks 326,327 and mental arithmetic tasks 328–330; although 

heterogeneous, these tasks share the need of updating, organizing and holding online the 

information of multiple items, for their manipulation and retrieval. Besides local frontal theta 

enhancement, increase in inter-regional theta synchronization has been observed between 

frontal and temporal and posterior sites in these tasks. Previous investigations have localized 

the cortical generators of EEG frontal-midline theta in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and 

adjacent medial prefrontal cortex 326,328,331. These regions are strongly connected to other 

cortical areas and theta synchronization is considered as a mechanism through which a frontal 

supervisory attentional system masters the communication and coordination among the 

different brain areas involved in these complex tasks 327,331. An increase in theta activity in 

medial prefrontal cortex and in temporal and posterior regions was found also in prospective 

memory tasks (i.e. remembering to execute planned intentions when an appropriate external 

cue appears); this was associated to attention oriented internally towards the representation 

of intentions stored in memory and their appropriate retrieval 332. 
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Regarding alpha activity, much recent research has supplanted the traditional 

interpretation of alpha activity as just reflecting a cortical idle state, and it is now thought to 

play a pivotal role in attention, by implementing functional inhibition of task-irrelevant 

processes that may interfere with the task goals 324,325,333. Specifically, decrease/increase in 

alpha power has been associated to cortical excitation/inhibition respectively, based on the 

adaptive alpha response to task demands. For example, in visual spatial cueing tasks when 

attention is covertly oriented to one visual hemifield, alpha band oscillations increase over the 

ipsilateral (unengaged) relatively to the contralateral (engaged) visual system, reflecting 

inhibition of task-irrelevant visual areas 334–337. Similarly, when attention is shifted to visual 

features processed in the ventral visual stream (such as color as opposed to motion), alpha 

power specifically increases in the task-irrelevant dorsal stream 338. Furthermore, alpha power 

in visual areas increases when attention is oriented to other sensory modalities such as 

somatosensory 339 or auditory 340. Again, when a prospective memory task is associated to 

high external attention to detect a difficult visual cue in the environment, alpha power 

decreases especially in bilateral occipital areas to enhance visual processing 332. Besides alpha 

decrease associated to externally-directed attention, many studies report intensification of 

the alpha rhythm in tasks that require internal attention. In visual working memory tasks, 

alpha typically increases posteriorly during the retention interval and was positively correlated 

with memory load (number of memorized items) and task difficulty 341,342, suggesting that it 

acts to protect the maintenance of relevant information against potential external intrusion. 

Furthermore, when to-be-maintained items and to-be-ignored items (representing 

distractors) are simultaneously presented in separated hemifields during the encoding 

interval, in the retention interval alpha power increases in the hemisphere contralateral to 

the previously presented distractors 343,344. Yet, alpha power increases at posterior sites in 

anticipation of a predictable distractor presented during the retention interval 345. EEG/MEG 

studies investigating cortical connectivity suggest that posterior inhibitory alpha modulations 

are driven by top-down signals from regions of the prefrontal cortex: indeed, long-range alpha 

influences from these anterior regions towards occipital cortex augment when visual 

interferences have to be avoided 334,346.  

All previous studies have provided huge contribution to the comprehension of the 

relationships between brain oscillations and attentional control. However, in our opinion 

there are some issues that have remained overlooked and that might provide further insights 

into the neural correlates and neuroelectrical manifestations of attention.   

First, the role of alpha oscillations in distractors filtering has been mainly explored in 

conditions when the distractors were absent, i.e. they were not longer or not yet presented. 

That is, the effects on alpha were observed either during the anticipation period before any 

visual irrelevant/distracting stimulus was actually provided 334,345, or during a retention 

interval, when  all information presented during the previous encoding period was removed 
343,344. Therefore, it is still unclear which is the online effect of visual distractors and how local 

alpha power and alpha connectivity are modulated while visible distractors are interfering 

with task-relevant cortical processing. Indeed, in this case, at variance with the previous ones, 
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the mechanisms that work to inhibit the distracting input likely compete with an automatic, 

bottom-up capture of external attention induced by the visual distractors. 

Second, most studies investigated either alpha or theta modulation in relation to 

attentional tasks and only a few have examined both rhythms simultaneously 332,347. A joint 

investigation would favor the emergence of possible reciprocal relationship between these 

two mechanisms. It can also be noted that theta modulation (mainly in frontal midline region) 

has been especially studied in condition of internally-directed attention, while modifications 

of theta oscillations inducible by external visual attention have been less explored.  

Finally, most of the cited literature uses trial-based experimental paradigms and time-

locked analysis of the signals, with analysis windows usually involving a very short period of 

hundreds of milliseconds. While this procedure may favor the separation of the investigated 

mechanism from spurious effects, it suffers from a less ecological validity and barely reflect 

real-life situations.  

In order to contribute to the previous points, in this study EEG signals were recorded from 

healthy subjects in four different conditions with open eyes: i) 5 minutes of resting state, used 

as basal condition; ii) 5 minutes of external attention, consisting in the presentation of 

emotionally neutral pictures, with no associated task demand, so that bottom-up external 

attention is considered here; iii) 5 minutes of internally-directed attention consisting in a 

mental arithmetic task; iv) 5 minutes of competition between internally-directed and external 

attention, consisting in the mental arithmetic task performed while simultaneously presenting 

pictures that acted as distractors. Then, by estimating also cortical activity from the EEG 

signals via eLORETA, we aimed to address the following questions: What are the alpha and 

theta power modulations that play a role in these conditions of external (sensory) attention 

and internal (cognitive) attention respectively, and how are some key cortical regions 

involved? How is the directional flow of information in the two bands modified among these 

regions by these two states of attention? How do the previous mechanisms of external and 

internal attention interact when the two forms of attention are in competition?  

 

4.1.2 Materials and methods 

4.1.2.1 Participants  

Twenty-four healthy volunteers (13 females), aged 21-27 years, (mean ± std = 24.23 ± 

1.63 years) took part to the study. They were recruited among students of the University of 

Bologna (Italy). Each participant had normal or corrected to normal vision and reported no 

medical or psychiatric illness. The study was approved by the local bioethical committee of 

the University of Bologna (file number 29146; year 2019) and written informed consent was 

obtained from all participants before the beginning of the experiment. All data were analyzed 

and reported anonymously.  
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4.1.2.2  Experimental Protocol 

The experiment was performed in a controlled laboratory environment. The participants 

underwent four consecutive experimental sessions, each lasting 5 minutes and separated by 

a short interval during which the subject, while sitting, could slightly move and speak. The 

participants comfortably seated facing a computer monitor about 50 cm far; they were 

instructed to perform the four sessions with eyes open, reducing at minimum eye, head and 

body movements. First, a resting state (R) was recorded for 5 minutes, while the participants 

stayed relaxed in front of a grey screen displayed on the monitor. This was used as the basal 

condition. The other three sessions corresponded to the three conditions of attention. The 

internal attention session (IntAtt) consisted in executing a mental arithmetic task throughout 

the 5-minute period, while a uniform grey screen was displayed on the monitor. The task was 

a mental serial subtraction in steps of seventeen starting from a given number. This kind of 

task required intentional orientation of attention to internal processing, and did not rely on 

any information provided externally. Note that no distracting visual inputs were delivered 

during this session since only the grey screen was continuously presented to the participant. 

The external attention session (ExtAtt) consisted in presenting to the participant a series of 

pictures on the monitor during the 5-minute period. Specifically, thirty emotionally neutral 

pictures extracted from the IAPS (International Affective Picture System) database 348 were 

used. The pictures were displayed on the monitor one after the other every 10 seconds, in a 

random order. No specific task was associated to pictures viewing. Therefore, during this 

session visual external attention of participants was captured by the pictures in a bottom-up 

fashion, as it may occur in a real-life sensory rich environment. The session of internal-external 

attention competition (IntExtAtt) consisted in the combination of the previous two conditions: 

during this 5-minute session, participants were required to perform the mental arithmetic task 

as in the IntAtt condition, while pictures were displayed on the monitor as in the ExtAtt 

condition. Therefore, in this session, the pictures acted as visual distractors that competed 

and interfered with the execution of the mental math task. This session simulated a common 

realistic condition such as when we are engaged in internally-oriented tasks (e.g. problem 

solution in the classroom, office, etc.) and we need to isolate from the sensory-rich 

surrounding to avoid the intrusions of task distracting inputs.  

The order of the three attentional sessions was randomized across participants. The 

participants were provided with the instructions for the math task only immediately before 

the beginning of the corresponding sessions, so they remained unaware of the task until its 

onset. These instructions also communicated to the participant that he/she would be required 

to report the final number achieved at the end of the session. The starting number for the 

mental serial subtraction was 2500 in the first of the two math task sessions (IntAtt or 

IntExtAtt); the final number reached by the participant in this session was then used as the 

starting point for the serial subtraction in the subsequent session. Furthermore, participants 

were not informed in advance of pictures presentation either in case of the ExtAtt or IntExtAtt 

session. The same 30 pictures were randomly presented during both the two sessions. The 
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selected pictures had normative level of pleasure between 4.5 and 5.5 points on a 9-point 

scale. Neutral pictures were used to avoid the involvement of emotional factors.  

As in previous studies using covert mental arithmetic 328,329,347, it was not possible to control 

the actual execution of the task during the sessions. However, all participants were aware that 

not complying with the received instructions would have compromised the study. 

Furthermore, requiring the participants to report the final reached number likely further 

motivated them to engage in the task. We also asked each participant at the end of the 

sessions if he/she actually performed the serial subtractions (otherwise, the recording would 

have been discarded). A confirmation of task engagement was obtained from all participants; 

furthermore, all participants reported that performing the task under picture presentation 

was more demanding.  

4.1.2.3 EEG recording and processing  

EEG signals were recorded through a Neurowave System (Khymeia, Italy, Brainbox® EEG-

1166 amplifier, Braintronics) using an elastic cap with 32 Ag/AgCl scalp electrodes (Fp1, Fp2, 

AF3, AF4, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, Cz, C4, T8, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3, 

Pz, P4, P8, PO3, POz, PO4, O1, O2). The reference electrode was placed on the left earlobe and 

the ground electrode was located on the forehead. The right earlobe electrode was acquired 

too, for offline re-referencing. During each experimental session, EEG data were digitized in 

continuous recording mode at a sample frequency of 128 Hz and 16-bit resolution, and with 

the inclusion of a hardware notch filter eliminating line noise at 50 Hz. Thus, for each 

participant, four 5-minutes recordings were acquired. Finally, for each participant and each 

recording, the thirty-two EEG signals (+ the right earlobe signal) were exported in Matlab 

(R2019b, The MathWorks Inc., Natick MA) for further analysis. Firstly, data were re-referenced 

with respect to the average of the two earlobe signals and high-pass filtered at 0.75 Hz to 

eliminate the DC offset and slow drifts. Then, for each participant the following processing 

steps were applied. 

4.1.2.3.1 Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and artefact removal 

First, for each participant, the four EEG recordings were concatenated along the time 

dimension. Then, to identify and remove artefacts, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) 

was applied to the concatenated signals using the extended infomax algorithm implemented 

in the open source Matlab toolbox EEGLAB (https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/index.php) 349. To 

speed up artefactual component identification, we took advantage of the recent EEGLAB plug-

in named ‘IClabel’ that allows for automatic classification of the estimated independent 

components into ‘Brain’ ICs (if classified as originating from cortical patches), or artefactual 

ICs distinguishing between ‘Muscle’, ‘Eye’, ‘Heart’, ‘Line Noise’, ‘Channel Noise’,’Other’ ICs 350. 

Outside EEGLAB toolbox, non-Brain IC components were removed based on the automatic 

classification results, except a few doubtful cases that were subjected to visual inspections 

(scalp map and time/spectral pattern) to ascertain the presence of artefactual activity before 

their removal. Overall, an average of 19.8 (SD = 4.5) ICs were removed across participants. 

Artifact-cleaned EEG signals were then reconstructed by back-projecting the remaining set of 
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non-artefactual ICs. Finally, the so cleaned signals were separated back into four 5-min 

portions corresponding to the four sessions.  

The application of ICA procedure to the concatenated EEG signals ensured that the same 

ICs were removed from each recorded session, avoiding that differences between the four 

conditions could emerge because of removal of different ICs.  

4.1.2.3.2 Estimation of Individual Alpha-Band Window 

In order to sharpen the precision of the spectral analyses, we estimated the Individual 

Alpha Window (IAW) of each participant, based on previous observations that the alpha band 

may vary considerably across individuals 351,352. This was also motivated by a preliminary visual 

inspection of the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of posterior EEG signals at rest (R): the standard 

alpha band (8-14 Hz) did not seem appropriate for all participants, in some cases extending 

beyond in others not completely including the alpha peak. An automatic and objective method 

for identifying the IAW for each participant was adopted, based on a Matlab algorithm 

(publicly available) recently proposed 353 and inspired by the manual procedure originally 

proposed by Klimesh et al352.  

In agreement with the literature 351,352, we grounded the estimation of the IAW only on the 

signals acquired in the resting session (R). Briefly, the procedure was as follows. For each 

participant, the PSD of all channels over the resting session was obtained (Welch's 

periodogram method, Hamming window of 5 seconds, 50% overlap, 10 s zeropadding) and 

given as input to the algorithm. For each PSD, the algorithm applied a least-squares curve-

fitting procedure (via the Savitzky-Golay filter, sample window length set at 27 and polynomial 

order at 5) in order to obtain a smoothed PSD function and to estimate its first derivative. 

Based on the first derivative, only channels where a peak (or a split-peak complex) was 

identified within a putative alpha bandwidth (set at 8-14 Hz) and clearly distinguishable from 

the 1/f background noise, were kept for the subsequent analysis. The latter consisted in 

identifying the nearest local minima to the left and right of the peak complex, thus identifying 

the channel-wise alpha bounds; these were then averaged across the retained channels to 

obtain the IAW (𝑓1 ÷ 𝑓2) of the specific participant. Across the 24 participants, we obtained 

𝑓1 = 7.66 𝐻𝑧 ± 1.07 𝐻𝑧 (mean ± std, range = 5.6 𝐻𝑧 ÷ 9.7 𝐻𝑧) and 𝑓2 = 14.54 𝐻𝑧 ±

1.14 𝐻𝑧 (mean ± std, range = 12.8 𝐻𝑧 ÷ 16.6 𝐻𝑧). The IAW estimated on each participant 

was then used to compute the alpha power both at scalp level for each channel (even if the 

specific channel did not contribute to the IAW definition) and at source level, in each of the 

four sessions. Furthermore, the lower 𝑓1 bound of the IAW served to define the upper bound 

of the theta band for each participant, while the lower bound of the theta band was fixed at 

4 Hz.   

4.1.2.3.3 Alpha and Theta Power Computation at Scalp Level  

For each participant, the PSD of each channel over each session, R, IntAtt, ExtAtt, IntExtAtt, 

was obtained.  For each session separately, the alpha power over the IAW and the theta power 

over the resulting theta band was computed for each channel and the values at the 32 

channels were used to realize scalp maps of alpha and theta distribution in the four conditions. 
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Furthermore, the power was computed at two scalp macro regions, by averaging the alpha 

and theta powers over frontal electrodes (Fp1, Fp2, AF3, AF4, F3, Fz, F4, FC1, FC2) and parieto-

occipital electrodes (P3, Pz, P4, PO3, POz, PO4, O1, O2), obtaining anterior/posterior Theta 

and anterior/posterior Alpha in each condition. To evidence attentional-dependent changes, 

the alpha and theta power at regional level in each attentional condition was normalized to 

the corresponding regional value in the basal resting condition (R).  

 

4.1.2.3.4 Cortical Source Estimate - Alpha and Theta Power Computation at Cortical Voxel 
Level  

Besides an analysis at a scalp level, we were interested in an analysis at cortical source 

level. To this aim, cortical source activity was reconstructed starting from EEG signals. 

Specifically, we estimated the intracortical current densities by using the approach eLORETA 

(exact Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography 354) for solving the inverse problem, as 

implemented in the LORETA-KEY©® software package. The eLORETA solution space is 

restricted to the cortical gray matter of a reference brain (MNI 152 template) with a total of 

6239 voxels at 5 mm spatial resolution. The eLORETA method is a linear, weighted minimum 

norm inverse solution; the particular weights used in this solution endow eLORETA with the 

property of exact localization of test point sources under ideal (noise free) conditions. We 

used the software LORETA-KEY©® only to compute the transformation (inversion) matrix, say 

𝐾, starting from the Talairach coordinates of the 32 electrodes; then all subsequent processing 

steps were implemented with customized code in Matlab. The matrix 𝐾 has dimension (3 ∙

6239) × 32, and right-multiplied by the scalp potentials at a given time instant gives the three 

scalar components of the current density vector at each voxel at that time instant.   

For each participant, we reconstructed the three dimensional time series of the current 

densities at all voxels for each session. For each session separately, the alpha and theta power 

at each voxel was derived as follows. The PSDs of the three vector components were 

computed (using the same parameters as at scalp level) and the voxel power in the alpha-

band and in the theta-band was taken as the sum of the three corresponding power values 

computed on the three PSDs. In this computation too, we took into account the individual 

alpha and theta band for each participant. The power values at the 6239 voxels were used to 

realize cortical maps of alpha and theta distribution in the four conditions, and for statistical 

voxel-wise analysis.  

 

4.1.2.3.5   Cortical Regions of Interest (ROI) - Alpha and Theta Power Computation at Cortical 
ROI Level 

We selected some cortical regions of interest (ROIs) to focus both the power analysis and 

connectivity analysis. The selection was mostly based on a priori considerations about the 

brain conditions under investigation and on results of previous literature; only in one case the 

selection was data-driven. These choices are further commented in Section 4.1. Discussion. 

Two sets of ROIs were selected for the theta-band and alpha-band analysis, with some ROIs 
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common to the two sets. Fig. 4.1 shows the ROIs used for the Theta- and Alpha-band analysis, 

in the three-dimensional cortical source space adopted for the solution of the EEG inverse 

problem (Section 4.1.2.3.4). The assignment of a voxel to a specific region is based on 

information provided by the software LORETA-KEY©®, which specifies the region each voxel 

belongs to; the Supplementary Material Section 4.1S provides a detailed description of how 

voxels of the source space were assigned to each ROI.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.1 – The regions of interest (ROIs) selected for the alpha-band analysis (Panel A) and theta-band analysis 

(Panel B) at the cortical level. The ROIs are depicted in the cortical source space used by the method (eLORETA) 

adopted for the solution of the EEG inverse problem. A realistic head model based on the MNI152 template was 

used, with the solution space restricted to the cortical gray matter and divided into 6239 voxels at 5mm cubic 

spatial resolution. Both panels show the back view and top view of the surface of the cortical space and the view 

across transversal slices along the z axis. The x, y, z axes (MNI coordinates in mm) have orientation left to right 

(x), posterior to anterior (y) and bottom to top (z). The voxels depicted with the same color belong to the same 

region, as indicated by the legend: note that, for the sake of clarity, the same color was used for homologous 

regions in the two hemispheres (left and right) and, in case, for the medial portion too (e.g., LGCU). Some ROIs 

(ITG, LGCU) were analyzed in both bands, and for completeness, they are represented both in panel A and B (but 

with different colors). 

 

ROIs for Alpha-band Analysis 

Lingual Gyrus/Cuneus (LGCU) - These occipital regions are involved in earlier stages of visual 

processing and perception. They were selected according to previous evidence (see also 

Section 4.1.1) of alpha inhibition-disinhibition mechanisms operating in these regions, and of 

their involvement in long-range alpha band synchronizations during attentional tasks 334,346. 

We took into account left, right and medial Lingual Gyrus/Cuneus (LGCUL, LGCUR, LGCUM).  

Inferior Temporal Gyrus (ITG) – This region is a high-level visual area in the ventral visual 

stream, and recognized to be involved also in encoding information about scenes 355 (the kind 
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of pictures we used in the experiment). We expected that both alpha power and alpha-band 

connectivity of this region could be modulated depending on the attentional condition. Left 

and right ITG (ITGL and ITGR) were considered.   

Middle Frontal Gyrus (MFG) – We included this region as a putative area involved in top-

down modulation of visual alpha activity. In particular, MFG has been found to be functionally 

connected to occipital visual areas when internal information has to be maintained, and this 

long-range interaction involved alpha-band oscillations 346,356,357. The left and right MFG (MFGL 

and MFGR) were considered. 

ROIs for Theta-band Analysis 

Lingual Gyrus/Cuneus (LGCU) and Inferior Temporal Gyrus (ITG) – These same 5 ROIs were 

considered, to investigate whether theta activity in visual areas may be modulated by 

attentional condition, and to highlight differences in alpha and theta modulation in these 

areas. This can be also of interest since theta entrainment in visual areas is less investigated 

than alpha-band modulation. 

Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) –This medial area of the frontal cortex was selected since 

previously identified as the main generator of EEG frontal-midline theta in attentional demand 

and cognitive monitoring; in particular, frontal theta associated to mental calculation has been 

localized in ACC 328,329,358.  

Precuneus (PCU) – This area, laying on the medial surface of the posterior parietal lobe, was 

the only area not selected a prior; it was included in the analysis based on initial results at 

cortical level (see Section 4.1.3) showing that voxels in this area appeared especially involved 

in theta-band modulation under condition of ExtAtt. This area has been largely linked to 

memory processes and internally directed functions 359,360; however, it has been also related 

to visual functions 361,362 (see also Section 4.1.4 for a critical discussion on this).  

Each selected ROIs contains several cortical voxels (see Supplementary Material 4.1S and 

Supplementary Table 4.1S). To perform the power analysis at the ROIs level, the powers of all 

voxels within each ROI were averaged, obtaining the theta power and alpha power of each 

ROI in each session. To evidence attentional-dependent changes, the alpha and theta power 

of each ROI in each attentional condition was normalized to the corresponding ROI value in 

the basal resting condition (R). 

 

4.1.2.3.6  Spectral Granger Causality Analysis at Cortical Level  

We used the spectrally resolved Granger Causality (GC) analysis to estimate the directional 

influences, in the Granger sense of predictability 363, between each pair of selected ROIs in the 

theta and alpha band and to assess their potential modulation as a function of the attentional 

condition. Considering two time series 𝑥𝑖(𝑡) and 𝑥𝑗(𝑡) representing the signals at site i and 

site j respectively, the spectral GC is based on the representation of the system 𝑋(𝑡) =

[𝑥𝑖(𝑡)   𝑥𝑗(𝑡)]
𝑇

 via a bivariate autoregressive process (of order 𝑝) and on the derivation of the 

spectral representation of the bivariate process by Fourier transforming. From this 
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representation and according to the formulation originally proposed by Geweke 364 (see also 
365), the power spectrum of each time series (let’s say 𝑥𝑖(𝑡)) can be derived and it can be 

viewed as composed by an “intrinsic” part and a “causal” part, the latter being the part 

predicted by the data from the other site (let’s say 𝑥𝑗(𝑡)). The GC spectrum from 𝑗 to 𝑖 at each 

frequency 𝑓  (𝐺𝐶𝑗→𝑖(𝑓)) is defined by considering the ratio between the portion of the total 

power of 𝑥𝑖(𝑡) at 𝑓 predicted by 𝑥𝑗(𝑡) and the total power of 𝑥𝑖(𝑡) at 𝑓 365–367.    

The computation of the GC spectrum between two ROIs requires that each ROI is described 

by a single time series. To derive a single time series representative of each ROI activity, first 

for each voxel within the ROI, we computed the component of the current density vector 

perpendicular to the local cortical surface in the head model, and then these scalar 

components were averaged across all voxels within the ROI. This procedure may be justified 

considering that each estimated current density vector is mainly representative of the post-

synaptic currents at pyramidal neurons dendrites inside a cortical macro-column, and these 

dendrites are oriented orthogonally to the local cortical surface 368. Furthermore, in our 

previous works we used neural mass models to simulate activity of cortical ROIs and their 

interactions 369–371, where each ROI describes the average behavior over a large population of 

neurons: we showed that the causal connectivity established in the model between each pair 

of ROIs is reflected by (and can be estimated from) the post-synaptic activities of the two ROIs.  

Based on the previous procedure, a time waveform for each ROI was derived for each of 

the four sessions. Then, we considered separately the set of 7 ROIs selected for the alpha-

band analysis (alpha-set, MFGL, MFGR, ITGL, ITGR, LGCUL, LGCUM, LGCUR) and the set of 7 ROIs 

selected for the theta-band analysis (theta set, ACC, PCU, ITGL, ITGR, LGCUL, LGCUM, LGCUR). 

For each session and within each set, the GC spectra were computed for all pairs of ROIs in 

both directions (of course, since some ROIs overlapped in the two sets, the same GC spectra 

held). Then, to obtain a single value for each connection, the maximum value of each GC 

spectrum in the theta band and in the alpha band was extracted, respectively. This was done 

for each participant by considering the corresponding IAW and theta band. The values of 

connectivity obtained in each attentional condition were compared with those in basal 

condition, to assess how causal influences were modulated by attentional demand. The order 

of the bivariate models to estimate the GC spectra was set at 30. This value was determined 

by comparing the power spectral densities of the ROIs obtained by the bivariate models and 

those estimated by the Fourier based method (Welch’s method) directly on the ROIs time 

waveforms: a good compromise was reached at this model order (see Supplementary Material 

Section 4.2S).  
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Figure 4.2 – Scalp maps and channel-wise statistical analysis for theta power. The maps in the first and second 

column represent the theta power (μV2) averaged across all participants as a function of the experimental session 

(Rest, IntAtt, ExtAtt, IntExtAtt). The maps in the third column represent the theta power difference (μV2) between 

each attentional condition and the rest, averaged across all participants. Each scalp map was obtained by color 

coding the average theta power value at each electrode position in a 2D circular cartoon head (top view of the 

head, nose at the top) and using interpolation on a fine 67 × 67 grid. In the cartoon heads of the fourth column, 

the red markers denote the electrodes that showed statistically significant difference of theta power in the 

attentional condition compared to rest (p-values < 0.05, one-tailed permutation-based t-test, p-values corrected 

for multiple comparisons, see procedure (a) in Section 4.1.2.3.7).  

 

 

4.1.2.3.7  Statistical comparisons  

Based on the previous procedures, the power values (at scalp and cortical level) and 

directed connectivity values were obtained for each of the 24 participants, in the two bands. 

Then, statistical comparisons were performed between each attentional condition and the 

baseline condition, both as to power and connectivity values. When the comparison of one 

attentional condition vs rest involved power maps (both at channel and voxel levels) and 

connectivity maps, we used the non parametric permutation test for functional neuroimaging 
372 that readily deals with the multiple comparison problem of testing at all 

voxels/channels/connections. When the comparison concerned the variations at the level of 

an entire single ROI (e.g. the power of a ROI or the overall causal outflow from a ROI) in the 

attentional conditions vs rest, the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test was used (with 

Bonferroni correction). The performed comparisons and the applied statistical methods are 

better specified below.   
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Figure 4.3 – Scalp maps and channel-wise statistical analysis for alpha power. The maps in the first and second 

column represent the alpha power (μV2) averaged across all participants as a function of the experimental session 

(Rest, IntAtt, ExtAtt, IntExtAtt). The maps in the third column represent the alpha power difference (μV2) 

between each attentional condition and the rest, averaged across all participants. Each scalp map was obtained 

as described in Figure 4.2. In the cartoon heads of the fourth column, the red markers denote the electrodes 

which showed statistically significant difference of alpha power in the attentional condition compared to rest (p-

values < 0.05, one-tailed permutation-based t-test, p-values corrected for multiple comparisons, see procedure 

(a) in Section 4.1.2.3.7). 

 

a) Channel-wise (scalp level) comparison of alpha power and theta power in attentional 

condition vs the baseline condition. For each band and each attentional condition, we 

statistically evaluated which scalp channel exhibited different power compared to baseline 

condition. A non-parametric, permutation-based t-test was used. To this aim, the distribution 

of the t statistic at each channel under the null hypothesis was empirically computed by 

performing 5000 random permutations of the observed values between the two conditions 
372. The uncorrected p-value at each channel was the proportion of the permutation 

distribution at least as extreme as the observed t statistic (computed on the non-permuted 

values). To obtain p-values corrected for multiple comparisons, the permutation distribution 

of the maximal t statistic was obtained (by collecting at each permutation the maximum of 

the channel t statistics) and the corrected p-value at each channel was the proportion of the 

distribution for the maximal statistic at least as extreme as the observed t statistic.  

b) Regional-wise (scalp level) comparison of alpha power and theta power in attentional 

condition vs the baseline condition. For each band and each scalp region (anterior/posterior), 

we statistically evaluated whether the specific attentional condition modified the regional 

power compared to the baseline. A Wilcoxon signed rank test (the non-parametric equivalent 

of the parametric paired Student’s t-test) was applied to compare each attentional condition 

to the baseline condition. Correction for multiple comparisons was applied separately for each 

region and band: corrected p-values were obtained via the Bonferroni correction by 
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multiplying the raw p-values by 3, since three comparisons were made for each region and for 

each band.  

c) Voxel-wise (cortical level) comparison of alpha power and theta power in attentional 

condition vs the baseline condition. For each band and each attentional condition, we 

statistically evaluated which cortical voxel exhibited different power compared to baseline 

condition. The same method as in a) (non-parametric permutation-based t-test) was adopted 

at the voxel level.  

d) ROI-wise (cortical level) comparison of alpha power and theta power in attentional 

condition vs the baseline condition. For each ROI and each band of interest related to the ROI, 

we statistically evaluated whether the specific attentional condition modified the ROI power 

compared to the baseline. The same method as in b) (Wilcoxon signed rank test) was adopted 

at the cortical ROI level. 

e) Comparison of causal influences in the alpha and theta band in attentional condition vs 

the baseline condition. For each band and each attentional condition, we statistically 

evaluated which directed causal influences between the selected ROIs were modified 

compared to the baseline condition. In this case too, the nonparametric permutation-based 

t-test was used adopting the same procedure as in a) and in c). Furthermore, we summarized 

some connectivity aspects (e.g. overall flow from one ROI to a set of other ROIs), by averaging 

across the corresponding connectivity values and we tested whether the specific attentional 

condition modified this overall connectivity compared to the baseline by using the Wilcoxon 

signed rank test (same method as in b) and d)). 

  

4.1.3 Results  

4.1.3.1 Power analysis at scalp level 

Fig. 4.2 shows the scalp maps of theta power in each session, the scalp maps of theta power 

difference between each attentional condition and rest, and the results of the corresponding 

channel-wise statistical analysis. Fig. 4.3 displays the same information as to alpha power. 

According to results in Fig. 4.2, engagement in the mental math task (IntAtt) was associated 

with frontal midline theta increase. Conversely, in ExtAtt, theta power increased only at 

parieto-occipital electrodes. In IntExtAtt condition, i.e. when the mental task had to be 

performed against task-irrelevant pictures, frontal-midline theta showed a strong increase, 

overcoming that observed in IntAtt condition; furthermore, theta increased at posterior 

electrodes too. As to alpha power (Fig. 4.3), the ExtAtt induced a dramatic decrease of alpha 

activity especially at parieto-occipital sites, an effect well expected due to visual stimulation. 

In IntAtt condition, alpha power tended to increase at the more posterior sites, although 

significance was not reached at any electrode. Finally, results obtained in IntExtAtt are 

especially interesting: indeed, the same visual stimuli as in ExtAtt applied during the math task 

were associated with a much smaller alpha power decrease at posterior sites, with no 

statistical significance.  
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A summary of the previous results is represented in Fig. 4.4, which displays the theta and 

alpha power changes within the two scalp macro-regions (anterior and posterior, see Section 

4.1.2.3.3), as a function of the attentional condition. The bar plots emphasized a different 

pattern of theta activity at the anterior and posterior region. Anterior theta activity exhibited 

the trend to progressively increase across the three conditions and reached the largest value 

in the IntExtAtt condition, in agreement with its relation with internal attention. Posteriorly, 

theta increase occurred to a similar extent in the two conditions involving picture presentation 

(ExtAtt and IntExtAtt) and was absent in IntAtt condition. Alpha power at the posterior region 

confirmed a significant decreased in ExtAtt but not in IntExtAtt condition, and a tendency to 

increase (but with high variability) in the IntAtt condition.  

 

Figure 4.4 – Theta power and alpha power computed at the two scalp macro-regions (anterior and posterior) in 

each experimental condition, and normalized to the rest condition. Powers at the anterior and posterior regions 

were obtained via arithmetic average across frontal electrodes (Fp1, Fp2, AF3, AF4, F3, Fz, F4, FC1, FC2) and 

parieto-occipital electrodes (P3, Pz, P4, PO3, POz, PO4, O1, O2) respectively (see Section 2.3.3). Each bar 

represents the mean ± SEM across all participants. Within each bar plot, * denotes statistically significant 

difference between the attentional condition and rest condition (p<0.05, Bonferroni corrected for multiple 

comparisons, see procedure (b) in Section 4.1.2.3.7). 

 

4.1.3.2 Power analysis at cortical level 

The comparisons between each attentional condition and rest at the level of voxels are 

presented in Fig. 4.5 as to theta power and in Fig. 4.6 as to alpha power. For each comparison, 

the voxel-by-voxel power difference is represented, together with the results of the voxel-

wise statistical analysis. Table 4.1 indicates, for each attentional condition, which of the 

selected ROIs were significantly implicated in power change on the basis of the voxel-wise 

statistical analysis (see Supplementary Material Section 4.3S and Supplementary Tables 4.2-

4.6 for the list of all cortical voxels significantly involved).   
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Theta power increase in ExtAtt and IntAtt was localized within a limited area of voxels in 

the posteromedial cortex and in the midline/left frontal cortex, respectively (Fig. 4.5). It is 

worth noticing that the cluster of statistically significant voxels in IntAtt include also the 

selected ROI ACC (Table 4.1). Furthermore, as anticipated in Section 4.1.2.3.5, the results in 

ExtAtt motivated the inclusion of the PCU ROI in our analysis. Indeed, the cluster exhibiting 

significant theta increase included also voxels belonging to this region (see Table 4.1 and 

Supplementary Table 4.2), and significant PCU theta increase was confirmed at the level of 

the entire ROI too (as shown later in Fig. 4.7 and discussed in Section 4.1.4).  In IntExtAtt, 

significant theta increase exhibited a widespread distribution, mostly involving temporal 

regions (ITG too) and portion of the posteromedial cortex; a few ACC voxels were involved 

too. As to Alpha power (Fig. 4.6), the ExtAtt condition resulted in significant decrease in almost 

all voxels in the posterior-parietal, occipital and temporal lobes (including LGCU and ITG ROIs). 

In IntAtt, although alpha tended to increase at occipital regions, no significant difference was 

obtained at any voxel. However, the effect of internal attention on alpha power appeared 

evident when considering the IntExtAtt condition; at variance with ExtAtt condition, here only 

a small cortical cluster in the parietal cortex exhibited significant decrease.  

The previous analysis is useful to obtain a picture of the power changes in each attentional 

condition at a fine-scale spatial resolution, and reveled that voxels in most of the a priori 

selected ROIs were significantly implicated. In order to assess the modifications of the overall 

power in each selected ROI (rather than at single voxel level), Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 display the 

modulation of the overall ROI power vs the attentional condition in the theta band and alpha 

band, respectively.  A significant increase of theta activity was seen in ACC in the two 

conditions involving internal attention (IntAtt and IntExtAtt, Fig. 4.7), larger when internal 

attention competed with the external one, identifying the ACC as implicated in the frontal-

midline theta increase observed at scalp level in these cases (see Fig. 4.2). The other ROIs 

exhibited a different pattern of modulation: theta increase was associated with conditions 

involving external attention (ExtAtt and IntExtAtt), especially in posterior regions (except 

LGCUM), where it reached statistical significance in both conditions. Analysis in the alpha band 

(Fig. 4.8) settled that ExtAtt was associated with a strong decrease in the occipital (LGCU) as 

well as ITG regions, while in IntExtAtt alpha power in these same ROIs did not significantly 

decrease or decreased only to a much lower extent (see LGCUM), confirming the tendency of 

alpha power to increase (although not significantly) in IntAtt.  
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Figure 4.5 – Voxel-wise comparison of theta power between each attentional condition and rest. For each 

attentional condition, the 3D top view of the cortex shows the theta power difference ((μA/mm2)2) at each voxel 

between the attentional condition and the rest, averaged across all participants. The transversal slices across the 

z axis (oriented from bottom to top) display the results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis: the colored voxels 

correspond to significantly higher theta power in the attentional condition compared to rest (p-values < 0.05, 

one-tailed permutation-based t-test corrected for multiple comparisons, see procedure (c) in Section 4.1.2.3.7), 

with the color scale corresponding to corrected t-values (tth indicates the critical threshold at 5% probability). It 

is worth noticing that only the results of the one-tailed statistical analysis (testing attentional condition > rest) 

are reported, since the test in the other direction did not provide in any significance.  
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Figure 4.6 – Voxel-wise comparison of alpha power between each attentional condition and rest. For each 

attentional condition, the 3D top view of the cortex shows the alpha power difference ((μA/mm2)2) at each voxel 

between the attentional condition and the rest, averaged across all participants. The transversal slices across the 

z axis (oriented from bottom to top) display the results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis: the colored voxels 

correspond to significantly lower alpha power in the attentional condition compared to rest (p-values < 0.05, 

one-tailed permutation-based t-test corrected for multiple comparisons, see procedure (c) in Section 4.1.2.3.7), 

with the color scale corresponding to corrected t-values (tth indicates the critical threshold at 5% probability). For 

the ExtAtt and IntExtAtt condition, only the results of the one-tailed statistical analysis (testing attentional 

condition < rest) are reported, since the test in the other direction did not provide in any significance. For the 

IntAtt condition, one-tailed statistical analyses did not provide any significant results in either direction.  

 

Figure 4.7 – Overall theta power (obtained by averaging across all voxels within the ROI) in each of the seven 

ROIs selected for the theta-band analysis, computed in each experimental condition and normalized to the rest 

condition. Each bar represents the mean ± SEM across all participants. Within each bar plot, * denotes 

statistically significant difference between the attentional condition and rest condition (p<0.05, Bonferroni 

corrected for multiple comparisons, see procedure (d) in Section 4.1.2.3.7). 
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Figure 4.8 – Overall alpha power (obtained by averaging across all voxels within the ROI) in each of the seven 

ROIs selected for the alpha-band analysis, computed in each experimental condition and normalized to the rest 

condition. Each bar represents the mean ± SEM across all participants. Within each bar plot, * denotes 

statistically significant difference between the attentional condition and rest condition (p<0.05, Bonferroni 

corrected for multiple comparisons, see procedure (d) in Section 4.1.2.3.7). 

 

4.1.3.3 Granger Causality Analysis 

Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the results of the GC analysis for the selected ROIs in the theta 

and alpha band. The colored arrows over the 3D cortical surfaces indicate the single 

connections that significantly modified (p<0.05 uncorrected) compared to rest, with the red 

and blue indicating an increase and decrease respectively. The bar plots sum up some 

interesting aspects, reporting the overall causal outflow from a ROI (or a set of homologue 

ROIs) to a set of other ROIs.  The results can be summarized as follows.  

Theta-Band (Fig. 4.9) – In ExtAtt, increased theta-band connectivity was localized 

posteriorly, with the PCU exerting a significantly greater influence towards the visual ROIs 

compared to rest; no increased influence from ACC was observed. In IntAtt, increased 

connectivity from ACC emerged, while the influence from PCU exerted a minor role. In 

IntExtAtt, a sort of summation of the previous two effects occurred, with an overall increase 

in connectivity among the ROIs, and with ACC and PCU exerting each an overall influence on 

visual areas (LGCU and ITG) to a similar extent as in IntAtt and ExtAtt respectively (see the bar-

plots).  
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Alpha-Band (Fig. 4.10) – The ExtAtt was characterized by an overall dramatic decrease of 

causal influence, with a clear bottom-up arrangement. No relevant modifications in top-down 

connections emerged (see in particular MFGL, MFGR→ LGCU). Conversely, IntAtt was 

associated with an increase of both bottom-up and top-down connectivity between visual 

areas (ITG, LGCU) and the frontal area, involving mostly the left MFG.  Finally, IntExtAtt was 

characterized by a decrease in bottom-up connectivity, but to a much lower extent than in 

ExtAtt condition (see in particular the bar plot LGCU→MFGL, MFGR), and still by an increase in 

top-down influence from the left MFG (bar plot MFGL→LGCU).  

 

 

Figure 4.9 – Results of the spectral Granger Causality in the theta band between the selected ROIs. The arrows 

over the 3D cortical surfaces (top view of the cortex) indicate the connections that increase (red) or decrease 

(blu) in each attentional condition compared to rest. The displayed arrows correspond to significant connectivity 

changes at p<0.05 (uncorrected p-values, non-parametric permutation based t-test, see procedure (e) in Section 

4.1.2.3.7) and the thickness of the line denotes three level of significance, i.e. thinnest line:  0.01 < p-value < 0.05; 

middle line: 0.001 < p-value < 0.01; thickest line: p-value < 0.001.  The two bar plots display the overall causal 

influence that emerged from ACC and PCU, respectively, and targeted the set of indicated ROIs (LGCU includes 

the left, right and medial parts, and ITG includes the left and right part). Each bar represents the mean ± SEM 

across all participants. Within each bar plot, + denotes statistical comparison vs rest resulting in p<0.05 without 

Bonferroni correction, while * denotes statistical comparison vs rest resulting in p<0.05 with Bonferroni 

correction.  
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Figure 10 – Results of the spectral Granger Causality in the alpha band between the selected ROIs. The arrows 

over the 3D cortical surfaces (top view of the cortex) indicate the connections that increase (red) or decrease 

(blu) in each attentional condition compared to rest. The displayed arrows correspond to connectivity changes 

at p<0.05 (uncorrected p-values, non-parametric permutation based t-test, see procedure (e) in Section 

4.1.2.3.7) and the thickness of the line denotes three level of significance, i.e. thinnest line:  0.01 < p-value < 0.05; 

middle line: 0.001 < p-value < 0.01; thickest line: p-value < 0.001.  The bar plots display the overall causal 

influence, in both directions, between left and right MFG separately (MFGL and MFGR) and total LGCU region 

(bilateral and medial).  Each bar represents the mean ± SEM across all participants. Within each bar plot, + 

denotes statistical comparison vs rest resulting in p<0.05 without Bonferroni correction, while * denotes 

statistical comparison vs rest resulting in p<0.05 with Bonferroni correction. 

 

 

Table 4.1 – Number of voxels statistically significant within each of the selected ROI, and the largest 

value of the t-statistic observed on the ROI (reported only in case of significance). These comparisons 

are one-tailed; comparisons in the other direction did not provide any significance 

 

 Theta-Band Analysis 

 ExtAtt>Rest IntAtt>Rest IntExtAtt>Rest 

ROI n. voxels t-value n. voxels t-value n. voxels t-value 

ACC - - 69 3.18 3 3.05 

ITGL - - - - 61 3.44 

ITGR - - - - 33 3.12 

PCU 34 4.97 - - 3 2.90 

LGCUL 42 4.72 - - 19 3.25 
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LGUM 29 4.82 - - - - 

LGCUR 49 4.34 - - - - 

 

 Alpha-Band Analysis 

 ExtAtt<Rest IntAtt>Rest IntExtAtt<Rest 

ROI n. voxels t-value n. voxels t-value n. voxels t-value 

MFGL - - - - - - 

MFGR - - - - - - 

ITGL 63 -3.18 - - - - 

ITGR 37 -3.73 - - - - 

LGCUL 157 -3.33 - - - - 

LGUM 130 -3.33 - - - - 

LGCUR 156 -3.37 - - - - 

 

4.1.4 Discussion  

This study investigates how EEG alpha and theta power and functional communication 

within these bands are implicated in different attentional conditions, involving bottom-up 

sensory attention only (visual stimulation), cognitive internal attention only (mental math 

task), and the competition between the two forms of attention. In particular, we were 

motivated by the following main question: Which are the alpha and theta effects of online 

distractors that are continuously presented during an internal cognition task, and act by 

capturing external attention?  

The electroencephalographic modulations in theta and alpha band were investigated both 

at scalp and cortical level. It is worth noticing that we tuned alpha and theta rhythms 

individually by using an objective procedure that emulated the original influential attempt of 

Klimesh et al. 352 to characterize the individual alpha band. This way we took into account the 

interindividual variability, enhancing the precision of the analysis. 

 

4.1.4.1 Alpha and theta power changes at scalp level  

Some interesting main effects were obtained already at the scalp level (Figures 4.2-4.4). An 

original result is that theta activity was modulated differently in the anterior and posterior 

sites by the attentional conditions. At frontal sites theta increase was mainly associated with 

internal attention, a result well in line with previous studies 327,331; in particular, increase in 

scalp frontal midline theta was previously observed during mental arithmetic tasks both 

similar and different from the one adopted here 328,329,358. This result at scalp level (together 
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with the source-level results indicating the main involvement of anterior cingulate cortex in 

frontal theta increase) can represent a posterior validation that the participants were engaged 

in the math task execution during the two corresponding sessions. Interestingly, frontal theta 

increase was larger when the math was performed with the presence of visual distractors. 

This result matches the general observation of higher frontal theta associated with increased 

task demands, usually implemented by increasing memory load in working memory tasks or 

by increasing task complexity 326,373. However, we are not aware of other studies that have 

investigated and revealed such an effect when the task demand is modulated by the absence 

vs presence of external distractors rather than by the intrinsic complexity of the internal task 

(which remained unchanged in IntAtt and IntExtAtt conditions). Here we found that although 

the internal task remained unchanged, the need to increase the protection of ongoing internal 

processing from external sensory interference was associated with higher frontal theta; this 

could reflect the allocation of greater internally-oriented attentional resources or increased 

error monitoring and conflict resolution.  

Theta activity at scalp posterior sites did not follow the same pattern as frontally. Posterior 

theta increased in conditions involving external attention, i.e. in association with picture 

presentation. Studies investigating posterior theta in relation to visual attention and visual 

stimulation are sparser. Most of them reported scalp occipital theta enhancement following 

or during visual stimulus presentation 374–377, in agreement with our results. Conversely, the 

effect of visual attention on posterior theta is unclear and controversial results have been 

reported 375,377. Our results provided similar levels of posterior theta increase in ExtAtt (when 

likely more attention was allocated towards visual stimuli) and in IntExtAtt (when likely less 

attention was directed towards visual stimuli); a speculative hypothesis is that this posterior 

theta might signal basic visual processing not affected by attention.  

At variance with posterior theta, posterior alpha exhibited a clear different modulation in 

ExtAtt condition vs IntExtAtt condition. Picture presentation alone induced a strong posterior 

alpha decrease, indicating engagement of the sensory system and enhanced visual processing 
333. When pictures accompanied the mental task, alpha power exhibited a much lower 

decrease assuming values not statistically different from the rest; this indicates a resistance 

against the visual interfering information. This effect may result from a push-pull interaction 

between two opposing mechanisms: bottom-up visual engagement reducing alpha power (as 

it emerged in ExtAtt) and task-oriented visual inhibition increasing alpha power. Indeed, an 

average tendency of alpha power to increase occurred in IntAtt condition, although not 

significant. While this mechanism appeared weak when performing the internal task alone 

(against a grey screen), its operational role emerged more clearly in the presence of the visual 

distractors, being able to contrast alpha reduction. In our recent paper 378, which investigated 

alpha power modulations in a variety of conditions, we found that performing a similar mental 

task while immersed in a (highly stimulating) virtual reality environment increased alpha 

power to the same level as in rest condition, whereas the virtual reality immersion alone 

induced a strong decrease. Here, we confirmed the previous result and proved that even when 

using simpler and less motivating visual distractors (neutral pictures on a monitor vs virtual 
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reality scenario) the need to isolate from visual engagement induced an increase in alpha 

oscillations. Our conclusion appears in contrast with a recent study 379 that questions the role 

of alpha oscillations in inhibition of online distractions. These authors observed that alpha did 

not increase compared to baseline during the retention interval of a working memory task, in 

the presence of visual distractors maintained throughout the retention period; furthermore, 

strong distractors (more similar to the memorized representation) produced larger alpha 

power decrease than weak distractors. Based on these results, the authors suggested that 

alpha oscillations were ineffective for inhibition of sustained distraction in the investigated 

condition. A possible reconciling interpretation may take into account that alpha power during 

internal vs external competition results from two antagonistic mechanisms, an increase to 

insulate internal processing and a decrease induced by external stimulation; the former may 

just reduce but not overcome the latter. This effect could occur in particular when the 

distractors contain features similar to the internal representation and thus may have strong 

attention influence.  

 

4.1.4.2 Alpha and theta power changes at source level  

Via the analysis at source level, we first investigated the involvement of some key cortical 

regions in theta and alpha power modulation and then we explored modifications in the 

pattern of functional connections. Here, source reconstruction was not based on a high-

density electrode montage but on a limited number of electrodes (32). Therefore, the results 

obtained on source activity and connectivity merit additional studies to obtain a more robust 

validation (see also Section 4.1.4.4).  

For the alpha-band analysis, we took into consideration both lower-level (lingual gyrus and 

cuneus) and higher-level (inferior temporal gyrus) visual regions, based on their functional 

roles and of previous results in literature (see Section 4.1.1 and Section 4.1.2.3.5). The lingual 

gyrus and cuneus were considered together (LGCU) in order to reduce the number of ROIs, 

especially in view of the connectivity analysis, and favor a more straightforward interpretation 

of the results.  

The whole-brain statistical analysis reveals that almost all voxels in the posterior regions 

are implicated in alpha modulations (Fig. 4.6). More specifically, alpha power modulation in 

the selected ROIs (Fig. 4.8) paralleled that observed posteriorly at scalp level. In particular, 

ExtAtt condition was characterized by a significant alpha power decrease in all visual ROIs; 

notably, the decrease was larger in earlier (LGCU) than superior (ITG) visual ROIs. No 

significant modulation of the alpha power in the visual ROIs was found in IntExtAtt compared 

to baseline. Similarly to our results, a recent study 332 reconstructing source activity from 

magnetoencephalography, found a marked alpha reduction, especially in occipital bilateral 

regions, during a prospective memory task that required elevated external attention and low 

internal attention. Conversely, they did not find significant changes of cortical alpha in a task 

that required lower external monitoring and high internal attention. Again, we interpret the 

absence of alpha changes in that task as resulting from the balance between the alpha 
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increase to protect the internal representations and the alpha decrease still induced by the 

external sensory inputs.  

Besides the visual ROIs, we also included the middle frontal gyrus in alpha band analysis, 

since this region, although did not exhibit a significant alpha-power change neither at the 

voxel-level nor at the overall ROI level, may be implicated in top-down influences in the alpha-

band toward the visual ROIs, especially in conditions involving internal attention. Indeed, 

there is a general agreement that prioritizing or suppressing sensory processing in a goal-

oriented manner are controlled by top-down signals from higher-level frontal cortical areas 
380,381, although no consensus has emerged yet on the specific sources of these signals. 

However, implication of the middle frontal gyrus (including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) 

in attention-dependent modulation of visual activity is supported both by fMRI and ERP 

studies 382,383, and other EEG studies 346,356,357.  

For the theta-band analysis, we included not only the visual ROIs (LGCU, ITG) but also two 

additional ROIs, the Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) and the Precuneus (PCU). The ACC was a 

priori included as one of the main source of frontal midline theta associated with internally 

focused attention and cognitively demanding task 326,331, including mental arithmetic 328,329,358.  

Our results suggest that the frontal theta increase in our math task originated mainly from the 

ACC, and from this hub it might potentially extend to other frontal regions (see indeed right 

top cortical surface in Fig. 4.5 showing higher and broader theta increase in frontal cortex, 

where significant voxels were found too). Conversely, the Precuneus was selected a posteriori 

based on the statistical voxel-wise results in ExtAtt condition, which showed a significant 

involvement of this region (Fig. 4.5 left slice-view maps and Table 4.1). Accordingly, the 

analysis at overall ROI level showed significant power modulation in PCU, suggesting that PCU 

could be implicated in theta power and that activity could spread from it to the close cingulate 

cortex (where significant voxels were found too). However, interpreting the involvement of 

PCU in ExtAtt is not straightforward and our explanation remains at a highly speculative level. 

Indeed, the precuneus has been widely associated to internally oriented functions and 

memory processes (e.g. visual imagery, episodic or semantic memory retrieval) 359,360. A 

preliminary interpretation, requiring further support, can be linked to a few studies suggesting 

that PCU has also visual functions 361,362 and may be implicated in general monitoring of 

external environment 384. We can tentatively speculate that, at least in the conditions 

investigated here, theta increase in PCU and in the other visual regions (especially bilateral 

LGCU) might represent a basic visual processing uninfluenced by the amount of allocated 

attention (see the similar level attained in ExtAtt and IntExtAtt in these ROIs, Fig. 4.7). 

However, this interpretation remains uncertain and definitely requires further inquiries. 

 

4.1.4.3 Functional connectivity in alpha and theta band  

When considering internal attention alone, causal theta influences increased from ACC 

towards temporal and then posterior (PCU) regions (Fig. 4.9), in agreement with previous 

results showing the importance of fronto-temporal-parietal theta networks in mental 
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arithmetic 329,358. Conversely, in the ExtAtt condition theta connectivity appeared much more 

localized and confined posteriorly. Furthermore, the overall theta connectivity increased in 

IntExtAtt, condition, with the two previous mechanisms operating simultaneously, and 

apparently not influencing reciprocally. 

Mechanisms of alpha-band causal influences seemed to operate in opposite direction in 

external and internal attention (Fig. 4.10). ExtAtt was dominated by a decrease in alpha-band 

connections in a bottom-up fashion. On the contrary, IntAtt was characterized by an 

increasing trend of alpha-band connections in both direction. A few considerations can be 

drawn. First, the selected frontal ROI (MFG, particularly in the left side) appeared implicated 

in top-down alpha influences during the internal task. Second, this mechanism was 

accompanied by a second one, i.e. an increase in bottom-up alpha influences (Fig. 4.10 central 

top panel). It is worth noting that, besides top-down, also posterior-to-anterior information 

flow in alpha band has been reported to be involved in internally oriented tasks and conditions 
385,386. This is in line also with our results in IntExtAtt condition where an increase in top-down 

connectivity was accompanied by a reduced decrease of bottom-up connectivity compared 

with ExtAtt. Overall, these results might indicate that both top-down and bottom-up 

communication in alpha band possibly operate to favor insulation of internal processing from 

ongoing external interference.  

 

4.1.4.4 Limitations and future directions 

Some limitations and ideas for further studies are presented.  

In our experimental protocol, we used pictures changing every 10 seconds to induce visual 

attention. The significant and marked decrease of alpha activity in posterior visual regions 

during ExtAtt condition indicates that visual attention of participants was actually captured by 

the pictures. However, we cannot totally exclude that mind-wandering occasionally occurred, 

e.g. at some points between one picture and the next, reducing visual attention. Increasing 

the rate of picture presentation (e.g. every 5 seconds or less) or watching a video, might 

increase the effect of external attention capture, with possible impact on alpha power both in 

ExtAtt and IntExtAtt conditions. This could be explored in future studies. Another point is that 

the two examined conditions (performing mental arithmetic vs watching pictures) differ, 

besides the direction of attention, also as to other variables, such as voluntary vs automatic 

allocation of attention, requiring vs not requiring manipulation of information, demanding vs 

not demanding task. These variables might have partially contributed to the observed EEG 

differences in oscillatory activity and connectivity.  However, our hypothesis is a posteriori 

validated by the observation that, according to the existing literature, the obtained changes 

in alpha and theta mechanisms are mainly modulated by the direction of attention, i.e. are 

specific of attention orientation rather than being task-specific or being associated to other 

variables (see the Introduction where we emphasized how similar alpha or theta mechanisms 

operate in tasks even very different but that share the same direction of attention).  
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Another important aspect concerns the investigation of other rhythms together with theta 

and alpha, e.g. gamma rhythm (30-100 Hz). Indeed, enhanced gamma oscillations have been 

observed during high-level (internally oriented) mental processing (reading, emotion, math 

task, memory) especially in task-relevant areas 327,328,387, and also increased gamma 

oscillations in sensory cortices have often been linked with increased sensory attention 325. 

Furthermore, theta-gamma coupling, with gamma cycles nested within a theta cycle and 

phase-locked to it, is considered an efficient scheme for implementing the simultaneous 

representation and manipulation of multiple items. In relation to our results, adding the 

exploration of gamma oscillations may help to understand the functional role of the posterior 

theta in the investigated conditions.  

We acknowledge that the accuracy of source reconstruction improves with increasing 

sensor density and using individualized head models from MRI, while we used 32 electrodes 

and a head model template (a limitation however common to a great body of literature and 

even severer in cases when just 19 electrodes are used). However, here we were not 

interested in an exact cortical localization, and we did not focus on single significant voxels; 

instead, we considered overall regions of interest, to characterize the average behavior of an 

area. Therefore, we expect that some blurring and inaccuracies in source reconstruction 

derived by the adopted techniques may have had a tolerable impact. Furthermore, some 

reassurances come from results at source level in concordance with the existing literature (as 

reported previously). Nevertheless, our source-level results, both as to power and 

connectivity, definitely deserve further studies using high-density electrode montage (e.g. 64 

electrodes) and possibly a larger sample size (see also below) to achieve higher reliability. This 

may be of particular relevance to attest our provisional result showing involvement of theta 

activity in PCU during visual attention; this result indeed does not find clear interpretation 

within the existing literature and further validation is required.   

Another weakness, that may benefit from a larger number of electrodes and of 

participants, concerns the low statistical significance of the Granger Causality effects that did 

not survive multiple comparison correction in most of cases (Fig. 4.9 and Fig. 4.10) and 

revealed a high inter-individual variability. A certain variability was already visible at power 

level (especially in alpha activity in IntAtt and IntExtAtt); it is possible that some participants 

adopted different strategies for keeping internal concentration or learned automatized 

procedure to perform the task (reducing the effort) or may even be particularly susceptible to 

external influences. In future studies we can further increase the number of participants to 

identify a clearer tendency and also perform an analysis at single-subject level to possibly 

disclose different adopted strategies. This kind of analysis could further benefit from 

controlling participants’ performances in the mental task and/or their arithmetic proficiency, 

which we did not systematically assess in this study.  
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4.1.5 Conclusions  

In conclusions, we investigated the alpha and theta mechanisms that operate while 

performing an internal attention task against concurrent visual distractors inducing external 

attention, in relation to the mechanisms operating when considering each form of attention 

individually. While theta and alpha are extensively linked to attention, they are less often 

investigated together, and are scarcely examined in relation to online distractors and during 

ongoing conditions reflecting real life situations. We found that performing the internal task 

during external visual interferences was associated with distinctive patterns of power and 

connectivity in both bands. Frontal midline theta, implicating anterior cingulate cortex and 

peculiar of internal focus of attention, was further enhanced in presence of visual distractors 

and was associated with large-scale top-down connectivity. This anterior theta coexisted with 

posterior (occipital/midline-parietal) theta, which was characterized by localized connectivity 

and could reflect basic visual processing, although this interpretation remains highly 

uncertain. Alpha power in visual regions (both temporal and occipital), characterized by a 

significant decrease in conditions of visual stimulation alone, assumed values closed to rest in 

the competition state, indicating reduced engagement of the visual system to gate out visual 

distractors. This appears effected by a bidirectional increase in alpha connectivity between 

visual regions and frontal regions.   

Despite some limitations, this study has made an attempt to provide a comprehensive 

framework of the alpha and theta oscillatory mechanisms that intervene in the competition 

internal-external attention, a condition pervasive of the sensory-cognitive interplay in our 

everyday activities. This attempt can also be of value to reconcile controversial results of 

attention interpreting them within this framework, and to help understanding the 

relationships between brain oscillations and attentional functions/dysfunctions in daily life 

tasks, especially in subject categories more susceptible of external intrusion during cognitive 

tasks, such as children, older, or subjects suffering from attention-deficit hyperactivity 

disorder (ADHD). 

 

4.1.6 Supplementary Material 

 

4.1S. Assignment of source space voxels to the selected ROIs  

In the LORETA-KEY©® software, each of the 6239 voxels is provided with its x,y,z MNI 

coordinates, and with the lobe, region and Brodmann area the voxel belongs to. Therefore, 

the assignment of a voxel to a ROI was based on the label specifying its region (in our study: 

Lingual Gyrus (LG), Cuneus (CU), Inferior Temporal Gyrus (ITG), Middle Frontal Gyrus (MFG), 

Anterior Cingulate (ACC), Precuneus (PCU)). The assignment of a voxel to the left, right or 

medial part of a ROI was based on the x coordinate provided by LORETA-KEY©® software; the 

x coordinate is directed from left to right, with 5 mm resolution, and assumes negative values 

for voxel in the left hemisphere and positive values for voxel in the right hemisphere (the 
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origin of MNI coordinate system is located at the anterior commissure). Specifically, we 

performed the following assignment: voxels belonging to a region (e.g. CU or LG) were 

assigned to the left part of that ROI (i.e. LGCUL) if they have x < - 5 mm, to the right part of 

that ROI (LGCUR) if they have x > + 5 mm and to the medial part of that ROI (LGCUM) if they 

have – 5 mm  ≤ x ≤ + 5 mm. Some ROIs do not have the medial part (ITG and MFG). In our 

study, for the ROIs ACC and PCU we considered only the medial part (hence, we did not use 

the subscript). Indeed, the Anterior Cingulate region lies mostly medially and only a few left 

and right voxels remained excluded. On the contrary the overall Precuneus region extends 

also superiorly on the left and right even beyond the LGCU region; however, we preferred to 

maintain the selection limited to the medial portion (see Figure 4.1) since the results 

motivating its selection (voxel-wise statistical analysis contrasting ExtAtt vs Rest in Theta Band, 

see Figure 4.5) suggested that the medial part was mainly involved. The Supplementary Table 

4.1S provides the number of voxels for each investigated ROI. 

 

4.2S. Selection of model order for the bivariate autoregressive (BVAR) models of the data 

in the computation of spectral Granger Causality 

We did not use the Akaike Information Criterion to identify the model order for the AR 

model in this study, since in some preliminary tests we found that the minimum of this 

criterion often settled to low values of the model order far to reproduce the data well (a 

problem already observed previously, see for example346 ). Hence, to select the model order, 

we compared the power spectral estimates obtained by the BVAR models and those estimated 

directly from the temporal ROIs waveform via the Welch’s method. This was done for different 

model orders (from 5 to 45 with step of 5) and the mean squared difference between the two 

estimates was computed (within the range 3-20 Hz) and averaged across the ROIs and 

participants. We maintained separated the assessment for the frontal-temporal ROIs (ACC, 

MFGL, MFGR, ITGL, ITGR) and for the posterior ROIs (PCU, LGCUL, LGCUM, LGCUR) since the error 

showed a different rate of decrease in the two sets of ROIs, as shown in the Supplementary 

Figure 4.1. These results show that at model order 30, both errors settled at a lower saturation 

level.  Actually, the error for the posterior ROIs reached the saturation level before (at model 

order 20) and then fluctuated around it; however, using smaller value for the model order 

(e.g. 25) caused the AR model to miss the theta peak in the frontal ROIs (see Supplementary 

Figure 4.2). For completeness, Supplementary Figures from 4.S2 to 4.S10 showed, for each 

selected ROI, the PSDs estimated directly on the actual ROI signals (Panel A) and the 

comparison between them and those obtained from the AR models with model order 30 

(Panel B). Results in all panels are averaged across the participants. 

 

4.3S. Results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis  

Supplementary Tables 4.2S-4.4S refer to the results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis as 

to the theta band (see Figure 4.5) while Supplementary Tables 4.5S-4.6S as to the alpha band 

(see Figure 4.6). For each statistical comparison, the Table 4.1S. reports: the regions to which 
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the significant voxels belong (based on the region label provided for each voxel in the software 

LORETA-KEY©®), the number of statistically significant voxel in each region (distinguishing 

between the left, right, medial subdivision as described in Supplementary Section 4.1S) and 

the largest value of the observed t-statistic on the whole region (irrespective of the side). It is 

worth noticing that these comparisons are one-tailed. Comparisons in the other direction did 

not provide any significance.   

 

Table 4.1S: Number of voxels for each investigated ROI according to the procedure of voxel assignment 

described in Supplementary section 4.1S.  

 

ROI number of 
voxels 

LGCUL 158 

LGCUM 142 

LGCUR 157 

PCU 122 

ITGL 78 

ITGR 73 

MFGL 237 

MFGR 245 

ACC 100 

 

Table 4 2S: Results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis comparing the theta power between ExtAtt vs 

Rest (ExtAtt > Rest) 

 

Region  n. voxels: L/M/R   t-statics on the ROI 

Cingulate Gyrus 7/21/5 5.06 

Cuneus 12/10/5 4.82 

Fusiform Gyrus 0/-/6 3.44 

Lingual Gyrus 30/19/44 4.62 

Middle Occipital Gyrus 2/-/0 3.38 

Parahippocampal  4/-/4 4.03 

Posterior Cingulate 18/47/15 5.36 

Precuneus 34/34/22 5.52 

 

Table 4.3S: Results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis comparing the theta power between IntAtt vs 

Rest (IntAtt > Rest) 

 

Region  n. voxels: L/M/R   t-statics on the ROI 

Anterior Cingulate 15/69/4 3.18 

Cingulate Gyrus 8/21/4 2.69 

Inferior Frontal Gyrus 122/-/0 3.18 

Insula 17/-/0 3.41 

Medial Frontal Gyrus 19/28/1 2.85 

Middle Frontal Fyrus 42/-/0 3.04 

Orbital Gyrus 6/-/0 2.57 

Parahippocampal Gyrus 14/-/0 3.06 
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Rectal Gyrus 9/3/0 2.76 

Subcallosal Gyrus 8/8/0 3.09 

Superior Frontal 5/1/0 2.52 

Superior Temporal Gyrus 39/-/0 2.84 

 

Table 4.4S: Results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis comparing the theta power between 

IntExtAtt vs Rest (IntExtAtt > Rest) 

 

Region  n. voxels: L/M/R t-statics on the ROI 

Anterior Cingulate 0/2/1 3.05 

Cingulate Gyrus 2/0/0 3.46 

Cuneus 10/0/0 3.25 

Fusiform Gyrus 93/-/65 3.39 

Inferior Frontal Gyrus 1/-/5 3.02 

Inferior Parietal Gyrus 0/-/4 2.91 

Inferior Temporal Gyrus 61/-/33 3.44 

Insula 10/-/11 3.48 

Lingual Gyrus 9/0/0 3.14 

Medial Frontal Gyrus 0/7/5 3.06 

Middle Occipital 27/-/9 3.48 

Middle Temporal Gyrus 99/-/18 3.62 

Parahippocampal 77/-/75 3.61 

Postcentral Gyrus 2/-/9 3.43 

Posterior Cingulate 19/1/0 3.49 

Precentral Gyrus 2/-/19 3.27 

Precuneus 25/3/0 3.57 

Superior Frontal Gyrus 0/2/5 3.02 

Superior Temporal Gyrus 54/-/5 3.19 

 

Table 4.5S: Results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis comparing the alpha power between ExtAtt 

vs Rest (ExtAtt < Rest) 

 

Region n. voxels: L/M/R t-statics on the ROI 

Angular Gyrus 15/-/0 -3.15 

Cingulate Gyrus 9/41/18 -3.17 

Cuneus 89/87/91 -3.33 

Fusiform Gyrus 111/-/99 -3.68 

Inferior Occipital Gyrus 17/-/19 -3.26 

Inferior Parietal Gyrus 7/-/136 -3.35 

Inferior Temporal Gyrus 63/-/37 -3.73 

Insula 5/-/38 -3.35 

Lingual Gyrus 68/43/65 -3.37 

Middle Occipital Gyrus 74/-/67 -3.66 

Middle Temporal Gyrus 103/-/113 -3.75 

Parahippocampal Gyrus 89/-/90 -3.76 

Postcentral Gyrus 2/3/119 -3.05 

Posterior Cingulate 19/40/19 -3.27 

Precuneus 104/108/120 -3.24 

Superior Occipital Gyrus 8/-/9 -3.21 
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Superior Parietal Lobule 30/2/65 -3.1 

Superior Temporal Gyrus 39/-/95 -3.72 

Supramarginal Gyrus 10/-/24 -3.47 

 

Table 4.6S: Results of the voxel-wise statistical analysis comparing the alpha power between IntExtAtt 

vs Rest (IntExtAtt < Rest) 

 

Region  n. voxels: L/M/R   t-statics on the ROI 

Inferior Parietal Gyrus 0/-/20 -3.06 

Superior Parietal Lobule 0/-/2 -3 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1S – Mean squared difference (error) between the PSDs estimated directly on the actual ROIs data and 
those obtained by the BVAR models. The model order was increased from 5 to 45 with step of 5. The represented 
error values were obtained in the frequency range 3-20 Hz and averaged across all ROIs (in the two sets, fronto-
temporal and posterior) and participants; furthermore for clarity of visualization, they were normalized with 
respect to the maximum error value (at model order 5).  

 
 

 
Figure 4.2S – Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (ACC) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, IntAtt, 
IntExtAtt). Panel B – Comparison between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same 
curves as in Panel A) and the PSD obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). 
Panel C–The same as in Panel B but using model order 25, showing that the theta peak was not well reproduced 

by the AR model. Values are in (μA/mm2)2/Hz.  
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Figure 4.3S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (MFGL) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, IntAtt, 
IntExtAtt). Panel B – Comparison between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same 
curves as in Panel A) and the PSD obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). 

Values are in (μA/mm2)2/Hz. 

 

 

Figure 4.4S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (MFGR) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, IntAtt, 
IntExtAtt). Panel B – Comparison between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same 
curves as in Panel A) and the PSD obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). 

Values are in (μA/mm2)2/Hz. 
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Figure 4.5S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (ITGL) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, IntAtt, 
IntExtAtt). The zoom in focuses on the portion roughly corresponding to the theta band. Panel B – Comparison 
between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same curves as in Panel A) and the PSD 

obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). Values are in (μA/mm2)2/Hz. 

 
 

 
Figure 4.6S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (ITGR) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, IntAtt, 
IntExtAtt). The zoom in focuses on the portion roughly corresponding to the theta band. Panel B – Comparison 
between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same curves as in Panel A) and the PSD 

obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). Values are in (μA/mm2)2/Hz. 
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Figure 4.7S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (PCU) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, IntAtt, 
IntExtAtt). The zoom in focuses on the portion roughly corresponding to the theta band. Panel B – Comparison 
between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same curves as in Panel A) and the PSD 

obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). Values are in (μA/mm2)2/Hz. 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4.8S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the actual ROI (LGCUL) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, 
IntAtt, IntExtAtt). The zoom in focuses on the portion roughly corresponding to the theta band. Panel B – 
Comparison between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same curves as in Panel A) and 
the PSD obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). Values are in 

(μA/mm2)2/Hz. 
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Figure 4.9S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (LGCUM) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, 
IntAtt, IntExtAtt). The zoom in focuses on the portion roughly corresponding to the theta band. Panel B – 
Comparison between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same curves as in Panel A) and 
the PSD obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). Values are in 

(μA/mm2)2/Hz. 

 
Figure 4.10S - Panel A: PSDs estimated directly on the ROI (LGCUR) signal in the four conditions (Rest, ExtAtt, 
IntAtt, IntExtAtt). The zoom in focuses on the portion roughly corresponding to the theta band. Panel B – 
Comparison between the PSD estimated directly on the ROI signal (blue lines, the same curves as in Panel A) and 
the PSD obtained from the AR model of the ROI signal using model order 30 (red lines). Values are in 

(μA/mm2)2/Hz. 
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4.2 Brain rhythms power and connectivity modulation in a 

Pavlovian fear conditioning and reversal task 

 

The study reported in this chapter refers to a manuscript entitled “Changes in brain 

rhythms and connectivity tracking Fear Acquisition and Reversal”, Gabriele Pirazzini1, 

Francesca Starita2, Giulia Ricci1, Sara Garofalo2, Giuseppe di Pellegrino2, Elisa Magosso1, 

Mauro Ursino1*, submitted to Brain Structure and Function (2022). 

 

In this study, we analysed EEG power and Spectral Granger Causality differences during a 

protocol of Pavlovian fear conditioning and reversal. The objective was to investigate the task-

dependent: a) role of brain rhythms, b) the main regions involved and c) how the rhythms are 

transmitted in the brain. The main brain rhythms involved in fear acquisition, and its reversal, 

were found to be in the theta and alpha frequency bands. In this study, functional brain 

network analysis focused on the connections exiting from the most significant cortical areas, 

identified through power analysis, in order to investigate how information is transmitted from 

a generative node to other nodes of the network. 

 

Background: Fear conditioning is used to investigate the neural bases of threat and anxiety, 

and to understand their flexible modifications when the environment changes. This study aims 

to examine the temporal evolution of brain rhythms using electroencephalographic signals 

recorded in healthy volunteers during a protocol of Pavlovian fear conditioning and reversal. 

Methods: Power changes and Granger connectivity in theta, alpha, and gamma bands are 

investigated from neuroelectrical activity reconstructed on the cortex. Results: Results show a 

significant increase in theta power in the left (contralateral to electrical shock) portion of the 

midcingulate cortex during fear acquisition, and a significant decrease in alpha power in a 

broad network over the left posterior-frontal and parietal cortex. These changes occur since 

the initial trials for theta power, but require more trials (3/4) to develop for alpha, and are also 

present during reversal, despite being less pronounced. In both bands, relevant changes in 

connectivity are mainly evident in the last block of reversal, just when power differences 

attenuate. No significant changes in the gamma band were detected. Discussion: We conclude 

that the increased theta rhythm in the cingulate cortex subserves fear acquisition and is 

transmitted to other cortical regions via increased functional connectivity allowing a fast theta 

synchronization, whereas the decrease in alpha power can represent a partial activation of 

motor and somatosensory areas contralateral to the shock side in the presence of a dangerous 

stimulus. In addition, changes at the end of reversal may reflect long-term alterations in 

synapses necessary to reverse the previously acquired contingencies.  
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4.2.1 Introduction 

Fear conditioning is a paradigm used in neuroscience to study the neurobiological bases of 

threat and anxiety 388–390. In this experimental protocol, a neutral stimulus (conditioned 

stimulus, CS+) is paired with an aversive stimulus (unconditioned stimulus, US) to trigger 

neural adjustments at the basis of fear acquisition, finally resulting in the expression of a fear 

response in the presence of the CS+ alone. In some experiments, a second conditioned 

stimulus (CS-) is unpaired with the US to serve as a control condition.  

Results in rodents, primates, and humans provide a precise scenario showing the amygdala, 

hippocampus, and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) involvement in fear acquisition  391–399. 

Furthermore, brain oscillations in the theta range (4-8 Hz) play a pivotal role in this process 
400. In rodents enhanced theta synchrony between the amygdala and mPFC has been 

observed, which differentiated between threat and safety 401. In rats, behavioral fear 

expression, like freezing, coincides with internally generated theta oscillations in prefrontal-

amygdala circuits 402. In primates, theta power and coherence in the amygdala and anterior 

cingulate cortex increase during fear learning, but progressively decline once the association 

is stabilized 403. In humans, neuroimaging studies suggest that the recall of conditioned fear 

involves the anterior midcingulate cortex (AMC), which exhibits more robust activation to 

fear-conditioned stimuli 404–406. Source localization from electroencephalographic (EEG) 

signals reveals that fear-conditioned stimuli evoke significantly more theta activity in the AMC 

than not fear-conditioned stimuli 93.  

Besides theta oscillations increase, a decrease in alpha power (8-14 Hz) is also observable 

during fear conditioning, especially in the first block of the stimulus train. These changes have 

been mainly reported in the parietal and occipital channels 407,408, and seem to reflect the 

valence (i.e., unpleasantness) and salience (i.e., relevance) of the stimulus, rather than fear 

conditioning per se. Bacigalupo and Luck 409 observed that alpha-band suppression is greater 

for the CS+ compared to the CS- during fear acquisition, and that this effect is reduced during 

extinction. Babiloni et al. 410 suggested that greater alpha power reduction occurs during 

anticipatory processes preceding the integration of painful and motor information, compared 

with painful stimuli which do not require motor tasks.  

However, to understand fear mechanisms, it is also essential to clarify how this response 

can be flexibly adjusted depending on varying environmental conditions 411–413. Substantial 

knowledge of this process is provided by extinction protocols, in which a previously 

conditioned subject is exposed to CS+ in the absence of the aversive input. Extinction is 

characterized by a progressive decrease in the response to CS, while deficits in extinction 

mechanisms are associated with pathological states like post-traumatic stress disorder and 

anxiety 414–416. Neuroimaging studies in humans underline the involvement of the 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) in extinction 417,418. EEG studies demonstrate that 

theta oscillations in the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex are reduced during successful 

extinction recall, probably involving an interplay between the amygdala and front medial 

theta activity 400. A pivotal role in extinction seems related to gamma oscillations (>30 Hz) 
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localized in the vmPFC, since extinguished stimuli evoke greater vmPFC gamma power than 

not-extinguished stimuli 93. 

Reversal learning is an alternative way to study flexibility. This protocol is frequently 

adopted to analyze the classic reward-based action selection (i.e., decision making) involving 

the dopaminergic system and basal ganglia plasticity 419; however, only a few studies have 

explored reversal during fear conditioning. During reversal learning, a subject must be able to 

modify the previously learned stimulus-outcome association by inhibiting a previous response 

in favor of a new one. 420 pointed out fear reversal is more demanding than fear extinction. In 

fact, during reversal, not only the old aversive stimulus must be extinguished, but also a new 

stimulus (the old CS-) acquires an aversive value. Hence, using reversal learning, one can 

examine how a fear response is weakened while another fear response is simultaneously 

acquired, allowing a concurrent comparison between the two mechanisms and favoring a 

better understanding of their neurological bases. 

There is a large consensus that, during action-selection tasks, reversal learning involves the 

ventral PFC, especially the orbitofrontal cortex. Increased activation in this area seems to be 

predominantly associated with unexpected rewards and punishments, thus signaling the need 

for flexible behavior and playing a fundamental role in action control 421. However, less is 

known about the reversal of Pavlovian fear. Using functional neuroimaging in conjunction with 

a fear-conditioning reversal paradigm, Schiller et al. 420 emphasized the role of the vmPFC, 

showing that the activity in this region increases during an unexpected safe condition (i.e., 

during the new CS- in reversal), thus providing a possible reward signal. A similar role for the 

vmPFC was previously stressed in an fMRI study by Kim et al. 422, suggesting that activity in the 

orbitofrontal cortex increases not only following a reward but also during a successful 

avoidance of an aversive outcome.  However, an opposite result can be found in Morris et al. 
423. In their study, the right orbitofrontal cortex exhibited increased response during CS+ than 

CS-, both in the acquisition and reversal phases.  

 Although changes in rhythm power are well documented during fear conditioning and 

extinction, as summarized above, we are not aware of studies that examine the variations in 

these rhythms during a fear reversal paradigm, in particular, by comparing the temporal 

evolution of theta, alpha, and gamma power when the aversive valence progressively shifts 

from one stimulus to another. Several aspects need to be further elucidated: i) What is the 

role of different brain rhythms during reversal? ii) How fast can reversal learning occur? iii) Is 

the new fearful condition specular to the previous one (i.e., the one acquired before reversal), 

or do the two fearful conditions exhibit differences in brain activity and rhythms?  

The scenario is even more complex if one considers the role of brain connectivity. Hudson 

et al. 424 studied the brain bases of sustained and acute fear using naturalistic fMRI and showed 

that fear is associated with profound changes in connectivity. Since conditioning implicates 

changes in synaptic plasticity not only in the hippocampus and amygdala but above all in the 

cortex and involves the participation of a system of rhythms in various cortical areas 229,249, it 

may be of great value to analyze how functional connectivity changes during the acquisition 

phase and the reversal phase of a fear conditioning paradigm. iv) How does functional 
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connectivity modify during fear acquisition in different brain regions and frequency bands? v) 

Is connectivity after reversal the specular form of the connectivity obtained in the previous 

acquisition phase, or does connectivity maintain some reminding of the last state? 

Although multiple studies on fear acquisition and extinction have appeared in recent years, 

we think these questions are not entirely clarified yet. In particular, in the following, we will 

examine the temporal evolution of the power of brain rhythms and brain connectivity over 

the course of experimental trials, to fully describe the development of fear during acquisition 

and its shift from one conditioned stimulus to another during reversal. To this end, we 

reanalyzed data from a group of healthy participants that completed a fear acquisition and 

reversal task 425. We previously reported that changes in theta and alpha power discriminate 

between threat and safety and correlate with skin conductance response. This study extends 

those results by examining the changes in theta, alpha and gamma power over the course of 

experimental trials and brain connectivity obtained from cortical source reconstruction in 76 

cortical areas, and estimating Granger connectivity. 

 

4.2.2 Methods 

4.2.2.1 Participants. 

 The experiments took place at the Centre for studies and research in Cognitive 

Neuroscience (CsrCN) of the University of Bologna. Twenty healthy volunteers were recruited. 

All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected to normal vision and reported 

no medical or psychiatric illness. One participant did not complete the experimental session 

because of a fainting and was excluded from the dataset. Thus, nineteen participants have 

completed the study (8 males, mean age=23.48, std=1.85). The study followed the American 

Psychological Association Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct and the 

Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the local Bioethics Committee of the University 

of Bologna (Protocol number 71559). Each participant signed an informed consent prior to the 

start of the experiment and all data were analyzed and reported anonymously. 

 

4.2.2.2 Pavlovian fear acquisition and reversal task.  

The experiment consists of two phases. During the first phase, the acquisition phase, 

participants view two different visual stimuli (Japanese hiragana) on screen   426,427. One 

hiragana, in the following denoted as Image 1, is used as a control stimulus (CS-), while the 

other hiragana, denoted as Image 2, acts as a conditioned stimulus (CS+). That is, following 

50% of visualizations of the CS+ stimulus, an aversive shock (unconditioned stimulus, US) was 

administered, whereas no shock ever occurred after the CS- stimulus. During the second 

phase, the reversal phase, the hiragana are reversed, so that Image 2 acts as the new CS- while 

Image 1 acts as the new CS+. The unconditioned stimulus (US) consists of a 2ms electrostatic 

stimulation 428–432 administered in the right wrist (dominant hand) through a Digitimer 
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stimulator (model DS7A, Digitimer Ltd.) via Ag/AgCl pregelatinized electrodes (Friendship 

Medical, SEAg-S-15000/15x20). The intensity of the shock is calibrated for each subject, via 

verbal feedback and an ascending level procedure, up to a level defined as 'very annoying and 

unpleasant, but never painful'. 

The task is generated thanks to the OpenSesame software 433. Each phase of the task (both 

acquisition and reversal) included two blocks (i.e., we have 4 blocks in total: Acq1, Acq2, Rev1 

and Rev2), which were interspersed with a five-minute break. For each block, 40 stimuli were 

shown on screen (i.e., 40 trials, 20 per CS). Each stimulus was presented for 6 seconds, with 

an interstimulus time interval ranging from 11 to 14 seconds. In each block, stimuli followed 

each other in random order, with only constraints on the first two trials (one CS- and one 

CS+/US) and on the number of consecutive stimuli of the same type, never more than two.  

Subjects received no information regarding which visual stimulus would be associated with 

the shock, only the following instructions at the beginning of each block were provided "You 

will see two different images, which will appear one at a time on the screen. Occasionally, the 

image may shock you. Your task is to figure out which image will shock you. Press any key to 

get started." The CS-US relationship is then learned from scratch with experience. During each 

block, the subjects' electroencephalographic signals and skin conductance were recorded. 

 

4.2.2.3 Skin conductance response (SCR).  

Skin conductance was recorded during each block at 1000 Hz (10Hz low-pass filter, gain 

switch set to 5) through the BIOPAC MP-150 system (Goleta, CA). Pregelatinized electrodes 

(BIOPAC EL501) were connected on the palmar surface of the left non-dominant, non-shocked 

hand. The signal was then digitized and down sampled at 200 Hz using Autonomate software 

(version 2.8, Green et al., 2014) to detect trough-to-peak SCR values. SCR was considered valid 

if through-to-peak deflection began between 0.5 s and 4.5 s after Image onset, lasted no 

longer than 5s, and was greater than 0.02 µS. Skin conductance values from trials that did not 

meet all of these criteria were set as zero SCR and retained in the analyses 390. 

Note that, in the present work, SCR is used for the sole purpose of demonstrating the 

correct acquisition and reversal of fear in our subject group.  The relationship between SCR 

and brain rhythms (i.e., between the central neural system and autonomic responses) was 

analyzed in the previous work 425. 

 

4.2.2.4 EEG recording and processing.  

EEG signals were collected from all participants through 63 wet Ag/AgCl electrodes. Each 

signal was referenced to the FCz and grounded to the FPz electrode. For all participants, the 

EEG signals were amplified by a BrainAmp DC amplifier (Brain Products, Gilching, Germany) 

and digitized at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. Data corresponding to the four experimental 

blocks (Acq1, Acq2, Rev1 and Rev2) were then exported to MATLAB R2021a (MathWorks Inc., 

Natick MA, USA) and processed offline. Firstly, data were down-sampled at 500 Hz and 
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processed with both a band-pass filter (1-60 Hz) and a notch filter (50 Hz) to remove the 

irrelevant EEG spectral content and electric coupling interferences. Then, 40 stimulus-locked 

epochs from 0 (stimulus onset) to 6 seconds (stimulus duration) were extracted from EEG 

recordings of each block, corresponding to 20 Image 1 trials and 20 Image 2 trials. Moreover, 

the 10 seconds preceding the onset of the first stimulus were extracted from Acq1 and defined 

as the participant’s baseline signal. Once concatenated the extracted signals along the time 

dimension (baseline, Acq1, Acq2, Rev1 and Rev2), bad channels were identified by computing 

the correlation coefficient between each electrode and the others. More precisely, for each 

EEG electrode we calculated the mean value of the 4 highest (absolute) correlations and 

marked as bad channels those electrodes whose mean value was <0.4 434,435. Then, the 

remaining good channels were re-referenced to the average of all electrodes, and the 

reference electrode (FCz) recovered. 

Subsequently, in order to remove the artefactual components from EEG data, we 

performed the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) using the EEGLAB Matlab toolbox 

(https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/index.php). Independent Components (ICs) containing 

artifacts were at first identified through an EEGLAB plugin named ‘IClabel’, which defines the 

probability of each extracted IC to be a brain-driven (‘Brain’) or a non-brain-driven activity 

(‘Muscle’, ‘Eye’, ‘Heart’, ‘Line Noise’, ‘Channel Noise’ and ‘Other’).  After rejecting the ICs 

classified as ‘Brain’ with less than 5% probability, we visually inspected all the remaining 

components (scalp map, time and spectral activity) and further removed only those showing 

clear artifactual activity. Finally, artifact-cleaned EEG signals were used to retrieve the 

previously identified bad channels using the spherical interpolation, and the 64 EEG signals 

were again re-referenced to the average of all electrodes. 

 

4.2.2.5 Cortical sources reconstruction. 

 Cortical source activity was reconstructed starting from the 64 artifact-cleaned EEG signals. 

The estimation of intracortical current densities was performed using the method eLORETA 

(exact Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography, LORETA-KEY©® software package), a 

functional imaging technique belonging to the family of linear inverse solutions for 3D EEG 

source distribution modeling. Precisely, the algorithm computes the weighted minimum norm 

solution, so that the particular weights used in this solution endow eLORETA with the property 

of exact localization of test point sources under ideal (noise free) conditions 127.  

The software employs a template three-layers head model (MNI152 template) comprising 

the scalp, the outer skull surface, and the inner skull surface and registered to the Talairach 

human brain atlas. The solution space is restricted to the grey matter of the reference brain, 

divided into 6239 voxels at 5 mm spatial resolution. The software LORETA-KEY©® was 

employed to compute the inversion matrix starting from the Talairach coordinates of the 64 

electrodes, while all subsequent processing steps were implemented in Matlab. 

Since each cortical source is described by a three-dimensional current density vector, by 

right multiplying the inversion matrix by the 64 EEG signals, we can extract the three scalar 

https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/index.php
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components of the current density vector for the 6239 voxels and at each time instant. Then, 

as the choice of constrained dipole orientations was made, the 3D current densities were 

projected on the voxels’ normal versor obtaining one time series for voxel.  

Finally, according to the atlas used by LORETA-KEY©® (76 ROIs, see Table 4.2) voxels were 

grouped in functionally significant Regions of Interest (ROIs), and the signal representing each 

ROI was obtained as the mean activity of the voxels belonging to the ROI.  

 

Table 4.2 List of the Regions of Interest (ROIs) in which the cerebral cortex has been divided. Please 

note that each area includes a left, right and in some cases (10 out of 33, indicated by asterisks) a 

medial portion, thus totally resulting in 76 regions. Abbreviations used in the article are shown in 

parentheses 

 

Angular Gyrus (AG)  Lingual Gyrus (LG) * Precuneus (PCU) * 

Anterior Cingulate (AC) * Medial Frontal Gyrus (MeFG) * Rectal Gyrus (RG) 

Cingulate Gyrus (CG) * Middle Frontal Gyrus (MFG) Sub-Gyral (SG) 

Cuneus (CU) * Middle Occipital Gyrus (MOG) Subcallosal Gyrus (SCG) * 

Extra-Nuclear (EN) Middle Temporal Gyrus (MTG) Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG) * 

Fusiform Gyrus (FG) Orbital Gyrus (OG) Superior Occipital Gyrus (SOG) 

Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG)  Paracentral Lobule (PCL) * Superior Parietal Lobule (SPL) 

Inferior Occipital Gyrus (IOG) Parahippocampal Gyrus (PHG) Superior Temporal Gyrus (STG) 

Inferior Parietal Lobule (IPL) Postcentral Gyrus (PCG) Supramarginal Gyrus (SMG) 

Inferior Temporal Gyrus (ITG) Posterior Cingulate (PC) * Transverse Temporal Gyrus (STG) 

Insula (IN) Precentral Gyrus (PG) Uncus (UN) 

 

 

4.2.2.6 Cortical Power Computation.   

The power spectral density (PSD) was evaluated on the 76 reconstructed cortical ROIs and 

during each trial using the Welch’s periodogram method (Hamming window of 2 seconds, 50% 

overlap, 10 seconds zero padding).  

A power analysis in theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-14 Hz) and gamma (30-42 Hz) bands was then 

performed separately in each experimental block (Acq1, Acq2, Rev1 and Rev2) and for each 

stimulus (Image 1 and Image 2). In particular, for each participant, the following analyses were 

performed in each ROI. The power was computed in each frequency band and each trial, and 

normalized to the baseline condition. This trial-by-trial power signal was then separated 

between Image 1 and Image 2 (20 trials per image and per block) and used for two 

computations. 1) For each frequency band and each block, a mean power was computed by 

averaging the trial-by-trial power over the 20 trials of each image, to obtain one power value 

for block and stimulus. 2) For each frequency band and each block, the trial-by-trial power was 

used to compute a moving average signal for each image, considering a window of 3 trials 

(sliding one trial at a time), in order to evaluate power temporal evolution for each stimulus 

over the four experimental blocks.  

Importantly, the data resulting from mean power computation (computation 1) were used 

to identify, without any a priori assumption, the ROIs and rhythms implicated in fear 
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conditioning, and thus deserving an in-depth inspection in this work. To this end, for each 

frequency band we followed two steps. Step 1: we selected all areas that exhibit a statistical 

significant difference (corrected) in power between Image 1 and Image 2 (i.e., between CS+ 

and CS-) in at least one of the four experimental blocks, to detect a possible involvement in 

either acquisition or reversal. We anticipate here that all these corrected significances occur 

only in the acquisition phase. Step 2: since the focus in this work is on reversal, we further 

restricted our analysis to those ROIs (among those selected in step 1) that exhibit a statistically 

significant difference (although not corrected) between Image 1 and Image 2 both during 

acquisition and reversal. As shown in section Results, this resulted in two regions for the theta 

rhythm, eleven regions for the alpha rhythm, and no region for the gamma rhythm.  

 

4.2.2.7 Functional Connectivity through frequency-domain Granger Causality.  

 To further investigate the possible neural mechanisms underlying fear acquisition and 

reversal, we evaluated the functional connectivity in each considered frequency band among 

the 76 reconstructed cortical ROIs by using the Spectral Granger Causality estimator, which 

provides weighted and directional metrics of the causal interactions between ROIs. The 

connectivity analysis was limited to the theta and alpha bands, since the power analysis in the 

gamma band provided inconclusive results (see section Results). The Granger Causality is 

based on the autoregressive (AR) modeling framework and estimates the functional 

connectivity between ROIs by comparing the prediction ability of two AR models (of a certain 

order 𝑝) on the same process 𝑥𝑘,𝑗. More precisely, let’s consider two time series 𝑥𝑘,𝑖[𝑛] and 

𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛], where n is the discrete time (𝑛 = 0, 1, … , 𝑁 − 1), representing the activity at two 

distinct cortical ROIs (𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑖 and 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑗) for each participant 𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, … ,19). The Granger 

Causality estimator quantifies the causal interaction from 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑖 to 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑗 as the improvement 

in predictability of 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] when using a bivariate AR model, based on both past values of 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 

and past values of 𝑥𝑘,𝑖, compared to a univariate AR model, based only on past values of  𝑥𝑘,𝑗.  

Frequency-domain Granger causality can be formalized starting from the spectral 

derivation of the bivariate representation of the activity of the two ROIs, 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛]  and 𝑥𝑘,𝑖[𝑛] 

via the Fourier Transformation. According to Geweke 436,437 the power spectrum of a time 

series 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] can be decomposed into an ‘intrinsic’ and a ‘causal’ part, considering the latter 

predicted by the other time series 𝑥𝑘,𝑖[𝑛].  

The GC spectrum from 𝑖 to 𝑗 (𝐺𝐶𝑖→𝑗(𝑓)) is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between 

the total power spectrum of 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] at frequency 𝑓 and the difference between the total 

power spectrum and the ‘causal’ power predicted by 𝑥𝑘,𝑖[𝑛] at the same frequency. 

Accordingly, at a given frequency f, the estimated quantity 𝐺𝐶𝑖→𝑗(𝑓)  is zero when the causal 

power of 𝑥𝑘,𝑖[𝑛] onto 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] is zero and increases (>0) as the causal power increases. For each 

participant 𝑘, a GC spectrum was computed in each block and for each stimulus by linking 20 

trials for each experimental block and stimulus. In all cases, the order 𝑝 of the AR models was 

set equal to 30 on the basis of a previous analysis 438,439 which showed that for 𝑝 ≥ 30 the 

estimated values of GC do not change substantially. It is worth noting that spectral GC provides 
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a connectivity matrix (𝐺𝐶(𝑓): 76x75, discarding auto connectivity) for each frequency sample 

(𝑛 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =  2501, 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 0.1 𝐻𝑧). To obtain a single connectivity value 

representative of the rhythms under analysis, we computed the mean value of GC(f) in the 

given frequency band. Additionally, for each participant, the theta and alpha connectivity 

matrices were normalized so that the sum of all connections in each matrix is equal to 100. 

Then, from these normalized matrices (named complete connectivity matrices), sparse 

normalized connectivity matrices were obtained by performing a statistical analysis between 

the two types of stimuli (Image 1 and Image 2) independently for each experimental block, 

using the non-parametric permutation t-test (see details below in the section Statistical 

analysis). Hence, for each block and for each frequency band, only connections significantly 

different (p-value<0.05) between Image 1 and Image 2 among all the 76x75 possible 

connections were retained in each subject connectivity matrix, while the others were set to 

zero.  

Finally, both the complete and the resulting sparse connectivity matrices were averaged 

across participants to characterize each block and each stimulus (4 blocks x 2 stimuli) with a 

connectivity matrix.  

We focused our analysis on the set of connections exiting from the most indicative cortical 

areas, selected following the power analysis, in order to understand how power changes are 

transmitted from a generative node to others nodes in the network. The resulting functional 

network is represented through a graph where the involved cortical ROIs are the nodes and 

the connectivity values are displayed by weighted and directed arrows.  

 

4.2.2.8 Statistical analysis.  

For each experimental block, a two-tailed permutation-based t-test for dependent samples 

between Image 1 and Image 2 was performed on SCR first, and then on the normalized power 

and connectivity data in each considered frequency band. It should be noted that the two-

tailed test was used as we had no a priori hypothesis about how the power and connectivity 

were varying (increase/decrease) between the two stimuli. The distribution of the t-statistic 

for each cortical ROI under the null hypothesis was empirically realized by generating 5000 

random permutations of the observed values between the 2 stimulus conditions (Monte Carlo 

method). The uncorrected p-value was the proportion of the permutation distribution greater 

than or at most equal to the observed t-statistic computed on the non-permuted values. Then, 

for cortical mean power analysis (i.e. average power over the 20 trials) a correction for 

multiple comparisons (76 comparisons, one per ROI) was achieved, separately for each block, 

using the false discovery rate correction (Benjamini Hochberg procedure) 440.  Also, the SCR 

statistics largely survive correction (4 comparisons, one per block).  

Conversely, uncorrected p-values were considered for connectivity and moving average 

analysis. In the first case, this is justified due to the high number of variables involved (i.e., 

76x75 connections), which makes the correction requirement extremely demanding; in the 
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second case due to the strong relationship (temporal and behavioral) that exists between one 

trial and the subsequent (subjected to a moving average of 3 trials).  

4.2.3 Results 

4.2.3.1 Skin Conductance Response analysis 

First, a statistical analysis was performed between the SCR during the presentation of 

Image 1 and Image 2 in each block, to assess the correct acquisition and reversal of fear.   

For each block (Acq1, Acq2, Rev1 and Rev2), we found a statistically significant difference 

between images in SCR values. In detail: p_Acq1= 3.9 10−4, p_Acq2 = 3.9 10−4, p_Rev1= 

6.0 10−3, and p_Rev2= 3.9 10−4 (uncorrected). Moreover, in all blocks SCR was higher during 

CS+ than CS- (i.e., during the presentation of Image 2 in Acq1 and Acq2, and Image 1 in Rev1 

and Rev2). This analysis confirms the successful acquisition and reversal of fear for the subject 

group. 

 

4.2.3.2 Cortical sources power analysis.   

Data resulting from the mean power analysis (computation 1, see Cortical Power 

Computation section) were used to identify, without any a priori assumptions, the ROIs and 

rhythms most involved in fear acquisition and reversal. For these regions, we displayed the 

power mean value across the four blocks and the moving average of the trials. Finally, we 

further performed functional connectivity analysis. 

Theta power – To get a global view, Fig. 4.11 shows the Student's ‘t’ values resulting from 

the 76 ROI-wise statistical comparison between the two images, carried out on theta mean 

power. All the four blocks and all the 76 cortical ROIs are depicted. This Figure shows that 

strong theta differences are especially evident in a portion of the cortex close to the left 

cingulate gyrus. Furthermore, the power difference is greater for Image 2 (i.e., CS+) than 

Image 1 (i.e. CS-) during the acquisition phase, and is inverted (i.e., is greater for Image 1, the 

new CS+) passing from the acquisition to the reversal phase: i.e., theta power is greater during 

CS+ than CS- both during acquisition and reversal.  It is important to note that, as seen in Fig. 

4.11, several regions show high absolute ‘t’ values (i.e., both positive and negative), but 

without reaching the statistical level that survives correction. For this reason, these regions 

are not considered for the subsequent analyses, but may be of interest for future 

investigation. 

To better summarize the results, Table 4.3 lists all regions which exhibit a statistically 

significant difference (corrected) in theta power between Image 1 and Image 2 in at least one 

block of the experiment (step 1 in Method section). These are the left Cingulate Gyrus (CG l), 

the left Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG l), the medial Cingulate Gyrus (CG m), and the medial 

Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG m). All these corrected statistical differences are evident during 

the acquisition phase but not during the reversal phase. Moreover, according to the second 

criterion delineated in the Method section (step 2), two of the previous regions [i.e., the left 
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cingulate gyrus (CG l) and the medial cingulate gyrus (CG m)] exhibit a significant (but 

uncorrected) statistical difference in the first reversal block, revealing that these regions are 

implicated not only in acquisition but likely also in reversal. In the following, we will focus the 

attention on these two regions to better characterize the theta band. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.11 - Student's ‘t’ values, resulting from the statistical comparison between the two images, carried out on 

theta mean power, in the four blocks and over all the 76 cortical ROIs. In each panel, the left column represents 

the top view of the cerebral cortex while the right column represents the medial left (top) and the medial right 

(bottom) view of the cerebral cortex. White outline in the 'Acquisition 1' panel is used to highlight areas that 

have been selected for further analysis. That is, for the theta rhythm, the left and medial cingulate gyrus (CG l 

and CG m, visible in the left medial view). Letter ‘A’ stands for ‘Anterior’, letter ‘P’ for ‘Posterior’. The color bar 

corresponds to uncorrected t-values. Positive values (colors tending toward red) indicate higher power during 

the visualization of Image 2 (CS+ in acquisition, CS- in reversal), while negative values (colors tending toward 

blue) indicate higher power during the visualization of Image 1 (CS- in acquisition, CS+ in reversal) 

 

Fig. 4.12 shows the block-by-block normalized theta band power of CG l and CG m. It is 

noticeable that theta power is greater for the CS+ stimulus both during acquisition and 

reversal (Image 2 in Acq1 and Acq2, Image 1 in Rev1 and Rev2). In agreement with Fig. 4.11, 

this difference is mostly evident in acquisition and is reduced during reversal. Especially in the 

second reversal block, the power difference is statistically insignificant even when 

uncorrected. 
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Table 4.3 Names and block-by-block corrected p-values of the ROIs that show significant corrected statistical 

differences in normalized theta power between CS+ and CS- in at least one block. The uncorrected p-values are 

shown between brackets. NS signifies that no statistically significant difference was observed. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 4.12 - Normalized mean power in the theta band, for all four blocks and both images, in the left cingulate 

gyrus (CG l, left column) and in the medial cingulate gyrus (CG m, right column). The power for Image 1 is depicted 

in blue and the power for Image 2 in red, accompanied in each block by the respective SEM bar. Asterisks indicate 

presence of corrected statistical significance (p<0.05, false discovery rate corrected) in that particular block while 

crosses denote the presence of a statistical significance (p<0.05, uncorrected) which does not survive correction 

for multiple comparisons. It is well evident the power inversion in passing from acquisition to reversal, i.e., theta 

power is always greater during CS+ (Image 2 in Acq1 and Acq2; Image 1 in Rev1 and Rev2) than CS- 

 

Fig. 4.13 shows the trial by trial moving average (window length = 3 trials) of theta power 

in the two selected regions, CG l and CG m. The Figure confirms that theta-band power is 

greater for the CS+ than for the CS- in almost all trials (Image 2 in Acq1 and Acq2, Image 1 in 

Rev1 and Rev2). The inversion in reversal 1 occurs very quickly, being already evident after the 

first trial of the moving average. The greatest power difference between the two stimuli is 

observed in the two acquisition blocks, while in reversal this difference progressively 

decreases. Indeed, in reversal 2, the power difference between the two images is less marked, 

as confirmed by the statistical analysis, which does not show any statistically significant 

ROIs: Acquisition 1 Acquisition 2 Reversal 1 Reversal 2 

Left Cingulate Gyrus 
(CG l) 

p=0.046 (0.0012) p=0.010 (3.9*10^-4) NS (p=0.029) NS (NS) 

Left Superior Frontal 
Gyrus (SFG l) 

NS (NS) p=0.010 (3.9*10^-4) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Medial Cingulate Gyrus 
(CG m) 

p=0.030 (3.9*10^-4) NS (p=0.021) NS (p=0.0068) NS (NS) 

Medial Superior Frontal 
Gyrus (SFG m) 

NS (NS) p=0.010 (3.9*10^-4) NS (NS) NS (NS) 
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difference in any trial of this block. This appears as a result of the drastic fall in theta power 

during Image 1 (new CS+) at the beginning of the reversal 2. 

 

 
Fig. 4.13 - Moving averages (w=3 trials) of normalized theta power, trial by trial, for the four blocks. The top row 

shows the normalized power of the left cingulate gyrus (CG l), the bottom row the normalized power of the 

medial cingulate gyrus (CG m). The two images are shown in the same color (blue for Image 1, red for Image 2). 

Crosses indicate the presence of statistical significance (p<0.05, uncorrected) between the power of the two 

images for that particular trial. Vertical lines are used to delineate the four different blocks. It is evident that 

theta power is always greater during CS+ (Image 2 in Acq1 and Acq2; Image 1 in Rev1 and Rev2), and that 

inversion occurs already after the first reversal trial of the moving average. 

 

Alpha power – Fig. 4.14 shows the Student's ‘t’ values resulting from the 76 ROI-wise 

statistical comparison between the two images, carried out on alpha mean power. All the four 

blocks and all the 76 cortical ROIs are depicted. This Figure shows that significant alpha 

differences are evident in a large portion of the parietal cortex in the left hemisphere (i.e., 

contralateral to the shocked hand) and these changes are also evident (although less marked) 

during reversal. Alpha power is smaller for Image 2 (i.e., CS+) during the acquisition phase, 

and becomes smaller for Image 1 (i.e. the new CS+) during reversal. Also in this case, other 

areas exhibit stronger statistical differences which however do not survive correction. 

Table 4.4 shows all regions which exhibit a significant statistical difference (corrected) in 

alpha power between Image 1 and Image 2 in at least one block of the experiment (step 1 in 

Method section). These differences occur during acquisition only. Moreover, according to the 

second criterion (step 2), among these, eleven areas show at least one statistical significance 

(uncorrected) in the reversal phase of the experiment.  

For the sake of brevity, in the following figures, we will focus attention on six regions [right 

cingulate gyrus (CG l), left cingulate gyrus (CG r), left inferior parietal lobule (IPL l), left 

precentral gyrus (PG l), left and medial paracentral lobules (PCL l and PCL m)], which show a 

clear power difference between images, a clear inversion during reversal, and are limbic, 
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motor or somatosensory areas already reported in the literature as belonging to the so-called 

"Fear Network" 397,424,441,442.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.14 - Student's ‘t’ values, resulting from the statistical comparison between the two images, carried out on 

alpha mean power, in the four blocks and over all the 76 cortical ROIs. In each panel, the left column represents 

the top view of the cerebral cortex while the right column represents the medial left (top) and the medial right 

(bottom) view of the cerebral cortex. White outlines in the 'Acquisition 1' panel are used to highlight areas that 

have been selected for further analysis. That is, for the alpha rhythm, the left inferior parietal lobule, the left and 

medial paracentral lobule, the left precentral gyrus (IPL l, PCL l, PCL m and PG l, visible in the top view) and the 

left and right cingulate gyrus (CG l and CG r, visible in the left and the right medial view). Letter ‘A’ stands for 

‘Anterior’, letter ‘P’ for ‘Posterior’. The color bar corresponds to uncorrected t-values. Negative values (colors 

tending toward blue) indicate higher power during the visualization of Image 1 (CS- in acquisition, CS+ in 

reversal), while positive values (colors tending toward red) indicate higher power during the visualization of 

Image 2 (CS+ in acquisition, CS- in reversal). 

 

Table 4.4 Names and block-by-block corrected p-values of the ROIs that show significant differences between 

normalized alpha power between CS+ and CS- in at least one block. The uncorrected p-values are shown between 

brackets. NS signifies that no statistically significant difference was observed. 

ROIs: Acquisition 1 Acquisition 2 
Reversal 

1 
Reversal 2 

Right Anterior Cingulate (AC r) p=0.30 (0.060) NS (NS) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Right Cingulate Gyrus (CG r) 
p=0.023 

(0.0012) 
p=0.037 

(0.0072) 
NS (NS) (p=0.031) 

Right Extra-Nuclear (EN r) p=0.046 (0.012) NS (NS) NS (NS) NS (NS) 
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Right Inferior Frontal Gyrus (IFG r) (p=0.042) 
p=0.035 

(0.0040)  
NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Right Inferior Parietal Lobule (IPL r) p=0.043 (0.010) 
p=0.030 

(0.0024) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Right Middle Frontal Gyrus (MFG r) 
p=0.024 

(0.0020) 
(p=0.029) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Right Middle Occipital Gyrus 
(MOGr) 

p=0.024 
(0.0032) 

(p=0.035) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Right Posterior Cingulate (PC r) p=0.043 (0.011) 
p=0.035 

(0.0060) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Right Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG r) 
p=0.043 

(0.0010) 
NS (NS) (p=0.021) NS (NS) 

Right Transverse Temporal Gyrus 
(TTG r) 

p=0.030 
(0.0064) 

(p=0.046) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Angular Gyrus (AG l) NS (NS) 
p=0.044 

(0.0092) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Cingulate Gyrus (CG l) 
p=0.024 

(0.0020) 
p=0.035 

(0.0052) 
(p=0.026) NS (NS) 

Left Extra-Nuclear (EN l) 
p=0.023 

(0.0012) 
(p=0.014) (p=0.016) NS (NS) 

Left Inferior Parietal Lobule (IPL l) (p=0.020) 
p=0.035 

(0.0060) 
(p=0.022) (p=0.022) 

Left Insula (IN l) p=0.024 (0.024) NS (NS) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Medial Frontal Gyrus (MeFG l) 
p=0.023 

(8.0*10^-4) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) (p=0.0028) 

Left Middle Occipital Gyrus (MOG l) NS (NS) 
p=0.010 

(3.9*10^-4) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Middle Temporal Gyrus 
(MTG l) 

p=0.024 
(0.0032) 

p=0.035 
(0.0060) 

NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Paracentral Lobule (PCL l) 
p=0.024 

(0.0032) 
p=0.024 

(0.0016) 
NS (NS) (p=0.047) 

Left Precentral Gyrus (PG l) 
p=0.023 

(7.9*10^-4) 
p=0.010 

(3.9*10^-4) 
(p=0.038) (p=0.048) 

Left Precuneus (PCU l) NS (NS) 
p=0.035 

(0.0064) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Superior Frontal Gyrus (SFG l) 
p=0.030 

(0.0060) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Supramarginal Gyrus (SMG l) 
p=0.028 

(0.0044) 
(p=0.015) NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Left Transverse Temporal Gyrus 
(TTG l) 

p=0.028 
(0.0040) 

p=0.035 
(0.0044) 

NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Medial Anterior Cingulate (AC m) p=0.046 (0.013) (p=0.036) NS (NS) (p=0.023) 

Medial Cingulate Gyrus (CG m) NS (NS) 
p=0.030 

(0.0028) 
NS (NS) NS (NS) 

Medial Paracentral Lobule (PCL m) 
p=0.030 

(0.0060) 
p=0.023 

(0.0012) 
NS (NS) (p=0.022) 

Medial Precuneus (PCU m) NS (NS) 
p=0.010 

(3.9*10^-4) 
(p=0.024) NS (NS) 
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Normalized alpha-power differences in the remaining five regions [right superior frontal 

gyrus (SFG r), left extra-nuclear (EN l), left medial frontal gyrus (MeFG l), medial anterior 

cingulate (AC m) and medial precuneus (PCU m)], which nonetheless show similar trends, are 

reported for completeness in the Supplementary Material Fig. 4.11S. 

Fig. 4.15 shows the block-by-block patterns of alpha power for the six selected regions. It 

is evident that the alpha power is higher in the CS- (i.e., during the presentation of Image 1 in 

Acq1 and Acq2, Image 2 in Rev1 and Rev2) than in CS+. This difference is especially evident 

and statistically significant during the acquisition phase but is also present during the reversal 

phase (although with reduced statistical significance due to the greater inter-subject 

variability). In addition, the alpha power in the CG r and the CG l shows the tendency to 

increase for both stimuli, block by block. 

Fig. 4.16 shows the alpha power moving average for two regions, CG l and PG l. Among all, 

these two regions have been selected since they exhibit the greatest number of significant 

(uncorrected) trials in the moving average signal. In fact, in almost all trials, alpha power is 

higher in the CS- (i.e., during the presentation of Image 1 in Acq1 and Acq2, Image 2 in Rev1 

and Rev2) than in the CS+, with a clear inversion occurring in the reversal phase. This 

difference emerges after 3-4 steps of the moving average signal (as evident during Acq1 and 

Rev1). However, in Rev2, the power difference between the two images is reduced compared 

with the previous blocks. Indeed, fewer trials exhibit statistically significant differences in this 

last block. Finally, an abrupt fall in alpha-power is always evident from one block to the next, 

probably reflecting a more stressful or attentive condition at the beginning of each new block. 

A similar trend, not shown for brevity and reported in the Supplementary Material (Fig 4.12S-

2.14S), is evident also for the other nine selected regions.  
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Fig. 4.15 - Normalized mean power in the alpha band, for all four blocks and both images, in the right and left 

cingulate gyrus (CG r and CG l, top row), left inferior parietal lobule (IPL l, middle row, left column), left precentral 

gyrus (PG l, middle row, right column), left and medial paracentral lobule (PCL l and PCL m, bottom row). Results 

for Image 1 are depicted in blue and those for Image 2 in red, accompanied in each block by the respective SEM 

bar. Asterisks indicate the presence of corrected statistical significance (p<0.05, false discovery rate correction) 

in the specific block, while crosses denote the presence of a statistical significance (p<0.05, uncorrected) which 

does not survive correction for multiple comparisons. It is well evident the power inversion in passing from 

acquisition to reversal, i.e., alpha power is always greater during CS- (Image 1 in Acq1 and Acq2; Image 2 in Rev1 

and Rev2) than CS+. 

 

Gamma power – Although some significant differences were found in gamma power 

between Image 1 and Image 2 in some regions and some blocks (more specifically, in Acq1: 

left anterior cingulate, left cuneus, left orbital gyrus, left subcallosal gyrus; in Acq2: right 

paracentral lobule, right precentral gyrus, left angular gyrus, left medial frontal gyrus, left 

superior occipital gyrus, medial precuneus; in Rev1: right inferior occipital gyrus, left cingulate 

gyrus, medial cingulate gyrus; in Rev2: medial cuneus), these differences never survived the 

statistical correction (step 1 in Method section). For this reason, we did not further analyze 

gamma power changes or perform connectivity analysis in the gamma band.  
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Fig. 4.16 - Moving averages (w=3 trials) of normalized alpha power, trial by trial, for the four blocks. The top row 

shows the power of the left cingulate gyrus (CG l), the bottom row the power of the left precentral gyrus (PG l). 

The two images are shown in the same color (blue for Image 1, red for Image 2). The crosses indicates the 

presence of statistical significance (p<0.05, uncorrected) between the power of the two images for that particular 

trial. Vertical lines are used to delineate the four different blocks. It is evident that alpha power is always greater 

during CS- (Image 1 in Acq1 and Acq2; Image 2 in Rev1 and Rev2), and that inversion occurs within three-four 

reversal trials of the moving average. 

 

4.2.3.3 Functional connectivity analysis.  

The previous analysis revealed the presence of several regions that exhibit significant 

differences between Image 1 and Image 2 power. In this section we investigate, through 

Granger connectivity, how information is transferred from these regions toward other regions 

in the brain (i.e., how this increased or decreased power is transferred). Connectivity in the 

theta band is illustrated considering the connections that emerge from the two regions, CG l 

and CG m, since both display significant connectivity differences between Image 1 and Image 

2. Regarding the alpha rhythm, only connectivity from two areas (CG l and PG l) is shown. In 

fact, connectivity was evaluated also from the remaining areas (CG r, IPL l, PCL l, and PCL m) 

but statistical differences between Image 1 and Image 2 were unclear and did not provide any 

evident network topology. In each of the following Figures (4.17-4.20), the first column 

displays the connections that are stronger during the processing of Image 1 (Image1>Image2: 

blue arrows), whereas the second column shows the connections that are stronger during the 

processing of Image 2 (Image2>Image1: red arrows). In the first set of plots, we show the 

connections which exhibit the largest differences (in absolute value) between Image 1 and 
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Image 2 in each block, 

independently of the statistical 

difference (Figures 4.17, 4.19), to 

show a general trend. 

 Since all connectivity matrices 

are normalized to 100, and we have 

a total of 76x75 connections, the 

mean value of the connections is 

0.0175. We chose to plot all 

connection differences that 

overcome 1/4 of the mean value for 

theta and 1/6 for alpha band. These 

different thresholds were chosen 

because the differences turned out 

to be higher in the theta than in the 

alpha range. In the second set of 

plots, only connections that exhibit 

a significant statistical difference 

between Image 1 and Image 2 

(p<0.05, uncorrected) are displayed 

(Figures 4.18, 4.20). 

 

Fig. 4.17 - Plots of the strongest differences 

in connectivity between Image 1 and 

Image 2, calculated in theta band, block by 

block. Only connection differences with 

absolute value greater than 1/4 of the 

mean are displayed, exiting from the two 

selected regions CG m and CG l. The left 

column shows the connections that are 

greater during the processing of the Image 

1 (CS- in acquisition, CS+ in reversal; blue 

directional arrows), whereas the right 

column shows connections that are 

greater during processing of Image 2 (CS+ 

in acquisition, CS- in reversal; red 

directional arrows). In all blocks the 

connectivity is stronger during CS+ [i.e., 

during the presentation of Image 2 in Acq1 

and Acq2 (right column), and Image 1 in 

Rev1 and Rev2 (left column)], with a clear 

inversion occurring from acquisition to 

reversal. 
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 Theta connectivity – Fig. 4.17 

shows the strongest differences in 

absolute value (greater than 

0.0043 = 1/4 of the mean) 

concerning the connections that 

exit from the two areas CG l and CG 

m. In both ROIs and all blocks, the 

connectivity is stronger during CS+ 

(i.e., during the presentation of 

Image 2 in Acq1 and Acq2, Image 1 

in Rev1 and Rev2), thus mimicking 

changes in power.  

An inversion in outgoing 

connectivity is evident from 

acquisition to reversal in both 

regions. Moreover, this difference 

is more pronounced in the second 

reversal block than in the first (at 

odd with the pattern of theta 

power, whose difference between 

Images was more evident in 

reversal 1 than in reversal 2). In Fig. 

4.18, theta-band connectivity is 

displayed showing only those 

connections from the two selected 

ROIs which are significantly 

different between Image 1 and 

Image 2 (sparse connectivity 

matrices).  

 
Fig. 4.18 - Plots of the significant 

differences in connectivity between 

Image 1 and Image 2, calculated in the 

theta band, block by block. Only the 

connections exiting from the two selected 

regions CG m and CG l and which are 

significantly different between Image 1 

and Image 2 in each block (p<0.05, 

uncorrected) are displayed (sparse 

matrices). The left column shows the 

connections that are greater during 

processing of the Image 1 (CS- in 

acquisition, CS+ in reversal; blue 

directional arrows), whereas the right 
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column shows connections that are 

greater during processing of Image 2 

CS+ in acquisition, CS- in reversal; red 

directional arrows). It is worth noting 

that differences are evident during 

acquisition 1 and reversal 2 only, with 

a clear inversion of the connectivity 

and a strong impact especially in 

reversal 2. 

 

As in the non-sparse 

representation (Fig. 4.17), a 

higher number of connections 

from CG l and CG m can be 

observed during CS+ (i.e., during 

the presentation of Image 2 in 

Acq1 and Acq2, Image 1 in Rev1 

and Rev2) than CS-, but this 

difference is evident only in the 

first acquisition block and in the 

second reversal block. Finally, 

the effect in reversal 2 (Image 1 

(new CS+) > Image 2 (new CS-), 

bottom row) is even more 

pronounced than in acquisition 

1. 

 

Fig. 4.19 - Plots of the strongest 

differences in connectivity between 

Image 1 and Image 2, calculated in 

alpha band, block by block. Only the 

connection differences with absolute 

value greater than 1/6 of the mean are 

displayed, coming from the two 

selected regions PG l and CG l. The left 

column shows the connections that 

are greater during processing of the 

Image 1 (CS- in acquisition, CS+ in 

reversal; blue directional arrows), 

whereas the right column shows 

connections that are greater during 

processing of Image 2 (CS+ in 

acquisition, CS- in reversal; red 

directional arrows). In all blocks the 

connectivity is stronger during CS- [i.e., 

during the presentation of Image 1 in 
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Acq1 and Acq2 (left column), and 

Image 2 in Rev1 and Rev2 (right 

column)], with a clear inversion 

occurring from acquisition to 

reversal 

 
Fig. 4.20 Plots of the significant 

differences in connectivity between 

Image 1 and Image 2, calculated in 

alpha band, block by block. Only the 

connections coming from the two 

selected regions PG l and CG l and 

which are significantly different 

between Image 1 and Image 2 in 

each block (p<0.05, uncorrected) 

are displayed (sparse matrices). The 

left column shows the connections 

that are greater during processing 

of the Image 1 (CS- in acquisition, 

CS+ in reversal; blue directional 

arrows), whereas the right column 

shows connections that are greater 

during processing of Image 2 (CS+ in 

acquisition, CS- in reversal; red 

directional arrows). It is worth 

noting that differences in 

connectivity are evident only 

concerning PG l during acquisition 1 

and reversal 2, with a clear inversion 

of the connectivity and a strong 

impact especially in reversal. 

 

Alpha connectivity – As 

evident in Fig. 4.19 (which 

shows the connections with 

an absolute value higher than 

0.0029 = 1/6 of the mean, 

emerging from the two 

selected ROIs), both in the 

acquisition and reversal, 

connections arising from the 

PG l are greater during the CS- 

stimulus (Image 1 during Acq1 

and Acq2, and Image 2 during 

Rev1 and Rev2), thus 

mimicking the same behavior 
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as the alpha power. Conversely, the CG l shows a more complex behavior, with some 

connections being higher during Image 1 and other during Image 2. All figures show an explicit 

inversion of connections in the acquisition-reversal transition. 

In Fig. 4.20, the same connectivity is displayed, but showing only significantly different 

connections between Image 1 and Image 2 (i.e., using sparse connectivity matrices). In this 

graph, a clear difference in connections is still evident in PG l, with connections stronger in CS- 

(i.e., during the presentation of Image 1 in Acq1 and Acq2, Image 2 in Rev1 and Rev2) than in 

CS+. However, this effect is mainly limited to the first block (acquisition 1) and becomes even 

more evident in the final block (reversal 2). Conversely, the differences in connections 

emerging from CG l are scarcely noticeable when the sparse matrix is used. 

 

4.2.4 Discussion 

The objective of this work was to investigate the mechanisms of fear acquisition and 

reversal in healthy human volunteers, laying particular emphasis on the contribution of brain 

rhythms. To this end, we used high-density scalp EEG and SCR measurements during 

acquisition and reversal of Pavlovian fear conditioning. Even though fear conditioning has 

been the subject of many studies in recent years, our work introduces some aspects of 

novelty: first, we compared the pattern of brain rhythms during acquisition and reversal in all 

cortical ROIs, to point out similarities and differences between the two phases; second, we 

looked at the effect of time on fear learning, to point out in which phases rhythms play a 

pivotal role, and in which phases their role is less evident; third, we analyzed changes in output 

connectivity from the regions of interest and in the frequency bands more robustly implicated 

in the fear learning response. Our results confirm several aspects of the literature and 

introduce new elements that can help clarify the involvement of brain rhythms in Pavlovian 

fear conditioning.  

Theta rhythm - A first significant result concerns the role of the theta rhythm in fear 

acquisition. Our data show an increase in theta power in the left-mid cingulate cortex in 

response to the CS+ stimuli. This role is particularly marked during the first block of acquisition 

(see also Table 4.3) but remains evident (although less pronounced) during the second 

acquisition block and the first reversal block. Noticeably, in the second reversal block, 

although CS+ theta power is still higher than the CS- theta power, the difference becomes less 

substantial, and the role of theta rhythm progressively attenuates. The same pattern is 

confirmed by the trial-by-trial analysis using the moving average signal, which provides 

additional attractive cues. Indeed, at the beginning of the first acquisition block, theta power 

in the cingulate cortex increases abruptly both during CS+ and CS-, probably signaling an alert 

phase of the experiment. Then, after just 1-2 trials, theta power differentiated between CS+ 

and CS-. It is worth noting that this difference becomes maximally evident during the mid-

period of the acquisition phase and then progressively declines toward the end of acquisition 

2. The rapidity of the theta response is confirmed by looking at the reversal phase: just 1-2 
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shock-associated trials are sufficient to significantly increase theta power in response to the 

new aversive image.  

These patterns, taken together, suggest that theta oscillations in the cingulate cortex signal 

the presence of a new aversive event, and this pattern is already evident during the first trials 

of the learning phase. However, these results also underline some differences between 

acquisition and reversal. Although the theta power difference between CS+ and CS- develops 

promptly, it remains weaker during the reversal phase than in the previous acquisition phase, 

especially during the second reversal period. Overall, it seems that the theta rhythm signals 

the novelty of the aversive event and then declines when the association has been 

established, with this decline especially evident in the second reversal period, making power 

difference during reversal less manifest than during acquisition. This result agrees with a 

recent finding by Taub et al. 403: the authors suggest that the increase in theta power during 

aversive conditioning is correlated with the magnitude of conditioned responses but declines 

once the association is stabilized. Similarly, Ridderbusch et al. 443 observed a temporary 

increase in neural activation in the anterior cingulate cortex after re-exposure to the US after 

extinction training and suggested that this is associated with exploratory behavior, signaling 

changes in US-expectancy and arousal ratings. 

Several studies underline the implication of the anterior (mid or dorsal) cingulate cortex in 

fear acquisition 93,405,444–446. These results substantially agree with ours. Our study adopted the 

subdivision among ROIs illustrated in Table 4.2, according to the atlas used by LORETA-KEY©®. 

Using this atlas, we found significant theta power differences in the cingulate gyrus (left and 

medial). According to this atlas, the cingulate gyrus includes, among the others, the posterior 

portions of the Brodmann regions 24 and 32, which are traditionally ascribed to the ACC. 

However, it is worth noting that the Atlas also includes two other “cingulate” regions named 

“anterior cingulate” and “posterior cingulate” (see Table 4.2). In particular, the region called 

“anterior cingulate” includes the most anterior portions of areas 24 and 32. This subdivision 

agrees with the functional description of the cingulate gyrus proposed by Vogt et al. 447. The 

author states that “the greatest number of “fear” activations occur in the anterior part of the 

midcingulate cortex MCC and not in ACC”. The first roughly corresponds to the posterior 

portions of the Brodmann areas 32 and 24, i.e. to the CG region used in the present atlas. 

Many other results in rodents, primates, and humans underline the impact of theta 

oscillations in fear learning. Synchronization at theta frequencies is suggested to characterize 

activity in amygdala-hippocampal pathways associated with the consolidation of fear memory 
448 and to represent a general mechanism of fear learning across species 449.  A shared 

hypothesis is that the theta rhythm develops in the amygdala and hippocampus limbic system 

and is then transmitted to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and to the anterior midcingulate 

cortex to synchronize ACC activity, and to transfer error signal information to support memory 

formation 450. Indeed, the anterior midcingulate cortex receives afferents from the amygdala 
451,452. Furthermore, synchronized frontomedial theta oscillations are a potential mechanism 

to support memory communication between brain regions 400. 
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As to the last point (i.e., theta transmission and synchronization), an original significant 

result in our study concerns the pattern of connections emerging from the previous two 

regions (CG l and CG m). We observed that Granger connectivity in the theta range is stronger 

during CS+ than during CS-, and these differences are also evident during reversal. A possible 

interpretation is that the increased theta power in these regions is then transmitted to other 

areas of the brain, thus producing a generalized theta synchronization, subserving the 

retrieval of fear responses, or a general process of adaptive control of an unpleasant event 

(see also 93,453). Interestingly, if attention is focused only on connections statistically different 

between CS+ and CS- (not only to the absolute differences), the increase in connectivity during 

CS+ is especially evident during the first acquisition and second reversal blocks. Hence, a 

puzzling phenomenon is that theta power differences between CS+ and CS- decline in reversal 

2, whereas connectivity differences become more evident in the same block. Thus, functional 

connectivity does not simply reflect a change in power of the theta rhythm transmitted to 

other regions but may also depend on an effective alteration of synapses, especially in the last 

portion of the experiment. Further studies are needed to clarify this crucial point.  

Alpha rhythm – A significant observation emerging from our data is that alpha power 

changes are less localized than the changes in theta power and involve a more extensive 

network mainly located in portions of the posterior frontal cortex and parietal lobes, with a 

predominance in the left hemisphere. Some of these zones (the precentral gyrus, paracentral 

lobule and inferior parietal lobule) are implicated in motor and sensory innervation. As 

expected, alpha power is smaller during CS+ than CS- in all these regions, reflecting a condition 

of greater arousal. However, it is worth noting that alpha power is higher than baseline during 

all phases of the experiment, probably since the initial period of the experiment (before any 

trial) was felt as the most stressful condition for the participants, possibly due to uncertainty 

of what will happen next. Alpha power differences are more evident in the acquisition phase 

than in the reversal phase, and, in the cingulate gyrus, alpha power exhibits a progressive 

increase during the experiment, suggesting increasing relaxation of the participants over the 

course of the experiment.  

The pattern of alpha power changes during fear conditioning was investigated in detail by  

Chien et al. 407. The authors observed a significant alpha event-related desynchronization 

(ERD; i.e. a decrease in power) at parietal and occipital channels, hence over sensory 

structures related to (visual) CS processing. These changes were especially evident in the early 

phase of the stimulus train, reflecting a difference between the early and late stages of 

acquisition. By comparing their results with SCR data, the authors concluded that alpha power 

changes mainly reflect the valence and salience of the stimulus, i.e., the ability of CS to capture 

attention and motivate behavior. However, at odd with our results, the authors did not find 

significant differences in alpha power between CS+ and CS-. Differences between our results 

and those by Chien et al. can be explained by thinking that these authors mainly focused on 

the magnitude of alpha ERD, which is maximal in the occipital regions, implicated in the visual 

processing of the external stimuli. Conversely, we focused on statistical differences between 
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CS+ and CS-, concentrated in parietal and posterior frontal regions, i.e., in the zones mainly 

involved in tactile and motor processing.   

Since the precentral gyrus is primarily involved in motor processing, a decreased alpha 

during CS+ in this zone may reflect greater motor activation in preparation for an escape (for 

instance, preparation of movement of the right arm where the shock is delivered). Indeed, 

alpha ERD reflects the gradual release of inhibition associated with the emergence of a task-

response. In contrast, an increase in alpha oscillations (event related synchronization, ERS) is 

observed with the CS-. Alpha ERS is commonly ascribed to idling or suppressing activity in task-

irrelevant sites 454. Hence, our result supports the idea that alpha power changes observed in 

parietal and posterior frontal zones primarily reflect a preparative response to an action 

(during CS+) or a partial idling (during CS-) of the same activity.  

Finally, it is worth noting that the time response of this alpha pattern is slower than that of 

the theta response: as evident looking at the moving average, alpha ERS during CS- requires 

3-4 trials to develop. Another interesting aspect is that alpha power exhibits a drastic fall (ERD) 

at the beginning of any new block, reflecting greater attention/arousal due to the unfamiliar 

new conditions. Then alpha power progressively increases (especially in CS-), reducing the 

response in motor areas.   

The connectivity pattern in the alpha band further underlines the pivotal role played by the 

left precentral gyrus. Stronger outflow connectivity is evident in this area during CS- than 

during CS+, reflecting the higher alpha power transmitted towards other occipital, parietal and 

frontal regions. It is worth noting that the reverse of this connectivity pattern is relatively slow, 

being maximally evident during reversal 2 than during reversal 1. This phenomenon is similar 

to what has already been observed for the theta connectivity from the left and medial 

cingulate cortex. In other terms, connectivity changes mature more slowly during reversal 

than during acquisition, becoming fully evident in the second reversal block. This pattern 

probably reflects synaptic changes necessary to overcome a previous pattern of connectivity 

developed during the acquisition phase. Indeed, as shown in recent modeling studies 126,455 

functional connectivity mainly reflects the amount of information transmitted from one 

region to another: the latter can depend both on the power in the source region and on the 

strength of the effective connectivity linking the two regions.  

Unexpectedly, the pattern of alpha-band connectivity emerging from the left cingulate 

cortex apparently contradicts the pattern of alpha power: in fact, many of these connections 

are higher during CS+ than during CS-, i.e., in conditions of ERD. We do not have a definitive 

explanation for this pattern. However, we suspect that these seemingly anomalous 

connectivity patterns reflect non-linear phenomena and are strongly affected by changes in 

theta power (which, as demonstrated above, are significant in the left cingulate cortex and 

are higher in CS+ than CS-). In previous papers 126,455,456 using a neural mass model as ground 

truth and comparing the actual connectivity values in the model with those obtained with 

methods for functional connectivity assessment, we demonstrated that non-linear 

phenomena play a significant role in connectivity estimation, resulting in possible interference 

between frequency bands and alterations in the connectivity values.  
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Gamma rhythm – There is a consensus in the literature that gamma power is implicated in 

inhibiting a previously acquired fear response 457–459. In agreement with Mueller et al. (2014)93, 

in humans extinguished vs. non-extinguished stimuli evoked an increased gamma power 

localized in the vmPFC. The role of the vmPFC in extinction is further supported by 

neuroimaging studies 460. However, Schiller et al. 420 pointed out that reversal is a more 

complex process than extinction. Using fMRI, these authors observed that, during reversal, 

the activity in the vmPFC signals the presence of a safe stimulus (hence the new CS- in reversal, 

previously CS+ during acquisition), which can be interpreted as an unexpected reward.  

According to the studies mentioned above, a significant gamma activity in the vmPFC was 

expected in reversal; however, in our research, we were unable to find any corrected 

statistical difference in gamma between CS+ and CS- during any phase of the experiment. For 

this reason, gamma activity was not further analyzed. 

 

 

4.2.5 Conclusions 

The results obtained in this study confirm several observations of previous studies and add 

new aspects. i) Increase in theta rhythm power occurs in the mid portion of the cingulate 

cortex during CS+ and is associated with an increase in outflow connectivity. This may reflect 

a rhythm from the amygdala and hippocampus, which is then transmitted to other cortical 

regions allowing a fast theta synchronization, as supported by our Granger causality analysis. 

Theta synchronization may play a pivotal role during the acquisition of fear conditioning. ii) 

Alpha power ERD during CS+ and alpha power ERS during CS- occur mainly in the left posterior 

frontal and parietal cortex, with the most substantial evidence in the left precentral gyrus. 

These two phenomena may reflect an excitation of these motor areas (movement 

preparation) in case of an aversive stimulus and a progressive inhibition of these areas in case 

of a safe stimulus, respectively. iii) The dynamics of theta power changes appear faster than 

those of the alpha rhythm, reflecting a trial-by-trial basis. iv) All the previous phenomena are 

present during acquisition and reversal, but differences between CS+ and CS- are less 

prominent in the reversal phases. This may be due to the difficulty of overcoming a previously 

acquired memory. v) Changes in power are associated with increased Granger connectivity 

emerging from the areas involved. Unexpectedly, these connectivity changes are also strongly 

evident in the second reversal block when power differences are attenuated. This 

phenomenon may reflect changes in real connectivity instead of simple changes in oscillation 

power and requires further study.  
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4.2.6 Supplementary Material 

Fig. 11S shows the normalized mean alpha power graphs for the five regions not shown in 

Cortical sources power analysis – Alpha, in the Results section.  

 

 

 Fig.11S - Normalized mean power in the alpha band, for all four blocks and both images, in the right superior 

frontal gyrus (SFG r), left extra-nuclear (EN l), left medial frontal gyrus (MeFG l), medial anterior cingulate (AC m) 

and medial precuneus (PCU m). Results for Image 1 are depicted in blue and those for Image 2 in red, 

accompanied in each block by the respective SEM bar. Asterisks indicate the presence of corrected statistical 

significance (p<0.05, false discovery rate correction) in the specific block, while crosses denote the presence of a 

statistical significance (p<0.05, uncorrected) which does not survive correction for multiple comparisons. It is 

well evident the power inversion in passing from acquisition to reversal, i.e., alpha power is always greater during 

CS- (Image 1 in Acq1 and Acq2; Image 2 in Rev1 and Rev2) than CS+. 

 

Below, Fig. 12S-14S show the normalized alpha power moving average graphs for the nine 
regions not presented in Cortical sources power analysis – Alpha, in the Results section.  

Please note how the following images do not show the results of the statistical analysis 
(crosses at particular trials, see main text). Nevertheless, the statistical analysis was still 
performed and the total number of significant (uncorrected) trials is lower for all of the 
following areas than for the areas shown in the main text (CG l and PG l). 
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Fig. 12S - Moving averages (w=3 trials) of normalized alpha power, trial by trial, for the four blocks. The top row 

shows the normalized power of the right cingulate gyrus (CG r), the central row the normalized power of the left 

inferior parietal lobule (IPL l), and the bottom row the normalized power of the left paracentral lobule (PCL l). 

The two images are shown in the same color (blue for Image 1, red for Image 2). Vertical lines are used to 

delineate the four different blocks. 

 

 
Fig. 13S - Moving averages (w=3 trials) of normalized alpha power, trial by trial, for the four blocks. The top row 

shows the normalized power of the medial paracentral lobule (PCL m), the central row the normalized power of 

the right superior frontal gyrus (SFG r), and the bottom row the normalized power of the left extra-nuclear (EN 

l). The two images are shown in the same color (blue for Image 1, red for Image 2). Vertical lines are used to 

delineate the four different blocks. 
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Fig. 14S - Moving averages (w=3 trials) of normalized alpha power, trial by trial, for the four blocks. The top row 

shows the normalized power of the left medial frontal gyrus (MeFG l), the central row the normalized power of 

the medial anterior cingulate (AC m), and the bottom row the normalized power of the medial precuneus (PCU 

m). The two images are shown in the same color (blue for Image 1, red for Image 2). Vertical lines are used to 

delineate the four different blocks. 
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4.3 Resting-state bottom-up connectivity in individuals with 

high autistic traits 

The study reported in this chapter refers to the published journal paper entitled “Bottom-

up vs. top-down connectivity imbalance in individuals with high-autistic traits: An 

electroencephalographic study”, Mauro Ursino1*, Michele Serra1, Luca Tarasi2, Giulia Ricci1, 

Elisa Magosso1, Vincenzo Romei1,3, Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience (2022). 

In this study, we investigated differences in directed connectivity using EEG resting-state 

recordings in individuals with low and high autistic traits. The connectivity network analysis 

was performed using Temporal Granger Causality and some centrality indices taken from 

graph theory: in degree, out degree, authority, and hubness. These measures were chosen 

since they preserve the information on the direction of the connection, which is of great 

relevance in autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 

 

Background: Brain connectivity is often altered in autism spectrum disorder (ASD). 

However, there is little consensus on the nature of these alterations, with studies pointing to 

either increased or decreased connectivity strength across the broad autism spectrum. An 

important confound in the interpretation of these contradictory results is the lack of 

information about the directionality of the tested connections. Here, we aimed at 

disambiguating these confounds by measuring differences in directed connectivity using EEG 

resting-state recordings in individuals with low and high autistic traits. Methods: Brain 

connectivity was estimated using temporal Granger Causality applied to cortical signals 

reconstructed from EEG. Between-group differences were summarized using centrality indices 

taken from graph theory (in degree, out degree, authority, and hubness). Results: Results 

demonstrate that individuals with higher autistic traits exhibited a significant increase in 

authority and in degree in frontal regions involved in high-level mechanisms (emotional 

regulation, decision-making, and social cognition), suggesting that anterior areas mostly 

receive information from more posterior areas. Moreover, the same individuals exhibited a 

significant increase in the hubness and out degree over occipital regions (especially the left and 

right pericalcarine regions, where the primary visual cortex is located), suggesting that these 

areas mostly send information to more anterior regions. Discussion: Hubness and authority 

appeared to be more sensitive indices than the in degree and out degree. The observed brain 

connectivity differences suggest that, in individual with higher autistic traits, bottom-up 

signaling overcomes top-down channeled flow. This imbalance may contribute to some 

behavioral alterations observed in ASD.     

 

https://www.frontiersin.org/journals/systems-neuroscience
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4.3.1 Introduction 

Autism is a complex neurodevelopmental condition characterized by several behavioral 

peculiarities, involving avoidance of social interactions, reduced communication, and 

restricted interests (see the American Psychiatric Association [APA] (2022)). The biological 

origin of this condition is a subject of active research, in an effort to understand its 

fundamental neural mechanisms. In this regard, a current perspective is that autistic traits 

could be explained by modifications in brain network characteristics, especially in the 

connectivity among brain areas underlying perception, social cognition, language, and 

executive functions 461.  

Indeed, many recent studies have reported that individuals within the autism spectrum 

disorder (ASD) exhibit altered brain connectivity compared to typically developing individuals. 

However, literature reports are often inconsistent (see review papers by 462–464). The 

traditional point of view, predominantly supported by studies using structural and functional 

MRI, hypothesizes that autism is characterized by long-range underconnectivity, potentially 

combined with local overconnectivity 465–467. Conversely, there have been several more recent 

studies, using EEG and MEG, in which the hypoconnectivity hypothesis could not be confirmed 

in ASD. Rather, several studies pointed to hyperconnectivity among specific brain areas, 

especially between thalamic and sensory regions 468 or between the extrastriatal cortex, 

frontal and temporal regions 469–471. Finally, a third line of evidence points towards the 

existence of a more subtle mixture of hypo- and hyper-connectivity, suggesting the presence 

of multiple mechanisms 461,472–474. 

Some of these differences, of course, can derive from methodological issues. Connectivity 

is an elusive concept that can be dramatically affected by the measurement technique 

adopted (for instance, fMRI vs. EEG/MEG), by the particular task involved (vs. resting state 

analysis), and perhaps more importantly, by the specific measure employed to estimate the 

connection strength (e.g., functional, effective or anatomical connectivity, directed or 

undirected measures, bivariate or multivariate). Indeed, most connectivity measures in 

literature are not-directional and hence are inadequate to discover differences in 

lateralization or in top-down vs. bottom-up information processing 475. 

In particular, it is well-known that cognitive functions are characterized by a complex 

balance between integration, involving the coordination among several brain areas, and 

segregation, involving specialized computations in local areas. According to the predictive 

coding theory 476, the brain continually generates models of the world by integrating data 

coming from sensory input with information from memory. Sensory perception is thus the 

result of a combination between present data from the external world (usually carried by 

feedforward bottom-up connectivity) and past or prior knowledge (mainly conveyed through 

feedback, top-down connections); hence, an equilibrium between these directional 

connectivity patterns is necessary to adaptatively integrate stimuli-driven and internally-

driven representations, preventing their segregation or excessive bias towards one or the 

other.  
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Recent hypotheses 477,478 assume that ASD individuals exhibit an impaired predictive 

coding, characterized by an imbalance between these two processing streams, i.e., dominant 

bottom-up processing and relatively weaker top-down influences compared with control 

individuals. This signifies that people in the autistic spectrum would pose much more 

emphasis on present sensory stimuli and somewhat less weight on contextual information. 

This imbalance, in turn, may result in poor social adaptation and insufficient appropriateness 

to social requirements 479. Results that support this point of view include a reduced 

susceptibility to illusions and top-down expectations 480,481 and increased local (vs. global) 

processing in individuals within the autism spectrum 482,483 leading to a more stimulus- and 

detail-driven perceptual style.  

The aforementioned alterations in predictive coding may be caused by altered brain 

connectivity, especially concerning top-down vs. bottom-up circuitry 484. Additionally, 

alterations in connectivity patterns may involve a different transmission of brain rhythms and 

an impaired wave synchronization, which plays a pivotal role in several cognitive tasks, 

including attention, information selection, working memory, and emotion  485,486. 

Finally, increasing evidence both at the genetic and behavioral levels demonstrates that 

autism does not represent a dichotomy condition (i.e., one ON/OFF in type) but is best 

described as a spectrum of manifestations ranging from clinical forms to trait-like expressions 

within the general population 483,487,488 that share a peculiar cognitive style that distinguishes 

them from the rest of the clinical and nonclinical population 484.  

Following these ideas, in a recent paper 439, we investigated whether the patterns of brain 

connectivity, estimated with Granger causality from EEG source reconstruction, exhibit 

differences in two nonclinical groups classified as low or high on autistic traits. Preliminary 

results suggested that connectivity along the fronto-posterior axis is sensitive to the 

magnitude of the autistic features and that a prevalence of ascending connections 

characterized participants with higher autistic traits. 

The present study aims to further extend the previous work on a larger cohort allowing for 

an improved connectivity analysis by implementing measures taken from the graph theory. In 

particular, new aspects of the present study concern: i) the use of a larger data set; ii) a 

preliminary analysis at the lobe level; iii) the use of more sophisticated indices taken from the 

graph theory, such as hubness and authority; iv) the use of a more sophisticate statistical 

analysis (i.e., the use of sparse connectivity matrices) to better point out differences in 

connectivity between the two groups.  

Particularly, graph theory represents a powerful tool able to summarize complex networks 

consisting of hundreds of edges, using a few parameters with a clear geometrical meaning. 

Recently, this theory has been applied with increasing success as an integrative approach, able 

to evaluate the complex networks that mediate brain cognitive processes 229,489–491. In 

particular, since our attention here is primarily devoted to the presence of differences in the 

direction of connections (ascending vs. descending, lateralization, etc.), we focused our 

analysis on the in degree and out degree, defined as the sum of connection strengths entering 

or leaving a given node. Furthermore, we also tested whether two analogous but more 
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specialized measures of centrality, hubness and authority, can provide additional information 

to better characterize directionality. The hub’s index of a node is the weighted sum of the 

authority’s indices of all its successors; hence, this measure summarizes the capacity of a node 

to send information to other critical, authoritative nodes. The authority’s index of a node is 

the weighted sum of the hub’s indices of all its predecessors and summarizes the capacity of 

a node to receive essential information from hubs. Here, we investigate whether differences 

in these measures, and the pattern of out and in connections from the dominant nodes, can 

reveal a difference in the network’s topology, and alterations in information processing, as a 

function of the autistic trait. 

 

4.3.2 Materials and methods 

4.3.2.1 Participants 

Forty participants (23 female; age range 21–30, mean age = 24.1, SD = 2.4), with no 

neurocognitive or psychiatric disorders, took part in the study. All participants signed a written 

informed consent before taking part in the study, conducted according to the Declaration of 

Helsinki and approved by the Bioethics Committee of the University of Bologna. All 

participants completed the Autism-Spectrum Quotient test (AQ)487. The mean AQ score was 

16.1 ± 6.6. The AQ is a self-report widely used to measure autistic traits in the general 

population. It provides a global score, with higher values indicating higher levels of autistic 

traits. We used the original scoring methods converting each item into a dichotomous 

response (agree/disagree) and assigning the response a binary code (0/1). In the present 

study, the total score of the AQ was considered, and the Italian version of the AQ was adopted 
492. The participants were divided into two groups, depending on their AQ score being below 

or above a given cutoff, with the cutoff set to 17, since this value corresponds to the average 

AQ score in the non-clinical population 493. In the following, we will refer to the two groups of 

participants as Low AQ score Group (N = 21) and High AQ score Group (N = 19). 

 

4.3.2.2 EEG acquisition and preprocessing 

Participants comfortably sat in a room with dimmed lights. EEG was recorded at rest for 

two minutes while participants kept their eyes closed. A set of 64 electrodes was mounted 

according to the international 10–10 system. EEG was measured with respect to a vertex 

reference (Cz), and all impedances were kept below 10 kΩ. EEG signals were acquired at a rate 

of 1000 Hz. EEG was processed offline with custom MATLAB scripts (version R2020b) and the 

EEGLAB toolbox 494. The EEG recording was filtered offline in the 0.5-70 Hz band. The signals 

were visually inspected, and noisy channels were spherically interpolated. An average of 0.05 

± 0.15 channels were interpolated. The recording was then re-referenced to the average of all 

electrodes. Subsequently, we applied the Independent Component Analysis (ICA), an effective 

method largely employed to remove EEG artifacts. In particular, we removed the EEG 
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recording segments corrupted by noise through visual inspection and then we removed all the 

independent components containing artifacts clearly distinguishable by means of visual 

inspection from brain-related components. An average of 3 ± 3.7 independent components 

were removed for each participant. 

 

4.3.2.3 Cortical Sources Reconstruction and ROIs definition 

Since we were interested in connectivity analysis, cortical source activity was reconstructed 

from pre-processed EEG signals. To this aim, intracortical current densities were estimated 

using the Matlab toolbox Brainstorm 495. Firstly, to solve the forward problem, a template 

head model based on realistic anatomical information (ICBM 152 MNI template) was used. 

The model consists of three layers representing the scalp, the outer skull surface, and the 

inner skull surface, and includes the cortical source space discretized into 15002 vertices. The 

forward problem was solved in OpenMEEG software 496 via the Boundary Element Method.  

sLORETA (standardized Low-Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography) algorithm was used 

for cortical sources estimation. sLORETA is a functional imaging technique belonging to the 

family of linear inverse solutions for 3D EEG distributed source modeling 497. Specifically, this 

method computes a weighted minimum norm solution, where localization inference is based 

on standardized values of the current density estimates. The solution provided is 

instantaneous, distributed, discrete, linear with the property of zero dipole-localization error 

under ideal (noise-free) conditions. Constrained dipole orientations were chosen for sources 

estimation, modeling each dipole as oriented perpendicularly to the cortical surface. Hence, 

for each participant, we reconstructed the resting-state time series of standardized current 

densities at all 15002 cortical vertices.  

Then, the cortical vertices were grouped into cortical regions according to the Desikan-

Killiany atlas 498 provided in Brainstorm, which defines 68 regions of interest (ROIs). The 

activities of all vertices belonging to a particular ROI were averaged at each time point, 

obtaining a single time series representative of the activity of that cortical ROI. It is worth 

noticing that, by considering the average behavior at the ROIs level, it was possible to mitigate 

some possible inaccuracies in source reconstruction at single vertex level, due to the use of a 

template head model for all participants (instead of subject-specific head models). Table 4.5 

lists the 68 Desikan-Killiany ROIs and provide the mapping of individual ROIs to each lobe. 

 

 

Table 4.5 – The approximate mapping of the ‘Desikan-Killiany’ ROIs to the lobes. The Desikan-Killiany 

atlas comprises 34 ROIs in each hemisphere (see Fig. 2.2). The mapping proposed by FreeSurfer 

(https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/CorticalParcellation) was used as a reference. The only 

difference between our mapping and the reference resides in the mapping of the insula, which was 

not ascribed to any lobe in FreeSurfer. We assigned the insula to the parietal lobe.  
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ROI Label Lobe ROI Label Lobe 

Banks of Sup. Temp. 

Sulcus 

BK Temporal Parahippocampal PH Temporal 

Caudal Anterior 

Cingulate 

cAC Frontal Pars Opercularis pOP Frontal 

Caudal Middle 

Frontal 

cMF Frontal Pars Orbitalis pOR Frontal 

Cuneus CU Occipital Pars Triangularis pTR Frontal 

Entorhinal EN Temporal Pericalcarine PCL Occipital 

Frontal Pole FP Frontal Postcentral POC Parietal 

Fusiform FU Temporal Posterior Cingulate PCG Parietal 

Inferior Parietal IP Parietal Precentral PRC Frontal 

Inferior Temporal IT Temporal Precuneus PCU Parietal 

Insula IN Parietal Rostral Anterior 

Cingulate 

rAC Frontal 

Isthmus Cingulate IST Parietal Rostral Middle 

Frontal 

rMF Frontal 

Lateral Occipital LO Occipital Superior Frontal SF Frontal 

Lateral 

Orbitofrontal 

lOF Frontal Superior Parietal SP Parietal 

Lingual LG Occipital Superior Temporal ST Temporal 

Medial 

Orbitofrontal 

mOF Frontal Supramarginal SMG Parietal 

Middle Temporal MT Temporal Temporal Pole RP Temporal 

Paracentral PAC Frontal Transverse Temporal TT Temporal 

 

4.3.2.4 Granger Causality Analysis  

Once the time waveform in each cortical ROI was estimated (as described above), for each 

participant 𝑘 (𝑘 = 1, … ,40) we evaluated the connectivity among the ROIs. To this aim, we 

adopted Granger Causality (GC)18,114,117,499, which provides directional metrics of functional 

connectivity, and is based on the autoregressive (AR) modeling framework as described in the 

following. 

Let’s indicate with 𝑥𝑘,𝑖[𝑛] and 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] two temporal series representing the activity of two 

distinct cortical ROIs (𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑖 and 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑗) for participant 𝑘, where 𝑛 is the discrete time index. The 

Granger Causality quantifies the causal interaction from 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑖 to 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑗 as the improvement in 
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predictability of 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] at time sample 𝑛 when using a bivariate AR representation, including 

both past values of 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 and past values of 𝑥𝑘,𝑖, compared to a univariate AR representation, 

including only past values of 𝑥𝑘,𝑗. Mathematically, the following two equations hold for the 

univariate and bivariate AR model, respectively  

 

𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] = ∑ 𝑎𝑘,𝑗[𝑚]

𝑝

𝑚=1

𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛 − 𝑚]] + 𝜂𝑘,𝑗[𝑛]                                  4.1 

 

𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] = ∑ 𝑏𝑘,𝑗[𝑚]

𝑝

𝑚=1

𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛 − 𝑚] + ∑ 𝑐𝑘,𝑗𝑖[𝑚]

𝑝

𝑚=1

𝑥𝑘,𝑖[𝑛 − 𝑚] + 휀𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] 4.2 

 

 

Index 𝑚 represents the time lag (in time samples), and 𝑝 (model order) defines the 

maximum time lag, i.e., the maximum number of lagged observations included in the models. 

Thus, in Eq. 4.3.1, the current value of 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 (at time sample 𝑛) is predicted in terms of its own 

𝑝 past values (at time samples 𝑛 − 1, 𝑛 − 2, … , 𝑛 − 𝑝), while in Eq. 4.3.2 prediction is made 

also in terms of the 𝑝 past values of 𝑥𝑘,𝑖. 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 are the model’s coefficients (dependent on 

time lag), and the time series 𝜂𝑘,𝑗[𝑛]  and 휀𝑘,𝑗[𝑛]  represent the prediction error of the 

univariate and bivariate AR model, respectively. The prediction error variance quantifies the 

model’s prediction capability based on past samples: the lower the variance, the better the 

model’s prediction. The GC from 𝑥𝑘,𝑖 to 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between 

the variances of the two prediction errors, i.e. 

 

𝐺𝐶𝑘,𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑖→𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑗
= ln

𝑣𝑎𝑟{𝜂𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] }

𝑣𝑎𝑟{휀𝑘,𝑗[𝑛] }
 4.3 

 

The measure in Eq. 4.3.3 is always positive: the larger its value, the larger the improvement 

in 𝑥𝑘,𝑗[𝑛]  prediction when using information from the past of 𝑥𝑘,𝑖 together with the past of 

𝑥𝑘,𝑗, and this is interpreted as a stronger causal influence from 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑖 to 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑗. Similarly, Granger 

Causality from 𝑥𝑘,𝑗 to 𝑥𝑘,𝑖, 𝐺𝐶𝑘,𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑗→𝑅𝑂𝐼𝑖
, is computed via the same procedure, building the AR 

models for the time series 𝑥𝑘,𝑖.  

For each participant 𝑘, we computed the two directed measures of GC for each pair of ROIs, 

overall obtaining 68 x 68 connectivity values (with all auto-loops equal to zero). In all cases, 

the order 𝑝 of the AR models was set equal to 20, corresponding to 20 ms time span at 1000 

Hz sampling rate (as in our data); thus, in this study, the functional interactions between nodes 

were evaluated within 20 ms time delay. This value for parameter 𝑝 was determined based 

on a preliminary analysis where we tested different values for the order of the model, 

obtaining that GC results did not change substantially for 𝑝 ≥ 20. 
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4.3.2.5 Indices Derived from Graph Theory  

As previously reported by other authors 500,501 the connectivity between the ROIs of a brain 

network can be described as a weighted graph, where the magnitude of the connectivity 

between two ROIs is represented as the weight of an edge, whilst the ROIs connected by the 

edge are the nodes of the graph. A most remarkable consequence of the adoption of this 

representation for the brain network is the introduction of several concepts and measures 

from Graph Theory, which allows us to achieve a better understanding of the network’s 

topology 489–491. For this study, we focused on centrality indices that take into account the 

direction of connections, specifically authority, hubness, in degree, and out degree centralities. 

These indices, which will be detailed in the following, were specifically selected for their focus 

on the ROIs’ inputs and outputs, which we hypothesized could offer confirmatory evidence of 

connectivity patterns previously observed in individuals with low and high autistic traits 439. 

 

4.3.2.6 The Graph 

A graph is the mathematical abstraction of the relationships between some entities. The 

entities connected in a relationship are called “nodes” of the graph and are often represented 

graphically in the form of points. These nodes are connected by edges. While the simplest 

form of a graph is undirected (i.e., the edges do not have orientation), the graph we use to 

describe a brain network is a weighted directed graph (or digraph), i.e., it has oriented edges, 

each one with a weight representing the strength of the connection. 

To obtain the graphs, for each participant the connectivity matrix was normalized so that 

its elements provided a sum of 100 (i.e., each connectivity value was divided by the total sum 

of connections and multiplied by 100). Furthermore, the normalized 68 x 68 matrices (which 

we will be calling “complete” matrices for clarity) were turned into 68 x 68 sparse matrices by 

removing (i.e., setting to zero) any connection that was not significantly different between the 

High and Low AQ score Groups. In particular, a two-tailed Monte-Carlo testing was applied 

(5000 permutations) and, based on its results, not significant connections were defined as 

having an uncorrected p-value greater than 0.05.  

Forty graphs (one per participant) were obtained both for the complete normalized and 

the sparse matrices. For each of these graphs, centrality indices were then computed. 

Although a preliminary investigation was performed on the complete matrices, our analysis is 

mainly focused on sparse matrices since by excluding “similar” connections we expect to 

better capture differences in the connectivity patterns and in graph indices between the two 

groups. 

 

4.3.2.7 Centrality Indices  

Graph theory defines a multitude of indices and coefficients that allow describing the 

topology of a network from different points of view. Centrality indices are part of these. They 

measure the importance of a particular node in the network. The four centrality indices 
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considered in this study (in degree, out degree, authority, hubness) quantify the importance 

of a node as a source or a sink for the edges. In the following, we will first introduce the in 

degree and out degree centralities; then, authority and hubness will be described, stressing on 

how they differ from in degree and out degree. In degree is the sum of the weights of the 

edges entering into a node, while out degree is the sum of the weights of the edges exiting 

from a node. As a result of their direct dependence on the strength of input and output 

connections, in degree and out degree provide an immediate description of the nodes most 

involved in the transmission (out degree) and reception (in degree) of information. The 

mathematical formulation of in degree and out degree is given in Section 2.4.2 of Chapter 2 

and is described by Eq. (2.35-2.36). 

Authority and hubness centralities include a more refined concept compared to in degree 

and out degree centralities and have a distinctive feature of strict interdependence. Their 

mathematical formulation is the following one.  

Authority is proportional to the sum of the weights of edges entering a node, multiplied by 

the hubness of the node the edge originates from; hubness is proportional to the sum of the 

weights of edges exiting from a node, multiplied by the authority of the node the edge points 

to. The mathematical formulation of in degree and out degree is given in Section 2.4.2 of 

Chapter 2 and is described by Eq. (2.37-2.38). 

These indices were computed using the function provided by the Matlab’s libraries 

contained in the Category “Graph and network algorithms” (Matlab R2021a), particularly the 

command digraph/centrality. This function sets both 𝛼 and 𝛽 equal to 1 and calculates 

authority and hubness via an iterative procedure. 

Similar to in degree and out degree, hubness and authority provide a measure of which 

nodes of the network are primarily involved in the transmission (hubness) and reception 

(authority) of information, but they also mutually account for the centrality of the receiving 

and sending nodes. In particular, since these two centrality indices point to each other (i.e., to 

compute authority, we use hubness, and vice versa), they imply that strong connections exist 

between nodes with high authority and nodes with high hubness, and these indices may be 

useful to further emphasize any existing directionality in the connectivity pattern. 

 

4.3.2.8 Connectivity Analysis 

 For each participant, starting from either the complete normalized or the sparse 68 x 68 

matrix, the four centrality indices were computed at each of the 68 ROIs. Additionally, we 

computed the average complete and sparse connectivity matrix in the Low AQ score Group 

and in the High AQ score Group, and then their difference. 

Initially, we performed an analysis at the level of macro regions (englobing several ROIs) 

rather than at single ROI level. To this aim, we considered 8 regions corresponding to brain 

lobes (frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes, both left and right). Specifically, for each 

participant, the 68 x 68 connectivity matrix was transformed into an 8 x 8 connectivity matrix; 

the elements of the 8 x 8 matrix were filled in with the mean value of all the connections going 
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from one lobe to another. The elements of the 8 x 8 matrices were subsequently tested for 

statistical significance across the two groups of participants, by applying a two-tailed t-test 

(significance level 0.05, no correction), resulting in 64 comparisons. Furthermore, the 8 x 8 

difference matrix was computed, by subtracting the 8 x 8 mean connectivity matrix of the Low 

AQ score Group from the 8 x 8 mean connectivity matrix of the High AQ score Group. Thus, 

the elements of the difference matrix greater than 0 represented stronger connectivity for the 

High AQ score Group, while elements of the difference matrix less than 0 represented stronger 

connectivity for the Low AQ score Group.  

Then, a more detailed analysis was performed at the level of each ROI.  

In the case of the complete connectivity matrix, we identified the ROIs which exhibit a 

significant correlation between the centrality indices (in particular authority and hubness) and 

the AQ score. The p-value is computed by transforming the correlation to create a t -statistic 

having N-2 degrees of freedom, where N is the number of data points. 

In the case of the sparse matrix, for each centrality index, we identified the ROIs that 

exhibited a significant difference between the two groups. ROI’s significance was defined as a 

Bonferroni-corrected p-value less or equal to 0.05 where the p-value was obtained via Monte-

Carlo testing.  

Then, both in case of the complete and sparse matrix, once the significant ROIs were 

identified for each index, the connectivity differences between the Low and High AQ Score 

Group were plotted for the significant ROIs only, separately for each index (in particular in 

case of the authority index and hubness index); this serves to evidence differences between 

the two groups in the pattern of connections entering into authority nodes and exiting from 

hub nodes.  

 

4.3.3 Results 

4.3.3.1 Analysis on the complete connectivity matrix 

4.3.3.1.1 Lobes’ Analysis  

Using the complete connectivity matrix, the connection difference between the two groups 

does not reach a significativity level. Hence the following results can only be considered just 

as a preliminary exploratory analysis, and connection differences can be only regarded as 

indicative of a main flow pattern in the two groups. The results are illustrated in Fig. 4.21, 

where we show only the connection differences with |𝑡| >  1 (which corresponds to a 𝑝 <

 0.15 in the case of a one-tailed student t-test). Higher blue lines denote connectivity higher 

in the Low AQ score Group (left panel), and red lines connectivity higher in the High AQ score 

Group (right panel). Results show that left to right connections (i.e., entering into the right 

temporal lobe) were higher in the Low AQ score Group; conversely, connectivity was mainly 

bottom-up (i.e., entering into the frontal lobes) in the High AQ Score Group. 
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Figure 4.21 – Patterns of the main connection differences linking the four lobes (Frontal left and right, Fl and Fr, 
Temporal left and right, Tl and Tr, Parietal left and right, Pl and Pr, Occipital left and right, Ol and Or). The left 
panel (A) describes connections differences which are higher in the Low AQ score Group, while the right panel 
(B) describes connections differences which are higher in the High AQ score Group. Only connections differences 
with |𝑡|> 1 (student t-test) are plotted.  
 

4.3.3.1.2 Analysis on the individual ROIs 

For what concerns authority, seven regions (EN r, IST l, IST r, LO r, PH r, ST r, and SMG l) 

exhibited a significant correlation between the AQ score and authority (see Fig. 4.22, upper 

panels). It is worth-noting that, in all these ROIs, correlation was negative signifying that 

authority increased in subjects with smaller autistic traits. 

For what concerns hubness, only two regions (PCL l and ST r) exhibited a significant 

correlation between the AQ score and hubness; in both cases, the correlation was positive, 

signifying that hubness increased with the autistic traits (see Fig. 4.22 bottom panels).  
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Figure 4.22 – Correlation between the authority and the AQ score [upper panel (a)] and correlation between the 
hubness and the autistic score [bottom panel (b)] for all ROIs which exhibit a significant p-value (uncorrected) 
for the correlation. These correlations have been computed on the complete normalized connectivity matrix. It 
is worth noting that the correlation is negative for the authority, denoting a more significant input flow in the 
Low AQ score Group, while correlation is positive for the hubness, denoting a more significant output flow for 
the High AQ score Group. 

 

The left panel in Fig. 4.23 shows the main connections differences entering into the seven 

regions (EN r, IST l, IST r, LO r, PH r, ST r, and SMG l) whose authority was significantly 

correlated with the AQ score. The right panel shows the main connection differences exiting 

from the two regions (PCL l and ST r) whose hubness was significantly correlated with AQ 

score. Blue lines denote higher connectivity for the Low AQ score Group, red lines higher 

connectivity for the High AQ score Group. Since we are working with a complete connection 

matrix, only connection differences above a given threshold (threshold = 0.015) are plotted to 

simplify the figure. In particular, since all connectivity matrices are normalized to 100, and we 

have a total number of 68_67 connections, the average value of each connection is 0.021. The 

previous threshold approximately corresponds to the difference between one connection 
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increased 33% above the mean value, and another connection reduced by 33% below the 

mean value (i.e., 66% of the mean). The Figure shows that the majority of connections 

entering the authority regions were stronger in the Low AQ score Group (as expected from 

the previous analysis), and these connections were mainly top-down in type (especially 

entering into the LO r) and left to right (especially entering into the EN r and the ST r). 

Conversely, the majority of connections exiting from the two hubs, PCL l and ST r, were 

stronger in the High AQ score Group (as expected from the previous analysis), with a bottom-

up connectivity, especially emerging from the PCL l, and right to left from ST r. These results 

are coherent with those at lobe level displayed in Fig. 4.21. 
 

 

Figure 4.23 – Patterns of the main connection difference which exit from the ROIs with a significant correlation 
between authority and the AQ score [left panel (a)] and which enters into the ROIs with a significant correlation 
between the hubness and the AQ score [right panel (b)]. Blue lines denote correlation differences that are higher 
in the Low AQ score group, and red lines connections which are higher in the High AQ score group. Only 
connection differences higher than 0.015 on the complete connectivity matrix have been plotted. Three levels 
of thickness are adopted, with a larger thickness indicating a larger connectivity difference. 

 

4.3.3.2 Analysis on the sparse connectivity matrix  

The previous analysis, accomplished on the overall normalized connectivity matrix, pointed 

out the presence of some authority nodes especially involved in top-down connectivity for the 

low-autistic trait population, and some hubness nodes characterized by bottom-up 

connectivity for the high-autistic trait population. The difficulty in the use of a complete 

connectivity matrix, however, derives from the presence of many connections with no clear 

statistical difference between the two groups. This is reflected in the poor statistical 

significance of the connection difference and, for what concerns the correlation, in a p value 

that, although significant, cannot survive the statistical correction. This means that the 

previous results can be considered as a mere hypothesis generated from data, requiring 

further more complete validation. 
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For this reason, in order to better unmask differences, in the following a different analysis 

is presented, by focusing attention only on the connections which exhibited a significant 

statistical difference in the two groups. Hence, as described in the Method section, we 

consider sparse connectivity matrices. This kind of analysis has the benefit of revealing a 

greater number of regions with statistical differences in connection flow.  

 

4.3.3.2.1 Lobes’ Analysis  

Fig. 4.24 shows the centrality indices (in degree, out degree, authority, hubness) computed 

at the level of the four lobes (frontal, parietal, temporal and occipital) from the sparse matrix. 

The asterisks denote statistically significant differences between the two groups. As it is 

evident from the left panels, High AQ score individuals exhibited a statistically significant 

increase in the connections entering into the frontal regions, and this difference was even 

more marked if authority was used as a centrality measure instead of the in degree. 

Conversely, Low AQ score individuals exhibited more significant connections entering into the 

temporal regions; even in this case, the significance increased if the authority measure was 

used. For what concerns the connections emerging from regions (right panels), High AQ score 

individuals exhibited more significant connections emerging from the occipital regions, 

whereas Low AQ score individuals showed a higher significance in the parietal regions. For 

both emerging connection outcomes, the significance was more evident if hubness, instead of 

the out degree measure, was used.  

 
Figure 4.24 – Bar plots representing the centrality indices [in degree: panel (a), out degree: panel (b), authority: 
panel (c), hubness: panel (d)] for the four lobes of the brain, i.e., Frontal (Fr), Parietal (Par), Temporal (Temp), 
and Occipital (Occ) in each group of participants (red bars for the High AQ score Group, blue bars for the Low AQ 
score Group). Each bar shows the index value (mean ± SEM) for the specific area in the specific group of 
participants. As per definition, the sum of the authority values and the sum of the hubness values across all areas 
provide a total of 1, while the sum of the in degree values and the sum of out degree values across all areas is 
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equal to 100. The asterisks indicate the presence of a statistically significant difference between the two groups 
(p < 0.05, uncorrected). 

 

In order to further investigate the results arising from the above histograms, Fig. 4.25 

represents the statistically significant connections (i.e., those which exhibited significant 

differences between the two groups) linking the eight lobes of the brain; in this case, the 

homologous regions in the left and right hemisphere were considered separately. The upper 

panel displays the p value of all significant connections using a color scale, while the bottom 

panel shows the connection differences (in red the connections which were significantly 

stronger in High AQ score individuals, in blue the connections significantly stronger in Low AQ 

score individuals). The results confirm those reported in Fig. 4.24, showing that, in the High 

AQ score Group, significantly stronger connections were mainly directed from the occipital 

toward the frontal regions. The pattern in the Low AQ score Group showed significantly 

stronger connections emerging from the left parietal lobe, directed toward the right parietal, 

left temporal and left occipital regions. 

 

 
Figure 4.25 – Representation of the connections linking the eight lobes of the brain, Frontal (F), Parietal (P), 
Temporal (T), and Occipital (O), considering separately the right (r) and left (l) hemispheres. Only the connections 
that exhibited a statistically significant difference between the two groups (p < 0.05, uncorrected) are 
represented. The upper panel (A) shows the p-values of the significantly different connections. The lower panels 
(B) represent the differences in connectivity strength: the blue diagram (Low > High) shows the connection 
differences for those connections that resulted significantly stronger in the Low AQ score Group compared to 
the High AQ score Group; the red diagram (High > Low) shows the connection differences for those connections 
that resulted significantly stronger in the High AQ score Group compared to the Low AQ score Group. The 
thickness of each link varies according to the value of the connection difference. Three levels of thickness are 
adopted, with a larger thickness indicating a larger connectivity difference. 
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4.3.3.2.2 Analysis of the individual ROIs 

 Fig. 4.26 shows the positions of the ROIs which exhibited a significant difference 

(Bonferroni corrected) in the in degree (upper panels) and in the authority (bottom panels) 

indices between the two groups. The right upper panel evidences that in the High AQ score 

Group the in degree index was significantly higher (compared to the other group) especially 

in the frontal ROIs. This pattern was even more evident when authority index was used 

(bottom right panel). Conversely, the Low AQ score Group did not exhibit any appreciable 

increase in the in degree index, while some regions in the temporal, parietal and frontal lobes 

exhibited an increased authority without a clear topological organization.  

 

 
Figure 4.26 - Positions of the ROIs which exhibited a significant difference in the in degree index [upper panels 
(A)] or in the authority index [lower panels (B)] between the two groups (p-value < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). 
The left panels in blue (Low > High) display the ROIs having significantly higher centrality index in the Low AQ 
score Group compared to the High AQ score Group. The right panels in red (High > Low) display the ROIs having 
significantly higher centrality index in the High AQ score Group compared to the Low AQ score Group. The 
significant ROIs are shown as simple dots and represent regions to which important information enters. Three 
levels of dots’ size have been adopted: the larger the dot size, the more significant the centrality difference. For 
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the panels where no dots appear over the brain map (i.e., in degree for Low > High), the constraint of significance 
was not satisfied by any of the 68 ROIs. 

 

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the previous patterns (limited to authority only), 

Fig. 4.27 shows the connection differences entering into all ROIs with significantly higher 

authority in either group. In the High AQ score Group, these connections mainly linked the 

two occipital regions PCL (right and left) toward frontal regions: particularly evident were the 

connections entering the two lOF (left and right), and the right rMF. Thus, a clear bottom-up 

pattern of connections emerged, supporting the results in Fig. 4.25. Conversely, in Low AQ 

score individuals the pattern of connections entering into nodes with higher authority was less 

structured, showing connections directed to frontal (PAC r), right temporal (ST r) and left 

temporal (FU l) regions. 

 
Figure 4.27 – Representation of the connection differences entering into the ROIs which exhibited significant 
differences of authority between the two groups. The left panel in blue [Low > High, panel (A)] displays the 
connection differences entering into the “Low > High” authority ROIs (the ROIs shown in the left lower panel in 
Figure 4.26), for connections higher in the Low compared to the High AQ score Group. The right panel in red 
[High > Low, panel (B)] displays the connection differences entering into the “High > Low” authority ROIs (the 
ROIs shown in the right lower panel in Figure 4.26), for connections higher in the High compared to the Low AQ 
score Group. The plotted connections run from a generic output ROI (marked with a cross) toward the ROIs with 
significantly different authorities (marked with a dot). The thickness of each link varies according to the value of 
the connection difference. Three levels of thickness are adopted, with a higher thickness indicating a larger 
connectivity difference. 

 

Fig. 4.28 shows the positions of the cortical ROIs that exhibited a significant difference 

(Bonferroni corrected) in the out degree (upper panels) and hubness (bottom panels) indices 

between the two groups. As shown in the right panels, in the High AQ score Group, both the 

above-mentioned centrality measures were significantly higher (compared to the other 

group) in the occipital PCL regions of both hemispheres and in the occipital left LG region. 

Moreover, some frontal regions also exhibited increased hubness, a result apparently in 

contradiction with previous figures. However, as will be clarified when discussing Fig. 4.29 

below, connections originating from these hubs were less significant than those originating 

from the occipital regions. The Low AQ score Group exhibited an appreciable increase in the 
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hubness of parietal and temporal regions, especially in the left hemisphere, whereas no 

significant increase emerged from the out degree index. It is interesting to note that also an 

occipital region (the CU right) exhibited an increased hubness in the Low AQ score Group.  

 
Figure 4.28 Positions of the ROIs which exhibited a significant difference in the out degree index [upper panels 
(A)] or in the hubness index [lower panels (B)] between the two groups (p-value < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). 
The left panels in blue (Low > High) display the ROIs having significantly higher centrality index in the Low AQ 
score Group compared to the High AQ score Group. The right panels in red (High > Low) display the ROIs having 
significantly higher centrality index in the High AQ score Group compared to the Low AQ score Group. The 
significant ROIs are shown as simple dots and represent regions from which important information originates. 
Three levels of dots’ size have been adopted: the larger the dot size, the more significant the centrality difference. 
For the panels where no dots appear over the brain map (i.e., out degree for Low > High), the constraint of 
significance was not satisfied by any of the 68 ROIs.  
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Figure 4.29 – Representation of the connection differences exiting from the ROIs which exhibited significant 
differences of hubness between the two groups. The left panel in blue [Low > High (A)] displays the connection 
differences exiting from the “Low > High” hubness ROIs (the ROIs shown in the left lower panel in Figure 4.28), 
for connections higher in the Low compared to the High AQ score Group. The right panel in red [High > Low (B)] 
displays the connection differences exiting from the “High > Low” hubness ROIs (the ROIs shown in the right 
lower panel in Figure 4.28), for connections higher in the High compared to the Low AQ score Group. The plotted 
connections run from the ROIs with significant hubness (marked with a dot) toward generic input ROIs (marked 
with a cross). The thickness of each link varies according to the value of the connection difference. Three levels 
of thickness are adopted, with a higher thickness indicating a larger connectivity difference. 

 

The results illustrated in Fig. 4.28 are further clarified in Fig. 4.29, which shows the 

connection differences exiting from the nodes with significant higher hubness in either group. 

Once again, a clear bottom-up pattern is evident in the High AQ score Group. It is worth noting 

that, in this group of individuals, the fronto-parietal regions with increased hubness (i.e., the 

SF l, FP r, pOP r and IN l) generated only weak output connections (when compared to the 

other group). These were sufficient to make the hubness of these ROIs significantly higher, 

without altering the general bottom-up pattern of the overall circuitry. In fact, much stronger 

connections exited from the two PCL regions, defining a clear bottom-up trend. The pattern 

of connections originating from significant hubs in the Low AQ score Group were mainly 

directed from temporal and parietal left regions to the right ones, with some connections also 

directed downwards to the occipital nodes. As anticipated above, also the right CU exhibited 

a clear bottom-up function in this group, while, in agreement with Fig. 4.27, the right temporal 

regions received most of the significant connectivity originating from the hubs. It is worth 

noting that connections toward frontal regions were less significant in this group.  

 

4.3.4 Discussion 

The present paper analyzes the differences in brain connectivity between two groups of 

non-clinical individuals who differ in the degree of autistic traits (low vs. high), as classified 

based on the Autistic Quotient 487 score. Results have two main important aspects of interest. 
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First, we confirm that autistic traits can be observed within a wide spectrum encompassing 

both clinical and non-clinical populations.  Specifically, the degree of autistic traits clearly 

differs in the non-clinical population between low and high AQ scores. Second, we show that 

these differences can be quantified as alterations in brain connectivity. In particular, we show 

that Granger Causality, computed from neuroelectric signals reconstructed in the cortex 
499,502,503, together with indices taken from the Graph Theory 489–491, can represent a valuable 

tool to characterize differences in brain networks and deepen our analysis of the 

neurobiological bases of brain disorders. Further, we confirm a previous hypothesis 439,484 that 

individuals with higher autistic traits are characterized by more evident bottom-up 

mechanisms for processing sensory information.  

A critical point may be the selection of the threshold used to discriminate between the two 

classes. Despite the inherent arbitrariness of the choice, we used as a discriminative threshold 

the average AQ score obtained in a nonclinical population from the large-sample work of 

Ruzich et al. (2015)493, and this seems the most natural choice. Moreover, using this value, the 

present population of 40 subjects is subdivided in 19 and 21 subjects, i.e., the threshold we 

chose is quite proximal to the median of the considered population. It is worth noting that 

similar approaches of partitioning the sample around a threshold have been used previously 

in the literature 504. 

In the following, we will first analyze methodological issues, then the neurophysiological 

significance of the obtained results will be explored. Finally, limitations of the present study 

will be analyzed. 

 

4.3.4.1 Granger Causality 

In this work, we have chosen temporal Granger causality as a tool to reconstruct brain 

connectivity from EEG data. This measure mathematically represents the impact that 

knowledge of an upstream signal can have on the prediction of a downstream temporal signal. 

Thus, it represents a causal directed index of connectivity. Indeed, Granger Causality is widely 

employed in neuroscience today 499,502,503,505. Moreover, in a recent paper, using artificial 

signals produced by a neurocomputational model as ground truth, we demonstrated that the 

Granger Causality overcame other functional connectivity estimators in terms of accuracy and 

reproducibility 126. This method has evident computational advantages compared with other 

suitable methods (such as Transfer Entropy, see 137).  

The analysis was initially performed (see Section 4.3.3.1) on the complete normalized 

connectivity matrix, to show the main characteristics of the Granger flow in the two groups. 

Then, to improve the significance of the results, we considered only connections which 

exhibited a significant statistical difference between the two populations, thus working with 

a sparse matrix (i.e., all connections which did not show statistically significant differences 

between the two groups were set at zero). In other terms, the graphs in Section 4.3.3.2 do not 

represent the overall connectivity patterns, but rather highlight the differences between the 
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two populations. The connectivity matrices so obtained were then used to compute some 

indices taken from Graph Theory.  

 

4.3.4.2 Graph Theory 

 Several studies using Graph Theory in ASD have appeared in recent years: most of them 

suggest that ASD individuals exhibit alterations in modularity (i.e., densely connected modules 

that are more segregated), in global efficiency (i.e., average path length required to go from 

one node to another), in betweenness (the capacity of a node to connect to other nodes) or 

in connection density 506–510. EEG and MEG connectivity studies using graph analysis generally 

report autism to be associated with sub-optimal network properties (less clustering, larger 

characteristic path, and architecture less typical of small-world networks) 511–517. This, in turn, 

results in a less optimal balance between local specialization (segregation) and global 

integration 518. Although of particular significance, we think that these indices do not consider 

the fundamental problem of directionality in the processing pathway and the different 

importance that bottom-up and top-down connectivity plays in several brain processing.   

Accordingly, an essential novelty of the present study concerns the use of some specific 

centrality indices (in degree, out degree, and above all, hubness and authority) to characterize 

group differences in network directionality. The basic idea is that the directionality of the 

processing streams plays a major role in determining group differences (at least for what 

concerns autistic traits), rather than other indices like betweenness, path length, or clustering, 

more frequently adopted in the characterization of brain networks.  In particular, by 

considering macro-regions and sparse connectivity matrices, these indices provided highly 

significant statistical differences and provided a precise scenario to distinguish the two groups.  

4.3.4.3 Connectivity among macro-areas (lobes)  

The connectivity analysis was performed at two levels. First, we concentrated on the 

connectivity among macro-regions (lobes) of the cortex, the frontal, parietal, temporal, and 

occipital zones, to discover the main traits of connectivity differences.  

This analysis confirms the result of a previous preliminary study 439, i.e., individuals with 

higher autistic traits exhibit stronger outgoing connections from the occipital regions and 

stronger incoming connections toward frontal areas (i.e., bottom-up) compared to those 

observed in individuals with lower autistic traits. In addition to confirm the results of our 

previous study, as a new significant result of the present study we propose that two other 

centrality measures, i.e., hubness and authority, allow for a finer discrimination of connectivity 

directionality. The reason for this improvement will be critically analyzed in the next section. 

If these two measures are used, significant statistical differences can be observed to 

characterize the directionality of the connections in High AQ score vs. the Low AQ score 

individuals. In particular, using sparse matrices statistically significant differences were 

evident between the hubness of the occipital regions in the two classes, with much stronger 
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hubness for individuals with high autistic traits. Looking at authority, a significant increase in 

the authority of the frontal region was observed in the group with higher autistic traits.  

The same patterns were confirmed by computing (from the sparse matrices) the 

connectivity among the macro-regions and plotting only those which exhibited a significant 

statistical difference. As shown in Fig. 4.25, increased bottom-up connectivity from occipital 

to frontal regions was evident in individuals with high autistic traits.  

 

4.3.4.4 Connectivity among individual ROIs 

Besides connectivity analysis at lobe level, we performed connectivity analysis at single ROI 

level. To this aim, centrality indices were computed by considering all the 68 ROIs in the 

Desikan-Killiany atlas. It is interesting that the results obtained on the overall connectivity 

matrix and on the sparse matrix provide similar indications, emphasizing the presence of 

bottom-up connections in the high-score group and top-down connections in the low-score 

group. However, analysis performed on the overall connectivity matrix did not reach a 

significant level, whereas a greater significance was obtained from sparse matrices. For this 

reason, in the following we will mainly refer to the results of sparse matrix.   

An important result of our study is that hubness and authority provided more significant 

differences compared with in degree and out degree, respectively; hence we suggest that 

these indices should be used to characterize the flow in a network of multiple ROIs. In 

particular, by comparing in degree vs. authority in Fig. 4.26 we can observe that the results 

are quite similar for what concerns the High AQ score Group (authority produces just one 

more significant frontal node compared with in degree), whereas significant differences can 

be observed in the Low AQ score Group (no significant node is evident if in degree is used, 

compared with five nodes using authority). Consequently, authority allowed the detection of 

a clear left to right connectivity in the Low AQ score Group. Similarly, only moderate 

differences can be observed using hubness vs. out degree in the High AQ score Group (Fig. 

4.28, hubness detects two additional regions in the frontal cortex, allowing a better analysis 

of top-down influences). Also in this case, hubness provided a significant improvement 

compared with the out degree in the Low AQ score Group (nine significant ROIs are detected 

by hubness, mainly located in left and medial parietal and temporal regions, vs. no significant 

region by the out-degree). These differences suggest that the overall graph is more complex 

in the Low AQ score Group compared with the High AQ score one, requiring more sophisticate 

indices for detecting the flow of transmitted information.  

To understand why authority and hubness are more powerful compared with in degree and 

out degree, we remind that authority not only takes into account the number and strength of 

the connections entering a node but also weights these connections by the hubness of the 

upstream nodes. Similarly, hubness does not only take into account the number and strength 

of connections exiting from a node but also weights these connections by the authority of the 

downstream nodes. Of course, these measures need to be computed together via recursive 

formulas, as illustrated in Eqs. 2.37-2.38. Briefly, the importance of the information exiting 
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from a node (or the importance of the information entering into a node) is not simply the sum 

of its output connections (or the sum of the input connections), but also depends on the role 

played by the sending nodes (or by the receiving nodes). For instance, a connectivity of value 

0.04 reaching an almost completely isolated node (one which does not send information to 

others nodes in the network) can be scarcely important compared with a connection of value 

0.02, which reaches a crucial node. Hubness is able to quantify this difference compared with 

a simple sum of outgoing connectivity. Similarly, authority is more able to summarize the 

effective significance of the incoming flow compared with the simple sum of entering 

connections. 

Using these indices, we then mapped the stronger connections that exited from ROIs with 

higher hubness and entered into the ROIs with greater authority. These results computed on 

each ROI extend the lobe analysis to several aspects: i) The main hubs for High AQ score 

individuals were located in the left and right PCL regions. A pattern of bottom-up connections 

emerging from these two regions seems to be the dominant feature that characterizes this 

group. Left and right PCL are the ROIs in which the primary visual cortex is located. These areas 

handle the transmission of incoming visual inputs from the thalamus to higher-order 

processing regions. The enhanced bottom-up signaling arising from this site resembles the 

pattern observed in individuals with clinical form of autism characterized by hyper-

engagement of sensory regions 519,520 that could underpin the sensory and visuospatial 

peculiarities typically observed in ASD 482,521. ii) The leading authorities for High AQ score 

individuals were located in the frontal and prefrontal regions, particularly in the left and right 

lOF. These two ROIs encapsulate frontal sites involved in high-level mechanisms such as 

emotional regulation, decision-making and social cognition 421. Crucially, these domains tend 

to be altered in ASD individuals. Excessive information inflow in brain areas related to 

emotional and social processing could be implicated in the difficulty to manage complex and 

multifaceted social interactions typically observed in this spectrum. This could also explain 

why ASD individuals tend to prefer less social-demanding environments as they are linked to 

a lower risk of over-stimulation. iii) The previous connections were distributed bilaterally, 

from both PCLs to both homolateral and contralateral frontal hemispheres. iv) Conversely, the 

pattern of connectivity in Low AQ score individuals exhibited a broader and less defined 

distribution, involving several connections in the temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes, with 

hubs mainly located in the left hemisphere and a direction from left to right. This suggests that 

the pattern of inter-areas communication in low-AQ individuals is more distributed and varied 

and not rigidly channeled into narrow pathways. 

We remind, however, that these connectivity patterns reflect differences between the two 

groups, hence a relative role in one population vs. the other, not the absolute impact that 

connections have on the overall brain network. In other words, it is possible that some strong 

connections did not appear in our graph since they were equally relevant in both populations, 

hence without significant difference (this is the reason why the overall connectivity matrix 

provides less significant results). Moreover, we remind that trials were performed at rest. 

Thus, the examined connectivity reflects differences in a resting state.  
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In general, the present results support the findings obtained in our previous study on a 

smaller population 439, even though the exact position of the ROIs representing the increased 

bottom-up connectivity is not identical. In our previous study, we observed increased 

connectivity from the right PCL and the left LG (instead of the left PCL as found here). Still, 

these differences can be explained based on minor variances in source reconstruction and 

grouping among proximal voxels. Moreover, in our previous study, the bottom-up 

connectivity in High-AQ score individuals was especially evident in the right hemisphere 

(particularly toward the right MFr, a region that still plays e significant role among the 

authorities in the present study). In contrast, this connectivity seems to be more bilaterally 

distributed in the current results.  

These results support the idea that the brain network in individuals with higher autistic 

traits vs. individuals with lower autistic traits is not characterized by a general reduction in 

connectivity (as hypothesized in some theorizations) but rather that mixed patterns of under- 

and over-connectivity can be appreciated. Over-connectivity is evident in the fronto-posterior 

axis, involving bottom-up influences, whereas hypoconnectivity involves many tempo-parietal 

regions, especially in the left hemisphere.  

 

4.3.4.5 Neurophysiological meaning 

Several hypotheses on brain connectivity in ASD have been formulated in past years, with 

apparently contradictory outcomes: while some authors hypothesized more robust 

connectivity in ASD, others reported reduced connectivity (see Introduction). These 

contradictions, however, can be reconciled by thinking that differences between controls and 

individuals within the autistic spectrum can especially reflect a directionality in the 

connections rather than the number and total strength of edges in the overall network. 

Furthermore, a mixed pattern of increased connectivity among some regions and decreased 

among others probably characterizes the autistic brain. Directionality in the connectivity 

patterns, in turn, may reflect a hierarchical organization of the processing stream, with 

bottom-up connections (especially from the occipital towards the frontal lobes) involved in 

sensory processing and top-down connections reflecting context modulation, and prior 

knowledge, planning, and attention. This connectivity organization agrees with the so-called 

predictive coding theory, which assumes that environmental and internal signals are joined 

together to form a unified model of reality. In particular, the predictive coding theory of ASD 
478,484 hypothesizes that ASD people do not form accurate predictions of the external 

environment since sensory information supersedes the internal expectation. Our results 

support this theory, showing that differences in bottom-up connectivity (hence, in the impact 

that sensory input can have on the global internal model) are stronger in individuals with 

higher autistic traits, even within a population of healthy individuals.  
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4.3.4.6 Limitations of the present study  

A limitation of the present study may be the limited sample size (19 vs 21 participants). 

Actually, this number is in line with (and in many cases higher than) the sample employed in 

published works that use similar experimental procedures and investigate similar phenomena 

(see 522,523). However, the complexity of the analysis performed and, in particular, the study 

accomplished on the complete connectivity matrix, reveal the necessity of a larger number of 

participants to achieve statistically more solid results. Hence, future studies on a large cohort 

can allow a more detailed comprehension of the problem.   

In this study, we did not include participants with a diagnosis of ASD, hence we cannot be 

confident that the present results would stand up also in a clinical population. However, the 

results obtained go exactly in the direction hypothesized by theoretical and empirical work on 

connectivity features in clinical ASD. Moreover, substantial behavioral 504, genetic 488 and 

neural 524 evidence suggests that ASD is a continuum of conditions ranging from trait-like 

expression to the diagnosed clinical form of autism. Of course, additional studies on a clinical 

population are required to definitely support the present initial results and definitely validate 

the hypothesis of a continuous spectrum ranging from normality to ASD.  

An interesting point concerns the relationship between the Granger connectivity, 

evaluated in this study, and the structural connectivity (i.e., the physical traits that connect 

brain regions, generally estimated by diffusion-weighted imaging). Some studies (e.g.,525) have 

shown that there is significant overlap between neuroanatomical connections and 

correlations of functional brain signals. Conversely, other recent studies of our group, using 

neural mass models as a ground-truth, showed that in some conditions the two aspects may 

differ, as a consequence of non-linear phenomena 126,137,456. Hence, it is still unclear how the 

brain network interacts during specific tasks or at rest, accounting for all structural and 

functional aspects in terms of causality, given the many nonlinear dynamics that characterize 

brain functioning. Moreover, the present results show some connections crossing the midline. 

Regarding this point, although the connections traveling through the corpus callosum typically 

connect homotypic areas, a substantial number of traits connecting heterotypic areas in the 

two cerebral hemispheres have been observed (e.g. 526). Of course, without structural data, it 

remains difficult for the current study to formulate more precise hypotheses about this issue.  

Finally, in the present study we have observed differences in bottom-up and top-down 

connectivity in the two groups. Works in the literature emphasize that these connections can 

be implicated in sensory processing, especially in multisensory conditions 527 or after sensory 

deprivation 528. Furthermore, several studies suggest that atypical sensory processing is a 

common characteristic of ASD and that sensory traits have important implications in the 

developmental phase of this pathology 529,530. The present experiments were performed in a 

resting condition, so it would be difficult to make strong inferences about sensory processing 

from the current data. Further studies, examining the response to sensory stimuli, are 

required to test whether these neural signatures of autistic traits (more bottom-up processing 

in high AQ score, more top-down processing in low AQ score) have an impact at the behavioral 

level, for example to explain the observed differences in sensory profile.  
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5 Discussion 
 

Detecting changes in functional connectivity (FC) is crucial for improving the 

comprehension of brain functioning in both healthy and pathological individuals. However, 

despite its relevance, it still poses one of the greatest challenges in computational 

neuroscience. Indeed, a complete understanding of the reliability of the wide range of existing 

connectivity estimation techniques is still lacking. The first part of this PhD work aimed to fill 

this gap by testing the performance of the main FC measures under controlled conditions. 

Then, once these aspects had been investigated, the second objective of the thesis was to 

estimate brain connectivity on experimental electroencephalographic (EEG) data. 

The concept of functional connectivity was critically examined, using biologically inspired 

Neural Mass Models (NMMs), which simulates EEG oscillations in different frequency bands 

and can be interconnected, generating a ground-truth network of cortical regions. Such 

models are simplifications of the real neurophysiology and may not capture all the complexity 

and variability of the underlying neural dynamics. However, they can provide a realistic 

representation of the complex brain functioning, allowing the simulation of brain networks, 

as well as the assessment of the performances of different functional connectivity estimators 

under controlled conditions and without the confounding factors that may arise from 

empirical data. Therefore, NMMs were employed to test the reliability of FC measures in 

capturing the connectivity strength imposed by the model. 

A first important aspect emerged by comparing the performances of eight different 

estimators, namely Pearson correlation coefficient, Delayed correlation coefficient, Coherence, 

Lagged Coherence, Phase Synchronization, Temporal Granger Causality, Spectral Granger 

Causality and Transfer Entropy. The outcome of the analysis, conducted under linear 

conditions, showed that Temporal and Spectral Granger Causality outperforms the other FC 

measures, followed by Transfer Entropy, proving to be the most reliable estimation method. 

Furthermore, by testing Granger causality and Transfer Entropy under linear and non-linear 

conditions, an innovative concept emerged that needs to be underlined. Since functional 

connectivity estimators reflect the exchange of information between Regions of Interest 

(ROIs), the results obtained from such measurements are influenced by the working 

conditions of the cortical regions in the network. Indeed, while under linear conditions FC 

measurements reflect the true network connectivity, under nonlinear conditions they are 

affected by the activation/deactivation effect of cortical regions driven by external inputs, 

failing to capture the true connectivity strength imposed by the model. Therefore, when using 

FC estimators, one should bear in mind the meaning of these metrics, which reflect a change 

in information transmission rather than a real change in synaptic strength as often reported 

in the literature. 

The significance of external influences and non-linear phenomena was also emphasised by 

simulating a motor network of a stroke patient during: a) rest, b) movement of the affected 

hand and c) movement of the unaffected hand. In this case, task-dependent changes were 
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achieved by using a single set of fixed connectivity parameters, only by varying working point 

of the ROIs on the sigmoidal relationship (by varying the external input to the ROIs). 

Since Granger causality in both temporal and spectral domains proved to be the most 

reliable method, it was chosen to estimate the directed functional connectivity on 

experimental EEG data.  

Indeed, in the second part of this PhD work, advanced EEG processing techniques have 

been employed in order to reconstruct cortical sources and shed light on: 1) task-dependent 

changes in brain connectivity within the same population, 2) resting-state network alterations 

between two different populations.  

The first aspect (1) was investigated in two different datasets: an internal-external 

attention competition task, and a Pavlovian fear conditioning and reversal experiment. In both 

studies, task-dependent differences have been investigated by highlighting the role of brain 

rhythms. Indeed, power and spectral Granger connectivity changes have been assessed 

focusing on the most significant frequency bands, that showed to play a functional role in the 

aforementioned tasks. In both studies, results show that theta and alpha brain rhythms 

provide crucial information on the regulatory mechanisms underlying the task-related 

cognitive processes.  

Indeed, in the internal-external attention competition task results showed that frontal 

midline theta is distinctive of mental task execution and is more prominent during attentional 

competition, which may reflect higher executive control; moreover, anterior cingulate cortex 

showed an increased theta-band connectivity with distant regions, such as temporal and 

occipital. Whereas, alpha power in visual brain regions strongly decreased in external 

attention alone, while it assumed values close to rest during attentional competition, 

reflecting reduced visual engagement against distractors; alpha-band connectivity results 

suggested that bidirectional connections between frontal and visual regions could contribute 

to reduce visual interference in internal attention. 

In the Pavlovian fear acquisition and reversal protocol, results showed that increased theta 

rhythm in the cingulate cortex probably subserve fear acquisition, and is transmitted to other 

cortical regions via increased functional connectivity, allowing a fast theta synchronization. 

Whereas, alpha power showed a decrease that may represent a partial activation of motor 

and somatosensory areas contralateral to the shock side in the presence of a dangerous 

stimulus. Furthermore, connectivity changes that appeared in both frequency bands at the 

end of reversal may reflect long-term alterations in synapses, necessary to reverse the 

previously acquired contingencies.  

Concerning the second aspect (b), the analysis of brain connectivity alterations in resting-

state were investigated in a non-clinical population with different autistic traits. In this case, 

temporal Granger Causality was computed and directional indices of centrality (out dregree, 

in degree, hubness and authority) from Graph Theory were extracted to characterize the 

network. Results evidenced that individuals with higher autistic traits are characterized by a 

more robust bottom-up mechanisms, typical of sensory information processing, compared to 
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subjects with lower autistic traits. This imbalance may contribute to some behavioral 

alterations observed in Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD).     

Overall, directed functional connectivity measures, together with brain network indices, 

represent valuable neuromarkers to characterize brain functioning in task execution and to 

discriminate between different classes of individuals. Remarkably, these methods can provide 

deeper insight into brain functioning in healthy and pathological conditions, and may be used, 

in perspective, to design future innovative diagnostic methods as well as therapeutic 

interventions.  

As described above, the present research brings some innovations and improvements in 

the field of systems neuroscience. However, it also suffers from some limitations that can be 

addressed in the near future. 

First, autoregressive (AR) model techniques, such as Granger Causality, requires estimation 

of the optimal model order - i.e., the number of past observations (time-steps). Early 

approaches often set the model order based on prior knowledge or in ad hoc ways. The use 

of different orders may result in different conclusions, further complicating the interpretation 

of Granger causality. If the order is too low, Granger causal connections at longer lags will be 

missed, while overfitting may occur if the order is too high. Hence, regularization-based 

approaches are often used for estimating the optimal model order from data118. 

Second, the Granger Causality formulation employed in this thesis makes use of a bivariate 

(BVAR) approach. In case of multivariate networks like the brain this may lead to some 

spurious connections. In contrast, multivariate (MVAR) approaches consider information of all 

brain regions when estimating the interaction term, thus enabling the distinction between 

direct and indirect interactions. This is significant since elements in a multivariate system may 

function cooperatively or competitively, or interact generally in a more complex fashion than 

traditional bivariate analysis can capture. However, if there are dependencies on unknown 

(exogenous) or unrecorded (latent) variables, then it will in general be impossible to entirely 

delate spurious effect on causal inference. 

Third, as revealed by studies with NMMs, Granger Causality (and Transfer Entropy) 

dramatically reduces its ability to capture true connectivity strength under nonlinear 

conditions. However, it is well-known that neural mechanisms are characterised by nonlinear 

behaviour. A way to overcome this limitation could be through nonlinear Dynamic Causal 

Modeling, which are neurophysiological models that identify the effective connectivity of a 

network. The latter class of models is hypothesis driven and can be formulated in terms of 

NMMs, defined through a set of nonlinear equations (i.e., nonlinear state-space 

models). These equations model the dynamics of hidden states in the nodes of a 

probabilistic graphical model, where conditional dependencies are parameterised in terms of 

directed effective connectivity. Models’ parameters are then estimated by fitting the 

experimental data, yet raising serious optimisation problems. 

Fourth, in the context of this thesis, only centrality measures of brain network topology 

have been taken into account that allow the directionality aspect of connectivity to be 

emphasised. Consequently, all measures of graph theory that describe the segregation or 

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Dynamical_Systems
http://www.scholarpedia.org/w/index.php?title=Graphical_model&action=edit&redlink=1
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Brain_connectivity
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integration tendency of the network have been disregarded. However, aspects such as small-

worldness are of great interest when describing brain networks. This feature supports efficient 

information segregation and integration with low energy and wiring costs, and it is well suited 

for complex brain dynamics147. Indeed, many brain network studies grounded on EEG and 

connectivity estimates indicates that the brain holds an optimal small-world scheme of 

communication during its normal and healthy functioning. Furthermore, recent studies have 

shown that such brain topology undergoes changes during ageing38,144, as well as in the case 

of brain disorders30, demonstrating the importance of graph theory and network analysis in 

the understanding of brain functioning in health and disease. 

Therefore, future investigations will focus on: a) algorithm implementation for the 

automatic assessment of the optimal VAR order; b) BVAR and MVAR Granger Causality 

comparison NMMs to underline the strengths of the multivariate techniques; c) effective 

connectivity estimation through nonlinear DCM in order to account for neural nonlinearities; 

d) network analysis extension to segregation, integration and small-worldness metrics of 

graph theory.  

Finally, although not reported in this thesis, preliminary analyses are currently ongoing in 

which graph theory indices, including those mentioned in (d), are being employed on EEG data 

not only to investigate some brain disorders of great neurological interest, such as schizotypy 

and epilepsy, but also to assess network topology in the presence and absence of dreams 

during sleep. 
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